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Application-Oriented On-Demand Data Collection in Sparse Underwater Acoustic
Sensor Networks Using Mobile Elements

Jalaja Janardanan Kartha and Lillykutty Jacob
Department of Electronics and Communication Engineering
National Institute of Technology
Calicut, India
Emails: {jalaja@rit.ac.in, lilly@nitc.ac.in}
Abstract—Underwater Wireless Sensor Network (UWSN) is a
group of sensors and underwater vehicles, networked via acoustic
links, which performs collaborative tasks and enables a wide
range of aquatic applications. Due to hostile environment,
resource constraints and peculiarities of the underlying physical
layer technology, providing energy-efficient data collection in
a sparse UWSN is a challenging problem. We consider
mobility-assisted routing technique for enabling connectivity and
improving the energy efficiency of sparse UWSN, considering it
as a Delay/Disruption Tolerant Network (DTN) or Intermittently
Connected Network (ICN). We use analytical models to
investigate the performance of the data collection scheme.
Based on the result that the DTN scheme improves energy
efficiency and Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) at the cost of
increased message latency, we investigate techniques to improve
its delay performance. The effects of using multiple mobile
elements for data collection and activity-based priority-polling are
investigated. In addition, the suitability of a hybrid architecture
and hierarchical organization of mobile elements for supporting
delay-sensitive applications in the mobility-assisted framework, is
explored. The analytical results are validated through extensive
simulations using NS-2 based Aqua-Sim simulator. The results
show that our model for on-demand data collection can effectively
capture the underwater acoustic network conditions and facilitate
performance evaluation of event-driven data collection in sparse
UWSNs prior to deployment. The improved DTN framework
shows superior performance in terms of energy efficiency and
successful data delivery over ad-hoc multi hop network, and in
terms of message latency, fairness and buffer space requirement
over simple polling-based DTN framework.
Keywords–Underwater Sensor Networks; Delay Tolerant
Network; Mobile Collector; Polling; Exhaustive Service; Fairness;
Energy Efficiency; Hybrid Architecture.

I. I NTRODUCTION
This paper extends our earlier work [1] presented at
the Tenth International Conference on Wireless and Mobile
Communication (ICWMC 2014), proposing two strategies
for supporting delay-sensitive applications in mobility-assisted
underwater data collection. Compared to the original paper,
it contains more detailed analysis of the system model
and introduces additional proposals for improving latency
performance according to application requirements.
Underwater Wireless Sensor Networks (UWSNs) have
emerged as powerful systems for providing autonomous
support for several activities like oceanographic data
collection, marine surveillance, disaster prediction, assisted
navigation etc. As illustrated in Fig. 1, UWSN consists of a

number of different types of sensor nodes and autonomous
underwater vehicles (AUVs) used for collaborative monitoring
tasks. Ordinary underwater (UW) sensor nodes deployed
at different depths are used to sense the environment and
generate data. UW sink nodes are responsible for collecting
this data and forwarding it to the surface sink. Surface
sinks are equipped with RF communication link with the
on-shore control centre and other surface sinks, acoustic links
with the underwater sensor nodes, and an optional fibre
optic link with the UW sink. Since electromagnetic waves
are heavily attenuated in the salty sea water and optical
signals are affected by scattering, acoustic communication is
the underlying physical layer technology used in UWSNs.
Development of underwater acoustic communication systems
for interesting practical applications are available in [2], [3], [4]
and [5]. Features like high latency, low bandwidth, high error
probability and 3-dimensional deployment make the UWSNs
significantly different from terrestrial WSNs [6].

Figure 1. Underwater Sensor Network

The energy saving/efficiency is a critical issue for UWSN
because of the high cost of deploying and/or re-deploying
underwater equipment. Underwater sensors are expensive,
mainly because of their more complex transceivers, and
the ocean area that needs to be sensed is quite large.
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Hence, UWSN deployment can be much sparser compared
with terrestrial WSNs. Due to sparse deployment, harsh
environment, node mobility and resource limitations, the
network can be easily partitioned and a contemporaneous path
may not exist between any two nodes. This results in sparse
UWSNs that need to be treated as Intermittently Connected
Networks (ICN) or Delay / Disruption Tolerant Networks
(DTN) [7]. At any given time, when no path exists between
source and destination, network partition is said to occur.
DTNs are characterised by frequent partitions and potentially
long message delivery delays. Such networks may never have
an end-to-end contemporaneous path and traditional routing
protocols are not practical since packets will be dropped when
no routes are available.
The primary objective of a DTN routing protocol is
to obtain high message delivery ratios with satisfactory
latency performance, while maintaining low overhead. The
characteristics of DTN are quite different from that of
Internet and hence new system architectures and routing
protocols are required for DTNs. DTN routing protocols can be
generally classified as forwarding-based and replication-based.
Forwarding-based schemes keep one copy of a message in the
network and tries to forward that copy towards the sink at
the earliest possible forwarding opportunity. Replication-based
approaches like multipath routing are resource-hungry and
hence not suitable for resource-constrained underwater
applications. Forwarding-based approaches are limited in their
effectiveness due to instability (or even non-existence) of
routes from any particular node to the destination. To combat
intermittent connectivity in resource-constrained UWSNs, a
natural solution is to extend the store-and-forward routing to
store-carry-and-forward routing. Proactive mobility of special
mobile nodes can be made use of, to improve message delivery
ratio and to reduce energy consumption. Since the next hop
may not be immediately available for the current node to
forward data, it has to buffer the data until it detects a contact
or forwarding opportunity.
The three main approaches reported in the literature
for data collection in wireless sensor networks, in general,
are [8]: (i) Base Station (BS) approach, which uses direct
communication between the source and the sink; (ii) Ad hoc
network, which uses a multi-hop path from the source to
the sink; and (iii) Mobility assisted routing, which makes
use of a mobile sink or mobile relays for data collection.
The first approach provides fast delivery, but suffers from
reduced life time of sensors due to increased requirement
of communication energy when the source to sink distance
is large. The ad hoc multi hop network provides medium
delay with medium power requirement, but suffers from the
‘hot spot’ problem or the sink neighbourhood problem. In
addition, an end-to-end contemporaneous path should exist for
successful data collection, which is not always possible in the
harsh marine environment in which UWSNs are deployed.
Mobility assisted routing approach supports the DTN
concept of store-carry-and-forward and fills connectivity
gaps in the network. Also, it reduces transmit power
consumption and eliminates the relaying overhead. However,
due to the limited travel speed of the mobile elements, data
collection latency will be large, but such large latency may
be acceptable in certain environmental sensing applications
which are not time-critical. Typical example of such an

application is the continuous monitoring and recording of
the behaviour of underwater plates in tectonics, for later
scientific analysis. Compared with periodic data collection
in which the locations are given and fixed, event-driven
data collection can shorten the response time, and can
thereby support delay-sensitive applications. The arrival
of events that require attention need not be deterministic
and planned; instead, they can be online and stochastic.
However, there exists no proper model for analyzing the
performance of mobility-assisted event-driven data collection
scheme in UWSNs. Investigation of event-driven on-demand
data collection using energy-efficient mobility-assisted
scheme in sparse UWSNs and enhancing it for supporting
delay-sensitive applications like pollution monitoring and
earthquake prediction, is the focus of this paper.
We start with a basic DTN framework for energy efficient
data collection in sparse UWSNs using a single mobile
sink; and then augment it with techniques to improve its
data collection performance by: (i) introducing priority; (ii)
employing multiple data collectors; (iii) deploying a hybrid
architecture with both static and mobile sinks; and (iv)
organizing the mobile collectors in a hierarchical structure.
Analytical results for energy efficiency, packet delivery ratio
(PDR), message latency, and sensor buffer occupancy are
presented. The analytical results are validated using our own
simulation model developed in Aqua-Sim [9], an NS-2 [10]
based network simulator, developed by the University of
Connecticut. The major contributions of this paper include:
(i) Investigating an energy-efficient DTN framework for
event-driven data collection in sparse UWSNs; (ii) Analyzing
the performance metrics of the proposed framework; (iii)
Proposing techniques to enhance the latency performance;
and (iii) Developing the simulation model for validation of
analytical results and further research. The rest of the paper
is organized as follows. A brief review of the related work is
given in Section II. The basic system model is presented in
Section III and the expressions used for analytical results with
this model are developed in Section IV. Techniques for delay
performance enhancement of the basic model are discussed
and analyzed in Section V. Section VI discusses the analytical
and simulation results. The paper is concluded in Section VII.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Several routing protocols have been developed for UWSNs,
most of them suitable only for connected networks. A detailed
review of different routing techniques for UWSNs is given in
[11] and a comparative analysis of routing protocols is done
in [12]. Vector Based Forwarding (VBF) [13] is a typical
geographical routing protocol and Hop-by-hop Vector-based
forwarding (HH-VBF) [14] is its more energy-efficient version,
better suited for sparse networks. Both VBF and HH-VBF do
not support mobility-assisted data collection and they require
the network to be connected. Energy analysis of routing
protocols for UWSNs is presented by Domingo [15] and by
Zorzi et al. [16]. An approach for minimization of energy
consumption in multi-hop UWSNs is proposed by Geethu et
al. in [17]. Javaid et al. have proposed delay-sensitive routing
schemes for UWSNs in [18] and chain based communication
in cylindrical UWSNs in [19].
Recently, considerable effort has been devoted to
developing architectures and routing algorithms for terrestrial
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DTNs. Routing in DTNs is investigated by Jain et al. [20]
and underwater DTN routing is discussed by Tolba et al.
[21]. Adaptive data collection in sparse UWSNs using mobile
elements is proposed by the authors in [22]. A message
ferrying approach for data delivery in sparse mobile ad hoc
networks is presented in [23]. Guo et al. have proposed
an adaptive routing protocol for UWSNs, considering it as
a DTN [24]. Shah et al. [8] have presented a three-tier
architecture based on mobility to address the problem of
energy efficient data collection in a terrestrial sensor network.
The same architecture with an enhanced analytical model
has been presented by Jain et al. [25]. An M/G/1 queueing
model is used by He et al. [26] for mobility-assisted routing,
proposed for reducing and balancing the energy consumption
of sensor nodes. The use of controlled mobility for low energy
embedded networks has been discussed by Arun et al. [27].
AUV-aided routing for UWSNs is discussed by Yoon et al. [28]
and Hollinger et al. [29]. A mobile geocast routing protocol
for efficient data collection from underwater sensor nodes is
proposed by Chen et al. in [30]. Polling-based scheduling
in body sensor networks has been discussed by Motoyama
[31] and the usage of message ferries in ad hoc networks
is considered by Kavitha et al. [32]. Delay and lifetime
performance of mobility-assisted periodic data collection in
sparse UWSNs is presented by the authors in [33].
Even though the development of routing protocols
for dense/connected UWSNs and the adaptation of DTN
approaches for terrestrial sensor networks has already been
addressed thoroughly, the energy-efficient data collection in
resource-constrained sparse UWSNs has not been adequately
investigated. In addition, proper analytical models and
simulation environment for the evaluation of all performance
metrics and for the study of trade-offs in different data
collection schemes are still lacking. Since field tests in
the ocean bottom are costly and mostly infeasible prior
to sensor deployment, realistic models will be extremely
useful for designing application-oriented networks. Also, the
reported DTN schemes in UWSNs are either resource-hungry
or not suitable for on-demand data collection applications.
Most of the mobility-assisted data collection schemes for
sensor networks focus on the offline scenario, where the data
collection is carried out in a periodic manner. A potential
problem with this periodic data collection is that, certain sensor
nodes may not have data to upload, and visiting them just to
find that no data to collect is not efficient.
The adaptation of mobility-assisted schemes for
event-driven on-demand data collection in UWSNs and
the enhancement of DTN schemes for delay-sensitive
applications are still unexplored. In this paper, we first
propose an energy-efficient on-demand data collection scheme
suitable for non-time-critical applications in UWSNs and
then we augment it with techniques to support delay-sensitive
applications.
III. S YSTEM M ODEL
We consider large and sparse UWSNs with possibly
disconnected components and with mobile elements used for
data collection. Though both 3-dimensional and 2-dimensional
deployments are possible, we limit our study to 2-dimensional
network as shown in Fig. 2, with sensor nodes anchored to
the ocean bottom. The static sensors monitor the underwater

surroundings, generate data and store it in the sensor buffer.
They have limited non-rechargeable battery power and they
communicate using acoustic links. The underwater sink, acting
like a base station (BS) is responsible for gathering the sensed
data from the static sensors by employing mobile collectors
(MCs) and forwarding the collected data to the surface sink.
MCs are mobile entities with large processing and storage
capacity, renewable power, and the ability to communicate with
static sensors, underwater sink and other MCs (if any).

Figure 2. System Model : 2-D network with static sensors and MCs

When an event of interest occurs, the static sensors
initiate data collection requests to the BS using direct or
ad hoc multi-hop communication. The service request packet
is assumed to be very short compared to data packets and
the former will contain location information of the node,
sensor buffer occupancy, priority of application, and any
other relevant information like packet arrival rate or the
delay-sensitivity of request. The BS will collect the requests
and based on the system load and the delay constraints, it can
decide the number of MCs needed and the sequence of visiting
the nodes by each MC. Accordingly, BS will create one or
more visit tables specifying the order of visiting the nodes
and schedule the required number of MCs with a unique visit
table assigned to each one of it. It maintains a service queue
for the received data collection requests, and serve them with
the first-come-first serve (FCFS) discipline. Serving a request
means, the MC moves into the proximity of the corresponding
sensor node and collects data from it.
As an MC moves in close proximity to (i.e., within
transmission range of) a static sensor, the sensor’s data is
transferred to the MC and buffered there for further processing.
We consider proactive controlled mobility of the MC, as the
random mobility will fail to give latency bounds. Each MC will
visit the sensor, collect the buffered data and proceed towards
the next node in the visit table and this process is repeated.
Sensors’ bulk data communications are limited to transferring
data to a nearby MC, so as to reduce energy consumption.
Since the MCs are assumed to be resource-unconstrained and
the BS (i.e., UW sink) is assumed to have a high speed link
with the surface sink, we restrict our study to the collection of
data from the static sensors deployed at the ocean bottom by
the MC(s) travelling with a constant speed and pausing at the
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vicinity of sensors for data collection. The data is assumed to
have been successfully delivered once it has been collected by
the MCs.

spherical case (deep water scenario). Thorp’s formula [34] is
used to express the absorption coefficient as:
10 log a(f ) =

IV.

A NALYTICAL S TUDY

In this section, we develop the necessary analytical
expressions, the numerical results of which are compared
with the simulation results in Section VI. All the features
of acoustic channel, propagation and devices significantly
affect the performance measures of the UWSN and hence the
performance of data collection schemes.
A. Energy Efficiency
One important motivation for employing a mobile sink
is that it increases the lifetime of the network by balancing
the energy consumption of the sensor nodes. The energy
consumption of the static nodes alone is considered, since the
mobile node is assumed to be rechargeable or having much
higher initial energy compared to the static sensors. The energy
consumed by the static sensor nodes for sensing and processing
is negligible compared with that for underwater acoustic data
transmission, and hence we consider the energy consumption
for data transmission only.
Underwater Channel: Propagation of sound underwater
is at a very low speed of 1500 m/s and it occurs over
multiple paths. Underwater acoustic communication channels
are characterized by a path loss that depends not only on the
distance between the source and the sink, but also on the signal
frequency. Path loss is the sum of absorption loss (due to
the transfer of acoustic energy in to heat) and spreading loss
(due to the regular weakening of a sound signal as it moves
outwards from the source). At shorter ranges, spreading loss
plays a proportionally larger role compared with absorption
loss. Spreading loss is frequency-independent, but depends
on the geometry, where as the absorption loss increases with
frequency.
The SNR of an emitted underwater signal at the receiver
is expressed by the passive sonar equation as [34]
SN R = SL − T L − N L + DI

(1)

where SL is the source level, TL is the transmission loss,
NL is the noise level, and DI is the directivity index. A
micro pascal (µPa) is a measurement of pressure commonly
applied to underwater sound. All quantities in (1) are in dB
re µPa where the reference value 1 µPa corresponds to the
intensity value of 0.67×10−18 W/m2 . Assuming a target SNR
of 20 dB at the receiver, an ambient noise level of 70 dB
(which is representative of underwater environments), and
omnidirectional antennas for transmission and reception, we
have the required source level SL = TL + 90 dB.
The transmission loss or the attenuation factor A(l, f ) of
an underwater acoustic channel for a distance l and frequency
f is given by (2) as [34]:
10 log A(l, f ) = k. 10 log l + l. 10 log a(f )

(2)

where the first term is the spreading loss and the second term
is the absorption loss. The spreading coefficient k = 1 for
cylindrical spreading (shallow water scenario) and k = 2 for

44f 2
2.75f 2
0.11f 2
+
+
+ 0.003 (3)
1 + f2
4100 + f 2
104

The dependence of absorption loss on signal frequency
implies the dependence of available acoustic bandwidth on
communication distance. The resulting bandwidth limitation is
a fundamental one due to the physics of acoustic propagation.
Typical bandwidth of underwater channel is of the order of a
few kilohertz at 10-100 km and 10 kilohertz at 1-10 km.
For a given target signal-to-noise ratio SN Rtgt at receiver,
available bandwidth B(l), and noise power spectral density
N (f ), the required transmit power Pt (l) can be expressed as
a function of the transmitter-receiver distance l [16]. If Pr is
the receive power, L is the packet size in bits, and α is the
bandwidth efficiency of modulation, the energy consumption
for the single hop data transfer of one packet becomes
Ehop (l) =

Pr + Ptel (l)L
αB(l)

(4)

where Ptel (l) is the electrical power (in watts) corresponding
to Pt (l) in dB re µPa. Compared to Pr , Ptel is very large and
hence its contribution to the energy consumption of sensor
nodes is significant. It is clear that the power consumption
for data transfer over a single hop of length l increases with
l, while the available bandwidth decreases with l. Hence,
short range high bandwidth communication is to be adopted,
whenever possible, to minimize energy consumption.
In order to investigate the superiority of the MC-based
DTN model in conserving energy, let us compare the energy
overhead associated with transferring one packet from the
sensor to the BS using the ad hoc multi-hop approach and
the store-carry-and-forward DTN approach. For this analysis
purpose, we assume the network to be well connected so that
ad hoc multi hop communication is possible from each sensor
to the BS located at the centre. Also, for tractability of analysis,
without losing generality, we assume the network layout to be
circular. In order to quantify the potential savings in energy,
we follow an approach similar to that of [27] with and without
using a mobile node.
Assume N static sensor nodes with transmission range r
are randomly and uniformly deployed over a circular area A of
radius R with the sink located at the centre. We can calculate
the minimum energy requirement of a node for transferring
one packet generated by each node to the sink, using ad
hoc multi-hop approach. Assuming ideal MAC such that no
collisions occur, the packets originated by the nodes within a
distance r from the sink need to be sent to the sink directly,
whereas those generated by nodes at larger distances need to
relayed by the inner nodes towards the sink.
If every static node located in the kth annulus of the
circular area generates one packet, then the minimum number
of transmissions due to packets originated from the kth annulus
A(k)
is M inT x(k) = N
k, where A(k) is the area of the
A
th
k annulus and k = 1 for the innermost annulus. In the
mobility-assisted data collection, irrespective of the position of
the nodes, each static node transmits only the packets generated
by it. Instead, in the case of multi-hop architecture, if every
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node generates 1 packet each, for a large value of N , on
an average, the number of receptions and transmissions to
be undertaken by a node in annulus k will be, respectively,
A(k + 1)
N odeRx(k) =
N odeT x(k + 1) and N odeT x(k) =
A(k)
A(k + 1)
N odeT x(k+1), except for the outermost annulus
1+
A(k)
 R 
k= r
where the corresponding values are 0 and 1.
The above analysis shows the increased relaying overhead
of a sensor node with its proximity to the sink. If we define the
Energy Overhead Factor (EOF) of a node as the ratio of the
total number of transmissions from the node to the number of
transmissions corresponding to the packets originated at that
node, it is seen that all the sensor nodes have the same EOF
(equal to l with an error-free channel) in MC-based scheme,
while it is approximately equal to N odeT x(k) in multihop
network. High Energy Overhead Factor implies low energy
efficiency.
A natural consequence of this unbalanced usage of stored
battery power by the static sensor nodes in the adhoc multi
hop network is the non uniformity in the residual energy of
the sensor nodes after operation for a fixed amount of time.
If Ei is the initial energy of a node, the maximum number
of packet transmissions over a hop distance l that can be
afforded by it before being completely drained off its energy
Ei
will be
. Due to the absence of relaying overhead in
Ehop (l)
MC-based architecture, the residual energy of all the nodes will
be uniformly distributed in the network. At the same time, in
the ad hoc multi hop network, due to the increased relaying
overhead of the sensors with proximity to sink, residual energy
of the 1-hop neighbours of the sink will be considerably small,
compared to that of the nodes along the periphery of the
network. This sink neighbourhood problem leads to premature
death of the 1-hop neighbours of the sink, thus resulting in the
disconnection of the sink from the rest of the network which
means that the usefulness of the network is lost. Hence, in
applications in which network lifetime is more important than
message delay, mobility-assisted routing is the best option. In
addition, in disconnected or partitioned networks in which both
direct and ad-hoc multi hop communications are too costly in
terms of energy consumption, the proposed mobility-assisted
framework is the only option.
B. Data Collection Latency
Due to the mechanical movement of the MC to provide
connectivity and facilitate data collection from the sensors
located quite far apart, the latency of the sensed data in
the mobility-assisted approach will be much larger compared
to that in the other two approaches. In addition, since the
sensed data is to be buffered till the next visit of the MC,
buffer overflow and packet loss will occur if the sensor
buffer space is not sufficient or if the inter-arrival time of
the MC at a sensor is too high. Realistic estimation of these
parameters using a proper analytical model is essential to
assess the suitability of the proposed scheme for a particular
application, based on the requirements of the application and
the resource constraints of the network. A model matching
the mobility-assisted on-demand data collection framework is
a multiple-queue single-server queueing model or a polling

model; a system of multiple queues accessed in cyclic or other
specified sequence by a single server.
The traditional polling system consists of N infinite size
queues and a single server that serves them one at a time [35].
The arrival process to queue i is assumed to be an independent
Poisson process with rate λi . The customers arriving to queue
i are assumed to have service time Xi , which is a random
variable with first and second moments E[Xi ] and E[Xi2 ],
respectively. After being served at queue i, the customer is
assumed to leave the system. In the basic polling model, the
server visits (or polls) the queues in a cyclic order and after
completing a visit to queue i, it incurs a switch over period
or walk time. The period during which the server continuously
serves queue i is called the service period of queue i and the
preceding period is called the switch over period of queue i.
Mobile Collector and the static sensor buffers in our model
correspond to the single server and queues of the polling
model, respectively. Packets buffered in the sensor buffer,
waiting for a transmission opportunity, are analogous to the
customers waiting for service in the polling model. Travel time
of the MC to move from one location to the next is modelled as
the walk time and the sojourn time at each location to transfer
data from the near by sensor’s buffer to the MC is modelled
as the service time.
According to the instant at which the MC leaves the sensor,
different service policies are available, which prescribes how
the packets (if any) from each sensor buffer will be collected.
The important service policies applicable to on-demand data
collection are: Exhaustive, Gated and 1-Limited. In the
1-Limited policy, at most one packet is collected from a sensor
buffer at each visit. In the Exhaustive service, upon visiting a
sensor, the MC collects all the packets until no more packets
are available at that sensor buffer. In gated service, MC collects
only those packets which are queued at its arrival instant. In
other words, the packets that arrive during the course of the
current data collection operation are not considered, where as
under Exhaustive service policy, the MC collects the packets
buffered so far plus the packets being generated when the
already buffered packets are being transferred.
The inter-arrival times of service requests are assumed to
be independent of MC travel time and data collection time.
Assuming Poisson arrival of packets at rate λi at sensor buffer
i, the traffic load at sensor i is defined by ρi = λi E[Xi ] ,
1≤ i P
≤ N , and the total offered load in the system is given by
N
ρ = i=1 ρi , where E[Xi ] is the mean packet transfer time.
For system stability, ρ should be less than 1. If the mean of
the total walk time is denoted by R, the mean cycle time of
the MC is given by [35]
E[C] =

R
1−ρ

(5)

For system stability, all packets that arrive during a cycle of
the MC must be served during a cycle time. Hence, the mean
service period for sensor buffer i during a cycle time will be
E[Si ] = E[Xi ]λi E[C] =

ρi R
1−ρ

(6)

and the mean number of packets collected from sensor buffer
i in a polling cycle will be
E[Φi ] = λi E[C]
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Using (5) and (6), the average inter-arrival time of the MC at
a sensor buffer can be evaluated as
(1 − ρi )R
E[Ii ] = E[C] − E[Si ] =
(8)
1−ρ
We assume that the stability condition is achieved and
the system is in steady state. The main performance measure
in data collection is the mean waiting time of a packet in
the sensor buffer, the exact analysis of which is difficult.
Hence, we resort to the pseudo-conservation law based
on the stochastic decomposition of unfinished work in an
infinite-buffer polling system [35]. For analytical tractability,
we assume a symmetric system with equal data generation
rate λ and equal mean packet service time X at all sensors.
Let the MC travel time between two consecutive locations
be a random variable with mean and variance E[Y ] and ∆2 ,
respectively. Under the assumption of exhaustive service, The
mean waiting time of the packet in the sensor buffer before
the MC approaches it for data transfer can be obtained as [35]:

E[W Q]exh =

∆2
N λE[X 2 ] + E[Y ](N − ρ)
+
2E[Y ]
2(1 − ρ)

(9)

With gated and 1-Limited service policies, the expressions for
mean waiting time become
E[W Q]gated =

∆2
N λE[X 2 ] + E[Y ](N + ρ)
+
(10)
2E[Y ]
2(1 − ρ)

N λE[X 2 ] + E[Y ](N + ρ) + N λ∆2
∆2
+
2E[Y ]
2(1 − ρ − N λE[Y ])
(11)
At light loads (ρ approaching 0), the packet queueing delay
is dominated by the travel time of the MC, and at heavy
loads (ρ approaching 1) it is dominated by the sojourn time of
the MC at the sensors. With exhaustive and gated service,
ρ should be less than 1 to ensure stability of the system.
For stable symmetric systems with a single MC and same
parameters, the mean waiting time of the packets is smallest
with exhaustive service policy and largest with 1-Limited. Also,
ensuring stability with 1-Limited service requires the mean
travel time of the MC to be smaller than the service time,
which is not practically feasible. Exhaustive service policy is
the optimal one as far as the average packet delay is concerned.
However, the effectiveness of data collection can not be
quantified using the mean waiting time of packets alone.
Another important parameter that matters, especially in
delay-sensitive environments, is the fairness of data collection.
Under the assumption of symmetric queues with equal data
generation rates, the mean waiting time is independent of
sensor location and packets generated by all sensors receive
same treatment. Now, let us consider a situation in which
the packet generation rates differ considerably among sensors,
resulting in unequal loads offered by them. Let ρi = λi E[X]
be the load at sensor i. By following the approach used in [36],
we observe that the dependence of mean waiting time at sensor
i on the load offered by node i under the exhaustive, gated and
1-limited service policies, can be expressed, respectively as
E[W Q]lim =

E[W Qi ]exh ∝ (1 − ρi )

(12)

E[W Qi ]gated ∝ (1 + ρi )

(13)

E[W Qi ]lim ∝ (1 − ρ + ρi )

(14)

Equations (12), (13), and (14) reveal that the packets
generated by different nodes are treated differently, based on
the service policy. In exhaustive service, packets arriving to
light-traffic sensors have longer average waiting time than
those arriving to heavy traffic sensors. But in gated and
1-limited service schemes, it is in the other way. The 1-limited
service policy is usually considered to be a fair policy since
only one packet is collected from each sensor in a cycle of the
MC. Exhaustive service is less fair since one heavily loaded
sensor can dominate the system, and will occupy the MC for a
long time. This means that, although the average waiting time
may be smaller for exhaustive service compared to the other
two service policies, the maximal waiting time at the lightly
loaded sensors may be larger. Hence, though exhaustive service
gives optimum performance for delay-tolerant applications, it
is not the optimum one for delay-sensitive applications. In
delay-sensitive applications, if the packets are not collected
before their deadline or expiry time, they will have to be
discarded, thus reducing the number of packets receiving
on-time service.
Computation of the average queueing delay of packets
using (9) requires the knowledge of the mean and variance
of MC travel time. To evaluate these parameters, we follow
an approach similar to that in [26]. In our system model,
the BS maintains a queue to store the received requests and
serve them according to its service discipline, the simplest
one being first-come-first-served (FCFS). We assume a square
sensing field with static sensor nodes uniformly distributed in
the network. The arrival of data collection requests to the BS
is assumed to be a Poisson process and the communication
is assumed to be loss-less. Due to the assumption of
uniform distribution of node deployment, the locations of
data collection requests can be treated as random points in
the square sensing field, based on which the travel time of
the MC between two consecutive locations can be evaluated.
The probability density function of the distance between two
arbitrary points in a unit square is given by

2d(π − 4d + d2 )
0≤d≤1


q


 2d[2sin−1 ( 1 ) − 2sin−1 1 − 1
d
d2
fD (d) =
√
√
2 − 1 − d2 − 2]

d
1
≤d≤ 2
+
4



 0
otherwise

(15)

Using this, if the MC moves at a constant velocity V, the
mean and variance of the MC travel time between two arbitrary
points in a unit square area can be obtained as 0.4555/V and
3.95/V 2 , respectively.
Once the mean queueing delay of the message has been
determined, the expected response time of the message, being
the sum of its queueing delay in the sensor buffer plus service
time by the MC (packet transmission time) can be obtained as
E[T ] = E[W Q] + E[X]
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The sensor buffer occupancy of a tagged sensor will be
maximum (equal to λ times the MC cycle time) when the MC
approaches it for data collection and minimum (equal to zero
for exhaustive service) when it leaves the sensor. The average
sensor buffer occupancy
E[NQ ] = λE[W Q]

(17)

and the number of messages in the system (in queue and in
service)
E[N ] = λE[T ]
(18)
The message latency and sensor buffer occupancy increase
with the number of nodes N , packet arrival rate λ and the
size of the deployment area, where as it decreases with the
speed of the MC. However, the speed of the MC can not
be increased beyond a limit (of the order of 20 m/s) due
to practical limitations. Thus, the delay performance of the
MC-based DTN scheme with a single mobile element is not
at all comparable with that of ad hoc multihop network (of
the order of several minutes for the former, while a few
seconds for the latter). Correspondingly, the buffer requirement
of static sensors is negligible in an ad hoc network, while
it is considerably high in the MC-based scheme. Hence,
the MC-based data collection approach, as such, is suitable
only for delay-tolerant applications. Techniques to improve
the delay performance so as to extend its suitability for
delay-sensitive applications will be discussed in Section V.
C. Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR)
The Bulk Service Queueing model for mobility-assisted
data collection as used by Jain et al. in [25] permits us to
evaluate the success ratio of data collection. Here, the data
generation and MC arrival processes are assumed to be renewal
processes with average rates λ and µ respectively. It is also
assumed that when an MC visits a sensor, no other sensor is
near-by and contending for service. A maximum of K packets
is transferred from the sensor to the MC in each visit. Data
transmission does not incur any loss and the only loss (if any)
is due to sensor buffer overflow.
Since a maximum of K packets are collected in one visit
of the MC, the net service rate is Kµ. If the random variable
Q represents the queue length at the MC arrival instant, the
average of Q is used as a measure of the sensor buffer
occupancy, which in turn, decides the Packet Delivery Ratio
(PDR). As the service size is K packets, and if Q (queue length
at MC arrival instant) is less than K then only Q packets are
served, clearly
P DRMC =

µE [min(K, Q)]
λ

(19)

Assuming exhaustive service policy, all the data generated
and buffered so far is transferred when the MC visits the
sensor. Hence the amount of data in the sensor buffer when
the MC approaches it, will be the minimum of : (i) the amount
of data generated in one cycle time of the MC, and (ii) the
sensor buffer size. For Poisson data generation, the amount of
data generated in an interval depends only on the length of the
interval and hence the expected sensor buffer length becomes
λ
E[Q] =
µ

(20)

For a fixed service size K, E[Q] increases with λ and
decreases with µ.
In a stable system, with the assumption of large K and
infinite buffer space, and on substituting the value obtained
from Eqn. (20) into (19), we get the Packet Delivery Ratio to
be 1 with this model. If the sensor buffer space or the service
size K is not sufficiently large to accommodate the incoming
traffic without buffer overflow, packets will be dropped and
PDR is reduced. Hence the sensor buffer size SB and service
size K should be designed such that no packet is lost due to
buffer overflow, for a given data generation rate λ and the MC
arrival rate µ. However, sensor buffer size SB is limited by
the size and hardware cost of the sensor memory.
Assuming ideal channel, no MC failures, and sufficiently
large buffer space to avoid buffer overflow, the PDR will be
theoretically 1 for delay-tolerant applications. But practically,
there exists a probability that a node is not visited by the MC
within a specified time period or deadline. In such situations,
the significance of the data may be lost if the application is
delay-sensitive, or the data itself may be lost due to buffer
overflow. Since these two factors limit the PDR in MC-based
data collection, care is to be taken to ensure that the sensors
are equipped with sufficient buffer space as dictated by the
load conditions, and the buffered packets are collected before
their significance is lost, in delay-sensitive applications.
In the case of ad hoc multi hop network, the PDR is
dependent on the node density, since a contemporaneous
source-to-sink path should exist for successful packet delivery.
To investigate the impact of node density on PDR, we assume
the use of Vector-based Forwarding (VBF) as the routing
protocol and follow the approach similar to the one used in [13]
with appropriate modifications for 2-dimensional deployment.
Assuming N nodes each with transmission range r, uniformly
deployed in a square area of side A, the density d of nodes
N
in the network = 2 . Now, if B represents the radius of the
A
routing pipe in VBF, and Pl represents the loss probability
of packets, it can be shown that the probability of successful
delivery of a packet over h hops
h
ih
1
πBr 3 d2
P DRadhoc = 1 − Pl3

(21)

Equation (21) shows that, for a fixed packet loss probability
Pl , probability of successful packet delivery increases with
node density, width of routing pipe, and transmission range of
sensor nodes in the ad hoc multi hop network that uses VBF.
Increase in the width of routing pipe or the transmission range
of sensor nodes will result in increased energy consumption,
where as high node density is not feasible due to cost
constraints and deployment restrictions. Thus, achieving a
reasonably good delivery performance using ad hoc multi
hop approach for event-driven data collection in sparse and
energy-constrained environments is almost impossible. At
the same time, probability of successful packet delivery is
independent of node density in MC-based data collection,
thus making it the better option for sparse and constrained
networks, as far as successful data delivery is concerned.
V. P ERFORMANCE E NHANCEMENT
In this section, we investigate techniques to improve
the delay and delivery performance of the basic DTN
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scheme with a single MC. Based on the study of latency
performance in Section IV, we propose four techniques to
reduce data collection latency and to enhance the support
for delay-sensitive applications: (i) Use of multiple mobile
collectors, (ii) Activity-based periodic polling, (iii) Hybrid
architecture with both static and mobile sinks, and (iv)
Hierarchical organization of mobile collectors. In the first
technique, more than one mobile collectors are used, thus
increasing the effective service rate, thereby reducing the
message waiting time. In the second one, different priority
is assigned to different nodes (based on data generation rate,
traffic class, etc.), and the order and/or frequency of polling
or visiting the static sensor nodes is modified to account
for the differing activity conditions. The third technique
uses a hybrid architecture of both ad-hoc multi-hop and
mobility-assisted schemes, exploiting the advantages of both.
In the fourth one, the MCs are organized in a hierarchical
manner such that application-oriented differentiated packet
delivery is made possible. We present these four techniques,
as well as analytical expressions for the evaluation of their
latency and delivery performance.
A. Multiple Mobile Collectors
In our basic polling model, there is only a single server,
servicing a number of queues in a cyclic manner, which has
been found to be unsuitable for delay-sensitive applications.
When the input load is too high or the deadline requirements
of the application are quite demanding, the BS may decide
to schedule multiple MCs with different visit tables assigned
to each. When the number of MCs is increased, the model
is converted to a Multi Server Multi Queue (MSMQ) system
or multi server polling model, the exact analysis of which
is not available. Assuming independent MCs, symmetric
Poisson-distributed data arrivals, independent and identically
distributed service times and walk times and no server
clustering, an approximate expression for the mean waiting
time can be derived following the approach used in [37]. The
total average amount of work arriving to the MSMQ per unit
amount of time remains unchanged (= N λE[X]) as in the
single server system. At steady state, the MCs evenly share
this load and if S is the number of MCs, the utilization factor
of any one MC becomes
N λE[X]
(22)
S
The time interval between two consecutive arrivals of any one
MC at a tagged sensor buffer q can be evaluated as
ρs =

E[Cq ] =

R
S − N λE[X]

(23)

for q = 1..N .
Since stability is guaranteed by the finiteness of average
cycle time, to ensure stability, the number of MCs
S > N λE[X]

(24)

In other words, the packet arrival rate
λ<

S
N E[X]

(25)

To get the mean message waiting time in the multiple
MC case, the expression for mean waiting time in single MC

case as given by (9) can be modified by substituting E[X]/S,
E[X 2 ]/S 2 , E[W ]/[S−(S−1)ρ], and E[W 2 ]/[S−(S−1)ρ]2 in
place of, respectively, E[X], E[X 2 ], E[W ], and E[W 2 ]. Thus,
the mean waiting time in the multiple MC situation becomes
E[W 2 ]
E[Wq ] =
2E[W ][S − (S − 1)ρ]
i
h
](S−λE[X])
λE[X 2 ]
+ E[WS−(S−1)ρ
N
S

+
(26)

2(S − N λE[X])
Similar to the basic single MC network, here also, the expected
waiting time of the packet in the sensor buffer and the
average sensor buffer occupancy increase with the packet
arrival rate λ, number of sensors N and the size of the
deployment area and reduces with the speed of MCs. However,
both performance metrics decrease with the number of MCs
S, thus making the model better suited for heavy input
load conditions, memory-limited sensors, and delay-sensitive
applications. While the delay and delivery performance are
improved by the use of multiple data collectors, energy
consumption and network lifetime are not affected, since the
number of transmissions and the range of transmission are
not changed by the use of more number of MCs. Taking
into account the higher cost of MCs compared to ordinary
sensor nodes, minimum number of MCs that satisfy the
application-specific latency constraints may be used.
B. Activity-based Priority Polling
In practical situations, all the sensor nodes may not
be generating data at the same rate and hence our earlier
assumption of symmetric queues may not be valid always.
More packets will be generated in some areas having high
activity that require immediate attention, while some other
areas may be generating very few packets only. In such
situations, it will not be efficient and fair to visit all the sensors
in a cyclic manner. When the data generation rates among the
static sensor nodes vary considerably, it will be better to visit
the nodes with higher arrival rates more frequently, rather than
following the cyclic order. In cyclic polling, the server visits
the queues in the order Q1 , Q2 , ...., QN , Q1 , Q2 , ...., QN , .... In
Periodic polling, the server visits the queues in a fixed order
specified by a polling table in which each queue occurs at least
once [38].
Consider the single server polling model with the difference
that the arrival rates at the queues are not equal, instead
the packet arrival intensity at sensor i is λi , i = 1,...N. The
offered load at sensor i is ρi = λi E[Xi ], where E[Xi ] is the
mean service P
time at sensor i. The total offered load in the
network ρ = N
i=1 ρi . The MC visits the sensors according
to a periodic - not necessarily cyclic - polling scheme. The
approach followed in [38] can be used to minimize the
workload in the system and to ensure fairness among the
sensors by using optimum visit frequencies. For exhaustive
service, assuming Wi to be the switch-over time from queue
i − 1 to queue i, the visit frequency at node i becomes
p
ρi (1 − ρi )/Wi
exh
fi = PN p
(27)
ρj (1 − ρj )/Wj
j=1
Now, all the nodes are not visited equally in a cycle, instead
the nodes having more buffered data waiting for transmission
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(due to higher packet generation rate) will be visited more
often than those with less buffered data. Assume that sensor i
is visited ni times in a cycle of the MC and these visits are
spread as evenly as possible. Considering the interval between
two successive MC visits to a node i as a sub cycle, the mean
residual time of a sub cycle of i will be
ERSCi ∝

E[C]
ni

(28)

where E[C] is the mean time for one complete visit cycle of
the MC according to the polling table. Now the mean waiting
time at node i will be [38]:
(Wq )i ∝ (1 − ρi )

E[C]
ni

(29)

which shows that the sensor nodes with high data generation
rates (having high values of ρi and ni ) get better treatment
and majority of the generated packets get good treatment, in
terms of waiting time and buffer requirement.
C. Hybrid Architecture
The scheme of employing a hybrid architecture of both ad
hoc multi-hop and mobility-assisted data collection approaches
is proposed here to provide application-oriented packet
delivery. As illustrated in Fig. 3, there exist both static and
mobile sinks in the network, the former one for collecting
delay-sensitive critical data and the latter one for delay-tolerant
bulk data. While setting up the network, the static sensors
are organized in to a number of routing trees rooted at the
static sink located at the centre of the deployment area. Mobile
sink (MS) covers the entire network by following a trajectory
suitable for periodic data collection, as shown in the diagram.
It sojourns at predefined locations so as to collect buffered
data from the near by sensors. The number of sojourn points
and the transmission range of sensor nodes can be adjusted
according to the node energy constraints and the message
deadline requirements.

Figure 3. Hybrid architecture with static and mobile sinks

Each sensor node always keeps up to date information
about its static path to the static sink. Any emergency

information that requires immediate attention like disaster
warning, hazard detection, etc., is transferred to the static sink
using the ad hoc multi hop path, provided such an end-to-end
contemporaneous path exists. If not, the sensor has to either
transmit at a higher power level to improve connectivity at
the expense of increased energy consumption. If that too fails,
the node has to wait for the arrival of the MC. Because ad
hoc multi-hop communication is used only for applications
with tight deadline requirements, the sink neighbourhood or
hot-spot problem is not expected to be as severe as in the pure
ad hoc multi-hop approach. Hybrid architecture permits us to
achieve trade-off between network lifetime and timeliness of
data collection, though with increased complexity of keeping
two data collection approaches in the same network.
The performance metrics like energy consumption, energy
balancing, packet latency, and sensor buffer occupancy
depend on the type of communication (ad hoc multi-hop
or mobility-assisted), which in turn, depends on the
nature of application: delay-sensitive or delay-tolerant. For
delay-tolerant applications, mobility-assisted data collection
with a single MC is made use of. The MC visits the sensors
as discussed in the basic model in Section III for event-driven
data collection or by following a trajectory as illustrated in
Fig. 3, covering the entire deployment area in a cyclic fashion
for periodic data collection. For symmetric queues, the delay
performance of data collection can be evaluated using (9),
(10), (16), and (17). For delay-sensitive applications, ad hoc
multi-hop connection to the static sink is used, whose delay
is negligible compared to MC-based approach, thus ensuring
timely delivery of emergency data. However, for successful
packet delivery, end-to-end connectivity is to be ensured,
failing which packets will be dropped. We use VBF protocol
[13] for multi hop routing. In VBF, the PDR is dependent on
the density of nodes, width of routing pipe and transmission
range of sensor nodes.
D. Hierarchical Architecture
This architecture is suitable for large networks with
periodic and event-driven data collection, supporting both
delay-tolerant and delay-sensitive applications. Unlike the
hybrid architecture, there is no static sink here. The static nodes
as well as the mobile collectors are organized into a number of
tiers forming a hierarchical architecture. We have considered
three tiers, which can be extended further according to the
size of the network and the requirements of the application.
As illustrated in Fig. 4, the entire network is organized into
four non-overlapping clusters and three hierarchical tiers. All
static sensor nodes have the basic responsibility of sensing
the environment and buffering the sensed data. Additionally,
they selectively forward delay-sensitive traffic to nodes that are
more frequently visited by the MC.
The entire network area is divided into 16 equal square
partitions (not shown in the diagram). During the set up phase
of each round of data collection, Tier-3 nodes in each partition
select one of them as a Tier-2 node based on residual energy;
and Tier-2 nodes belonging to each cluster select one of them
as a Tier-1 node based on proximity to the centre. Hence, there
will be a maximum of 16 Tier-2 nodes and four Tier-1 nodes
in the network under consideration. Tier-1 MC (MC1) cycles
among the Tier-1 nodes alone, while the Tier-2 MC (MC2)
cycles among the Tier-2 nodes. Tier-3 MC (MC3) follows a
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trajectory passing through the centres of all the 16 partitions,
sojourning at the 16 locations for collecting delay-tolerant data
(if any) from the Tier-3 nodes. Cycle time of the MC1 will be
very small compared to its counterparts in other tiers. In other
words, Tier-1 nodes are visited more often than Tier-2 nodes,
while the latter is visited more often than Tier-3 nodes.
Based on the urgency of the sensed data, packets may be
buffered at the originating node or forwarded to a node in the
next tier. Upon receiving a packet, a Tier-3 node will check
its delay-sensitivity. If it is delay-tolerant, it will be stored
in the sensor buffer, to be collected by MC3. Otherwise, the
packet will be forwarded to the respective Tier-2 node, where
it will be buffered, to be collected by MC2. Tier-2 node will
check whether the packet is time-critical and if so, it will be
immediately forwarded to the Tier-1 node. Since the Tier-1
nodes are visited quite frequently, the latency performance will
be good. Data is assumed to have been successfully delivered
once it has been collected by any one MC.
For performance evaluation, we consider a square
deployment area of size 2000m × 2000m and velocity of all
the MCs to be 15 m/s. MC3 follows a trajectory as shown in
Fig. 4 and for analytical tractability, trajectories of MC2 and
MC1 are approximated by square paths of side 1000m and
500m, respectively, around the centre of the deployment area.
Packet generation is assumed to be Poisson and symmetrical,
with 10% of the generated packets being time-critical and
30% of the generated packets being delay-sensitive, but not
time-critical. The maximum and average waiting times of each
category of packets can be evaluated using (9) and (10). Unlike
the hybrid architecture, here no multi-hop communication is
used and hence PDR is independent of node density.
VI. A NALYTICAL A ND S IMULATION R ESULTS
Extensive simulations were done to validate our analytical
results using the NS-2 based network simulator for underwater
applications, Aqua-Sim. The unique characteristics of UWSNs
like acoustic attenuation model, acoustic channel model,
3-dimensional deployment and very slow propagation make
the existing terrestrial network simulators unsuitable for
UWSN simulation study and resulted in the development

100
Absorption / Spreading / Transmission Loss (in dB)

Figure 4. Hierarchical architecture

of Aqua-Sim. Aqua-Sim is an event-driven, object-oriented
simulator written in C++ with an OTCL (Object-oriented Tool
Command Language) interpreter as the front-end. Following
the object-oriented design style of NS-2, all UWSN entities are
implemented as classes in C++. Several interesting works like
[39] and [40] have already been implemented in this simulation
system.
The codes simulating underwater sensor nodes, traffic,
acoustic channels, MAC protocols, and a few routing protocols
are already available in Aqua-Sim. We have incorporated in
it, the DTN concepts of beaconing, contact discovery and
store-carry-and-forward and the polling based (exhaustive
service) data collection. Energy model with tunable transmit
power and latency minimization techniques like the use
of multiple mobile collectors, visit-frequency based priority
polling, hybrid architecture with static and mobile sinks, and
the hierarchical organization of sensors and mobile collectors
were also implemented.
We have used the VBF routing protocol for implementing
the multi hop network for comparison purpose and the
MC-based DTN protocol developed by us in Aqua-Sim for the
mobility-assisted short-range data collection purpose. We have
employed the Broadcast MAC protocol with carrier sensing
and collision avoidance, in which the MAC first senses the
channel when a node has packet to send. If the channel is
found to be free, the node broadcasts the packet, otherwise it
backs off. If the number of back off exceeds a limit, the packet
is discarded.
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Figure 5. Transmission Losses in the deep water scenario (Analytical):
AL - Absorption Loss, TL - Transmission Loss

Fig. 5 illustrates the impact of frequency of operation and
distance between the sensor nodes on the total transmission
loss in deep water, as expressed by (2). We have assumed
a target SNR of 20 dB and noise level of 70 dB for this
result. Transmission loss is the sum of spreading loss and
absorption loss. Spreading loss is independent of frequency
and its variation with distance is quadratic in deep water.
Absorption loss increases with frequency and distance between
nodes.
Higher transmission loss at larger source-to-sink distance
leads to increased energy consumption as illustrated in Fig. 6
for the deep water scenario. Assuming tunable transmit power
Pt , receive power Pr fixed at 0.075 W, and packet length L
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due to energy depletion, it is evident that the use of mobile
elements for data collection leads to enhanced lifetime of the
network due to reduced and balanced energy consumption
among the sensor nodes.

2
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Figure 6. Hop Energy Consumption for varying hop length and bandwidth
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fixed to 400 bits [9], the effect of hop length, target SNR,
and channel bandwidth on per-hop energy consumption as
expressed by (4) is plotted here. Decreasing the source to
sink distance reduces the transmission loss and increasing the
bandwidth reduces the time required for transmission. Both
situations lead to reduced transmit energy consumption, thus
validating the suitability of short range communication in
energy-constrained environments.
30
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Figure 7. Transmit Energy Overhead of static sensor nodes with multi-hop
and MC-based schemes for different PERs

Assuming static sensor nodes having transmission range
250m uniformly distributed in a circular area of radius 1000m,
a comparison of the Energy Overhead Factor (defined in
Section IV.A) in mobility-assisted and ad hoc multi-hop
approaches is illustrated in Fig. 7. The variation of EOF of
a node with its proximity to sink is also shown. As expected,
nodes in the mobility-assisted approach have reduced and
balanced overhead, irrespective of their location relative to
the sink. At the same time, the relaying overhead of a sensor
increases with its proximity to sink in the ad hoc multi hop
network. The impact of packet error rate (PER) on the energy
overhead due to non-ideal channel is also shown in this figure.
Due to increased relaying overhead, the nodes nearer to the
sink will deplete their battery power soon. If we define the
lifetime of a network as the timespan till the first node dies
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Figure 8. PDR with multi-hop and MC-based data collection
(Delay-tolerant application)

The variation of PDR with node density is shown in Fig.
8. Assuming infinite buffer size and no communication errors,
ideally the PDR should be 1 for the MC-based data collection
scheme, irrespective of the number of nodes in the network.
For ad hoc multi-hop network, as indicated by (21), delivery
ratio is very small for low node density due to end-to-end
connectivity issues. As the node density is increased, PDR
increases initially and finally reaches a maximum value and
then remains almost constant. For the MC-based scheme,
delivery ratio is independent of node density. Hence, it is
the ideal one for sparse and disconnected networks, provided
the network lifetime and successful data delivery are of prime
concern and the application is not time-critical. If the sensors
are not equipped with sufficient buffer space to avoid buffer
overflow at high loads, packets will be dropped and PDR
reduced. Also, in delay-sensitive applications, if the packets
are not received before the application-specified deadline,
significance of the data will be lost, which is equivalent to
loss of packets that leads to reduced PDR.
Assuming controlled motion of a single MC with speed
15 m/s for on-demand data collection in a square area of
size 2000m × 2000m with 10 nodes randomly and uniformly
distributed in this area, analytical results illustrating the
variation of mean waiting time of a packet, mean cycle time of
MC, mean travel time of the MC in a cycle, mean sojourn time
of the MC in a cycle and the inter-visit time of the MC at a
tagged sensor node were obtained for varying load conditions
using our basic model and plotted in Fig. 9. The sensors are
visited by the MC based on FCFS policy as indicated by the
visit table assigned to it and the sensor buffers are serviced
according to the Exhaustive service policy. As expected, the
waiting time of packets, cycle time of the MC, sojourn time
of the MC in a cycle, and the inter-visit time at a tagged node
increase with the system load. However, the walk time of the
MC is independent of the load. At light loads, the cycle time
of the MC and the waiting time of the packets are dominated
by the travel time of the MC, while at heavy loads, they are
dominated by the sojourn time (pause time of the MC near
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Figure 11. Mean Cycle time variation with load, speed and deployment area
(Analytical)

the sensor for data transfer). When the system load approaches
unity, stability is lost and the delay values grow exponentially.
This situation should be avoided, otherwise delay will not be
bounded and sensor buffers will overflow. The results also act
as a guide to decide when to go for multiple mobile collectors
for meeting the delay constraints specified by the application.

behaviour. The buffer occupancy is zero when the MC leaves a
sensor and maximum when the MC approaches it. If the sensor
buffer space is not sufficiently high, packets will be lost due
to buffer overflow, resulting in reduced PDR.
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Figure 12. Variation of sensor buffer occupancy (Analytical)

Figure 10. Mean Response Time with different service policies (Analytical)
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The variation of mean response time of a packet, as
evaluated using (16) for varying input load under the
exhaustive and gated service policies, is illustrated in Fig. 10.
Compared to gated service policy, exhaustive service policy
results in smaller mean waiting time and response time, and
hence more optimal. For a fixed input load, response time
increases with the mean travel time of the MC. Hence, efficient
MC scheduling policies can be employed to reduce the travel
time and to improve the latency performance of data collection.
Assuming exhaustive service policy of the MC, the impact
of factors like input load, MC speed, number of sensors and
dimensions of the sensor deployment area on the average cycle
time of the MC is illustrated in Fig. 11. As expected, the MC
cycle time increases with the number of nodes and area of
deployment, whereas it decreases with MC speed. The sensor
buffer occupancy, shown in Fig. 12 also exhibits a similar
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Figure 13. Waiting Time variation with load and MC speed
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Figure 14. Variation of Mean Buffer Occupancy with speed of MC

Simulations were done with the same network conditions
and fixing the packet size at 50 Bytes and data rate at 10
Kbps. The mean waiting time obtained for different values
of data generation rate and different speeds of the single
MC are plotted in Fig. 13. The sensors are equipped with
sufficient buffer space so that packets are not lost due to
buffer overflow. For a fixed number of nodes, deployment
area, packet size, and MC speed, the variation in input load
is effected by varying the packet generation rate. The mean
waiting time increases with the input load and decreases with
the speed of the MC. Analytical and simulation results show
close agreement, validating the suitability of our model.
The analytical results showing the impact of input load
and MC speed on the mean sensor buffer occupancy in the
basic framework has been illustrated in Fig. 14. Similar to
the waiting time of packets, the average number of packets
in the sensor buffer awaiting their turn for transmission also
increases with input load and decreases with MC speed. This
result gives us an idea about how to decide the buffer size of
the sensors, considering the load conditions and MC speed.
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Figure 15. Delay Performance with Multiple MCs

Since it is not practical to have MC speeds above 20
m/s, use of multiple MCs is to be adopted for heavy traffic
environments, delay-sensitive applications, and very limited
sensor buffer situations. Keeping the same network conditions

as used in our basic model, the results showing the impact of
number of MCs on packet delay performance is plotted in Fig.
15. As expected, for a fixed number of MCs, the mean waiting
time increases with input load. Also, for a fixed load and MC
speed, as the number of MCs is increased, the queueing delay
is decreased. The sensor buffer occupancy also shows the same
behaviour, as illustrated in Fig. 16. Simulation results related
to mean waiting time and sensor buffer occupancy have shown
close agreement with the analytical ones.
However, the cost of MCs is much larger compared to
that of ordinary sensor nodes and a large number of MCs
will lead to interference problems and increased complexity
of implementation. Hence, the optimum number of MCs may
be selected based on the delay constraints of the application
and the cost considerations of MC deployment. In the scenario
we have considered, it is observed that the performance gain
obtained by using 3 MCs over 2 MCs is much less compared
to that obtained by using 2 MCs over a single one. The
results act as a guide to decide the number of MCs, based on
the application-specified delay constraints and sensor-specific
buffer space constraints.
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Figure 16. Sensor Buffer Occupancy with Multiple MCs

To demonstrate the improvement in delay performance
due to activity-based priority polling, we have considered the
same network conditions with 10 sensor nodes randomly and
uniformly distributed in a square area of size 2000m×2000m,
generating packets (of size 50 bytes) at different rates, a single
MC moving at 15 m/s, and the channel having a data rate 10
kbps. Table I gives the visit frequency and the mean waiting
time for different packet arrival rates. Based on simulation for
a fixed finite amount of time, the packets failing to get service
due to the single MC not arriving within a fixed time interval
is also noted.
With same packet size and data transmission rates, the
nodes with high packet generation rate contribute more to
the system load. In our activity-based priority polling scheme,
nodes with higher load receive preferential treatment in terms
of number of visits in a single cycle of the MC. The more
the frequency of MC visits at a sensor node, the less the
queueing delay of packets in the buffer and higher the chance
of being collected before their application-specified deadline.
In the scenario we have considered, node G generates 8 packets
per minute, and these packets experience an average queueing
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TABLE I. MEAN MESSAGE WAITING TIME AND PDR AT
DIFFERENT NODES

1
0.9

MC
Visits
3
10
17
24
34
69
96
15
77
49

PDR
(%)
16.7
33.3
38.2
46.3
54.5
91.1
99.6
35.7
92.6
74.4

Waiting Time
(Minutes)
23
18.7
11.5
10.7
8.78
8.1
7.0
13.9
7.5
8.3

delay of 7 minutes. At the same time, node A generates
only 0.01 packets per minute and they experience an average
queueing delay of 23 minutes. Similarly, fixing the packet
collection deadline at 7 minutes, very few (only 0.4 %) packets
generated by the highly active node G miss the deadline.
Though the deadline miss ratio is high (83.3 %) in the case
of node A, A can naturally be assumed to be placed in a
relatively inactive region of the network generating very few
packets, the successful collection of which does not contribute
considerably to the overall functioning of the network. Thus,
the scheme provides support for delay-sensitive applications
and differentiated packet delivery, by reducing the packet
waiting time and deadline miss ratio in the areas of high event
activity.
Due to unequal visit frequency at different nodes, each
node receives its share of service from the MC proportional
to its sensing activity or the load offered by it. In addition,
by reducing the unnecessary travels of MC to the low data
rate regions in the network, the overall system utilization is
improved and the fraction of packets getting collected within
the specified deadline is increased. However, this performance
enhancement is at the cost of increased waiting time and
deadline misses at the low load nodes. Thus, though the
scheme ensures fairness by means of allocating service of MC
proportional to the offered load, the scheme appears to be not
fair in terms of the mean waiting time and deadline miss ratio
at all nodes in the network.
The results demonstrating the impact of using a hybrid
architecture for data collection in delay-sensitive applications
are illustrated in Fig. 17. As expected, the PDR for
delay-sensitive applications depends heavily on the node’s
end-to-end connectivity with the static sink, which in turn
depends on the density of nodes in the area and the
transmission range of nodes. As the network becomes sparse,
connectivity gaps occur and sensors get isolated from sink,
resulting in increased deadline miss ratio. The option available
is to communicate at a higher transmit power for critical
situations, of course at the expense of increased energy
consumption. Thus, the results exhibit two trade offs: (i)
between the probability of on-time service completion and
cost of deploying large number of sensor nodes; and (ii)
between the probability of on-time service completion and
energy consumption due to higher transmission range. Delivery
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performance for delay-tolerant applications are similar to that
of the basic MC-based model. Latency performance is not
shown, since the latency of delay-sensitive packets is negligible
due to the use of ad hoc multi hop approach and that of
delay-tolerant packets has already been discussed.
The latency performance of the architecture with
hierarchical organization of sensor nodes and MCs is
illustrated in Fig. 18. Packets belonging to different
applications receive differential treatment in terms of average
waiting time. Since good latency performance implies
good delivery performance in MC-based delay-sensitive data
collection, packet miss ratio will be minimum for all
the three types of applications supported: Delay-tolerant,
Delay-sensitive and Time-critical. Compared to the hybrid
architecture, the advantage is the independence of delivery
performance on node density. However, the scheme suffers
from increased complexity of maintaining 3 MCs with
hierarchical organization.
VII. C ONCLUSION
Application-oriented event-driven data collection in sparse
underwater acoustic sensor networks has been investigated
in this paper. First, a mobility-assisted framework for
energy-efficient on-demand data collection for delay-tolerant
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application has been proposed. Analytical models for
performance metrics like energy efficiency, message latency,
packet delivery ratio, and sensor buffer requirement have
been evaluated. The basic mobility-assisted data collection
framework for event-driven data collection has been found to
exhibit superior performance over ad-hoc multi-hop network
in terms of energy efficiency and packet delivery ratio at the
cost of increased latency. Thus, it is more suited for sparse
or disconnected networks and in situations where network
lifetime is more important than message delay.

[12]

We have augmented the basic model with techniques
for improving the latency performance so as to support
delay-sensitive applications also. Techniques like multiple
mobile collectors and activity-based priority polling have
been found to improve the delay and delivery performance.
Hybrid architecture with static and mobile sinks as well
as the hierarchical architecture of mobile collectors have
been proposed to support application-oriented differentiated
packet delivery. The basic DTN framework for delay-tolerant
applications and the enhanced models for delay-sensitive
applications have been implemented in the NS-2 based network
simulator, thus enhancing the scope for further research in
this area. As a future work, we plan to extend this study
to 3-dimensional networks and to investigate techniques for
optimizing the network performance adaptively based on
application requirements and network constraints.
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Abstract—Mobile Ad hoc NETworks are characterized by rapid
change in their topology and the lossy nature of wireless links.
In this context, achieving respect the QoS constraints of multimedia communications is a real challenge. Routing protocols
play an important role in achieving the required performance.
They should be smart enough to select better paths for data
transmissions. Several routing approaches are used. Most are
derived from adapting those used in wired networks. They are
not suited to the context of wireless networks. We focus on
the well-known Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV)
protocol, commonly used protocol in ad hoc network. Standard
route discovery process used in AODV is expected to obtain
the best path in term of delay. However, in lossy-links context,
multimedia data packet transmission success, on path established
thanks to control packets, may require several attempts. These
retransmissions increase delay and overhead. Many QoS-based
methods failed to make a meaningful improvement due to added
complexity and additional delay and overhead. In this paper, we
use a convenient and practical way to evaluate quality of links
in mobile context. With these measures relating to the number
of retransmissions, we produce a new metric. Thereafter, we use
this metric to highlight the limitations of QoS approaches used
to improve the performance of AODV. We show that improving
performance of on-demand routing protocols, in the mobility
context, lies on effective control of node neighborhood.
Keywords–mobility; reliability; wireless networks; quality of
service; on-demand routing.

I.

this rapid topology change. Most QoS protocols have many
problems, among which, we can mention the additional costs
induced by the determination of the value of the metric used,
the accuracy of the value of the metric used, the additional
complexity made to the route selection process. The obtained
path is, very often, longer than the shortest path (in terms of
number of hops). In mobility context, long paths are more
vulnerable to breakage than shortest paths. In [1], a primary
study was conducted on these issues.
In this paper, we use a realistic simulation environment
to explain the problem. We use of a convenient and pratical
way to evaluate quality of links in mobile context. Then,
we design different QoS-based Ad-hoc On-demand Distance
Vector (AODV) protocols. The QoS metric used (called PRmetric) is based on the number of retransmissions. It takes into
account accurately the proportion of retransmission time with
respect to time of first issue. We use this metric to compare
effectiveness of different QoS-based methods used to improve
on-demand routing protocols performance. Finally, we conduct
a detailed analysis of differend QoS-based AODV protocol
performance.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In
Section II, we present and analyze related work. In Section III,
we present our QoS-based routing protocols. Performance evaluation and discussions are made in Section IV. We conclude
in Section V.

I NTRODUCTION

In the socio-economic context marked by the need to
communicate any time and any where, use of Mobile Ad hoc
NETworks (MANET) in the communication chain is essential.
However, to communicate in these networks with a satisfactory
level of Quality of Service (QoS) stands as a challenge to
network services and infrastructures developers. Due to the
unstable nature of radio links, routing protocols that establish
communication path, are struggling to find and to maintain the
best paths between a source and a destination. Indeed, due to
the mobility of nodes, obstacles in the medium of the radio
wave propagation and interference, the radio links are broken
quickly.
In order to guarantee QoS, routing protocols should be
smart enough to choose a reliable route in order to avoid packet
loss. To deal with the problem, Qos-based routing protocols
are proposed. Route selection process should take into account
link quality. However, most methods proposed for link quality
estimation and best path selection are not appropriate for

II.

R ELATED WORK AND ANALYZES

In MANET [2], achieving good Quality of Service (QoS) is
a critical issue and is very difficult to guarantee mainly due to
the dynamic nature of the network and the lossy nature of wireless links. In this context, routing protocols play a significant
role. The main goal of any ad-hoc network routing protocol
is to establish an efficient route between any two nodes
with minimum routing overhead and bandwidth consumption.
The protocols are different in terms of routing methodologies
and the information used to make routing decisions [3].
The different routing approaches used in MANET can be
classified into table driven protocols [4][5] and on-demand
protocols [6][7][8]. Table driven protocols are proactive. In the
proactive approach, the nodes maintain updated routing tables.
To communicate, a path is immediately available for the source
node. The drawback of this approach is that control messages
are broadcasted periodically in the network. This leads to high
routing overhead, limiting the network data communication
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capabilities. On-demand approaches are source-initiated reactive mechanisms. With this routing approach, a path is issued
at the request of the source node. In this study, we focus
on reactive protocols. AODV is a well known protocol in
this category. In recent years, much effort has been made to
improve the standard AODV protocol [6]. In this section, after
presenting the critical behaviors of the protocol, we review
various proposed improvements. We conclude the section with
a discussion on limitations of two important processes of
AODV protocol.

A. AODV protocol
On-demand approaches are source-initiated reactive mechanisms. When a node needs to communicate and no route
toward the given destination is available in its routing table, a
route request packet is issued and flooded in the network [6].
Once the first RREQ packet reaches the destination node or
an intermediate node with a fresh route toward the destination
is reached, a route reply (RREP) packet is sent back to the
source node. The source node rebroadcasts the RREQ if it
does not receive a RREP during a Route Reply Wait Time
(RREP WAIT TIME). It tries discovery of path up to a given
maximum number of attempts and aborts the session if it fails.
As the RREP packet is routed back along the reverse path,
the intermediate nodes along the path record a tuple for the
destination in their routing tables, which point to the node from
which, the RREP is received. This tuple indicates the active
forward route.
AODV uses a timer-based technique to remove stale routes
promptly. Each routing entry is associated with a route expiration timeout. This timer is refreshed whenever a route is used.
Periodically, newly expired routes are invalidated.
Route maintenance is done using route error (RERR) packets. When a link breakage is detected, routes to destinations
that become unreachable are invalidated. RERR propagation
mechanism ensures that all sources using the failed link receive
the RERR packet. RERR packet is also generated when a node
is unable to forward a data packet for route unavailability.
Broadcasted route request and route error messages may be
important if established routes are much bits error-prone. This
can be demonstrated by simulation with the use of a realistic
physical layer and a realistic wave propagation model.

B. Enhanced AODV
The AODV protocol has two major problems: a long
end-to-end communication delay due to overtime induced by
route discovery process and an important routing load and
communication delay variation when the frequency of link
failures is high. Since the publication of standardized version
of AODV, many efforts have been made to improve it. The
major challenge is to limit the frequency of route discovery
process. Thus, several optimizations have been proposed in
the literature. Among them, we note taking into account link
quality in the route selection process and adapting timers to
the network dynamics.

1) Tacking into account link quality: In a wireless network, several factors impact on the quality of links. Among
others, we can cite the distance between nodes, obstacles in
the propagation medium, interference in the environment of
communicating neighbors. Highlighting the impact of barriers
in the propagation medium is only possible with a realistic
propagation model. Taking into account link quality in the
establishment of communication paths is an important factor
for efficient use of network capacity. Correct estimation of link
quality and choice of effective metrics are major problematics
for QoS routing protocols designers. To take into account
link quality in the route selection process, several methods
are proposed with different QoS metrics including bandwidth,
delay, packet delivery ratio, Bit Error Rate (BER). Fei et
al. [9] present the design and selection of appropriate routing
metrics as the principal issue to guarantee efficient routing in
self-organizing networks. They attempt to analyze, compare
and summarize traffic-based routing metrics in the Expected
Number of Transmissions (ETX) family.
Khaled et al. [10] propose a path robusteness-based quality
of service routing for MANET. They proposed that before
processing RREQ packet, an intermediate node must assure
that its lifetime and the delay toward the neighbor from which,
it receives the RREQ packet are above given delay-threshold
and lifetime-threshold. At each hop, at least five checks are
made and RREQ packet size increased with a node address.
Destination node and source node must wait for copies (that
have followed different paths) of RREQ and RREP packets
until a timeout. The overhead (additionnal delay and routing
load) and the complexity of this approach make problematic
protocol effectiveness.
Some works, such as [11], use optimal link metric value
in the path choice. Path selection choice based on optimal
link metric value may not allow to get the best path. For
example, for number of hops or retransmissions count-based
metric, a path containing the link with the badest metric value
m (compared to links of other feasible paths), is prefered to
anyone, which links metrics values are upper than m, even if
the other links quality of the first (path) are very good.
Some authors use additive and multiplicative metric to
enhance AODV route discovery process. To find the optimal
path in wireless mesh networks, Kim et al. [12] modify the
standard AODV RREQ process. They propose that duplicate
RREQs with better cumulative link metric value be forwarded,
so that all the possible routes are considered. As link quality
metric, they use an improved Expected Transmission Time
(ETT) [13]. Their RREQ packet carries the cumulative link
ETT value. They estimate the archievable throughput of their
approach more than twice compared to standard AODV. We
presume it is not necessary to re-broadcast duplicate RREQ
packets. The intermediate node may note all possible reverse
paths and retain as active reverse path to the source the better
one according to the considered QoS metric. Their approach
needs to be tested in MANET context with realistic simulation
assumptions.
2) Taking into account network dynamics: Mobility of
nodes is one of the essential issue of MANET. Taking into
account the mobility of nodes is countered, first, by difficulties
to adequately measure the mobility degree of a node. Many
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papers [14][15] propose to privilege nodes with low speed but
network topology change is not local problem. A node may be
fixed but if its neighborhood moves a lot, integrating this node
into transmission path will not allow efficient communication.
Some authors propose to use link breakage prediction
for packet loss avoidance. In fact, when intermediate node
detects degradation of neighbor link quality on active route,
it may anticipate route maintenance process. Then, source
node is advertized to the probable path failure and anticipates
route recovery process. This avoids transmission interruption.
QoS metrics used in this method include received signal
strength [16], packet delivery ratio of control packets [17].
Very often, the power of modeled signal depends only on
the distance to the concerned neighbor node. It is known that
obstacles in wave progation environment has an impact on
signal strength [18][19]. Even if these metrics are accurately
measured, the approach only anticipate the break of the link.
The source must initiate a new route recovery process. The
impact on delay improvement is not significant.
Amruta et al. [16] and Naif et al. [20] focused on accessibility prediction to restrict route discovery for future communications. Indeed, during the usual routing operations, a node
can collect significant information enabling it to predict the
accessibility and the relative mobility of the other nodes in the
network. However, due to rapid change of network topology
and since they are not actively maintained, these routes become
obsolete. Macker et al. [21] study mobile routing path stability
performance when constrained to use a distributed connected
dominating set (CDS) control plane induced sub graph. They
presente weighted, degree-based Essential CDS (ECDS) results
alongside those obtained using a CDS temporal stabilization
algorithm. Compare to full topology shortest path forwarding
(SPF) their work provides significant improvement in lifetimes
for the ECDS election stabilization mode but at the price of
additional average routing stretch.
Kirthana Akunuri [22] proposes a novel on-demand routing
protocol, Speed-Aware Routing Protocol (SARP) to mitigate
the effects of high node mobility by reducing the frequency of
route disconnections in a MANET. SARP identifies a highly
mobile node which forms an unstable link by predicting the
link expiration time (LET) for a transmitter and receiver pair.
Their work decreases control traffic but deteriores other performance metrics like the throughput (i.e.,number of packets
received).

C. AOMDV
In classical AODV, a route discovery process allows the
source node (initiator of the route request) to obtain a single
path for its data transmission. It must re-initiate the process
when the used path is broken. Since each route discovery
induces high routing load and latency, frequency of use of
this process should be kept low so that the routing is effective.
Multipath routing protocols have been proposed to meet this
objective.
Ad hoc On-demand Multi-path Distance Vector
(AOMDV) [23] is a well known multi-path routing protocol.
The key concept of this protocol is the computation and
recording of multiple paths (to a given destination) by route

search. With these paths to a given destination, a node chooses
a new route from backup routes when the active one (what
was in use) is broken, thus avoiding having to re-initialize the
route discovery process. A new route search process is only
necessary when all the available routes fail. To form multiple
paths, all duplicate RREQ packets received by a node are
taken into account but not rebroadcast, as each RREQ defines
an alternative route. Several studies have shown that the
multipath approach improves AODV performance. However,
in a context of very unstable network topology, AOMDV’s
performance are not stable.
Yufeng et al. [11] propose to improve the AOMDV protocol. They focus on the choice of path having a minimum
number of retransmissions. However, a metric based on the
number of retransmissions is not suitable in their context.
Indeed, the route recovery process, the focal point for the
effectiveness of reactive protocols, can not benefit from this
improvement because the RREQ packet is not forwarded.
Authors in [24] highlight a major drawback due to the fact
that the relief routes are not maintained. Source node does not
know if a given relief route is still valid when it is needed.
The use of a obsolete path lead to increased average delay
and jitter. They present two main contributions to improve the
robustness of standard AOMDV protocol:
•

the decentralized multi-path. The basic idea is to allow
intermediate nodes to have multiple paths and locally
repair broken routes,

•

by a cross-layer approach, they take into account links
reliability in the route choice process.

D. Analysis
In this sub-section, we present limits of the first received
RREQ packet based route choice and issue of route maintenance especially in the case of multi-path routing. The first
RREQ consideration approach means the selected path is the
one with the better Round Trip Time (RTT). This path is the
sorthest one in term of hops count if all links are considered
as similar. This path is the best path for control packets but
not obviously the best for the data packets. Indeed, the RREQ
packets, like for most of routing control packets, are small size
packets. They are less vulnerable to interference. We study
the impact of the packet size on the number of transmissions
required to successfully communicate on a link and on bit
error rate (BER). Simulation conditions are simular with those
presented in presented in Section IV. These results show that
the number of retransmissions required to successfully transmit
on a link increases with the packet size (see Figure 1). Thus,
a link that is very reliable for control packet transmission may
require several retransmissions for successful data packet. It
is not conceivable to use reasonably sized packet for route
discovery (close to that of data packet) as this will cause
constantly high routing load and much of the bandwidth is
consumed by routing overhead.
Another questionable process of on-demand routing protocols is their route maintenance process. Contrary to proactive
routing approaches, in on-demand routing methods, nodes
maintain information only for active routes. In [24], it is shown
that in mobility situation, AOMDV does not reach the expected
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performance because the backup routes are obsolete when the
active route is broken.

Figure 1.
BER link

III.

Number of expected retransmission according to packet size and

Q O S- BASED ON - DEMAND ROUTING PROTOCOLS

In this section, we present the PR-metric and three variants
of AODV based on this metric. However, comprehensive
presentation of this metric is beyond the scope of this paper.

A. QoS metric
The most commonly metrics used in QoS routing are
bandwidth, delay, packet delivery ratio and bit error rate.
Authors in [25][26][27][28][29] highlighted the problematic
of link quality estimation and metrics design. An inaccurate
design of link metric causes non-optimal route construction
and thereby leads to end-to-end performance degradation. To
partly solve this issue, retransmissions should be avoided
whenever possible. BER is highly related to retransmissions.
BER has a direct impact on Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) and
end-to-end delay, however, this metric has many drawbacks.
Indeed, BER criteria is quite hard to measure in practice. A
first method consists in injecting probe packets in the network.
This method generates an additional load for the network [30].
Another approach consists in sending impulses and measuring
the impulse response associated with a transmission. The main
drawback is that this method requires an adapted physical
layer. An estimation of all these disadvantages is presented
in [25]. Moreover, using BER as an additive metric induces
long end-to-end transmission path [31]. These long paths
with an overall good BER value would potentially permit a
better packet delivery ratio, but they generate long delay and
induce poor throughput. Indeed, first, long paths increase intracommunication interfer-ence. Second, in mobility context, long
path is very vulnerable.
For this study, we use a new metric based on the expected
number of retransmissions required to communicate successful
data packet on this link. Let us call it PR-metric. With PRmetric, distance between a node and its neighbor will not
be 1 but 1 + a ∗ (n − 1), where n represents the average
number of transmissions required to make a data transmission

successful and a is a parameter to weigh retransmission cost.
For retransmission, we want to design a transmission made
after the first issue (after the first transmission attempt). The
coefficient a is the ratio between the average time required
for a retransmission over the time necessary for an initial
successful transmission. Statistical analysis and results permit
us to estimate a to 0.65 with 0.03 as standard deviation. Note
that a is a mean value that represents retransmission cost.
The experimental setup for this evaluation is similar to that is
presented in Section IV. We investicated the simulated communications delays. Comparisons of delay where communication
required a single transmission (one attempt) to those who need
several retransmissions allowed us to obtain this value of a.
To evaluate this metric, we only have to get the number of
packet transmissions. This information is available at the MAC
level (it is a part of the communication statistics at the MAC
layer) and, by a cross layer approach, is operated at routing
level. We remind that there is no need to use special probes
as in the estimation of most metrics. When the used packet
size is small (like hello packet), the number of transmissions is
almost always 1 (no retransmission). The large packages allow
to better estimate the quality of a link with this metric. In our
protocols all packets are taken into account. This metric has a
direct impact on delay and throughput. Contrary to the wellknown metrics like BER or ETX [32], it takes into account real
time network load. Its estimation is local. It does not induce
a significant routing load or a large computation time. It is a
good compromise between the number of hops criterion and
the BER or ETX criterion, which induces selection of long
route [31].
B. QoS routing approach
QoS routing approach In a cross-layer approach, we use
this criterion at the network layer. The objective is to avoid
data transmission on bad paths in terms of BER. The following
sub-sections present how we enhance routing protocols with
BER information.
C. AODV-BL-PR
The basic idea of AODV-BL-PR is to remove from route
establishment process poor quality links. Thus, the route search
process will use a sub network with good quality links.
AODV-BL-PR picks out AODV where we apply blacklisting
approach to route recovery process. With AODV-BL-PR, when
an intermediate node receives a RREQ packet, it compares the
PR-metric value of link on which, this packet is received to
a predetermined threshold. If this PR-metric value is higher
than this treshold, the packet is discarded, otherwise it is
managed as in standard AODV. Indeed, if this node forwards
this request, it contributes to establish a bad path, which may
cause high packet loss and high delay due to possible several
retransmission attempts. Better paths may be found. We set this
threshold to 2. We estimate that, in mobility context, after 2
attempts to transmit data, the path used is no longer valid. Note
that maximum number of retransmissions at MAC layer is 4
for our test. We note that a control message (usually lighter)
can be successfully transmitted on a poor quality link when a
normal payload message can not be transmitted. With this route
selection approach, paths containing bad links are disregarded.
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This will also limit the dissemination of RREQ messages and
then reduces routing overhead.

values in a static context and a dynamic context. However,
in a context of mobility nodes, the neighborhood of a node
changes quickly.

D. AODV-sum-PR

The basic idea of AODV-new-timer is to allow nodes
to detect, as soon as, possible broken links or new links
established. Then, in this enhanced protocol, we reduce the
timers associated to the various recorded routes, established
links with neighbors and waiting for a response (hello timer,
route validity timer, waiting RREP packet timer, etc.). These
timers are used to manage routes and links validation or
recovery processes. To highlight the impact of these parameters
and make a judicious choice of values, we have performed
simulations and conduct a statistical study of the results of
message exchanges. The simulation conditions are presented
in Sub-section IV-B. The average speed of the 60 nodes used is
12m / s. 10 simultaneous end-to-end transmissions are initiated
during 165s. We focused on the number of RERROR packets
issued in the network. This performance parameter is used to
highlight the level of network stability. The four sets of timers
are presented in Table II. The obtained results are shown in
Figure 2.

The basic principle of AODV-sum-PR during the route
search process, is the choice of better route among the different
possible routes between the source and the destination. To
design this protocole, two main modifications are made to
standard AODV, namely QoS-information dissemination and
duplicate RREQ packets process by intermediate node.
•

•

QoS-information dissemination: for AODV-sum-PR,
RREQ and RREP packets are extended with the cumulative PR-metric (C-PR-metric) field. Source node
initializes this metric to 0.0. An intermediate node
increases the value of C-PR-metric by the PR-metric
of the link on which, it received the packet. The
intermediate node also integrates reverse path into its
routing tables. Each entry is improved with the C-PRmetric as QoS-metric. The RREP packet also carries
the C-PR-metric. The field is, this time, initialized to
0.0 by the destination node or to the current value of
entry related to this destination by intermediate node,
which initiates the RREP packet.
Duplicate RREQ packet process: contrary to standard AODV, an intermediate node manages duplicate
RREQ packet. Indeed, if the C-PR-metric of a duplicated RREQ packet is lower than the recorded one,
the entry for source node (reverse path) is updated:
the previous hop to the source node will be the new
transmitter. Finally, the source node obtains a path to
the destination with the lowest C-PR-metric value.

TABLE II.

D IFFERENT SETS OF AODV TIMERS VALUES

Timer Parameter
MY ROUTE TIMEOUT
ACTIVE ROUTE TIMEOUT
REV ROUTE LIFE
BCAST ID SAVE
MAX RREQ TIMEOUT
RREP WAIT TIME
HELLO INTERVAL
BAD LINK LIFETIME

Set1
15s
15s
10s
10s
15s
2s
2s
6s

Set2
10s
10s
6s
6s
10s
1.0s
1s
3s

Set3
5s
5s
3s
3s
5s
0.7s
0.5s
1.5s

Set4
2.5s
2.5s
1.5s
1.5s
2.5s
0.4s
0.3s
0.8s

Note that intermediate node does not need to re-broadcast
the duplicate RREQ packet and does not need to integrate the
PR-metric value of all its neighbors as control packets header
information, as widely done.
In Table I, we summarized the duplicate packet processing.
TABLE I.

S AMPLE OF DUPLICATED PACKET PROCESSING ALGORITHM
for the concerned reverse path
i f new C−PR−m e t r i c < c u r r e n t C−PR−m e t r i c
u p d a t e n e x t−hop
u p d a t e C−PR−m e t r i c
else
drop the packet

E. AODV-new-timer
AODV protocol has several timers to manage the status
of known routes and links with the neighborhood. These
timers are updated through the various received packet management processes. The values of these timers are crucial for
the protocol effectiveness, specially in the route announces
by intermediate nodes. Indeed, an intermediate node, which
knows a route to a desired destination, responds by RREP
packet to the RREQ request. The announcement of an obsolete
route leads, from the first attempt at data transmission, to the
use of route repair process by a RERROR packet diffusion.
In most different experiments, these parameters have the same

Figure 2. Number of RERROR packets according to the set of timers values.

These results have allowed us the choice of set 3 values
(see Table II). It is these values that are used in the rest of the
document for AODV-new-timer.
The new parameters are exhaustively presented in Table III.
AODV-st means usual AODV. This coordinated reduction
globally means that a node more frequently inventories its links
and routes.
With this approach, we want to know the determining
factor between taking into account link quality or a convenient
control of neighborhood information for better performance in
mobility context.
In summary, the reduction of route timeout value to 5s
means that a path that is not used 5s ago is considered obsolete.
The default value in standard AODV is 10s. The source waits
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TABLE III.

D EFAULT ( AT LEFT ) AND MODIFIED ( AT RIGHT ) AODV
PARAMETERS FOR OUR TESTS

Timer Parameter
MY ROUTE TIMEOUT
ACTIVE ROUTE TIMEOUT
REV ROUTE LIFE
BCAST ID SAVE
MAX RREQ TIMEOUT
NETWORK DIAMETER
RREP WAIT TIME
HELLO INTERVAL
BAD LINK LIFETIME

AODV-st
10s
10s
6s
6s
10s
30 hops
1.0s
1s
3s

AODV-new-timer
5s
5s
3s
3s
5s
10hops
0.7s
0.5s
1.5s

less time (0.7 instead of 1.0) to restart a new request if it
receives no response to a previous query. The network diameter
is reduced to 10 instead of 30. We estimate that over 10 hops
it is impossible to communicate in node mobility context. A
HELLO INTERVAL timer set to 0.5s instead of 1.0s, means
that nodes should test their neighborhood more frequently.

IV.

P ERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we first present our simulation environment,
we then present the results of simulation tests and analyze the
performance of different protocols.
A. Simulation conditions
Simulation hypotheses have a major impact on the analysis
of protocols’ effectiveness. In wireless networks, the main factors that impact the probability of successful packet reception
are the radio propagation environment, interference from other
transmissions and link breakages due to dynamic topology of
ad hoc network. On-demand and link states routing protocols
suffer differently from these factors. To compare the efficiency
of protocols, the effets of these factors must be taken into
account. In this sub-section we want to highligth the impact
of these simulation conditions.
Most research studies rely on simulation to show the
effectiveness of their proposal. However, they do not take
into account any environment when modeling propagation
channel. They suppose that two nodes can communicate based
on various empirical formulas. Often, the free-space model is
used, only the direct ray between transmitter and receiver is
considered and no obstacle disturbs transmissions. The tworay-ground approach is also quite simplistic to compute such
interferences. A realistic propagation model should consider
path loss, fading and shadowing effects. If the environment is
not considered, the obtained results can be biased and rather
optimistic, since the influence of bad links is underestimated.
In [18][19], authors show that interactions with wave propagation environment affect significantly link quality.
To better estimate the quality of links and to take into
account the impact of propagation medium on the quality
of communications, we use a realistic propagation simulator
developed by XLIM-SIC laboratory [33] called Communication Ray Tracer (CRT). This software allows the modeling of
the electromagnetic wave propagation in 3D environment. The
paths between two points (transmitter and receiver) uses a 3D
ray tracing technique. Thus, for a selected link, it determines
the existing paths and their own characteristics like delay,
attenuation, phase and polarization. These parameters depend

on the environment. It allows to fully characterize narrow and
broad band channels and thus provides a realistic approach to
multipath. With CRT, we conduct a semi-deterministic simulation of the entire chain of transmission (encoding, modulation,
sound effects, demodulation and decoding). The impulse responses (IR) from the simulation are precisely computed and
can thus be used, processed or analyzed easily afterward. From
these impulse responses, they calculate the BER of the radio
links by counting errors to the message originally sent.
Hamidouche et al. [18] highlight the overly optimistic
results, when using free-space model propagation, compared
to the ones provided by CRT. In these results, while the Freespace model provides a 100% as packet delivery rate, the CRT
model offers about 60%. When the average number of hops
is 1.2 in free-space, the CRT model offers a minimum of 2.5.
To experiment quality of service, simulation should compute
correct attenuation and error rate by taking into account not
only shadowing and fading but also obstacles and multipaths
effects.
Multi-communication effects must also be considered in a
suitable way. Interference is an inherent property of wireless
networks, which affects network efficiency as well as routing
protocol performance [34]. As pointed out by Gupta and
Kumar [35], the degradation of performance is observed when
the number of nodes increases because each node has to share
its radio channel with its neighborhood. Thus, in order to
route data packets over non congested links and maximize
overall network throughput, a protocol should focus on using
available capacity of suitable links. On this subject, Jain et
al. [36] advocate that routing or transport protocols in ad
hoc networks should provide appropriate mechanisms to push
the traffic further from the center of the network to less
congested links. Some researchers emit important assertions
about the correlation between number of nodes and sourcedestination throughput. Gupta and Kumar [35] prove that when
the number of nodes n increases, the throughput per sourcedestination pair decreases approximately as O(1/n). Hekmat
and Van Mieghem [37] reveal the existence of a network
saturation point, after which, the network throughput no longer
increases with respect to the number of nodes. Nevertheless,
these assertions should be verified in realistic communication
conditions.
In mobility situations, unrealistic mobility models (use of
constant speed, pause time method, etc.) are very often used
and interactions between mobile entities are not taken into
account. It is shown in [38] that mobility model may drastically
affect protocol performance.
B. Experimental setup
To compute more real simulations, we use a realistic wave
propagation model taking into account environment characteristics. Therefore, we enhanced NS2 [39] with a ray-tracer
simulator, Communication Ray Tracer (CRT) [33], that has
been developed at the XLIM-SIC laboratory. CRT simulator
provides a 3D ray-tracer wave propagation model. It takes
into account the geographical data, electrical properties of
materials, the polarization of the antennas, the position of the
transmitters and receivers, the carrier frequency and the maximum number of interactions with the surrounding obstacles.
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To realistically model node movement, we use the VANETMobisim [40] software. Node speed is computed by this
software. The mobility model implemented is more realistic than widely used ones [41][42][38]. Paths are defined
in correlation and consistency with our environment model.
VANET-Mobisim is also easily interfaced with NS2. Specifically, VANET-Mobisim uses a mobility file in XML format,
which contains all the detailed informations of the microscopic
and macroscopic models that govern mobility of nodes. The
mobility model used in this software takes into account the
environmental parameters of the mobile nodes (traffic lights,
speed limits, etc.) and possible interactions between mobile
nodes. A node may thereby accelerate, decelerate according
to environment constraints.
The global parameters for the simulations are given in
Table IV.
TABLE IV.

S IMULATION PARAMETERS .

Parameters
Network simulator
Simulation time
Simulation area
Maximum number of transmissions
Transmission power
Data types
Data packet size
MAC layer

Values
ns-2
180s
1000m*1000m
4
0.1w
CBR
512 bytes
IEEE 802.11a

We also use a realistic model of the Munich town (urban
outdoor environment, see Figure 3), obstacles (building, etc.)
are printed red. Dots represent nodes. Other real environments
could be used in a more comprehensive study.
As routing protocols, we compare AODV-st, the standard
AODV protocol [6], to the three enhanced ones presented in
Section III.

Figure 3. Simulation environment when number of nodes=60. Obstacles are
printed red.

C. Simulation results
In this section, we study the impact of mobility on
performance of the four protocols. 60 mobile nodes move
in the Munich town environment (Figure 3). Their average
speeds range from 4m/s to 20m/s. 10 simultaneous end-toend transmissions are initiated during 165s. As performance
parameters we rely primarily on average end-to-end delay of
data packets, PDR and Routing Overhead (RO). End-to-End
Delay concerns only successfully delivered packets. PDR is
the ratio of the number of successfully delivered data packets
over the number of sent data packets. Routing overhead is
the number of routing protocol control packets. It permits
to evaluate the effective use of the wireless medium by data
traffic.
In Figure 4, we present data transmission delay evolution
according to the average node speed. These results show that
AODV-new-timer outperforms the standard AODV and the
two PR-metric based ones (AODV-BL-PR and AODV-sumPR). The good performance of AODV-new-timer is explained
by the fact differend waiting times are reduced and the near
real time knowledge of neighborhood avoids node to process
obsolete paths. Node implementing AODV-new-timer detects
links breakage quickly. For QoS-based AODV (AODV-BLPR and AODV-sum-PR), determining QoS routes requires
substantial time and with node mobility, established routes
become obsolete quickly. Thus, they are less efficient in delay
parameter than AODV-st.
PDR evolution according to node speed is presented in
Figure 5. Here again we see the same trends. The AODVnew-timer is better than the three other protocols. PDR values
are higher than 58%. The paths established by the QoS
protocols are longer than those established by the standard
protocol. Their average path length is 3.4 against 2.6 for the
standard protocol. In situations of mobility, long paths are more
vulnerable. Also, over long paths, intra-interferences are more
important as intermediate node may not receive a packet and
retransmit another at the same time. These contribute to the
poor performance in PDR and delay for these QoS protocols
compared to the standard one. We also note that the number of
packet loss on the first attempt of data transmission is 20% of
total packet loss for AODV-st and PR-based ones against 13%
for AODV-new-timer. This is explained by the use of obsolete
path attempt by AODV-st and PR-metric based AODV.
Others criticism of blacklisting approach applied to AODV
(AODV-BL-PR) may be made. An analysis of trace files shows
that the percentage of transmission failures due to lack of
route is high (10%) with AODV-BL-PR. This is explained by
the fact the use of a threshold on the PR-metric to decide
whether forward a Route Request packet may lead to ignore
several alternative paths, thus reducing the reliability of the
entire network. We remind that with this protocol, the links
with PR-metric higher than 2 (equivalent to 3 transmission
attempts) are excluded from the route search process. Finally,
note that ignoring some bad links may induce a loss of network
connectivity. In [43], it is emphasized that blacklisting policy
could filter routing options severely, limiting the efficiency of
the routing algorithm if an improper threshold is chosen.
A thorough analysis of the simulation shows that the
majority of communications where source and destination
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are far apart from each other have failed. Established routes
become obsolete even before the first data packets arrive at the
destination.
These show that better neighborhood information control
is more important than taking into account link quality for
AODV efficiency.

Figure 4.

RO may be very high in a dense network and thus may impede
the good performance of this protocol. A choice of timer
values, depending on the volatility of links, could help ensure
better compromise.

Delay evolution when speed increases.
Figure 6.

RO evolution when speed increases.

We also note that the curves performance are not monotonic. This denotes the complexity of the mastery of the
network topology in mobility context. The jitter is high and
raises problems for use of these networks in multimedia
communications, especially voice communications.

V.

C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The performance of AODV Protocol held in the efficiency
of route discovery process. In an unstable links context, routing
load and jitter may be significant. The main improvements
are to limit the dissemination of route request messages
and reduction of the frequency of route recovery process
solicitations. However, in a context of mobility, link quality
estimation procedures and better paths choose mechanisms
must be efficient in terms of bandwidth and time consumption.
Figure 5.

PDR evolution when speed increases.

Protocol’s performance in RO parameter is presented in
Figure 6. The high cost of AODV-new-timer is expected since
Hello and RREQ messages emiting frequency increased. Its
RO is, as expected, double that of AODV-st in a context of
low mobility (¡= 8m / s). This difference diminishes when
the average node speed increases. This is explained by the
fact that with AODV-new-timer, the recourse to route recovery
process and therefore the dissemination of REROR packets is
less. The better performance of QoS-based AODV compared
to standard one can be explained by better paths selection.
In addition, blacklisting approach of AODV-BL-PR limits the
dissemination of RREQ messages. For AODV-new-timer, the

In our study, we tested the effectiveness of different QoSbased methods under realistic wave propagation model and
realistic mobility model. For QoS metric, we use number
of retransmissions count-based metric. Although we used a
simple and effective method for link quality estimation, the
results show that taking into account the quality of links is
not effective for the MANET performances improvement. The
additional complexity, induced by QoS management, increases
delay and precipitated the obsolescence of the links.
To achieve better performance in high speed MANET
context, the real challenge is the effective control of node
neighborhood and accurate established routes lifetime and
waiting RREP packet timeout value.
A more comprehensive study of the problematic of ondemand routing protocol performance could concern other real
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environments (than Munich town one) and a refinement of the
penalty coefficient due to retransmissions.

[13]

A solution where the inventory frequency of the neighborhood depends on the network dynamics might improve
the performance of on-demand routing approach in mobility
contexts.

[14]
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Abstract—Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) have been
attracting more and more interest from both academic and
industrial environments for their seamless broadband
connectivity to Internet networks. Besides, providing QoS
guarantees for real-time and streaming applications such as
Voice over IP (VoIP) and Video on Demand (VoD) is a
challenging issue in such environment. Thus, we propose a
novel QoS based routing protocol for wireless mesh
infrastructure, called Hybrid QoS Mesh Routing (HQMR).
Moreover, a clustering algorithm is developed to enhance
scalability issues within the mesh infrastructure. HQMR is
composed of two routing sub-protocols: a reactive routing
protocol for intra-infrastructure communications and a
proactive QoS based multi-tree routing protocol for
communications with external networks. The proposed routing
protocol ensures forwarding real-time and streaming
applications with QoS guarantee in a mesh wireless
environment. We analyze in this paper the simulation results of
different scenarios conducted on the network simulator ns-3 to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the reactive routing subprotocol in forwarding real-time applications with QoS
guarantee.

other in multi-hop fashion, forming a relatively stable
network and the mesh clients are connected to these routers
using a wireless or a wired link. The role of most mesh
routers in a wireless mesh network is to perform relaying of
data for other mesh routers, a typical ad-hoc networking
paradigm. Some other mesh routers have also additional
gateway capabilities. These nodes, named mesh gateways,
enable the integration of wireless mesh networks with
various other networks and often have a wired link to
Internet, helping in forwarding clients traffic and in
providing Internet services to the mesh clients.
One major challenge for wireless mesh networks is to
provide QoS support. Since deployments of WMNs continue
to grow, providing Quality of Service for real-time and
streaming applications, such as VoIP and VoD, is an
important task. Moreover, establishing paths with the highest
performance is a challenging issue for routing protocols
within wireless mesh networks in order to satisfy
applications’ requirements.
However, the different research works proposing routing
solutions on wireless mesh networks rely simply on adapting
protocols originally designed for mobile ad hoc networks
and adding a little support for QoS. In this paper, we propose
a hybrid QoS based routing protocol, called Hybrid QoS
Mesh Routing (HQMR) [1], which exploits more efficiently
the particular topology of a wireless mesh network, based on
a hybrid wireless mesh architecture. The proposed wireless
mesh architecture is formed by an IEEE 802.16j based
infrastructure and different IEEE 802.11s based client
domains. Furthermore, in order to solve scalability issues and
reduce efficiently the network’s load, a clustering algorithm
is proposed for the IEEE 802.16j infrastructure of our global
wireless mesh architecture. HQMR is then deployed on the
IEEE 802.16j infrastructure to ensure routing functionalities.
It is a hybrid protocol adopting a reactive routing subprotocol for intra-infrastructure communications and a
proactive multipath tree-based routing sub-protocol for interinfrastructure communications, where the mesh gateway is
considered as a root.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we present two standards of wireless mesh
networks. Related works are presented in Section III. Section
IV introduces the architecture of our framework. Then, the
proposed HQMR routing protocol is defined in Section V.
Section VI defines two usage scenarios of HQMR to
illustrate its processing. We introduce respectively, the
performance evaluation of IMRR routing sub-protocol and

Keywords-Wireless Mesh Network; QoS routing; HQMR;
Network Simulator; ns-3.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, wireless mesh networks have received
increased attention from researchers and industrial
environments [1]. They have emerged as a key wireless
technology for numerous applications such as broadband
home networking, community and neighborhood networks,
enterprise networking, etc. [2], [3]. Besides, they are a
promising solution to provide last-mile connectivity to
Internet for fixed and/or mobile users in zones where wired
networks deployment is difficult. These abilities are provided
thanks to their various qualities. They are self-organizing and
self-configuring networks where participating nodes
automatically establish and maintain connectivity. They
enable also quick deployment, easy maintenance, low cost,
high scalability, etc. These benefits have motivated
consistently researchers to study their characteristics for
better performance.
In fact, a wireless mesh network is composed of two
types of node: wireless mesh routers and wired/wireless
mesh clients. The mesh routers are static and non-power
constrained nodes and the mesh clients are potentially mobile
nodes. In fact, mesh routers communicate between each
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the results analysis in Section VII and Section VIII. Finally,
Section IX concludes the paper.
II.

STATE OF THE ART

Given the increased interest in wireless mesh networks,
different standards have been specified. In this section, we
present the latest standardization results namely IEEE
802.11s standard based on Wi-Fi technology and IEEE
802.16j standard built on the WiMAX technology.
A. IEEE 802.11s Standard
The IEEE 802.11s standard started initially as a study
group in 2003, and became a Task Group in July 2004 for
developing a flexible and extensible solution for wireless
mesh networks based on IEEE 802.11 technology. The first
draft was accepted in March 2006 and their work was
approved by 2011 [4].
An IEEE 802.11s network is formed by a wireless
infrastructure, composed of a set of mesh routers named
Mesh Points (MP), to which the mesh clients (STA) are
connected to access the Internet services. Some MPs, named
Mesh Access Point (MAP), have additional access point
functionalities to help connecting the STA nodes to the mesh
infrastructure. Other MPs named Mesh Portal Point (MPP)
have gateway functionalities to ensure the connection
between the mesh cloud and the external network.
Besides, IEEE 802.11s standard defines a layer 2 basic
routing protocol named HWMP (Hybrid Wireless Mesh
Protocol) and, therefore, uses MAC addresses and a radio
routing metric.
B. IEEE 802.16j Standard
IEEE 802.16j task group was officially established in
March 2006 and their work was published in 2009. The
IEEE 802.16j standard [5], is an amendment to the IEEE
802.16e [6] standard in order to introduce Mobile Multi-hop
Relay (MMR) specifications where traffic between a MultiRelay Base Station (MR-BS) and a Subscriber Station (SS)
can be relayed through nodes named Relay Stations (RS).
The number of hops between MR-BS and SS is not defined
but it must only contain RS nodes.
In fact, IEEE 802.16j has defined two different relay
modes: transparent mode and non-transparent mode. In
transparent mode, the RS is used to improve the network
capacity. It does not forward any signaling frame. It relays
only data traffic, that is why the SS, which is physically
attached to it, does not know the existence of the RS. The
non-transparent mode is usually used to extend the network
coverage. The RS nodes in this mode are able to generate
their own signaling frame or forward those provided by the
MR-BS depending on the scheduling mechanism.
Just like the previous Wimax standard namely IEEE
802.16e [6], IEEE 802.16j manages also the quality of
service at the MAC sub-layer by differentiating five service
classes, from high to low priority: Unsolicited Grant Service
(UGS), real-time Polling Service (rtPS), enhanced real-time
Polling Service (ertPS), non real-time Polling Service (nrtPS)
and Best Effort (BE).

III.

RELATED WORK

A. QoS Routing
QoS provisioning is an important issue for wireless mesh
networks since they are typically used for providing
broadband wireless Internet access to a large number of users
and networks. To meet applications’ QoS requirements,
different QoS routing protocols were proposed for WMNs.
Wireless Mesh Routing (WMR) [7] is a QoS solution for
wireless mesh LAN networks. It provides QoS guarantees in
terms of minimum bandwidth and maximum end-to-end
delay. These two parameters are verified jointly with the
route discovery process. The value of the node’s available
bandwidth is estimated thanks to the bandwidth already in
use by the considered node and by its neighboring nodes.
Then, the end-to-end delay is estimated by using the round
trip delay method [8]. Kon et al. [9] improve the WMR
protocol by proposing a novel end-to-end packet delay
estimation mechanism with a stability-aware routing policy.
The delay estimation is based on packets named DUMMYRREP, which have the same size, priority and data rate as
real data traffic. The robustness of a link is estimated by
measuring the number of Hello packets received during a
given time.
Some other works include the QoS verification in the
route discovery phase. For example, QoS AODV (QAODV)
[10] integrates a new metric for IEEE 802.11 mesh networks,
composed of bandwidth, delay, hop count and load ratio. In
the same way, Rate-Aware AODV (R-AODV) [11] uses
minimum network layer transmission time as a performance
metric in multi-rate WiFi mesh networks. Mesh Admission
control and QoS Routing with Interference Awareness
(MARIA) [12] is another QoS aware routing protocol for
wireless mesh networks. It is a reactive protocol
incorporating an interference model in the route discovery
process. This protocol uses a conflict graph model to
characterize both inter and intra-flow interference. The
available residual bandwidth is computed based on the
maximal clique constraints in its local conflict graph to make
distributed hop-by-hop admission control decision.
In this context, we propose the HQMR protocol to
provide QoS provisioning routing functionalities within a
wireless mesh environment.
B. Clustering
Clustering concept was introduced to organize large
wireless multi-hop networks into groups named clusters.
Every cluster is coordinated by a cluster-head to achieve
basic network performances, even with mobility and limited
energy resources. The different clustering algorithms differ
mainly in the method used for the election of the clusterheads: Lowest-ID heuristic [13], Highest-degree heuristic
[14] and node-Weight heuristic [15]. The Lowest-ID
algorithm [13] designs the node with the lowest-ID as
cluster-head. Then, a cluster is formed by that node and all
its neighbors. In order to maintain inter-clusters connectivity,
Gateway-nodes are defined. The Highest-degree algorithm
[14] uses the degree of the node (number of the neighbors)
for cluster-head election process. The third type of clustering
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algorithms calculates a weight for each node according to
specific metrics. For example, the authors in [15] propose an
algorithm that takes into consideration the number of nodes a
cluster-head can handle ideally without any severe
degradation in the network performances, transmission
power, mobility and battery power of the node.
Combining clustering algorithms with routing protocols
offers better performances within the network layer, by
reducing the amount of control messages propagated inside
the network since the exchange is limited within a cluster;
and by minimizing the size of routing tables at each node
since it stores only the information of its cluster.
Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP) [16] is a cluster-based
routing protocol for ad hoc networks that uses different
routing sub-protocols for inter and intra-clusters
communications. Within a cluster zone, a proactive
component is used to maintain up-to-date routing tables.
Routes outside the routing zone are explored with a reactive
component combined with a border-casting concept. This
concept utilizes the topology information provided by the
proactive protocol to direct query requests to the nodes in the
border of the zone.
Singh et al. [17] propose a hierarchical cluster based
routing protocol for wireless mesh networks, in which the
mesh gateway is the highest level node. When a node has a
data packet to forward, it sends a path request message to its
cluster-head. In case that the destination is not in the same
group, the cluster-head sends the path request message to the
mesh gateway, which forwards the request to the other
cluster-heads. Similarly, the research work in [18] defines a
multi-level clustering approach with a reactive routing
protocol for wireless mesh networks, in order to reduce the
load on the mesh gateway. The source node unicasts the
route request message to its cluster-head. If a route is not
found, the cluster-head forwards the message to an upperlevel node, firstly to a Group Head and then to the mesh
gateway. This approach reduces considerably the number of
broadcast messages used for route discovery process.
For its benefits, we adopt this concept while adapting it
to cluster based routing for our HQMR protocol to solve
scalability issues and to offer better routing performances
within the wireless mesh infrastructure.
C. Multipath Routing
Multipath routing is the technique of using multiple paths
between each node pair instead of having a single path,
which helps to improve the available bandwidth, to reduce
end-to-end delay and to enhance load balancing and fault
tolerance [19]. These multiple paths may be used as backup
paths or as concurrent paths. The backup paths are used only
when the primary path is broken. The concurrent paths are
used simultaneously to forward traffic, according to specific
traffic distribution mechanism over the used paths [19], [20].
Providing broadband wireless Internet access to end users
is an important objective of wireless mesh networks. Thus,
most of the traffic is directed either from or towards the
Internet mesh gateway. Consequently, some nodes or links
could be overloaded since each node will aim to choose the
best path to the gateway. The Multi-path Mesh (MMESH)

[21] protocol was proposed as a possible solution. It is a
proactive multi-path routing protocol, specifying an
algorithm to split traffic over multiple selected paths between
each node and the mesh gateway, for balancing network load
uniformly. Then, MMESH applies a congestion aware
approach to choose the best path. Multi-path routing
protocols help to improve the performances of a network by
using multiple disjoint paths. However, when all these paths
are utilized simultaneously to transmit data, they will affect
each other by causing route-coupling problem [22]. AODV
Decoupled Multipath (AODV-DM) [23] was developed to
establish efficiently node-disjoint paths that are enough
separated to avoid inter-path interferences. It selects the
primary path according to the single path selection process.
Then, a region is defined around this primary path, so that
the second path will be selected outside it. Thereby, these
two paths are not only disjoint, but also decoupled paths.
Multi-path Hybrid Routing Protocol (MHRP) [24] is a
multipath routing protocol used with a hybrid architecture
formed by a mesh infrastructure and ad hoc client domains.
This protocol is based on the backup routes concept to
enhance the network performance.
Considering the importance of the traffic from/towards
the mesh gateway in a wireless mesh network, we propose
the integration of the multipath routing concept as a
promising solution for network load balancing in our
wireless mesh infrastructure.
IV.

PROPOSED GLOBAL HYBRID WIRELESS MESH
ARCHITECTURE

For our framework, we adopt a hybrid wireless mesh
network architecture, combining two different technologies.
It is formed by a non-transparent IEEE 802.16j-based
infrastructure and IEEE 802.11s-based client domains (Fig.
1). A hybrid QoS based routing protocol (HQMR) is also
proposed within the wireless mesh infrastructure.

Figure 1. Global hybrid wireless mesh architecture

A. IEEE 802.16j-based mesh infrastructure domain
For the wireless mesh infrastructure, we use the nontransparent relay mode of the IEEE 802.16j technology to
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ensure a better coverage. Then, in order to organize the
functionalities of each node, we define three types of nodes
within the mesh infrastructure: the Mesh Gateway (MG), the
Relay Nodes (RN) and the Access Nodes (AN). The MG is
the intermediate node between the Internet cloud and the
wireless mesh infrastructure. It helps forwarding clients
requests to the Internet network. The RNs are the nodes
located in the core of the mesh infrastructure to ensure
forwarding traffic flows from a node to another inside it.
Last, we consider the nodes located in the border of the
infrastructure, as Access Nodes (AN). They provide
interconnection between the mesh infrastructure and the
client domains. Thus, compared to the topology of an IEEE
802.16j network, our MG and RN nodes have, respectively,
the same functionalities as the MR-BS node and the RS
nodes. In fact, the AN nodes may be considered as bridge
nodes playing both the role of a relay node in the IEEE
802.16j infrastructure and the role of a gateway in the IEEE
802.11s area. Thus, they are equipped with two radio
interfaces: one is operating with the WiMAX technology [6]
and another with Wi-Fi technology [25].
At each relay node of the wireless mesh infrastructure
(including the ANs and the MG), the proposed routing
protocol (HQMR) must be implemented with our clustering
algorithm to reduce mainly the size of the routing tables. The
different blocks of HQMR will be described in Section IV.
B. IEEE 802.11s-based mesh client domain
The client domains are formed by a set of IEEE 802.11s
[4] MP (Mesh Point), which are interconnected to each other
forming the mesh topology and by a gateway node that we
called Mesh-Gateway Access Node (MG-AN). The MGANs have the functionality of the 802.11s MPP (Mesh Portal
Point) implemented in the access node (AN) of our mesh
infrastructure. So, in order to connect to the Internet cloud,
the mesh clients forward, first, their traffic to their own
gateway (i.e., MG-AN), for accessing the mesh
infrastructure. Then, the MG-AN forwards directly the
received traffic from its mesh clients to its own gateway.
V.

HYBRID QOS MESH ROUTING

HQMR, our proposed protocol, is used to ensure routing
functionalities within the wireless mesh infrastructure of our
global wireless mesh architecture. It is a hybrid QoS-based
routing protocol composed of two different routing blocks.
The first routing sub-protocol Intra-Mesh infrastructure
Reactive Routing (IMRR) is designed to forward
communications within the infrastructure in a reactive
manner, while the second routing block Inter-Mesh
infrastructure Proactive Routing (IMPR) is deployed to
forward communications to the external networks,
particularly to the Internet network. The second routing subprotocol is a tree-based multipath routing protocol, with the
Mesh Gateway as a root of the routing tree.
Moreover, in order to improve the performance of our
routing protocol, we adopt the concept of clustering to divide
the topology of the infrastructure into a set of groups called
clusters, each coordinated by a cluster-head. This division
allows the network to minimize effectively the load of the

control messages since the exchange would be limited to a
cluster domain. It helps also in reducing the size of the
routing table at each node and simplifies routes discovery
process thanks to the inter-clusters communications
approach. Besides, this concept of clustering is considered as
the most suitable solution to ensure the network scalability.
In this section, we present the algorithm specified for the
clusters elaboration within the wireless mesh infrastructure
and we introduce the two routing sub-protocols of HQMR.
Before that, we define the mechanism used to provide the
needed information about each node’s neighbors and we
specify the different QoS parameters and their estimation
method to guaranty the QoS based routing characteristic of
our proposed HQMR protocol.
A. Neighborhood Maintenance
Neighborhood information is very important for our
protocol in order to provide the local topology (node’s
different neighbors), the necessary information for our
clustering algorithm and the available QoS toward each
neighbor. To maintain this information, every node in the
network is required to send out periodically a Hello message
(Table I), announcing its existence and its cluster
information such as its state in the cluster, its calculated
weight parameter used for cluster-head election, its CH’s IP
address (ID-CH) and its used bandwidth parameter. By
receiving the Hello message from the different neighbors,
each node updates its Neighbor Table (Table II), which is
used to store for each neighbor its IP address (ID), all the
needed information for clusters formation (Weight, State,
ID-CH) and the available QoS parameters, including the
available bandwidth, the delay and the jitter parameters.
TABLE I.
ID

Weight

HELLO MESSAGE FORMAT
State

TABLE II.
ID

Weight

ID-CH

Used Bandwidth

NEIGHBOR TABLE (NT)
State

ID-CH

QoS Metric

B. QoS Routing Metrics
The purpose of our routing protocol is to find paths,
which can satisfy the QoS requirements of real-time flows.
The set of QoS requirements includes the bandwidth, the
delay and the jitter parameters.
1) Available Bandwidth metric
To estimate the available bandwidth, each node considers
the used bandwidth by its flows and the consumption of its
neighbors announced in the Hello messages (1).
B(v) = B - ∑ Bused (v')
v'∈ N(v)

(1)

where B(v) is the estimated available bandwidth by a node v,
B is the total Bandwidth, Bused is the bandwidth used by a
node and N(v) in the neighborhood of the node v.
Then, the bandwidth parameter of the entire path is
determined as the minimum bandwidth estimated at each
node toward the destination.
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2) Delay Metric
This metric estimation is based on measuring the round
trip delay time (RTT) [8] of the Hello messages, which
represents the time between initiating a Hello message and
receiving a response. The delay of a path is the sum of its
links delay metric.
3) Jitter Metric
The jitter metric defines the delay metric variation. It is
estimated by calculating the mean of the differences between
the RTT values for a specific period. Besides, the Jitter of a
path is calculated by summing the Jitter of each link.
C. Clusters formation algorithm
Our clustering algorithm is a variant of the LID-based
clustering algorithm [13] combined with the use of the
weight concept developed by the Weighted Clustering
Algorithm (WCA) [15] for the election of cluster-heads.
Thus, a cluster is formed by the node with the lowest weight
and all its neighbors. The same procedure is repeated among
the remaining nodes, until each node is assigned to a cluster.
Inter-clusters connectivity is maintained by defining some
Gateway-nodes (Sub-Section 3), named Cluster Gateway
(C-Gw) and Distributed Gateway (D-Gw). Moreover, in our
adapted algorithm, we have opted for one-hop clusters to
reduce the load of control messages within a cluster and to
ensure a line of sight between the different cluster-heads and
gateway nodes, which is an important characteristic for the
deployment of our second routing sub-protocol IMPR
(Section E). An example of a clustered wireless mesh
infrastructure is illustrated in Fig. 2.

However, given the stability of the nodes within our
wireless mesh infrastructure, we are only interested in the
first two parameters used to calculate the weight of WCA to
find the optimal number of nodes within the transmission
range and to estimate the transmission power toward the
neighbors of a node. In addition, since most of the traffic is
oriented to the Mesh Gateway, a third parameter is used in
our weight calculation to take into account the power
transmission of the node toward the Mesh Gateway. By this
way, the cluster-head will be elected among the nearest
nodes to the Mesh Gateway. Thus, the weight is calculated
according to (2)-(6):
(2)

Wv = a ⋅ ∆ v + b ⋅ Dv + c ⋅ DPv

where a, b and c are the weighing factors so that a+b+c=1
and Wv is the weight of a node v.

dv = N (v) = {v'∈ V , v' ≠ v,dist(v, v' )〈txrange

}

where V is the neighborhood of a node v.
∆ v = dv − M
Dv =

∑ dist (v, v' )

Our clustering algorithm is composed of three main
functions, which are presented in the following sub-sections:
weight calculation, cluster-head election and clusters
elaboration process.
1) Weight Calculation
In our algorithm, the weight assigned to each node is
based on the WCA algorithm [15]. The latter takes into
account the degree (neighbors’ number), the transmission
power, the mobility and the battery power of each node. It
optimizes the degree of each cluster-head by choosing an
optimal number M of nodes per cluster (M is a pre-defined
threshold). This restriction aims that the cluster-head would
be able to support ideally the nodes within its cluster.

(4)
(5)

v ' ∈ N (v )

DPv = dist (v, MG )

Figure 2. Clustered architecture of the wireless mesh infrastructure

(3)

(6)

Equation (4) represents the degree-difference for a node v
to compare its number of neighbors (3) to the optimal
number of nodes that a CH may coordinate efficiently. The
transmission power toward the neighbors is estimated in (5)
by computing the sum of the distances with all its neighbors.
Samely, the third parameter namely the transmission power
toward the Mesh Gateway is calculated in (6).
2) Cluster-head Election
Initially, all the nodes are in the initial state that is the
"Undecided" state and with a weight equal to zero. Thanks to
the periodic exchange of Hello messages, the Neighbor
Table (Table II) will be updated with the last calculated
value of weight (W) for each neighbor. Each node waits for a
period Te before starting the selection of the cluster-heads, so
that all the nodes have updated their NT (Neighbor Table).
After this period, the node with the lowest W among its
neighbors changes its state to “CH” and broadcasts a Hello
message, as illustrated in Fig. 3.
1: If Wi = min (NT [weight]) then
2:
Si = CH
3:
ID-CHi = IDi
4:
Broadcasts Hello (IDi, Wi, Si, ID-CHi, Bused)
5: End If

Figure 3. Cluster-head election algorithm for node i
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3) Clusters elaboration process
The division of the network into a set of clusters is based
on the exchange of Hello Messages between each node and
its neighbors. Fig. 4 illustrates the algorithm of the clusters
elaboration.

case where two cluster-heads are at 3-hops of each
other.
These different states with the different necessary transition
conditions are decribed in a FSM diagram (Fig. 5).

On receiving a Hello message:
1: If (Hello [State] = CH) then {
2: If ID-CHi = null then {
3:
Si = CM
4:
ID-CHi = Hello [ID-CH]
5:
Update (NT)
6:
Broadcast Hello (IDi, Wi, Si, ID-CHi, Bused) }
7: Else {
8:
If (Hello [ID] < ID-CHi) then
9:
G = ID-CHi
10:
ID-CHi = Hello [ID]}
11:
End If
12:
Si = C-Gw
13:
Update (GwT)
14:
Broadcast GW-D (IDi, Wi, C-Gw, ID-CHi, G, null) }
15: End If }
16: Else if (Hello [State] = CM) then {
17: If (Si = CM) then {
18:
If (ID-CHi = Hello [ID-CH]) then
19:
Update (NT)
20:
End If
21:
Si = D-Gw
22:
Update(GwT)
23:
Broadcast GW-D (IDi, Wi, D-Gw, ID-CHi, Hello [ID24:
CH], Hello[ID])
25: }
26: Else
27:
Update (NT)
28: End If }
29: Else {
30: If (ID-CHi = Hello [ID-CH]) then Update (NT)
31: Else {
32:
Update (NT)
33:
Update (NCHT)
34:
}
35: End If }
36: End If

Figure 4. Clusters elaboration algorithm

According to our algorithm, we distinguish five possible
states of a node within a cluster. Besides, it is important to
notice that the clustering algorithm is executed on each node
of the infrastructure except the Mesh Gateway. The latter has
its own state MG as Mesh Gateway. For the rest of nodes,
we have the following states:
• Undecided: it is the initial state indicating that the node
does not yet belong to any cluster.
• Cluster Member (CM): it is a node, which belongs
already to a cluster. It changes its state from Undecided
to CM, once it has received a Hello message from a CH.
• Cluster Head (CH): it is the node with the lowest
weight and it is responsible of its cluster management.
• Cluster Gateway (C-Gw): it is a node in direct vision
with two different cluster heads at the same time. It acts
as a bridge between the two clusters. In fact, this node
exists when two cluster-heads are at two-hops of each
other.
• Distributed Gateway (D-Gw): it is a CM that has a
neighbor belonging to another cluster. D-Gw ensures the
communication between two disjoint clusters. This is the

Figure 5. FSM of a node participating in the clustering algorithm

A node becomes a CM node when it receives a Hello
message for the first time from a CH node. This node may
change its state to a gateway node to ensure interconnection
between two clusters. It may become a C-Gw when
receiving a Hello message from another cluster-head. It
changes its state to a C-GW and updates its Gateway Table
(Table III), in which it keeps its type as gateway and the two
interconnected cluster-heads. Then, a GW-D (Declare)
message (Table V) is sent to its cluster-head and the
neighbor cluster-head. By receiving this message, each of the
cluster-heads updates its Neighbor CH Table (NCHT) (Table
IV), in which it keeps the neighbor cluster-heads and its
corresponding gateways. This process is illustrated in the
MSC (Message Sequence Chart) diagram [26] in Fig. 6.

RN/AN (1)

RN/AN (2)

RN/AN (3)

Hello ( S=CH , ID CH=CH(A) )

update NT
Hello ( S=CM , ID-CH = CH(A) )
Hello ( S=CH , ID-CH =CH(C) )

update NT & GwT
Gw-D

Gw-D
update NT & NCHT

update NT & NCHT
Hello (S=CG , ID-CH=CH(A2) )

Hello (S=CG , ID-CH=CH(A2) )

update NT

Figure 6. MSC of C-Gw selection scenario
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A CM node may also become a D-Gw when receiving a
Hello message from a CM belonging to another cluster, as
illustrated in Fig. 7.
RN/AN 1

RN/AN 2

When a node S wants to transmit data to a node D:
1: S verifies its routing table
2: If a valid route with requested QoS exists then
3:
Forward (data, D)
4: Else
6:
Multicast (RREQ)
7: End If

RN/AN 3

On receiving a RREQ message:
1: If QoS verified then {
2:
If it is the destination then
3:
Send (RREP, S)
4:
Else {
5:
Update (RREQ)
6:
Update (RT)
7:
If it is CH then {
8:
If D exists in NT then
9:
Unicast (RREQ, D)
10:
Else Multicast (RREQ)
11:
End If }
12:
Else multicast (RREQ)
13:
End If
14:
End If}
15: Else discard (RREQ)
16: End If }

Hello ( S=CH , ID CH=CH(A) )

update NT
Hello ( S=CM , ID CH = CH(A) )

Hello ( S=CM , ID CH = CH(A) )

Hello ( S=CM , ID-CH =CH(C) )
update NT & GwT
Gw-D

Gw-D

update NT & NCHT

update GwT

Hello (S=DG , ID CH=CH(A) )

Hello (S=DG , ID CH=CH(A) )

update NT

update NT

Figure 7. MSC of D-Gw selection scenario
TABLE III.
Type-Gw

GATEWAY TABLE (GWT)

ID-CH1

TABLE IV.

ID-CH2

ID_D-Gw

NEIGHBOR CLUSTER-HEAD TABLE (NCHT)

Neighbor ID-CH

Gw-ID

TABLE V.

Type-Gw

GW-D MESSAGE

Figure 8. IMRR operation algorithm

The received RREQ message is either forwarded directly
to the destination or forwarded to the multicast group formed
by the different CHs, C-Gws, D-Gws and the MG. The use
of the multicast group limits the broadcast of the RREQ
messages, which helps reducing the load of the network.
According to this algorithm, two nodes from different
clusters may communicate with each other only through a
route formed by CHs and/or Gws and/or the Mesh Gateway.
An example of a communication between two nodes
from different clusters is illustrated by a MSC diagram in
Fig. 9.
Source

ID

Weight

Type-Gw

ID-CH

CH1

C-Gw

CH2

Destination

Neighbor ID-CH
NT verif
RT verif
RREQ

D. Intra-infrastruture Routing (IMRR)
Intra-Mesh Infrastructure Reactive Routing (IMRR) is
the reactive routing sub-protocol of our proposed HQMR
protocol. It is used to find routes in order to forward
information between two nodes located within the
infrastructure. It ensures QoS based routing for nodes
belonging to a same cluster as well for those located in
different clusters. Moreover, IMRR offers QoS guarantees
by checking the QoS parameters namely bandwidth, delay
and jitter at each node during the route discovery process.
Furthermore, the proposed IMRR sub-protocol is an
enhancement of AODV routing protocol [27], which takes
into account the clustering approach and the QoS verification
in route discovery process.
1) IMRR operation
Fig. 8 illustrates the algorithm of IMRR operation. A node
S starts directly to forward data if the destination D is one of
its neighbors, with verified QoS or if a valid route to D exists
in its routing table. Otherwise, S launches the route
discovery process.

QoS update & verif
NT &RT verif
RREQ
QoS update & verif
RT update
RREQ

RREQ
QoS update & verif
NT &RT verif
RREQ
QoS update & verif
RT update
RREP

QoS update & verif
RT update
RREP
QoS update & verif
RT update

Figure 9. MSC for inter-clusters IMRR routing

2) Route Discovery Process
Like AODV protocol, IMRR uses RREQ message for
route discovery (Table VI). However, the RREQ message
used by our IMRR routing protocol introduces specific QoS
fields to enable QoS based routing. Each intermediate node
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proceeds to a QoS verification before forwarding the request
(7).
(Boff>=Breq or B=null) and (Doff>=Dreq or D=null) and (Joff>=Jreq or J=null)(7)
where B is the bandwidth, D is the delay and J is the Jitter.
TABLE VI.
Src IP
address

Dest IP
address

Broadcast
ID

RREQ MESSAGE
Path

QoS
Metric
requested

QoS
Metric
offered

ID
msg

In Fig. 10, we illustrate the processing of a RREQ
message at each node. Unlike AODV protocol, only the
destination node is able to respond to a RREQ message, so
that it would have the entire path’s estimated QoS to
compare it properly to the requested one. Moreover, the
duplicated RREQ messages (Broadcast ID already exists) are
not rejected. Instead, we send as much as possible of RREQ
messages to the destination to guarantee the discovery of the
best path. In order to avoid an infinite loop of a message,
each node verifies first if its address already exists in the
Path field or not. Then, we introduce a new parameter called
"ID msg" to distinguish the duplicate messages at a node.
This parameter is updated at each intermediate node for each
RREQ message received (duplicated or not). Thus, a node
assigns a new "ID msg" for each request and inserts it into
the RREQ message. Then, the reverse route is created within
the routing table (Table VII), by taking into consideration
this parameter, so that it would be used later for the RREP
message forward.
RREQ Received

Dest IP
address

Next
Hop

IMRR ROUTING TABLE

Lifetime

QoS Metric
offered

ID
msg

Nxt ID
msg

3) Route Reply Process
In order to establish a route toward the source node, the
destination responds with a RREP message (Table VIII) to
the first RREQ received verifying the requested QoS
parameters and rejects the following RREQ messages. The
processing of a RREP message at each intermediate node is
illustrated by a flowchart in Fig. 11.
A mesh node determines the next hop thanks to the “ID
msg” parameter. It updates then the routing table with the
direct route and the “ID msg” with the “Nxt ID msg” of the
routing table before forwarding the RREP message.
TABLE VIII.
Src IP
address

Dest IP
address

Lifetime

RREP MESSAGE
QoS Metric
requested

QoS Metric
offered

ID
msg

RREP received

update QoS Metric

update Lifetime of the reverse route

update RT : insert direct route

Source is?

yes

no

yes

exists in Path?

RREP[ID msg] = RT[nxt ID msg]

no
QoS verified ?

TABLE VII.

no

Discard RREQ

forward RREP
yes

yes

is Destination?

RREP sent?

end
yes

Figure 11. RREP processing

no
update QoS Metric
no
Generate "ID msg"

update RT : insert inverse route ("nxt
ID msg"=RREQ[ID msg] , "ID msg"=
generated "ID msg")

update RREQ ("ID msg"=generated "ID msg",
updated QoS metric)

forward RREQ

end

Figure 10. RREQ processing

send RREP

E. Inter-infrastructure Routing (IMPR)
Inter-infrastructure Mesh Proactive Routing (IMPR) is
the second routing sub-protocol of HQMR, designed to
ensure communications toward external networks, especially
Internet network. Since most of the traffic goes through the
Mesh Gateway to provide Internet services, we opted for a
proactive tree based routing protocol, having the Mesh
Gateway as a root and the different CHs and C-Gw and/or DGw as children. It is important to notice that the different
cluster members would not participate in the trees
construction process. In Fig. 12, we present the topology of
the clustered infrastructure presented in Fig. 2, which we
would have if we do not consider the different Cluster
members and keep only the nodes that can play the role of
children in our routing trees.
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Figure 12. Network topoloy for trees construction

In addition, to provide QoS guarantees for real-time
flows, IMPR deploys a multi-path routing concept to define
three different routes, partially node-disjoint, between each
child and the root. These routes would be used to construct
three partially disjoint routing trees within the IEEE 802.16j
wireless mesh infrastructure, in such a way that each tree is
used to forward a specific type of traffic. To this end, we
define for our protocol three service classes, namely
interactive real-time applications class, Streaming
applications class and Best Effort class. The first class is
more sensitive to delay and jitter variations, the second one
is more sensitive to jitter variation, and the last class is more
exigent in terms of loss ratio. In other words, IMPR allows
the construction of three partially disjoint trees with a
common root: Real Time, Streaming, and Best Effort Trees.
1) Root Announcement process
The root (i.e., MG) broadcasts a RANN (Route
Announcement) message to all its neighbors to announce its
presence. This message is considered only by the CHs and
the Gws. It is rejected by all the CM nodes. On receiving a
RANN message (Table IX), each intermediate node stores
the Path parameter in its route cache and updates it next by
adding its address. It updates also the QoS Metric and
proceeds to the forward of the updated RANN message to its
multicast group formed by the CHs, the Gws, and the MG. In
order to keep as many routes as possible, duplicated RANN
messages are not rejected. Instead, to avoid an infinite loop
of a message, each node verifies first if its address already
exists in the Path field or not. In fact, each node keeps the
entire path received through the RANN message in its route
cache in order to be able to verify later the disjunction of two
paths.
TABLE IX.
Root IP address

RANN MESSAGE
Path

QoS Metric

2) Routing trees construction
Each node waits for a certain time Ts before starting the
routing trees construction process, in order to store the
maximum of paths. Firstly, using the routes selection
algorithm (Fig. 13), each node selects a route for the Real
Time Tree. This route is validated as one of the tree branches
by an exchange of PREQ and PREP messages with the root.

Once the PREP received from the root, each node removes
the chosen path from its route cache and starts the
construction process of the second routing tree in the same
manner. Then, the mechanism is repeated for the third
routing tree. In fact, the exchange of PREQ/PREP messages
performed for routes validation is used to ensure that each
intermediate node of a path is using the same path toward the
root, so that each node has no more than a single branch
toward the root of a tree.
3) Routes Selection Algorithm
This algorithm is described in Fig. 13. The idea is to
select at each node a potential path for each routing tree,
satisfying the requirements of the defined service classes.
For the first path corresponding to the Real Time Tree, we
choose the best in terms of delay and jitter with satisfying
bandwidth metric. The second one should be partially
disjoint from the first one to reduce congestion issues, with
good values of the jitter QoS parameter. Lastly, from the
remaining paths, we select the best in terms of disjunction
over the other paths.
Some nodes may not be able to select three different
paths. Thus, for the case where a node has only selected two
paths, the first one would be used to forward the highest
priority traffic, while the second one would be shared
between the two other service classes. If only one path is
present at a node, we adopt the default QoS mechanism of
IEEE 802.16j to share it between the three service classes.
P
set of stored paths ; Disj
number of common nodes between paths
HC: Hop Count ; wi : QoS parameters’ weight ; L: weight of a path
1: If treei =1 then
2: A = {P}(D<Dmax and J<Jmax)
3: If A ≠ Ф then
4:
P1 = minHC {maxBw A}
5: Else
6:
B = {P}(D<Dmax)
7: If B ≠ Ф then
8:
Calculate L=w1*rankdescBw + w2*rankascJ for each path in B
9:
P1 =minL B
10: Else
11:
Calculate L=w1*rankdescBw+w2*rankascD+w3*rankascJ for each Path in P
12:
P1 = minL P}
13: End If
14: End If
15: End If
16: If treei=2 then
17: P = P\{P1}
18: A = {P}(J<Jmax)
19: If A ≠ Ф then
20:
Calculate L=a*rankdesc Bw+b*rankasc Disj+c*rankascJ for each Path in A
21:
P2 = minL A
22: Else {
23:
L =w1*rankdesc Bw + w2*rankasc J + w3*rankasc Disj for each Path in P
24:
P2 = minL P
25: End If
26: End If
27: If treei=3 then
28:
P = P\{P2} ; P3 = minHC {minDisj P}
29: End If

Figure 13. IMPR routes selection algorithm

4) Path Request Process
By executing the route selection algorithm, a node selects
a path for its ith routing tree and sends a PREQ message
(Table X). Each intermediate node compares its chosen path
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for its ith routing tree to the path carried by the PREQ
message. If the next hop in the two paths is different, the
node either modifies its entire path or updates the path in the
PREQ message, as presented in the Flowchart in Fig. 14.
Then, the intermediate node updates its routing table (Table
XI) with both the direct route (toward the root) and the
reverse route (toward the source) and forwards the PREQ
message to the next hop.
TABLE X.
Src IP address

PREQ MESSAGE

Dest IP address

Path
a..

TABLE XI.
Dest IP address

ID-Path

Levela

Level : the level of a node in the Real Time tree

IMPR ROUTING TABLE
Next Hop

ID-Path

A. Intra-infrastructure Routing Usage Scenario
This scenario describes how to determine a QoS verified
path between two nodes from different clusters for a VoIP
application between two mesh clients of our architecture. To
this end, the reactive routing bloc, named IMRR would be
used and a RREQ message is generated for route discovery
process. In Fig. 15, we illustrate the RREQ process through
each intermediate node by comparing the offered QoS to the
requested one (Breq=56Kb/s, Dreq=150ms and Jreq=20ms).
The first RREQ received by D (<2, 155, 19>) does not
satisfy the requested delay parameter. Thus, this message is
discarded and D waits for another RREQ messages. Since
the second message received (RREQ2) verifies the different
QoS parameters (<2, 145, 13>), a RREP message is
unicasted to the source node.

PREQ received

Path[i+1]=
Path_S[i-1]?

Path: the chosen Path by the
intermediate node.
Path_S= the path sent in the
PREQ.

no

Path[i+1]=
Path_S[i+1] ?

yes

yes
no
no

Path_S[i-1]=
PREQ[@src]?

modify partially Path_S

yes

Discard PREQ

(my_level>PREQ[level]) or
(my_level=PREQ[level] and
@IP>PREQ[@src]) ?

yes

yes

no
modify its entire Path

Figure 15. Intra-infrastructure usage scenario
send PREQ for its modified Path

forward PREQ

Figure 14. Flowchart of PREQ process

5) Path Replay Process
On receiving the PREQ message, the root updates its
routing table and sends a PREP (Table XII) message to its
child.
TABLE XII.
Dest IP address

PREP MESSAGE
Path

ID-Path

Each intermediate node adds its address to the Path
parameter of the PREP message and forwards it to the
destination. Once the destination receives the PREP
message, it updates its routing table and its chosen path for
the routing tree if it is different from the Path parameter in
the PREP message. Then, it removes it from its route cache
to begin the selection of a route for the next tree.
VI.

HQMR USAGE SCENARIOS

In this section, we present two different usage scenarios
of our HQMR protocol, describing how a path is selected to
reach a destination within or outside the mesh infrastructure.

Then, regarding the third RREQ message received, it
would be discarded since a RREP message has been already
sent back. By this way, the route discovered by RREQ2
would be used to forward the traffic of the VoIP application
between the two mesh clients.
B. Inter-infrastructure Routing Usage scenario
For communications with the Internet network, the
proactive routing protocol IMPR of HQMR protocol is used.
In this scenario, we describe how to forward a VoD (Video
on Demand) application traffic from a streaming video
server in the Internet. To this end, three QoS based routing
trees are constructed. Fig. 16 shows the topology used for
this scenario. Then, we illustrate in Fig. 17 the three routing
trees built over this topology to forward traffic to the Internet
networks.
For the first routing tree, by executing the route selection
algorithm (Dmax=150 ms, Jmax=20 ms), we chose the paths
with satisfying delay and Jitter parameters. To better explain
the construction process of this tree at each node, we
describe for example the case of the node B. We have four
paths towards the root satisfying the delay and jitter
parameters: B-A-R: <4,30,11> ; B-C-R: <3,70,6> ; B-D-AR: <3,95,16> ; B-E-C-R: <2,70,9>. Then, the path with the
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highest Bandwidth is selected: B-A-R. This process is
repeated at each node of the topology and a PREQ message
is sent for route validation. Once a node receives a PREP
message for the first route, it starts the selection of a path for
the second routing tree.

By receiving the PREP message for the selected route,
each node starts the selection of its third route that is the
most disjoint route to the two first selected paths with a
minimum of hops. For example, the node I according to
these conditions chooses the path I-H-G-D-A-R. However,
its PREQ at the node G would be changed (see the flowchart
in Fig. 14). The selected path by the node I would be
modified partially (I-H-G-F-E-C-R) to correspond to the one
selected by the node G. Then, the set of paths selected at
each node forms the routing tree for the third service class.
Regarding our usage scenario, and in order to forward the
VoD traffic, the second routing tree would be used since this
application is considered as an application of the Streaming
service class.
VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF IMRR

Figure 16. Example of clustered wireless mesh infrastructure

Similarly, the path at each node for the second routing
tree is selected according to the routes selection algorithm.
For example, at the node E, we have two paths verifying the
jitter parameter: E-B-C-R: <2, 90, 11>; E-B-A-R: <2, 50,
16>. The second path is the one selected by E since it offers
better disjunction with the path selected for the first tree.
However, the PREQ of this message would be changed at the
node B. In fact, the nodes B and E have the same level
parameter but node B has a greater IP address than E. Thus,
the path in the PREQ sent by the node E would be changed
(to E-B-C-R) to correspond to the route chosen by the node
B: B-C-R.

Figure 17. The QoS based routing Trees

To evaluate the performance of our routing protocol, we
have developed the source code of HQMR protocol using the
network simulator ns-3. Then, we have conducted some
simulation scenarios to compare our IMRR routing subprotocol and the AODV protocol in a wireless mesh
environment.
In this section, we define briefly the used network
simulator namely ns-3. Then, we present the different
performance parameters that we have evaluated as well as
the simulation environment.
A. Network Simulator Ns-3
Ns-3 [28] is a discrete-event network simulator,
developed within the ns-3 project, started in 2006 to
eventually replace the aging ns-2 simulator. It is a free open
software, which can be used for research to contribute and
share the developed codes. The ns-3 software is built on
C++, containing a set of network simulation modules
implemented as C++ objects. Then, the simulation scripts
may be written in C++ or Python.
The existing library of modules allows simulating
popular wireless networks (e.g., Wi-Fi, WiMAX, LTE) in a
simple way. Moreover, thanks to the availability of the
source code of existing modules, it is possible to modify the
operation of any module from the library. It is also possible
to create new modules, implementing algorithms or
protocols not present in the existing library.
B. Performance metrics
In our simulations, we have measured the following key
performance parameters to evaluate the effectiveness of our
IMRR routing sub-protocol.
• Routing Overhead: the total number of control
messages generated during the simulation for route
discovery process. For messages sent over multiple
hops, each transmission (each hop) counts as one
generated control message.
• Route Discovery Convergence: the necessary time to
establish the route between the source node and the
destination one. It is the time between the received
RREP message and the RREQ message being sent
by the source.
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•
•

•

Average Throughput: It is the mean of the number of
packets successfully transmitted to their final
destination per unit time.
Average End-to-End Delay: This is the overall
average delay required by a packet to travel from
source node to its destination node. It includes all
possible delays caused by queuing delay,
retransmission delays and propagation delay.
Average Jitter: It is the mean of the difference
between the end-to-end delay values.

C. Simulation Environnement
The simulation environment consists up to 25 stationary
mesh nodes arranged in a grid topology. Simulation time is
50 seconds. Each scenario is simulated five times and an
average value is taken for the performance analysis. Table
XIII shows the used simulation parameters.
TABLE XIII.

SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Simulation parameters
Routing Protocols

IMRR & AODV

Simulation Time

50s

messages to the destination (up to three at each node). On the
other hand, AODV presents a higher amount of RREP and
Hello messages, as illustrated in Fig. 19 and Fig. 20. Indeed,
we observe a major difference between the two protocols in
terms of RREP messages since AODV protocol allows that
an intermediate node replies to a RREQ message. However,
with the HQMR protocol, only the destination is allowed to
reply to a RREQ message after verifying the offered QoS
parameters of the entire received route. Moreover, each time
a node sends a RREQ message, sending a Hello message is
deferred. Thus, the amount of forwarded Hello messages is
inversely proportional to the amount of RREQ messages,
which explains the results illustrated in Fig. 18 and Fig. 20.
Since the HQMR protocol forwards less RREP messages
than the AODV protocol for all network sizes and since the
amount of Hello messages is offset by the RREQ messages
and inversely, we can conclude, from these results, that the
IMRR sub-protocol has a better global routing overhead.

Value

Nodes ‘Number

6 to 25 nodes

Mobility Model

GridPositionAllocator / static

Traffic Model

CBR (UDP) / VoIP (UDP)

Packet Size

512 bytes / 160 bytes

DataRate

512kbps / 64 kbps

To analyze the different performance metrics, two
different traffic models are used in the elaborated scenarios.
The first one is a generic CBR traffic used in scenario 1 (see
Section VIII.A) and the second one simulates a VoIP traffic
used in scenario 2 (see Section VIII.B).
VIII. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
A. Scenario 1
To evaluate our protocol performance in terms of routing
overhead and route discovery convergence, we perform
different simulations, by varying the number of nodes within
our mesh infrastructure, while considering a constant-bitrate
(CBR) traffic. This traffic is modeled with 512-byte data
packets and a data rate of 512kbps.
In fact, the routing overhead for route discovery process
includes, for both AODV protocol and IMRR sub-protocol,
the Hello messages, the RREQ messages and the RREP
messages. Figure 18 shows the variation of the number of
RREQ messages according to the number of nodes in the
network. We notice that the amount of RREQ messages of
HQMR protocol increases with the number of nodes while
AODV protocol presents a low variation. This is explained
by the fact that AODV protocol rejects each duplicated
RREQ message at each node. By this way, less RREQ
messages are forwarded in the network. However, in order to
ensure the best route discovery in terms of QoS guarantee,
HQMR does forward some duplicated received RREQ

Figure 18. RREQ Messages Overhead

Figure 19. RREP Messages Overhead
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Figure 20. Hello Messages Overhead

we have introduced a noise over some links to simulate
network perturbation. The simulations are conducted to
compare the IMRR sub-protocol and the AODV protocol by
varying the network size.
The comparative results of throughput, end-to-end delay
and jitter QoS parameters are shown in Figs. 22, 23, and 24,
respectively. We observe that HQMR offers better values of
the average throughput than the AODV protocol for the
different mesh network sizes. Besides, we notice a
considerable difference concerning the variation of the delay
and jitter parameters. The corresponding values while using
AODV are more than twice the QoS values while using
HQMR.
Thus, the HQMR protocol offers a better route than
AODV, especially in terms of delay and jitter, to forward
VoIP traffic. Actually, the AODV protocol does not take into
consideration the state and the QoS offered by the different
links within the mesh topology. It is based only on the
number of hops for its route selection. On the other hand,
HQMR process a QoS verification during the route
discovery process to determine the route satisfying the
requested QoS parameters depending on the type of the
application to forward.

Figure 21. Route Discovery Convergence

Figure 21 illustrates the variation of the route discovery
time performance parameter according to the size of the
mesh topology. For both protocols, the route discovery
convergence time increases with the number of nodes since
the discovered route may be longer in terms of hops.
Although IMRR sub-protocol has higher values than AODV,
we perceive a close variation with the AODV values.
Actually, AODV uses the minimum hops number as a
metric. That is why, AODV spends less time in discovering
routes. However, HQMR protocol accepts longer routes as it
offers better QoS parameters to ensure a better routing for
real-time and streaming applications.
B. Scenario 2
To underline the effectiveness of our routing protocol in
route discovery enabling to correctly forward real-time
applications, we evaluate the corresponding performances of
such applications in terms of average throughput, average
end-to-end delay and average jitter parameters within a mesh
topology, since this type of application, i.e., interactive
applications, is very sensitive to delay and jitter variation.
To simulate a voice conversation, we used a traffic
pattern corresponding to the G711 encoder, which produces
50 packets per second with 160 bytes of payload each. Then,

Figure 22. Average Throughput of a VoIP Application

Figure 23. Delay Evaluation of a VoIP Application
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Figure 24. Jitter Evaluation of a VoIP Application

IX.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented our proposed hybrid wireless
mesh architecture composed of two different domains: an
IEEE 802.16j-based infrastructure domain and several IEEE
802.11s based client domains. Then, we have specified the
HQMR protocol for ensuring routing functionalities within
the wireless mesh infrastructure of our global architecture. It
is a hybrid QoS based routing protocol formed by a reactive
routing sub-protocol for a clustered infrastructure and a
proactive multipath tree based routing sub-protocol for
communications toward Internet network. Two usage
scenarios are presented to show the importance of HQMR in
order to provide real time and streaming applications with
QoS guarantee in wireless mesh networks. Then, we
presented the different simulations scenarios conducted to
evaluate the performance of our IMRR routing sub-protocol
in terms of routing overhead and route discovery
convergence time, as well as the performance of a real-time
interactive application (VoIP) in terms of average
throughput, average end-to-end delay and average jitter
while using our routing protocol in a mesh topology.
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Abstract—Wireless Mesh Networks are a viable solution for
extending the coverage of networks without the need to expand
their static infrastructure. This is achieved by employing wireless
nodes that can share their network resources. Unfortunately,
building wireless mesh networks is still far away from reality due
to the lack of mechanisms to meet the Quality of Service (QoS)
expectations of mobile users running heterogeneous applications.
To address this issue, in this paper we describe a modification of
the WiOptiMo framework, which is a solution originally designed
for seamless handover management in the Internet. Specifically,
QoS support is provided by aggregating application traffic flows
with the same characteristics to limit overhead and by relaying
compressed aggregated flows to the appropriate mobility provider.
Evaluation on a real wireless mesh network testbed showed that
this scheme is noteworthy in terms of link utilization, improved
QoS and performance against Mobile IPv6, which is the standard
for enabling mobility in IP networks. To show its adaptability, we
present a scenario where WiOptiMo can be employed to support
network mobility when the range of a network is extended by
exploiting neighboring nodes. Beside the evidence of performance
gain against Mobile IPv6, the other contribution of this paper
is the proposal of an incentive mechanism to motivate users of
a wireless mesh network to share their network resources with
other nodes, which rewards them based on the amount of bytes
saved thanks to the use of the WiOptiMo flow aggregation scheme.
Keywords–Wireless Mesh Networks; Seamless Handover; QoS
Mobility Support; Flow Aggregation; Flow Classification; Mobile
IP; Network Utility Maximisation.

I. I NTRODUCTION
This paper builds on the work [1] (presented at MOBILITY
2014), which dealt with the design, implementation and evaluation of a flow classification and aggregation scheme for
managing multiple applications with different Quality of Service (QoS) requirements in Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs).
Recent years have witnessed a significant reduction in
the costs of mobile computing platforms (e.g., laptops and
smartphones), especially the hardware used in WiFi devices
and has led to a widespread use of WMNs. WMNs provide
multiple services to people using their mobile devices via a
combination of fixed and mobile nodes, interconnected via
wireless links to form a multi-hop ad-hoc network. WMNs are
a cost-effective solution to extend the range of wired infrastructure networks with the help of easy to deploy wireless nodes.
For example, the backbone of a telecom service provider can
be easily expanded utilizing mechanisms to manage resources

of wireless nodes [2][3]. Existing mechanisms work only in
scenarios where wireless connection stability can be ensured.
For example, CARMNET [4][5] utilizes the WMN paradigm
to enable nearby wireless devices communicate with each other
and proposes a distributed resource management method that
can be easily integrated with a telecom IP-based Multimedia
Subsystem (IMS) software infrastructure. This method (implicitly) assumes that the underlying network connectivity is
not affected by topological changes (e.g., gateway changes)
caused by the mobility of network’s nodes. During those
changes, packets for a given application flow might be rejected
because of the change of the IP address, or they might be
lost due to out-dated routing information. As a consequence,
the quality and performance of correspondent applications can
significantly decrease. The main protocols that can be used for
supporting network mobility in IP-based WMN architectures
are Mobile IPv4 (MIPv4) [6] and Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6) [7].
Mobile IP focuses on keeping the IP identity of a mobile node.
MIPv6 is an enhancement of MIPv4 in terms of performance,
however it might have long delay (handover latency) and high
packet loss rate because of signaling traffic overhead. For this
reason, several extensions to the MIPv6 base protocol, such
as Fast Handovers for MIPv6 [8] and Hierarchical MIPv6 [9],
have been proposed to get a better performance. A completely
different approach to network mobility support is the use of
schemes adopted in pure ad-hoc networks, which focus on
rerouting (i.e., finding an alternative path in a timely manner,
so that a flow can be handed off to the new path upon link
disruption). Unfortunately, these mechanisms performs poorly
in WMNs. To overcome the limitations of these approaches,
several works have proposed different schemes for providing
QoS and seamless mobility support in WMNs. However, many
of them are not designed to manage multimedia services with
QoS requirements—e.g., Voice over IP (VoIP) or Video on
Demand (VoD).
This work is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe the previous work on mobility management in WMNs.
In Section III, we present an extension of our WiOptiMo [10]
framework to provide generalized QoS mobility support in
WMNs. In Sections IV and V, we describe our enhanced
framework and flow aggregation scheme to provide the required QoS to different types of applications in a WMN
scenario. Then, in Section VI, we evaluate the performance
improvement with respect to its typical configuration for
WMNs. In Section VII, we compare the performance of
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WiOptiMo with the standard MIPv6 implementation. Then,
in Section VIII, we briefly describe the CARMNET WMN
architecture - which provides mechanisms for sharing network
access and extending network coverage - and present a scenario
where WiOptiMo is used to bridge the signal gap between
different access points and to provide handover functionality.
Finally, in the context of a CARMNET WMN architecture,
we propose an incentive mechanism for users to share their
network access, which is based on the amount of bytes saved
thanks to the use of the WiOptiMo aggregation scheme.
II. R ELATED W ORK
The existing work on mobility management in WMNs
focuses on providing network-layer mobility support. RFC
4886 [11] specifically addresses the issue of network mobility.
The main protocol used for mobility management at the IP
layer is MIPv6 [7]. However, MIPv6 has some well known
drawbacks such as signaling traffic overhead. This results
in long delay (handover latency) and high packet loss rate,
thereby causing a QoS deterioration of real-time traffic. Furthermore, MIPv6 has some scalability problems that arise
since it handles mobile node local mobility in the same way
as global mobility. For these reasons, several extensions of
MIPv6, such as Fast Handovers for MIPv6 [8] and Hierarchical
MIPv6 [9], have been introduced to increase its performance.
Fast Handovers for MIPv6 was proposed to reduce the handover latency by providing IP connectivity as soon as a mobile
node attaches to a new subnet. To realize this, a mobile
node performs a probe task to discover nearby access points.
The main drawback of this process is that the mobile node
cannot receive or send data during the probe phase. HMIPv6
was proposed to handle handover locally, thereby reducing
unnecessary signaling overhead and latency within a domain,
but suffering from same delay for global communication. To
sum up, despite MIPv6 extensions, mobility management with
QoS provision in WMNs remains a challenging task.
Interworking between 3GPP cellular network and WLAN
is addressed by the Third Generation Partnership Program
(3GPP), which developed an architecture to enable 3GPP
cellular network subscribers to access WLAN service [12]. The
interworking architecture provides fast deployment for global
roaming and billing. This initiative is focused on specific
standards and its standardization is currently ongoing [13].
The different solutions presented in literature focus on
managing the address of a mobile node due to the handover
process. In general, we can distinguish between intra-domain
and inter-domain mobility. The first refers to handovers inside
the same network domain, the second to handovers between
different network domains. MobileNAT [14] addresses both
intra- and inter-domain mobility. It allows a mobile node
to keep a fixed IP address as it roams across the same
or a different domain. MobileNAT requires a modification
at the network layer stack of a mobile node and changes
to the standard DHCP protocol, which introduces network
latency. SyncScan [15] is a Layer-2 procedure for intradomain handover in 802.11 infrastructure mode networks. It
achieves good performance at the expense of a required global
synchronization of beacon timings between clients and access
points (AP). iMesh [16] provides low handover latency for
Layer-3 intra-domain handovers between APs of a WMN.
However, the handover latency depends on the number of

Mobile device
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Application

Server
Application

Loopback:PortX

IPCN:PortY

Loopback:PortY

CNAPT

IPCN
IPCN:PortY2

IPMD:PortX1

IPSNAPT:PortY1

IPMD

SNAPT

Internet

IPSNAPT

Figure 1. WiOptiMo’s CNAPT and SNAPT IP decoupling.

nodes between the new and old AP. BASH [17] focuses
on the design of a intra-domain Layer-2 seamless handover
scheme for 802.11 WMNs, but the handover protocol requires
modifications at every mobile client. Authors of [18] use
tunneling, as well as the standard Mobile IPv6 solution [7]
and most of the existing network-layer mobility management
schemes based on Mobile IP, such as Mobile Party [19] and
AODV-PRD [20]. Tunneling introduces extra delay for the
encapsulation/decapsulation of packets and has intrinsically
low flexibility. Finally, SMesh [21] provides a 802.11 mesh
network architecture for both intra-domain and inter-domain
handovers. For intra-domain handovers, SMesh generates high
network overhead, which grows linearly with the number
of mobile clients. In case of inter-domain handovers, network overhead generated by SMesh is proportional to the
number of connections of a mobile client. The WiOptiMo
framework provides mobility support by separately managing
each application’s flow, to meet the QoS expectations of all
applications. In [10], we describe the architecture of WiOptiMo
and in [22] we present how it is adapted to handle a WMN
context. In the next sections, we show how its architecture has
been modified to handle efficiently multiple application’s flows
with different QoS requirements and improve performance of
standard mobility management mechanisms.
III. T HE W I O PTI M O FRAMEWORK
WiOptiMo handles IP network mobility and enables handovers initiated by a mobile device. It manages the mobility
of every device with the help of two software modules: Client
Network Address & Port Translator (CNAPT) and Server
Network Address & Port Translator (SNAPT). Together, these
two components provide decoupling between the IP address
assigned to a mobile device and the IP address used to access
a service on the Internet. CNAPT and SNAPT hide any change
of the IP address when a mobile host moves between different
access networks, inside the same domain or between different
domains. In Figure 1, we describe the basic idea of the
WiOptiMo framework. A mobile device with IP address IPMD
has an active TCP session to a corresponding node with IP
address IPCN. The TCP data packets are first relayed to the
local CNAPT, which in turn relays them to the SNAPT. Upon
receiving packets, the SNAPT (processes and) forwards them
to the IPCN address. When the mobile device moves to a new
network and gets a new IP address, the change in IP address
does not affect the application layer because the application
packets are sent to the the local CNAPT, which relays them to
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Figure 2. WiOptiMo configuration for a WMN.

the SNAPT with fixed IP address (IPSNAPT). This mechanism
also allows a mobile node of a WMN to change gateway
transparently (e.g., when node moves out of the reach of the
initial gateway due to the mobility of the associated user),
without suffering service disruption. To correctly manage the
handover process, CNAPT and SNAPT exchange handshaking
packets with each other using a control socket.
In a generalized setting, mobile devices have CNAPT
installed on them, while an Internet server or any node in a
network (as in the scenario previously described) have SNAPT
installed on them.
A. WiOptiMo Architecture for a WMN
In [23], we present a general configuration of our WiOptiMo for a WMN. We exploit the flexibility of location where
a SNAPT can be installed to address scalability issues that
might arise in a WMN. In this scenario, multiple SNAPTs can
be deployed on mesh routers or on Internet nodes to avoid
network congestion in a single spot. This solution overcomes
the scalability issues of MIPv6 because local mobility can be
managed in a more efficient way. Every mobile wireless device
has CNAPT installed on it to provide independent mobility
support. We use a combination of network status monitoring
and user configurable policy to enable every CNAPT to choose
a suitable SNAPT that will relay its application flows. At startup, each CNAPT connects to a fixed SNAPT specified in a
configuration file. Then, it receives a list of other available
SNAPTs from the currently connected SNAPT, and measures
the delay towards them by means of passive and active
monitoring of the control connection towards the SNAPTs,
used for handshaking. CNAPTs also take into account the
bandwidth used by applications in order to make a more
wise SNAPT choice. The CNAPTs select a SNAPT to relay
their data depending on the measured delay and estimated
remaining throughput (based on the application’s bandwidth
requirements). This selection policy also helps in reducing
the overload on any single SNAPT. However, there is still a
limitation due to the architecture of Internet routing: it is not
possible to change the SNAPT handling an application until its
data connections end. Figure 2 shows WiOptiMo’s architecture
for a WMN. The SNAPTs can be managed by private administrators (otherwise called mobility service providers), who
may require a fee for the use of their mobility service. This
circumstance might foster the competition between mobility
service providers, forcing them to increase the quality of
provided service and benefit the entire WMN.

B. Implementation changes
We adapted WiOptiMo’s implementation (both CNAPT
and SNAPT) for low profile devices and to provide a fast
handover procedure. Figure 3 shows the changes to the
basic implementation of WiOptiMo. A TCP control socket
still manages the communication between a CNAPT and a
SNAPT. It provides network configuration parameters (e.g.,
the Maximum Transmission Unit - MTU - of the underlying
network) and also transmits data packets in a fall-back mode
when middle-boxes, such as firewalls and/or Network Address
Translation (NAT), block UDP packets. Further, the control
socket is used to authenticate the CNAPT and to exchange
a session key for providing data authenticity and integrity
during a handover. The CNAPT relays data packets to SNAPTs
(and vice versa) using UDP sockets—this solution increases
performance during handovers, because UDP does not need
to retransmit lost packets nor does it perform any connection
setup. When a SNAPT receives a UDP data packet, it validates
it using HMAC [24] and tests it against replay attacks using
a sequence number. During handovers (i.e., when the source
IP address of data packets changes), the SNAPT updates the
return IP address for the flow and transmits a keep-alive request
to the CNAPT, which will reset the control connection or
hasten the detection of a timeout. This event will then trigger
the re-establishment of the control socket connection to the
SNAPT.
TCP control socket

CNAPT

UDP application flows
...

HMAC
validation

SNAPT

UDP association

MN
IP = x

moves

SA = x

DA = d

SA = y

DA = d

MN

CN

IP = y

IP = d

Figure 3. WiOptiMo adaptation for a WMN.

IV. Q O S SUPPORT IN W I O PTI M O
In the next sections, we summarize the underlying mechanism and the main experimental results in terms of performance of the flow classification and aggregation scheme in
our WiOptiMo framework that we presented in [1].
A. Flow classification
Since WiOptiMo relays each outgoing data flow from a
client to a server application (through the link between CNAPT
and SNAPT), every flow from a mobile device to its intended
destination can be managed separately, according to its characteristics. We exploit this capability to relay data flows to
different SNAPTs based on their delay and throughput needs,
this way meeting the QoS requirements of applications. In this
regard, we identified four different flow classes according to
the minimum throughput and maximum delay requirements of
applications: High Throughput and High Delay (HT & HD),
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High Throughput and Low Delay (HT & LD), Low Throughput
and High Delay (LT & HD), Low Throughput and Low Delay
(LT & LD). Table I presents performance requirements of
the most popular applications, along with their correspondent
classification. In terms of throughput, the minimum threshold for classifying HT flow classes is 64kbit/s. We set the
maximum delay for LD classes to 1s. As previously stated,
during the normal workflow, a CNAPT periodically measures
delay (one-trip time) and throughput (amount of received data
over a time period) towards the different SNAPTs. Then, for
each application flow, it detects the class type on the basis of
process name, protocol and port number. Every class has an
assigned delay and throughput requirements, and data flows
get relayed to a SNAPT that meets their delay and throughput
requirements.

Aggregated flows

Class
HT & LD
HT & LD
LT & LD
HT & HD
HT & HD
HT & LD
LT & LD
LT & LD
HT & LD
LT & HD
LT & HD
HT & LD

Min throughput/Max delay
128kbit/s / 200ms
30kbit/s / 500ms
10kbit/s / 200ms
- / 5s
- / 5s
256kbit/s / 200ms
10kbit/s / 3s
- / 200-500ms
- / 200-500ms
- / 10-30s
-/-/-

While our solution for flow classification is conceptually
similar to DiffServ [25], it does not have its drawbacks. First,
flow classification is performed dynamically per SNAPT, so
that new flows are allocated depending on the current network
performance statistics (e.g., the increase of the delay with the
increase of the load). Second, our framework might refuse to
serve a flow if its QoS requirements cannot be met, hence
avoiding to disrupt the traffic already allocated. Moreover,
the routing layer, as explained in [23], knows which traffic
is managed by WiOptiMo. In this way, a QoS-aware routing
mechanism can be executed whenever needed. In particular,
network statistics about each single flow are reported to the
routing layer so that there is no loss of granularity in the traffic
management.
V. F LOW AGGREGATION M ECHANISM
The class based aggregation technique implemented in our
WiOptiMo framework allows to enhance its performance, to
efficiently handle applications flows with short frequent sessions (e.g., DNS requests), to optimize wireless link utilization
and to increase fairness between competing flows (which is a
major drawback when wireless links have high latency [26]).
Classified flows that belong to the same class are treated
as a single aggregate and transmitted to a SNAPT using
the same UDP socket. Our objective is to maximize the
utilization of the available link bandwidth and reduce network
overhead, thereby increasing the achieved throughput without
significantly impacting the latency requirements.
Figure 4 presents the details of our aggregation mechanism.
We implemented four connection queues, one for each of the
application classes defined in Section IV-A. The queues feed

SNAPT

Class 2

CNAPT

SNAPT

Class 3
Scheduler
Class 4

SNAPT

Compressed content

Figure 4. Software architecture of the aggregation scheme.
TABLE II. Different Parameters of the Experiment.

TABLE I. Applications requirements based on throughput and delay, and
their classification.
Application
Skype / Video and Voice
Skype only Voice
SSH Client
Web Browser
FTP Client
Google Hangout Video
Google Hangout Chat
Remote Desktop Client
Team Viewer
Applets / Widgets
Default TCP
Default UDP

SNAPT

Class 1
Traffic flow
classification

Application Class
HT & HD
HT & LD
LT & HD
LT & LD

Packet Size
(Bytes)
1360
576
1360
100

HT - High Throughput
HD - High Delay

Range of bit-rate
(bit/s)
1M - 20M
128k - 2M
15k - 1M
15k - 128k

Range
of Flows
1-5
1-5
1-5
1-5

LT - Low Throughput
LD - Low Delay

into a scheduler, which uses a connection strategy based on
flows’ priority: the scheduler sends classes with more stringent
requirements in terms first of delay and then of bandwidth —
this is implemented as a simple static priority queue, cycling
through LT & LD , HT & LD , LT & HD and HT & HD
queues at dynamic intervals, depending on the processed
traffic. To reduce the amount of exchanged data, we enabled
compression of the aggregated flows — packets are appended
to the aggregated compound until their cumulative compressed
size does not exceed the 70% of the underlying network’s
MTU. We chose this threshold to maximize the effectiveness
of aggregation without having to resort to a slower algorithm.
VI.

P ERFORMANCE OF THE F LOW AGGREGATION
S CHEME

We experimentally assessed the performance and QoS
support of WiOptiMo with flow aggregation.
A. Performance of WiOptiMo with flow aggregation
To evaluate the performance of our flow aggregation
scheme, we conducted experiments in three different scenarios:
1)
2)
3)

Baseline: without WiOptiMo.
WiOptiMo basic.
WiOptiMo with flow aggregation mechanism.

Measurements showed that the performance of the baseline
and WiOptiMo basic configurations are comparable (the degradation on throughput and the additional end-to-end delay introduced by the WiOptiMo solution are negligible, as presented
also in [10]). For this reason, we report only the results for
the baseline and WiOptiMo with flow aggregation scenarios,
and show that our flow aggregation scheme achieves a better
link utilization and reduces the amount of bytes exchanged in
the network.
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Our experiment setup was composed by a WiOptiMo
SNAPT server and a WiOptiMo CNAPT client (installed on
a Dell Precision M4300 with LinkSys Dual-Band Wireless
A+G PCI Card), connected through a Netgear WNDR3800
wireless router (with OpenWRT 12.09) To avoid interference
with nearby 802.11 access points operating on the 2.4 GHz
band, we enabled only 802.11a networking on our router. Both
client and server operated on a Linux distribution (Ubuntu
12.04 with Linux kernel 3.11).
We used the Iperf [27] network testing tool to send a stream
of UDP packets (at a specific bit-rate) to server and measured
the number of bytes sent between client and server using
the dumpcap utility [28]. Instead of using the default UDP
packets generated by Iperf—all packets contain same data—we
configured the Iperf utility to generate UDP packets containing
random text stored in a file. We performed experiments under
the four different classes described in Section IV-A. For
each flow class, we fixed the size of data in every UDP
packet transmitted by the Iperf utility. We repeated experiments
10 times, to get more reliable results. Table II shows the
characteristics of every flow generated by Iperf to measure
the performance of WiOptiMo (for each application class).
We measured the performance of WiOptiMo by varying
the number of flows and bit-rate of each flow, and observing
their impact on the percentage of bytes saved on the link, due
to flow aggregation and compression. The last is calculated by
subtracting pre-aggregation (and compression) bytes and postaggregation (and compression) bytes, and dividing this difference by the pre-aggregation (and compression) bytes. This
metric measures the bytes saved in the packet transfer between
the client and server with the flow aggregation configuration,
compared to the baseline configuration. It captures the energy
spent to transfer data to the server. Since WiOptiMo performs
flow aggregation and compression, this metric will enable us
to measure the amount of energy that could be saved without
impacting the QoS of applications.
Figure 5 shows the percentage of bytes saved for applications with high throughput and high delay network requirements. We observe that for bit rates lower than 10Mbit/s,
the percentage of bytes saved increases as the number of
flows increases. Even for a single application flow, WiOptiMo

60
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4
5
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0
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Flows
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Figure 6. Percentage of bytes saved due to flow aggregation in HT & LD
applications.

with flow classification and aggregation helps in reducing,
on average, (down) to 60% the amount of data exchanged
between client and server. For bit-rates higher than 10Mbit/s,
the percentage of bytes saved is still high but its relationship
with the number of flows is no longer linear. This behaviour is
due to the saturation of the system’s modules capacity (wireless
card, aggregation and compression mechanisms).
In Figure 6, we observe that when applications have high
throughput and low delay requirements, savings by WiOptiMo
increase from 38% for single flow to a maximum of 82.5%
for applications with 5 flows. For all flows, the percentage of
bytes saved increases until the bit-rate reaches about 400kbit/s.
For much higher rates we observe that the percentage of bytes
saved remains constant.
For low throughput and high delay tolerant applications
(see Figure 7), we observe that for low bit-rates (∼125kbit/s),
the percentage of bytes saved is not significant because no
additional savings could be achieved by compressing and
aggregating data packets arriving at long intervals of time.
For higher bit rates (that is after the size of the aggregated
packets allows better compression), savings increase and then
90
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Figure 5. Percentage of bytes saved due to flow aggregation in HT & HD
applications.
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Figure 7. Percentage of bytes saved due to flow aggregation in LT & HD
applications.
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Figure 8. Percentage of bytes saved due to flow aggregation in LT & LD
applications.

stay constants (we can achieve a maximum savings of around
90%). In Figure 7, we also observe that savings achieved
by WiOptiMo increase as the number of application flows
increases.
Finally, for applications with low throughput and low
delay requirements, we could achieve a maximum saving of
70% (see Figure 8). Even at very low bit-rate (∼20kbit/s),
WiOptiMo is able to save 10% of the data transferred between
client and server.
B. QoS support by WiOptiMo
To test the capability of the WiOptiMo with an aggregation
schema to provide QoS support, we setup a wireless mesh
network testbed composed by three static Internet-sharing
nodes and two wireless mobile nodes. Each static node consists
of an ALIX.2D2 system board, which supports two mini-PCI
radios. We used one Wistron DNMA92 miniPCI card for each
board, which is in turn connected to two 802.11n antennas.
Each board mounts a 500 MHz AMD Geode LX800 processor
and 256 MB DDR DRAM, runs Debian Wheezy 7.0 with
Linux Kernel 3.12.6, and uses an ath9k driver for WiFi. We
used two ASUS EeePC 900 (with an Atheros 5008 Wireless
Card, a 900MHz Celeron Processor and 1GB DDR RAM) as
mobile nodes in our experiments. They operated on Debian
Wheezy 7.0 with an ath5k WiFi driver.
We utilized Iperf and measured the throughput between
client and server using two different flow classes (HT & LD
and HT & HD), in two distinct configurations: with a single
SNAPT and with two SNAPTs.
To complete the hardware setup, we installed WiOptiMo
SNAPT on two Dell Optiplex 760 (servers) and a Lenovo
ThinkPad T410a had WiOptiMo CNAPT installed on it. Both
machines operated on a Linux distribution (Ubuntu 12.04 with
Linux kernel 3.11). Two static nodes (gateways, A and C) and
two servers were connected to the Internet with an Ethernet
connection, while the rest of the nodes (A) participate in the
mesh network. We set the bandwidth of Ethernet connection
to 10Mbit/s. The gateways performed NAT between the mesh
network and the Internet. We ran the Optimised Link State
Routing Protocol daemon (OLSRd, version 0.6.2) [29] on each
node for network path resolution and configured the network

to ensure that the two SNAPTs could be reached by separate
gateways. The final testbed architecture is shown in Figure 9.
Results show that a software configuration with multiple
SNAPTs increases the network throughput and then helps
preserving the QoS of applications. This is clearly visible in
Figure 10, which illustrates the throughput comparison in a
single SNAPT and in a double SNAPT (with different network
delays and accessible from separate gateways) configuration.
In the first scenario, the available bandwidth gets divided
equally between the two application classes. In the second
scenario, the HT & HD class achieves on average higher
throughput compared to HT & LD class because the data of
HT & LD class always gets routed to the SNAPT with lowest
delay. Specifically, in the two SNAPT scenario, we observe
a higher throughput compared to the bandwidth available
towards each single gateway. Finally, we did not observe
any significant additional delay in the network due to the
introduction of WiOptiMo.
VII. MIP V 6 COMPARISON
To assess the performance of our WiOptiMo framework
with respect to SoA protocols, we compared the behavior of
WiOptiMo and MIPv6 [7], which is the standard proposed
by IETF to handle mobility of Internet hosts for mobile data
communication in IPv6 networks. We focused on IPv6 since
it is the basis of the future All-IP networks, as it can be seen
for example with the 3GPP decision of adopting IPv6 as the
only IP version for an IMS.
The adaptation of our WiOptiMo framework for IPv6
networks was straightforward: the sockets used by WiOptiMo
for communications were upgraded to use both IPv4 and
IPv6, while a patch, specifically developed for this test, was
added to the framework to ensure the exclusive use of the
IPv6 protocol. Internal data structures were already designed
to store and process IPv6 traffic, so no further modifications
were needed.
We measured the following performance parameters:
1)

2)

Handoff latency. Defined as the time interval between
the last data segment received through the old path
and the first data segment received through the new
path from mobile host to corresponding node (CN).
Packet loss rate. Defined as the number of lost
packets due to handover divided by the total number
of packets sent by the CN.

SNAPT
gateway

C
Server

B
CNAPT

SNAPT

A

gateway

Server

Internet

Figure 9. Testbed mesh network architecture.
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foreign network using its WiFi interface. The traffic
exchanged between the MN and its HA is IPsec
protected (tunnel mode).
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Two SNAPTs
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Figure 10. Throughput with multiple SNAPTs.

3)

Throughput. Defined as the total useful bits that can
be delivered to the mobile host upper layer application, divided by the time (estimate of the average
transmission speed).

The baseline for the performance comparison is a standard
IPv6 network configuration, without any mechanism for mobility support.

CN

Internet

We installed the HA on a Dell Optiplex 760 computer
running a Debian 7.6 (with Linux kernel v. 3.14-2) distribution.
The MN we used for our experiments was a HP Folio i3 laptop,
running Debian 7.6, equipped with an 802.11b/g/n WiFi card.
In the standard MIPv6 configuration, the communication
between the MN and the CN is routed through the HA. To
enhance the performance of MIPv6, the Route Optimization
(RO) protocol was introduced. The RO enables a MN and a
CN to communicate directly, bypassing completely the HA.
The RO technique works in this way: after a handover, when
the MN receives the first tunneled message from the HA, the
MN informs the CN about its new care-of-address, by sending
a Binding Update (BU) message. The CN stores the home
address plus care-of-address into its Binding Cache. Once
the new entry is stored, communication directly takes place
between MN and CN. To make RO secure, an authentication
and encryption mechanism between MN and CN must be
set up. The current MIPv6 specification defines that Return
Routability (RR) [7] should be used for authentication between
MN and CN. The RR procedure assumes that a CN has a
private key and a random number that it renews at regular
intervals. Although the RR procedure can be easily setup in a
laboratory testbed, it is unlikely that every CN is configured
for accepting our public certificate. Furthermore, setting up the
RR mechanism in every CN is costly. Actually, none of the
IPv6-enabled hosts in the 100 Top Internet Websites [31] are
configured to be a CN. For this reason, we setup our MIPv6
testbed without RO.

eth1
IPsec Tunnel

nnel

HA
c Tu

eth0

IPse

Foreign network
Home network

Handover
MN

MN

Figure 11. MIPv6 testbed setup

A. MIPv6 Testbed description
We setup a Mobile IPv6 testbed with IPsec static keying,
using the UMIP open source implementation for Linux [30].
UMIP supports the IETF RFC RFC6275 (Mobile IPv6)[7].
Figure 11 shows the main elements of the testbed setup, which
are:
•

•

The Home Agent (HA). Its egress interface (eth1) is
connected to the Internet, while its etho interface is
connected to the home link of the mobile node.
The Mobile Node (MN). The MN is initially connected to its Home network using its ethernet interface. Then, after a handover, it connects to a

B. WiOptiMo Testbed description
We setup a testbed with WiOptiMo in a single SNAPT
configuration scenario. We installed WiOptiMo SNAPT on
a Dell Optiplex 760 (server), running a Linux distribution
(Ubuntu 14.04). WiOptiMo CNAPT was installed on the HP
Folio i3 laptop.
We tested the performance of WiOptiMo in the scenario
of WiFi micro-mobility (i.e., handover between WiFi access
points of the same provider). We simulated a MN moving
between the coverage area of two 802.11 access points with
different SSID and IP networks, by manually switching the
connection to the access point with the wpa gui tool, a GUI
interface for wpa supplicant [32] that enables a user to
choose which configured network to connect to.
C. Results
To measure the handover latency, we first connected our
MN to an 802.11n access point and then induced an IP and
gateway change in the WiFi network, by manually connecting
to a new 802.11 access point. As a consequence, the connection
was re-routed through a new gateway. To be deterministic, we
did not use DHCP to get the IP address of the MN, but used
a static IP network configuration. In typical WMNs without
any mobility support mechanism, the change of gateway implies the change of external IP address and the need of reestablishing the connection. We used WiOptiMo and MIPv6,
and tested their capability to spot the route change and preserve
an ongoing transport session.
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In WiOptiMo, handover latency is affected by the protocol
used by the application. If TCP protocol is used, latency depends on the timeout used by WiOptiMo to detect a broken link
or a network traffic stall. Since we wanted to provide absolute
values for latency, we measured it by running the standard
ping utility, with the flood (-f ) option. In the flood ping,
for every ECHO REQU EST sent a period ”.” is printed,
while for every ECHO REP LY received a backspace is
printed. This provides a rapid display of how many packets are
being dropped. Since we did not specify any interval seconds
between sending each packet, packets were transmitted without
waiting. Session length of ICMP packets was 60s, packet
size was 84 bytes, packets were output as fast as they came
back or at one hundred times per second (whichever is more).
During the test, we switched the connection between the access
points so that the client’s ICMP connection was re-routed to a
different gateway. At the server side we logged all the socket
connections received by SNAPT. We registered the handover
latency for WiOptiMO by measuring the time it took for
SNAPT to receive ICMP packets (generated by ping at client
side) from the new gateway. We iterated this experiment for
50 times.
To measure the handover latency for MIPv6, we transmitted
ICMP packets between the MN and the server where we previously run the SNAPT, and computed the difference between
the timestamp of the last ICMP packet from the old gateway
and the first ICMP packet from the new gateway.
To understand the impact of the overhead introduced by
the mechanisms used by WiOptiMo and MIPv6 to manage
handover, we recorded the time to complete a layer 3 switch
without any mobility support mechanism. This time comprises
the following components:
•

Disassociation/deauthentication from the current access point.

•

Authentication/association to the new access point.

•

WPA key negotiation.

•

Static IP address loading.

To measure the degradation on throughput and the additional end-to-end delay introduced by WiOptiMo and MIPv6,
we used the netperf [33] (version 2.6.0) benchmark utility.
Netperf is composed of a client and a server (netserver)
application. The client was installed and run on the MN. It
takes as input the IP address of the server, the server port
number for TCP control connection and the TCP packet size
(bytes). Each experiment lasted for 10 seconds and the netperf
client application gave as output the observed throughput (in
kbit/s) and the end-to-end delay (in msec). The socket buffer
sizes at client (send buffer) and server (receive buffer) were
set to their default standard values in Linux. The default TCP
send and receive buffer size was 16,384 bytes and 87,380 bytes
respectively. The size of each packet transmitted by the client
was the same as the send buffer size (i.e., 16,384 bytes). The
netserver installed at the server side listened at port number
12865 (default value) for control connections initiated by the
client. Degradation on throughput and additional end-to-end
delay were measured by running the netperf client application
a) without any mobility framework, b) with a MIPv6 setup and
c) with WiOptiMo running in background.

Handoff latency: Figure 12 reports the normalized
probability density function of the time required by WiOptiMo
and MIPv6 to perform the overall handover process when the
MN connects to a new access point with a different gateway,
while downloading a file via HTTP. The mean of the latency
time for WiOptiMo and MIPv6 is shown in Table III. As it
can be seen, mean handover latency time is similar for the
two solutions, but WiOptiMo slightly outperforms MIPv6.
The impact of the mechanisms for managing handover on
latency is clearly visible by looking at the mean time required
by the operating system for performing a layer 3 switch
between the two different access points. It can be observed
that mechanisms for managing handover accounts for about
2/3 of the latency time.
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Figure 12. Probability density function of handover latency with no DHCP
protocol

TABLE III. Measured Mean Handoff Latency
Without mobility support
WiOptiMo
MIPv6

Handoff Latency
1.20 s
3.34 s
3.40 s

Throughput: The set of measurements on throughput show
that the degradation introduced by WiOptiMo is acceptable
and that the throughput experienced in WiOptiMo outperforms
(more than six orders of magnitude better) the throughput
experienced in MIPv6 (Table IV).
WiOptimo reduces throughput only by less than 7%: this
is mainly due to the computational overhead that is needed
for capturing packets at the CNAPT side and signing them,
and for checking their integrity at the SNAPT side (and doing
the reverse). In standard MIPv6, the drop in throughput is
significant (more than 41%) and mainly due to the lack of
route optimization: instead of sending packets directly to the
MN, the correspondent node sends packets to the MN’s home
address, which will then encapsulates and forward them to the
MN. This mechanism clearly decreases the throughput.
End-to-end delay: To measure end-to-end delay, we used
the TCP request/response test of netperf. The request/response
performance test consists in executing a transaction, which
includes the exchange of a single request and a single response
of given sizes. From a transaction rate, the one way and roundtrip average latency can be inferred. The TCP request/response
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CARMNET Node
TABLE IV. Measured Throughput

SNAPT

User space
OLSRd

Baseline
With WiOptimo
With MIPv6

Throughput
50.09 Mbits/s
46.77 Mbits/s
29.45 Mbits/s

DANUMS SIP
User Agent

DANUMS
plug‐in

HSS
CNAPT

P‐CSCF

VIII. CARMNET U SAGE SCENARIO
We demonstrated that WiOptiMo has better performance
than MIPv6 in terms of handover latency, packet loss rate
and throughput. In this section, we also show its application
in other contexts. In particular, we present a scenario where
WiOptiMo is employed to support wireless network coverage extension by its integration with a resource allocation
framework called CARMNET. Furthermore, we show how the
amount of bytes saved thanks to the WiOptiMo aggregation
scheme can be taken into account in the computation of a
utility-based resource allocation policy.
A. CARMNET architecture
The idea of the CARMNET system was proposed in [4].
CARMNET enables its end users to share their resources, in
particular to share the Internet access. The system consists of
multiple components deployed both on a client- and serverside. The CARMNET overall system architecture is illustrated
in Figure 13.
The DANUMS Loadable Kernel Module (LKM) [34] is
an implementation of the Delay Aware Network Utility Maximization (DANUM) model developed for the Linux environment. DANUM is an optimization framework for wireless
multi-hop networks that incorporates the delay factor into the
computation of network’s flows utility connected to the Network Utility Maximization (NUM) model [35]. The subsystem
works in the kernel space, which allows for an integration
with the network stack necessary to introduce new queuing
and scheduling mechanisms. The OLSR daemon, a popular

REST Service

IMS

Kernel space

IP Stack
DANUMS
LKM

test can be invoked with netperf using the −t option with
T CP RR as argument, and the −r option to set the request
and/or response sizes.
Table V reports the results for the end-to-end delay, obtained by running the netperf utility when the TCP packet size
varies from 1 byte to 108 bytes. The client was connected
through a 802.11n network to the netserver server. As it
can be seen from measurements, under the same network
conditions (default TCP send and receive buffer size set to
16,384 bytes and 87,380 bytes respectively), end-to-end delay
depends on the packet size (it increases as the packet size
increases). Both WiOptiMo and MIPv6 have worst performances compared to a network configuration without mobility
frameworks. WiOptiMo always outperforms (from about 10
to about 3 orders of magnitude) MIPv6. In comparison with
the baseline configuration, the performance degradation of
MIPv6 is noticeable (up to 13 orders of magnitude) for small
packet sizes (1 to 104 bytes), while the overhead introduced
by WiOptiMo is on average only 1.2 orders of magnitude.
Finally, the degradation in percentage on end-to-end delay
introduced by WiOptiMo is smaller for large packet sizes. In
a typical video streaming usage scenario, which involves large
application packet sizes, WiOptiMo has a minor impact on
end-to-end delay performance.

AS + SIP Servlets

S‐CSCF

Internet

WebGUI

SNAPT

netlink
traffic

Figure 13. Architecture of the CARMNET system.

implementation of the OLSR routing protocol, is used for the
network path resolution and signaling the DANUM-specific
information in a distributed way. To ensure a communication
between both subsystems, deployed in both the kernel and user
space respectively, the Netlink protocol is applied. The Netlink
protocol is used to communicate with the client-side part of
the CARMNET mobility subsystem based on the WiOptiMo
framework. The mobility services are provided by means of the
client proxy - CNAPT - installed on the CARMNET wireless
node. The role of the component is to intercept traffic flows
associated to the mobility service and relay them to the SNAPT
server. To ensure scalability and avoid concentrating traffic
flows in one single spot, multiple SNAPTs are located on the
Internet.
The last subsystem employed on a CARMNET Wireless
node is a DANUMS SIP User Agent, which is responsible
for exchanging information with an IMS architecture. This
integration allows the CARMNET system to use an enhanced
IMS infrastructure to provide the session and user management
and exploit the unique features of an utility-aware flow control
and resource allocation (provided by DANUMS [34]). An
user of the CARMNET system can review and/or modify
its information via the web application WebGUI integrated
through REST service with the IMS infrastructure. One of
the goals of the CARMNET system is to make the telecom
operator IMS services effectively available to users of WMNs.
As a result of integrating the carrier-grade AAA with the
NUM-oriented resource management , the system enables the
application of utility-based charging based on the denarii (i.e.,
the virtual units of utility) unit of the DANUM subsystem,
which may be used as a market-like regulator for utility- and
reliability-oriented resource allocation.
The CARMNET system goals include providing an access
to the Internet in places without (or with very weak) WiFi
signal from the static infrastructure. It may be particularly
useful in metropolitan networks, where extending range by
means of a static infrastructure can be expensive. In contrast,
the CARMNET system, as a distributed and dynamic solution
based on the wireless mesh networking paradigm, employs
wireless nodes to extend the range of a network.
B. Seamless Horizontal Handover
As presented in [5], there exist at least two scenarios where
CARMNET-based solutions can be employed.
The first scenario is based on the network coverage extension concept (see Figure 14). The most of deployed wireless
networks incorporate only static infrastructure to provide their
services. The infrastructure is very often cheap in maintenance,
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TABLE V. End-to-end delay
Packet size [bytes]
Delay baseline [milli sec]
Delay with WiOptimo [milli sec]
Delay with MIPv6 [milli sec]
WiOptiMo Degradation [%]
MIPv6 Degradation [%]

travel path
AP

n1

1
0.641
0.794
8.18
19.27
92.16

10
0.653
0.799
8.235
18.24
92.06

102
0.662
0.804
8.87
19.29
92.53

103
0.803
0.891
10.246
11.5
92.15

104
2.112
2.331
14.02
9.42
84.94

105
14.490
16.257
54.919
10.87
73.62

106
134.804
156.235
407.381
13.71
66.9

user

n2

n2
AP

n1

AP

travel path

user
Figure 14. Example network topology in network coverage extension
scenario.
Figure 15. Network topology in handover scenario.

however, it covers only a small area and an extension of its
range is expensive. The proposed scenario allows to reduce this
cost by shifting it to the users of the network, as the result of
adopting the WMN paradigm. This approach benefits from the
distributed locations of users - who are rarely concentrated in
one place - that leads to quite large overall coverage. To put
it into practice, each user device must run the CARMNET
client software, which enables sharing Internet access with
other users. As described in the previous section, the client
software is not only responsible for sharing a network access,
but also introduces a resource management system that takes
care of the users’ willingness to serve their own or other users’
traffic.
However, an important issue is how to encourage users
to share resources on their devices (e.g., CPU load, battery,
bandwidth) and a network access. In this respect, CARMNET
defines a virtual currency based on a utility function derived
from the NUM optimization problem. The utility function
depends on traffic parameters like throughput and delay. In the
CARMNET system, the denarii virtual currency is utilized to
charge users. Furthermore, it enables incorporating an incentive model which may enforce collaboration between users to
effectively use the network.
A more complex scenario than the network range extension
is the provision of the Internet access by multiple independent
infrastructures and wireless networks in a single broad area
(see Figure 15). In this scenario, a CARMNET infrastructure
can be set up in order to bridge the gap between two (or
more) access points. As most users are mobile and use Internet
on the move (e.g., they perform a videocall or download
some documents), a transition between independent networks
can be an issue. In order to solve this problem, there is a
need to provide handover services between CARMNET-based
networks and the independent wireless networks, which will
enable the possibility to transparently transfer ongoing sessions
between networks without interruption. In the CARMNET
system, the role of the handover service provider is played by
the WiOptiMo framework, which is integrated with the rest of
the components.

C. The Usage of Virtual Currency
Incentive mechanisms play an important role for encouraging users to use CARMNET-based networks. An incentive
mechanism can be defined based on the concept of virtual
currency introduced and used by the DANUM framework
[34], which was primarily applied only for flow management
purposes. The DANUM framework, as the application of the
Delay-Aware variant of the Network Utility Maximization
framework, determines utility of each served flow according
to the flows’ parameters like delay and throughput. Then, the
value of the virtual currency rate yf of flow f is calculated as
a solution of the primal DANUM problem:
X
Uf (yf ) ,
(1)
max
yf

f

subject to the constraints associated with the system of virtual
queues (see [34] for detailed description of the Delay-Aware
NUM model). The Uf (yf ) function is an utility function
defined to represent characteristics of the flow f , i.e., according
to the type of service. Examples of utility functions for TCP
and UDP protocols are defined in [34].
As a main step of the DANUM flow control mechanism,
a virtual unit value is calculated as derivative of the flow’s
utility. This value is then used to build virtual queues (managed
in parallel with the real packet queues). The levels of virtual
queues are thereafter used to schedule flows [34].
In [5], a model of the rewarding mechanism was proposed,
however, it has been provided only for traffic forwarded
inside each CARMNET network. In the scenario of seamless
handover between multiple networks (based on WiOptiMo),
such a simplified model is not sufficient. As described in
Section V, WiOptiMo aggregates multiple flows belonging to
the same class into one UDP flow. This approach optimizes
the utilization of bandwidth, however, it compromises the
capability of the DANUM subsystem to charge users, since
flows are aggregated and DANUM is not able to compute the
accurate number of virtual units.
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Because of the incorrect utility estimation, the CARMNET
users’ account balance can be charged in a wrong way.
For this reason, we propose a modification to the existing
charging algorithm, which involves extending the functionality
of the SNAPT component by adding an additional reporting
mechanism. Since the SNAPT knows exactly the delay and
throughput of each aggregated flow, it reports this information
to the CARMNET IMS subsystem, which in turn uses it to
recalculate the users’ traffic reports and the account balance.
At the source node of each flow, the price of the virtual
unit is computed using the standard partial derivative formula
as follows:
Uf0 (yf (t)) =

∂U
(yf (t), v)
∂y

∂x
∂U
(x(yf (t), v), d(yf (t), v)) (yf (t), v)
∂x
∂y
∂U
∂d
+
(x(yf (t), v), d(yf (t), v)) (yf (t), v),
∂d
∂y
=

utilize the WiOptiMo mobility framework to share their network resources with other nodes of a wireless mesh network.
The strengths of our framework are that it does not require
any changes to be made to the network protocol stacks of
either the mobile or fixed end systems, it does not suffer from
the scalability problems of Mobile IPv6 because it enables an
efficient management of local mobility, and it can be easily
integrated into a utility-based resource allocation framework.
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(2)

where x and d denotes the end-to-end throughput and delay,
respectively, and the exact values of utility derivatives are
calculated using the linear interpolation. The values of the
derivatives of x and d with respect to y are assumed to be
constant [34] and set experimentally. The vector v represents
other than delay and throughput flow parameters, which may
affect user-perceived utility for a given flow, e.g., the jitter or
packet loss. Formula 2 is used for offline price recalculations
(according to reported values of delay and throughput) of
served and aggregated flows regarding the real utility. In the
next step, the new price is used to update users’ account
balance to the appropriate value.
In other words, although seamless handover provided by
WiOptiMo is an important feature, it is much harder to correctly estimate flow utility in the mobility scenario. This might
lead to the situation where the DANUM resource management
system under- or overestimates the utility of traffic and, as
a result, to the decrease of the service quality. To address
this issue, we have introduced a rewarding mechanism for
CARMNET users who utilize the WiOptiMo mobility service.
This mechanism involves a discount in the virtual currency that
is proportional to the amount of traffic served by WiOptiMo
(reported to the IMS subsystem by SNAPT). This way, we
acknowledge the benefit for the CARMNET network derived
from the amount of bytes saved thanks to the use of the
WiOptiMo aggregation scheme.
IX. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have addressed the issue of supporting
QoS expectations of mobile users in a wireless mesh networking environment and proposed a flow classification and
aggregation scheme based on the WiOptiMo framework, to
manage multiple applications with different QoS requirements.
We evaluated our scheme on a Linux-based wireless mesh
network testbed and showed that the aggregation mechanism
improves network performance in terms of link utilization
and QoS, while still providing mobility support. We also
tested WiOptiMo in a IPv6 network and demonstrated that it
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Abstract—Wireless Sensor Networks, aiming to monitor the real
world’s phenomena reliably, need to combine and post-process
the detected individual events. This is not possible without reliable
context information for each event. One important aspect of
this context is time. It enables ordering of events as well as
deduction of further data like rates and durations. Consequently,
an unreliable time base affects all aspects of further processing.
Any uncertain time information generates uncertain values and
decisions, which jeopardize the correct behaviour of the system
unless the system knows them. Therefore, the synchronisation of
the clocks of the individual nodes is of high importance to the
reliability of the system. On the other hand, tight and reliable synchronisation typically induces a large message overhead, which is
often not tolerable in WSN scenarios. This paper evaluates a new
hybrid synchronisation mechanism enabling tight synchronisation
in single-hop environments and looser synchronisation in multihop environments. The lack of a guaranteed synchronisation
precision is mitigated by an explicit synchronisation uncertainty,
which is passed to the application. This enables the application
to react to changes in the current synchronisation precision.
The new approach is evaluated using the network Simulator
OMNET++ and a small scale wireless sensor network to verify
the expected performance and assumptions. The new method
showed excellent performance in single-hop environments and
a decreasing synchronisation precision based on the topological
distance in multi-hop scenarios, which are useful results for
Wireless Sensor Networks.
Keywords–Wireless Sensor Networks; Clock Synchronisation;
Uncertainty

I. I NTRODUCTION
Time is a relevant dimension in all aspects of the physical
world. Consequently, measuring, comparing and computing
time is a very important capability of any technical system
observing or interacting with the real world. The approach
presented by Steup et al. [1] proposed a method to include a low-overhead uncertainty aware clock synchronisation
mechanism for hierarchical networks. The proposed method
provides tight synchronisation in single-hop environments and
looser synchronisation with a decreasing precision based on
the topological distance. In this paper this approach will be
explained, compared to existing approaches and evaluated
using a simulated environment and a small-scale Wireless Sensor Network (WSN).
WSN gain increasing attention by researchers as well as
industry and governments. They provide the ability to monitor

large areas for events efficiently and with small effort. One
example is the SafeCast Project [2], which aims to provide
people with the ability to cheaply monitor radiation in their
vicinity and share this data with others. The forest fire detection system described by Yu et al. [3] is another example
aiming to protect people and nature using real-time information
fed by a WSN. A third example is the Avalanche system of
Michahelles et al. [4] enabling easier detection and rescue of
people caught in an avalanche using medical sensor attached to
the person. There are many more applications of WSN using
real-time data streams to react to environmental conditions,
hazards or catastrophes.
As described by Römer and Mattern [5] WSN come in
the different forms. The design space consists of multiple
dimensions, which contain network topology (from single-hop
to graph), granularity (high-power to smart dust), coverage
(dense, sparse and redundant), heterogeneity (heterogeneous or
homogeneous), communication interface and mobility (from
static to high speed mobile). There are also commonalities
that all WSN share like perceiving the environment using
equipped sensors and a limitation in energy, processing power
and network bandwidth. Generally WSN are considered to
be disseminating data from the sensor nodes to the sinks.
Depending on the application and the limitations of the WSN
it is often necessary to handle evaluation or decision making
of the data in the network itself. Some WSN like the above
described systems need extend this basic dissemination. They
either need to deliver decisions to sinks within the network
or need to process the data within the network to limit the
needed bandwidth. These systems need robust decision making
and processing mechanisms to be accepted by people, since
a missed warning may cause fatalities, whereas too many
wrong warnings lead people to ignore them. Therefore, reliable
post processing and context detection are crucial to provide
a robust output. In this context time together with space are
the most important context attributes a WSN needs to deliver
to enable evaluation and decision making. Consequently, the
quality of the time base is an important aspect governing
the reliability of the output, since an unreliable time base
influences the ordering as well as the deduction of events,
which in consequence become unreliable as well. Therefore,
a reliable, precise global time base is a must-have for each
WSN detecting safety relevant events.
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The description of the approach starts with a short introduction to basic terms and concepts of clock synchronisation in
general in Section II. Afterwards we discuss some relevant existing clock synchronisation protocols in Section III, followed
by the description of our concept in Section IV. In Section V,
we describe our implementation within the Omnet++ network
simulator and our real world evaluation, the tests carried out
and their results. The paper closes with a conclusion of our
results and some ideas on future work in Section VI.
II. F OUNDATIONS OF C LOCK S YNCHRONISATION
The time base of any digital system is provided by a clock.
The clock itself can be modeled as linearly increasing counter,
with a defined time period between the clock events. This
period is called granularity (g) of the clock [6]. Since a clock
is a sensor measuring time, it has an accuracy (α) describing
its difference to the real value of time and a precision (π)
describing the maximum difference between any two clocks
in a system [6]. The accuracy of a clock directly defines the
precision of this clock to be: π = 2α [6].
Precision and accuracy are typically unbounded for unsynchronized clocks. Therefore, these parameters can only be
evaluated after the clocks of a system are synchronized. To be
able to evaluate the quality of a single clock other parameters
need to be considered. The most important parameter is the
drift (ρ) [6]. It describes the maximum deviation of the
frequency of the clock towards and ideal clock. The frequency
deviation between two real clocks is measured by the skew.
Over time the drift will increase the offset (δ) between the
real clock and the ideal clock [6]. The skew will increase the
offset between any pair of clocks. Consequently, the aim of any
synchronisation mechanism is to limit the offset to a certain
value defining either precision or accuracy of the clocks of
the system. Since drift and clock skew will increase the offset
again after a successful synchronisation, the synchronisation
needs to be repeated periodically. This resynchronisation interval is a very important parameter for most synchronisation
protocols as it defines the achievable precision or accuracy [6].
Ideally, the resynchronisation interval depends only on the
drift or clock skew, but in real system acquiring, distributing
and comparing time stamps takes time itself. This time is
another important parameter for synchronisation protocols and
is determined by the critical path. Estimating the length of this
path or minimizing it are two general approaches to increase
synchronisation precision or accuracy.
A. Internal and External Synchronisation
The easiest solutions for an accurate, precise and reliable
time base are external time sources. One exemplary source is
the DCF77 [7] standard used in Germany to distribute the time
of the atomic clock in Braunschweig. This standard uses a very
simple protocol transmitted over a 77.5 kHz wave to supply
whole Germany with only a single sender.
Another possible source is the Global Positioning System (GPS) as described by Dana [8]. GPS is a Time-of-flight
based positioning system, which needs a very accurate time
reference to infer the time between transmission and reception
of the signal. For this purpose one satellite is typically used as
a time reference, whereas at minimum three others are used
to derive the position. Consequently, GPS always provides a
time reference additionally to the position.

GPS and DCF77 are examples of external synchronisation,
where a high accuracy reference source is used to synchronize
all nodes. This approach can guarantee precision and accuracy
based on the used communication and quality of the reference
source [9].
An alternative approach is internal synchronisation, which
aims to provide a bounded precision without accuracy [9]. This
is done by synchronizing the nodes with each other without
any external reference. Typical protocols providing internal
synchronisation are the Network Time Protocol (NTP) [10]
and the Precision Time Protocol (PTP) [11].
Using additional hardware to supply each node of a WSN
with an accurate time is often not feasible because of limitations to cost and energy consumption the nodes need to
adhere to. Therefore, pure external synchronisation is seldom
used. Internal synchronisation protocols like NTP and PTP are
too expensive considering message count and are typically
not robust enough for the unreliable wireless links. As a
consequence, specially adopted time synchronisation protocols
for WSN were developed. These protocols can be divided
in two groups: Averaging and Non-Averaging protocols. The
averaging protocols exchange time stamps between nodes
without any hierarchy. Afterwards, they try to achieve consensus on the resulting time by averaging the timestamps [9]. Nonaveraging protocols typically have a master distributing its time
in the network with slaves adopting this time to mitigate the
offset between pairs of nodes [9]. Obviously, the averaging approaches have problems tolerating malicious or faulty clocks,
since clock values with large offsets will strongly influence
the average. On the other hand, non-averaging protocols using
master nodes have problems tolerating a failure of their master
node.
In general, all approaches try to provide a trade-off between message overhead and synchronisation precisions. Additionally, they try to tolerate message losses and changes in
the topology of the network. However, most of the existing
protocols either try to provide a tight synchronisation in a
single hop environment and degrade heavily in multi-hop
environments or provide a generally looser synchronisation in
both. Unfortunately, none of the existing protocols provide
the application with information on the current status of
the synchronisation, which might be degraded by errors in
communication or heavy changes in topology. The next section
will discuss some existing clock synchronisation protocols and
evaluate their fitness towards a hybrid uncertainty aware clock
synchronisation for WSN.
III. S TATE OF THE A RT
In order to assess the current state of clock synchronisation for WSN, we describe six approaches representing basic
concepts in the following section.
A. Reference Broadcast Synchronisation (RBS)
Reference Broadcast Synchronisation as described by Elson et al. [12] is an averaging internal synchronisation mechanism exploiting a physical broadcast in a shared medium.
The synchronisation starts with one node transmitting a NOWmessage to all other nodes. This message serves as an indication for all nodes to take a local time stamp. Afterwards, the
timestamps are exchanged between all nodes. This mechanism
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reduces the critical path to the transmission time of the NOWmessage and the local processing time on each node until the
local time stamp is taken. This provides very tight synchronisation in single-hop scenarios as long as the computation
time is bounded. However, in worst case for n nodes O(n2 )
messages are needed for a single synchronisation round, as
visible in Figure 1.

NOW

N2

N3

N0

NOW

Figure 2. The pseudo-hierarchical structure of an example CesiumSpray
clock synchronisation network.
NOW

N1

Figure 1. Overview of a single synchronisation round of RBS. The red
arrows indicate the NOW-message, whereas the blue arrows indicate the
messages containing the timestamps of the nodes.

Finally, all nodes individually compute their offset towards
the mean of all exchanged timestamps. Towards this end,
each node ni computes its phase offset to each other node
nj over all received broadcasts by another node nk based
on (1). Additionally, a linear regression analyses based on
the estimated offsets is used to estimate the clock skew of
each node towards the global clock. Using this information all
receivers agree on a uniform clock rate and time within the
single-hop environment.
m

δi,j =

1 X
(tsj,k − tsi,k ), i 6= j 6= k
m

(1)

k=1

In summary, RBS provides tight synchronisation bounds
for single-hop environments. However, it reacts very sensitive
to mobile or faulty nodes. This is caused by the used averaging
mechanism of the protocol. The contribution of all nodes to
the averaged new time and clock rate may create large shifts of
agreed global clock whenever one node’s clock is far off. This
is especially problematic whenever a node is only a temporary
member of the broadcast group.
B. CesiumSpray (CS)
CesiumSpray by Verissimo et al. [13] is a pseudohierarchical non-averaging hybrid clock synchronisation mechanism providing strong failure resilience in real-time networks.
The baseline idea of this system is the synchronisation of
groups of nodes within a single-hop environment towards an
external reference. Consequently, the approach uses internal
and external synchronisation mechanism. The authors proposed GPS receivers as the external reference, but other time
sources like DFC77 receivers or even precise local clocks
are possible. An example network employing CesiumSpray is
depicted in Figure 2. As visible, the GPS satellites together
with the GPS receivers in the single-hop environments act as
a multi-hop backbone to sync the individual clusters.

Within each cluster, so called tight broadcasts are used to
spray the GPS reference to the other nodes. Special care was
taken by the authors to handle faulty GPS references or faulty
GPS receiver nodes. This is achieved by acknowledging the
broadcast of each GPS receiver node from all other nodes
to enable a homogeneous view of the whole cluster. After
the reception of a tight broadcast from all local GPS receiver
nodes, an agreement is necessary to select a single broadcast.
Afterwards, all local nodes sync against the chosen tight broadcast. In case no GPS reference is available, a purely internal
synchronisation mechanism is used to preserve precision and
accuracy.
The precision of the approach is based on the accuracy of
the GPS receivers, which typically is better than 110ns, and
the precision of the internal synchronisation mechanisms. The
authors tested their approach in a real-time network using very
old Motorola 68020 CPUs and a token-bus network. As a result
they achieved a precision of 500µs with a resynchronisation
interval of 150s.
CesiumSpray is a resilient multi-hop clock synchronisation
system for distributed real-time systems. It provides excellent
failure resilience with a proven upper bound on the synchronisations precision and accuracy. The precision is dependent on
the tightness of the network and the real-time capabilities of
the platform used. The drawbacks of the approach consist in
the need for real-time capable networks and operating systems
to use the strong failure resilience and the need for an external
time source providing the ”multi-hop” capability. Due to the
provided failure tolerance the synchronisation costs are quite
high.
C. Delay Measurement Time Synchronisation Protocol
(DMTS)
The Delay Measurement Time Synchronisation Protocol
described by Ping [14] modifies RBS, see Section III-A,
by exploiting low-level hardware access and a non-averaging
computation. It extends the NOW-message with a time stamp
ts0 taken and inserted just before sending. An averaging is not
used anymore, since the transmitted time stamp ts0 can directly
be used by each receiving node. Therefore, the exchange of
the individual local time stamps is omitted and the message
count is heavily reduced, as visible in Figure 3.
The time between the transmission time tsM and the
reception time tsS is composed of the interrupt service time
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RBS. However, in-depth knowledge of the needed hardware
and communication mechanisms as well as low-level hardware
access is needed to use it. The protocol has very limited
robustness as only a single time stamp is communicated from
master to its neighbourhood, which leaves the protocol open
to omission failures and faulty nodes spreading wrong clock
values when elected.

ts0

N2

N3

N0

ts0

ts0

N1

Figure 3. Overview of a single synchronisation round of DMTS. The red
arrows indicate the time stamp messages distributed by the master node N0 .

and the propagation time of the network. To reach similar
synchronisation precision as RBS, the author estimates the
duration of the interrupt service tcomp of the receiving node
analytically and modifies the inserted time stamp just before
transmission, as shown in Figure 4. If the analysis is correct
only the transmission time τ on the medium remains as the
critical path.
tsM
MAC

C(t)

tsM

Access

D. Continuous Clock Synchronisation in Wireless Real-time
Applications (CCS)
The Continuous Clock Synchronisation for Wireless Realtime Applications by Mock et al. [15] is a non-averaging
master-slave synchronisation method extending the basic clock
synchronisation of the 802.11 standard [16]. It is itself the
adoption of the approach of Gergeleit and Streich [17] towards
802.11 networks.
In contrast to the standard time synchronisation mechanism
of the 802.11 protocol, the clocks of the slaves are not simply
set to the time stamp of the master, but are gradually adapted
by adjusting their rate. Consequently, the authors propose the
concept of virtual clocks (V C) to enable dynamic adjustment
of frequency and offset. The behaviour of such a virtual clock
is depicted in Figure 5.
VC

M

τ

o3

Interrupt
Handling

o2

tsM

S

o1
tcomp
tsS

o0
M

Figure 4. Minimization of the critical path of DMTS.

For this approach to be feasible, a master election is
necessary, since a single node needs to transmit its time
stamp for multiple rounds until synchronisation in all nodes is
reached. After that, the time stamp providing node can freely
be chosen from the set of synchronized nodes.
The multi-hop synchronisation of DMTS is based on a
hierarchical distribution of the master’s time. Each node in the
single-hop neighbourhood synchronized with the master will
act itself as the master for its own single-hop neighbourhood
using its synchronized time. In consequence, the time of the
master will distribute over the whole network over time.
The hierarchical structure is non-deterministic, since nodes
will always sync themselves to the first node broadcasting
a time beacon they hear. Typically, this will create shortest
routes from the time master to the individual notes, which
may decrease the reliability of the link and therefore lower
robustness.
DMTS provides a high precision clock synchronisation in
single-hop neighbourhoods as well as multi-hop synchronisation with slowly degrading performance. It solves the large
amount of message necessary for a single synchronisation of

t0

t1

t2

t3

t

Figure 5. A virtual clock (V C) of a time slave adapting its frequency to
compensate offset δ and clock skew towards its master clock M .

Additionally, the precision of the synchronisation is enhanced by dividing the time beacon in a NOW-message indicating surrounding nodes a time stamp tsi needs to be taken
and an additional message containing the time stamp tsm of
the NOW-message. The major benefit of this approach is the
ability to exactly estimate the time stamp of the NOW-message
minimizing the critical path and omitting any estimation of
media access, transmission or computation delays.
The additional message needed to transmit the time stamp
tm after the NOW-message can be omitted if the master’s
time stamp is incorporated in the next NOW-message. Figure 6
shows the timing behaviour of the protocol over two rounds
of synchronisation.
The proposed protocol provides failure resilience in case of
omission as long as the amount of omitted packets is smaller
then the estimated omission degree. Based on this assumption,
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ts0m
M

S

ts1m

ts−1
m

ts0m

ts−1
m

ts0m

ts0s

ts1s

Figure 6. Timing diagram of 2 synchronisation rounds between a time
master M and a time slave S.

the authors analytically derived (2) to compute the guaranteed
precision π:


2δ∆t(ρ + 2)
(∆t)2 (1 + ρ) + δ 2 )
(
OD + INT) + δ 1 +
(∆t)2 − δ 2
(∆t)2 − δ 2
(2)
In their experiments, they used a synchronisation interval
∆t = 10s on clocks with a drift of ρ = 10−5 . The maximum
age of their second time stamp was INT = 1s. They measured
a maximum jitter of the critical path of δ = 46µs, resulting in
a precision of π = 150µs, which fits with the results expected
by (2) in case of an omission degree of OD = 1.
Even though multi-hop synchronisation is not covered in
the paper, the approach of DMTS, see Section III-C, can also
be used for CCS. Consequently, the multi-hop performance
shall be similar to DMTS.
This approach enables continuous clock synchronisation
without gaps in the time base suitable for real-time applications. Additionally, it provides better precision than the
baseline 802.11 synchronisation mechanism without additional
message overhead. It provides failure resilience and a guaranteed precision for a known omission degree. However, it
is generally only useful for single-hop environments with a
dedicated access point, since multi-hop performance will have
the same problems as DMTS.
π≤

E. Probabilistic Clock Synchronisation Service (PCS)
The Probabilistic Clock Synchronisation Service by
PalChaudhuri et al. [18] is an extension of RBS enabling
a dynamic trade-off between synchronisation precision and
message overhead. This approach transmits n NOW-messages
in one synchronisation round, which are used to derive the
skew of the sender’s and the receiver’s clock though linear
regression. The results are combined and transmitted back to
the receivers in range. By comparing their own data with the
data received from the sender, they are able to adopt their
own clocks. To derive the number of needed NOW-messages
the authors assumed the synchronisation error to be normal
distributed with zero-mean and a standard deviation of σ.
Based on this distribution, the authors analytically derive the
probability P (|| < max ) of the synchronisation error to be
less than a specified value max . For a specified probability of
the synchronisation to be more precise than max , the authors

derive the number n of message needed. This number heavily
depends on the standard deviation σ of the normal distribution.
The multi-hop mechanism in this approach is based on a
time transformation in a hierarchically structured network. If
a node n1 is synchronized to the master node n0 broadcasting
its time reference packets, this node can transform the received
broadcasts based on arrival time and re-broadcast them to
spread the synchronisation within the network. The error
induced by the retransmission is again assumed to be normal
distributed and analysed the same way as for the single-hop
approach.
The robustness of the approach very much depends on the
accuracy of the estimated distribution, if the real distribution of
the synchronisation error in single-hop or multi-hop environments fits with the assumed distribution, the synchronisation
will be very robust, since all failures as well as their results
are already contained in the distribution. However, a mismatch
of these will result in an unpredictable behaviour of the synchronisation. Consequently, the estimation of the probability
distribution is the crucial part of this approach.
The approach provides a dynamic trade-off between message overhead and synchronisation precision even in multi-hop
scenarios. Even though the trade-off depends on the standard
deviation of the synchronisation error, the acquisition of this
value was not covered by the authors. Additionally, only a
mathematically prove without any simulation was conducted
to evaluate the idea. Consequently, the authors never discussed
the effects of non-normal distributed synchronisation errors.
F. Time Synchronisation in Ad-Hoc Networks (TSAN)
Römer’s Time Synchronisation in Ad-Hoc Networks [19]
is based on Christian’s Algorithm [20]. It is a non-averaging
internal synchronisation using pair-wise offset estimation. It
estimates the round trip time of a message between sender
and receiver, as visible through the transmission of e0 in
Figure 7 and ultimately tries to order events created by the
system. Whereas Christian’s Algorithm proposed a dedicated
server for clients to communicate to, Römer attaches time
stamps to events communicated in the network. Therefore,
Römer’s algorithm ideally induces a zero message overhead.
However, not all events are acknowledged by the receiver,
which might create large durations between events flowing
in both directions between two nodes. This is mitigated by
the insertion of additional dummy events in case the duration
grows too large. This is shown through the communication
between N0 and N2 in Figure 7.
TSAN supports multi-hop synchronisation directly, since
it measures round-trip time from sender to receiver and back.
The basic concept makes no assumption on the amount of
hops between sender and receiver and works with an arbitrary
amount of hops.
One of the major ideas of this approach is the usage
of time transformations instead of clock synchronisation. In
consequence, no node needs to set their clock to a certain
value, but they only transform the timestamps of the events
they receive to their own time domain using their estimated
offset between sender and themselves. However, this offset
estimation is limited to the events flowing by. As a result the
first event flowing between two nodes cannot be transformed.
The quality of the transformation depends on the amount of
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TABLE I. Comparision of the discussed time synchronisation protocols.

N2

e1

N3

acke0
e0

edummy

N0

acke0
e0

N1

Protocol

Synchronisation
Precision

CS
RBS
DMTS
CCS
PCS
TSAN

medium
high
high
high
medium
low

Figure 7. Schematic of a TSAN synchronisation. The blue events e0 and e1
are transmitted. e0 is acknowledged back, showed as a green arrow. e1
needs a dummy event (red) inserted, since no acknowledgement is done.

PCS
events. More events grant a better estimation of the offset
between two nodes and therefore increase the transformation’s
precision.
Since TSAN assumes no bound on network delays of the
events and the acknowledgements it uses, it cannot provide
an upper bound of the synchronisations precision. This is
mitigated by the usage of time intervals, which provide a
duration instead of a singular time stamp. To achieve its main
goal of ordering events, the time stamps are compared to infer
the order of the events. However, it is possible that the intervals
overlap and an ordering is not possible. In such cases, the
system will provide a result of MAYBE for the order relation.
The final order relation of TSAN for two time stamped events
e0 and e1 containing the time stamps e0 .ts = [t0 , t1 ] and
e1 .ts = [t2 , t3 ] is described in (3).
(
[t0 , t1 ] < [t2 , t3 ] =

YES
: t1 < t2
NO
: t3 < t0
MAYBE : t2 < t1

(3)

TSAN applies a very loose multi-hop synchronisation with
an ideal message overhead of 0 in a multi-hop network. Unfortunately, the real message overhead is heavily dependent on the
actual communication in the network and is therefore very hard
to estimate for a real system. The used time intervals together
with the MAYBE-results of the event ordering provide the
protocol with a certain robustness against large synchronisation
errors caused by message losses or unpredicted delays.
G. Summary
The individual problems and features of the protocols are
summarized in Table I. As visible none of the described
approaches fully solve the problem of multi-hop uncertainty
aware clock synchronisation in wireless sensor networks. However, each approach contains individual features, which might
enhance the performance of our approach.
CS

provided the idea of hierarchically structured synchronisation architecture using different synchronisation mechanism on the different layers of the
hierarchy.
DMTS introduced the usage of hardware access and
knowledge on low-level behaviour to decrease the
jitter of the critical path.
CCS
added the idea of a virtual clock following the
clock of another node to provide a steady time

TSAN

Multi
Hop
Capability
inherent
none
possible
possible
inherent
inherent

Message
Overhead

Robustness

O(n)
O(n2 )
O(n)
O(1)
dynamic
0 - O(1)

medium
fragile
fragile
robust
medium
medium

base without gaps. Additionally, it provided the
differentiation of time stamp transmission and
NOW-indication to shorten the critical path.
proposed the estimation of the synchronisation
error as a normally distributed random variable
with a zero-mean and a known deviation. We will
exploit that idea to estimate the uncertainty of our
synchronisation.
provided the idea of time transformation between
nodes on event reception, which we will exploit
for our multi-hop synchronisation.

The proposed approach incorporates the beneficial properties of the different clock synchronisation mechanisms in a single clock synchronisation, which is uncertainty- and topologyaware and produces time intervals usable by an application.
The next section describes it in detail.

IV.

U NCERTAINTY AWARE C LOCK S YNCHRONISATION
(UACS)

For an efficient synchronisation of clocks in WSN multiple
parameters are important. On one hand, the synchronisation
needs to be scalable, while on the other hand the overhead
may not exceed a certain threshold to safe battery and prevent an overload of the network. Most of the approaches
discussed in Section III favour one over the other. However,
if we limit our self to certain base topologies better solutions
might be found. One interesting topology is the cluster tree
structure of IEEE 802.15.4 networks [21] in beacon-enabled
mode. This mode divides the nodes in groups called Personal
Area Networks (PANs), which have an individual coordinating
instance managing the internal communication. The individual
PANs communicate only through their respective coordinators,
as visible in Figure 8. This hierarchical network structure
may also be found in other types of networks like Bluetooth
scatternets as proposed by the Bluetooth standard [22]. In
the remaining section of the paper we consider an 802.15.4
network, with an already established cluster tree structure.
The formation and the handling of dynamic changes in this
structure are not considered in this paper.
Based on the initial assumption, that clock synchronisation
may have a decreasing precision based on topological distance
between nodes in the network, we propose a hybrid clocksynchronisation, consisting of a tight synchronisation mechanism for each individual PAN called Intra Cluster Synchronisation and a loose synchronisation mechanism between the
individual PAN Coordinators, called Inter Cluster Synchronisation.
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is necessary and the beacons are only slightly enlarged. The
robustness of the synchronisation mainly depends on the used
algorithm to detect a crash and reselect a PAN Coordinator.

Figure 8. Example cluster tree structure of an IEEE 802.15.4 Network. The
colours indicate the topological distance between each node and P C9.

A. Intra Cluster Synchronisation
The Intra Cluster Synchronisation is based on the CCS
approach, see Section III-D. Therefore, each PAN slave Psj ∈
Slaves has a virtual synchronized clock V Csj (t). This clock
uses the time stamps created by the node’s hardware clock
Csj (t) and modifies it based on the current rate rsj ,i :

V Csj (t) = rsj ,i C(t)sj − C(ti )sj + V Csj (ti )

(4)

The task of the Intra Cluster Synchronisation is the estimation of the parameter rsj ,i for each slave at each synchronisation round i. The 802.15.4 standard allows a PAN Coordinator
to attach additional information to the beacon frame. We
use this to attach a 64bit time stamp tc,i to each beacon
bi+1 transmitted by the coordinator. The attached time stamp
represents the coordinator’s time of successful transmission
of the last beacon. This time stamp together with the local
reception time of the last beacon tsj,i is then evaluated by
each slave Psj to compute a new rate rsj ,i .
As described by DMTS, see Section III-C, hardware knowledge may be used to provide the needed local time stamps. The
802.15.4 standard provides the PD-Data.confirm primitive as a local event indicating completion of a transmission.
The time of this event is used as the source of the time stamp
tc,i . On reception of the beacon each PAN slave Psj takes
a local time stamp tsj,i+1 . The networks tightness τ together
with the internal computation time tcomp of the nodes limits
the accuracy of the local time stamps. This computation time
is mitigated by the PD-DATA.indication primitive of the
802.15.4 standard. Therefore, we consider tcomp to be very
small in our approach and the time difference between creation
of the local time stamps is bounded by τ .
After acquiring the time stamp for the actual synchronisation round the PAN slaves compute the offset δj,i = tc,i −
V C(tsj ,i ) between their previous local time stamp V C(tsj ,i )
and the time stamp transmitted through the beacon tc,i . This
is used to compute a new rate rsj ,i+1 = 1 + kr δj,i for the
node’s virtual clock to compensate the offset, with kr being a
proportional factor controlling the rate of adaption.
The Intra Cluster Synchronisation provides continuous
clock synchronisation between the PAN Coordinator and its
slaves. The overhead is minimal since no additional message

B. Inter Cluster Synchronisation
Diverging from the Intra Cluster Synchronisation, see Section IV-A, a PAN Coordinator never modifies its own clock.
Instead every event received by a PAN Coordinator Pcr , which
is transmitted by another adjacent PAN Coordinator Pcs is
transformed in the time domain of the PAN Coordinators clock
Cr (t), as proposed by TSAN, see Section III-F. To achieve
this, the PAN Coordinator Pcr needs to calculate a virtual clock
V Cr,s (t) for each adjacent PAN Coordinator Pcs .
The virtual clocks are handled similarly to the Intra Cluster
Synchronisation, since all beacons of all adjacent PAN Coordinators Pcs are received by PAN Coordinator Pcr . On reception
of a beacon containing a time stamp ts,i , Pcr acquires a local
time stamp tr,s,i+1 . This enables the computation of the offset
δr,s,i = ts,i − tr,s,i between Pcs and Pcr . Afterwards, Pcr
updates the rate rr,s,i = 1 + kr δr,s,i for the virtual clock
V Cr,s (t) towards Pcs . Therefore, each PAN Coordinator has
an internal list of virtual clocks following the clocks of each
adjacent PAN Coordinator as visible in Figure 9.
On reception of an event en from Pcs containing a time
stamp en .tss , Pcr is able to transform the time stamp of the
event to its own clock Cr (t). The transformation is done by
adding the offset between the Virtual Clock of the sender
V Cs (t) and the clock of the receiver Cr (t) to the event’s time
stamp:
en .tsr = en .tss + Cr (t) − V Cs (t)
(5)
In case of multi-hop communication the event’s time stamp
is always transformed to the receiver’s clock domain before
forwarding it to next hop. Consequently, all nodes only need
to estimate the offset using a virtual clock for their directly
adjacent neighbors. An example scenario is shown in Figure 9.
In this picture three PAN Coordinators are in direct vicinity
and estimate their offset using virtual clocks. An event is
transmitted from P C0 to P C2 via P C1 . During the forwarding
of the event the time stamp of the event is adjusted by the
estimated offsets to transform it to the local time domain of
the current node.
C. Performance Estimation
The performance of the synchronisation depends on certain
network and node parameters like the tightness of the network
(including propagation speed and interrupt handling time) τ ,
the drift of the nodes ρ and the algorithm specific variable
kr . To analyse the behaviour of the algorithm we define
two clocks: one for the transmitter of the beacon Cs (t) =
Cs (ts,i ) + (t − ts,i )(1 ± ρ) and one for the receiver of the
beacon Cr (t) = Cr (tr,i )+(t−tr,i )(1±ρ). The offset between
these two nodes is described as the difference between local
clock of the sender and the Virtual Clock of the receiver as
or,s (t) = Cs (t) − V Cr (t). The receiver cannot observe this
offset, but based on our algorithm it uses the visible offset
δr,s (t) = or,s (t) ± τ based on the time stamp contained in the
beacon. Consequently, the virtual clock’s propagation formula
may be rewritten to:
V Cr (t) = V Cr (tr,i ) + (Cr (t) − Cr (tr,i )(1 + kr δr,s (tr,i )) (6)
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V CP C0 (t) = 1250

V CP C0 (t) = 1200

V CP C1 (t) = 1020

V CP C2 (t) = 1495

ts = 1510

P C2

ts = 1030

1500

the sender’s time stamp of the last round and the maximum
offset is always reached directly before the next beacon arrives.
The resulting precision in case of OD beacon omissions will
therefore be:

P C1
1000

ts = 1230

P C0
1234
V CP C1 (t) = 1001
V CP C2 (t) = 1498

Figure 9. An example network composed of three PAN Coordinators with
their respective virtual clocks estimating their offset towards each other. An
event transmitted from P C0 to P C2 is shown in grey including its time
stamp.

Entering V Cr (t) in o(t) enables replacing of Cs (t) −
V Cr (tr,i ) with or,s (tr,i ) + (t − tr,i )(1 ± ρ). Together with
the simplification of Cr (t) − Cr (tr,i ) to (t − tr,i )(1 ± ρ) one
obtains:
or,s (t) = or,s (tr,i ) − (t − tr,i )(1 ± ρ)kr δr,s (tr,i ) ± (t − tr,i )2ρ
(7)
By substitution of δr,s (tr,i ) and (t − tr,i ) to ∆t as well as
factoring out or,s (tr,i ) the following equation is achieved:
or,s (t) = or,s (tr,i )(1−∆tkr )±(∆t(kr ρo(tr,i )+ρ(2+τ )+kr τ ))
(8)
To enable a normal flow of time, the rate of the Virtual
Clock needs to be bigger than zero. Therefore, the value
of kr must not exceed max(δ1r,s (t)) . The propagation of the
offset may now be separated into an offset compensating
part: o−
r,s (t) = or,s (tr,i )(1 − ∆tkr ) and an offset increasing
part: o+
r,s (t) = ±∆t(kr ρor,s (tr,i ) + ρ(2 + τ ) + kr τ ). The
offset decreasing part will converge towards zero, because it
resembles the geometric sequence ai+1 = ai q, 0 < q < 1. The
offset inducing part can be separated into an offset dependent
and offset independent part. The value of the offset dependent
part ∆tkr ρor,s (tr,i ) depends very much on the offset between
sender and receiver at the last synchronisation and the time
passed since this synchronisation. For tightly synchronized
nodes the impact of this part will tend towards zero.
The guaranteed precision of the method for tightly synchronized nodes is the absolute value of the offset independent
part of or,s (t). The resulting precision of the Intra Cluster
Synchronisation is πintra (t) = ∆t(ρ(2 + τ ) + kr τ ).
The offset independent part is ∆t(ρ(2 + τ ) + kr τ ). In
case no beacon loss occurs ∆t will be approximately two
times the beacon ∆tb interval, because every beacon contains

πintra ≤ (2 + OD)∆tb (ρ(2 + τ ) + kr τ )

(9)

The value kr can be viewed as a trade-off factor choosing
between fast synchronisation and robust synchronisation. This
is caused by the presence of the factor in the offset compensating part, where it decreases the existing offset stronger if it
is bigger. On the other hand, bigger kr values will increase the
results of the offset increasing part depending on the values of
ρ and τ .
For the offset estimation of the adjacent neighbours the
Inter Cluster synchronisation uses the same approach as
the Intra Cluster Synchronisation uses. Therefore, the multihop synchronisation precision Πinter for tightly synchronized
nodes can be bounded using the hop count h:
πinter ≤ h(2 + OD)∆tb (ρ(2 + τ ) + kr τ )

(10)

For loosely synchronized nodes the offset of the last
synchronisation will be a relevant issue. However, this is only
a problem in mobile systems, since static systems will always
compensate the offset as long as the time between synchronisations is not bigger than the maximum considered offset.
A direct consequence is that the synchronisation precision in
multi-hop scenarios can be greatly enhanced if routes of tightly
synchronized nodes are chosen.
D. Mobility
Mobility influences the networks topology and therefore,
the association of slaves to masters and the interconnectivity
between masters. Consequently, if a slave loses connection to
is respective master it is entering the orphaned state and may
only communicate again after it re-associated. If the node reassociates with the same master the node’s maximum offset
or,s (t) will depend on the time between loss of link and the
reception of the next beacon ∆t and the offset of master
and slave at the last synchronisation as described by (8). A
tightly synchronized slave will increase its offset based on the
time of the last synchronisation and the drift of the nodes. A
loosely synchronized node will additionally increase the offset
by a value proportional to last offset (or,s (tr,i )), time since
last synchronisation (∆t), drift (ρ) and network tightness (τ ).
Depending on the value of kr fast moving slaves will never
reach a tightly synchronized state, because they are switching
masters faster than the algorithm can compensate the initial
offset. On the other hand, a high kr will enforce the induced
errors when in orphaned state and the slave reconnects to the
same master.
In contrast to the independence of the movement of slaves,
the movement of masters have an impact on the whole PAN
created by this master. Therefore, the master election mechanism should select slowly moving nodes as masters, to increase
the time of the algorithm to converge the offset towards zero.
The Inter Cluster Synchronisation handles mobility well,
since the mobility of a node in the local neighbourhood of
Pc1 does not change Pc1 ’s virtual clocks of the adjacent
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nodes. Therefore, the transformation of the events is independent of each other. Since there is no hierarchy between
the PAN Coordinators, the movement of each node only
effects the offset estimation towards its neighbours and the
estimation of the neighbours towards this node. New nodes
in a neighbourhood start with an infinite uncertainty in the
offset estimation since they have not yet established an offset
estimation towards their neighbours. While the nodes receive
beacons from adjacent masters, they improve the offset estimation and decrease the uncertainty. Consequently, we explicitly
specify the offset estimation uncertainty in a time interval
ti = [ts ± α], ts ∈ R+ , α ∈ R+ replacing the time stamp
ts ∈ R+ . Furthermore, each hop modifies the interval bounds
by the currently estimated uncertainty of the synchronisation
αr,s as described by (11):
en .αr = en .αs + αr,s

(11)

E. Estimating the Uncertainty
The estimation of the current uncertainty of the synchronisation of the virtual clocks is difficult. Multiple factors
influence the actual uncertainty in the synchronisation, like
beacon losses and the current drift of the individual clocks. In
our approach the synchronisation error r,s,i of synchronisation
round i between two adjacent PAN Coordinators Pcs and
Pcr is characterized by their offset δr,s,i+1 at beginning of
synchronisation round i + 1.
Following PCS, see Section III-E, we model the synchronisation error to be a zero-mean Gaussian distribution
N (0, σ)r,s . To estimate the standard deviation we use the synchronisation errors of the previous n synchronisation rounds
as sample set Er,s = {i−n , i−n+1 . . . i }. We estimate the
standard deviation σr,s of our zero-mean Gaussian based on
the sample
h set. Based ion this we compute the confidence
interval x̄ ± z( 1+γ ) √σn of the synchronisation with typical
2

probability γ. The value z( 1+γ ) represents the 1+γ
2 -quantile of
2
the standardised normal distribution. The resulting size of the
confidence interval αr,s = z( 1+γ ) √σn represents our current
2
uncertainty estimation, which is added to current uncertainty
of the event’s time interval.
The complexity of this computation is only dependent on
n, which represents a trade-off between estimation accuracy
and memory and computation overhead. The quantile of the
standardised normal distribution is a pre-defined constant,
characterising the accuracy of the estimation.
F. Compatibility between Time Intervals and Time Stamps
As described in the introduction (Section I), WSN aim not
only to distribute the acquired sensor data, but also need to process the data in form of events. To this end, Liebig et al. [23]
described a way to combine multiple events even though
their time stamps might not be exact. To achieve this they
extended a time stamp to a time interval and derived an order
relation < for time intervals described in (12). Together with a
known uncertainty of the event’s time stamp, ordering might be
possible even in loosely synchronized systems. However, this
transition induced a partial order through the order relation.
Consequently, there might be situations in which two events
cannot be ordered. This is the case if the intervals of the events’

time stamps overlap. The resulting partial order relation is
similar to the one used by TSAN.

[ts0 ± α0 ] < [ts1 ± α1 ] ⇔ ts0 + α0 < ts1 − α1

(12)

Compared to TSAN III-F, our aim is to provide all operations on time intervals that are available for time stamps.
This enables applications to handle time intervals in the
same manner as classical time stamps, but with the awareness of the induced uncertainty. Our time-interval algebra
([ts ± α], {+, −, ×, ·, ()−1 , <}) is based on interval arithmetic
[24] and the proposed partial order relation. The difference to
the general interval arithmetic is the definition of the inverse
operation (()−1 ) and the ability to scale the time interval by a
constant factor (·). Both operations are very useful to combine
events. One example of such a composition is the deduction
of events containing the speed (es ) of an object based on
events containing the position (eip ) of the object, as described
by Steup et. al [25]. The computation necessary for such a
composition is shown in (13).


−1
es .speed = e1p .pos − e0p .pos e1p .ts − e0p .ts

(13)

This type of computation is typical for cyber-physical systems containing physical processes. In general, these processes
may be described by differential equations. As an approximation, we enable the computation of difference quotients if
the basic events can be ordered. As defined by the partial
order, two events are ordered whenever their time intervals
are disjoint. Consequently, the time interval created by the
subtraction of their time stamps may never contain zero. As a
result we simplified the inverse operation compared to general
interval arithmetic to (14).

−1

[ts ± α]

ts−1
α−1



= ts−1 ± α−1
1/2
1/2
=
+
ts + α ts − α
1/2
1/2
−
=
ts − α ts + α

(14)
(15)
(16)

The resulting time interval algebra establishes a partially
ordered vector space, which is easy to compute even for
deeply embedded systems. The additional operations enable
the computation of differential equations, which are necessary
to describe most physical processes. The transformation back
to classic time stamps is easily possible by omitting the
uncertainty part of the interval.
V.

E VALUATION

The uncertainty aware hybrid clock synchronisation system
was evaluated with a simulation in the Omnet++ Network Simulator [26] version 4.2 and a small scale WSN composed of
six nodes.
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B. Beacon Interval Analysis
The beacon interval analysis considered a rectangular grid
of 50 PAN Coordinators. The area in which the nodes were
distributed was 5000m times 5000m. We used the 2.4GHz
specification of the 802.15.4 standard at channel 11 with a
maximum transmission power of 1mW . The thermal noise
was fixed at 110dBm and the receiver’s sensitivity was set to
−85dBm. Our simulation sweep started with a BO parameter
of 8 up till the maximum allowed value of 14. The resulting
16·60S·2BO
beacon interval can be computed by BI = SymbolRate
. The
SymbolRate of the 2.4GHz band of 65.2 · 103 Ss results in
beacon intervals from 3.8s to 241.2s.
Figure 10 shows a Box-Whisker plot of the simulation’s
results. The boxes represent the bounds, where 50% of all
values are included. The lines represent the interval containing
75% of all values and remaining data points are included
as points. As visible with linear increasing BO values the
mean synchronisation error increases exponentially. This is
to be expected because the beacon interval also increases
exponentially. Additionally, one observes a large standard

deviation independent of the hop count. This is caused by the
unsynchronized beacons of the individual PAN Coordinators,
which might collide and therefore increase the real beacon
interval. Furthermore, the data base is better for smaller hop
counts, since in the given scenario short routes are much more
probable then longer routes.
8
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A. Simulation Setup
For the simulated evaluation we used the INETMANET
network model [27] as well as the MiXiM model [28]. The
implementation is distributed over two layers of the ISO/OSI
stack. One part is located at layer 5 of the ISO/OSI stack and
handles the transformation of time stamps for the Inter Cluster
synchronisation. The other is situated at layer 2 to gather high
precision time stamps. Both layers are connected through a
cross layer communication.
Our evaluation focuses on the Inter Cluster Synchronisation, since our simulation experiments shall investigate the
scalability of the approach. The single-hop performance will
be evaluated by the real world experiments. We evaluate two
main aspects of the Inter Cluster Synchronisation. The first
considers the influence of the beacon period on the precision
of the synchronisation. This test will provide information on
the trade-off between message overhead and synchronisation
quality. The second test investigates the influence of the
communication topology on the reachable multi-hop precision.
It will evaluate the usability of the provided time stamps
for smaller and longer routes. All tests used the internal 64
bit simtime of Omnet++ as reference for the synchronized
clocks to evaluate the synchronisation error. The simtime
was modified by a randomly initialized drift ρ ≤ 10−5 , to
provide a realistic clock for each node. The test considered
1000 randomly created routes between nodes in the network,
which were created by an optimal routing algorithm.
Our simulation environment considers beacon losses, created by the collision of transmitted beacons of adjacent coordinators, and the resulting lack of information for the time
synchronisation. However, we did not transmit data events
in the simulation. This decouples our simulations from the
used MAC Algorithm and its parameters. Consequently, the
simulations consider an optimal MAC-Algorithm preventing
all collision between beacons and events in the network.
Additionally, we did not simulate the interrupt handling
time possibly decreasing the tightness of the network, since
we estimated this time to be smaller then 1µs because of our
optimization described in Section V-D.
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Figure 10. Box-Whisker plot of the precision of a 50 node grid network
with varying BO values.

This test proved the expected direct correlation between the
beacon interval and the synchronisation precision. Therefore,
this value is to be considered critical for the performance of
the system. Following our analyses of Section IV-C, the worst
case performance should be better then h2(0.0147 · 2BO 2.1 ·
10−11 s. In all our experiments we never crossed this analytical
worst case bound. In the case of 1-hop long routes with a
beacon order of 14 the estimated worst case precision is 9.6ms,
where our experiment showed a worst case result of 1.6ms. For
beacon order 13 and a hop count of three we achieved a worst
case precision in our experiment of 1.2ms and analytically
derived a worst case precision of 14.4ms. We believe these
large differences are created by the random drift, which in
most cases will not create the largest possible offset.
C. Topology Analysis
Our second evaluation considers the performance of the
system in different topologies. This is interesting, because
topologies might have an influence on the length of the
routes, as well as the collision probability of the beacon
frames. Therefore, we consider four basic topologies with 200
nodes each. We choose a linear (c.f. Figure 11a), a circular
(c.f. Figure 11b), a grid (c.f. Figure 11c) and a randomly
generated (c.f. Figure 11d) topology. For this scenario we use
the same parameters as for the Beacon Interval Analysis, see
Section V-B, but with a static BO parameter of 8.
As visible in Figure 12, the linear topology showed a
maximum synchronisation error of 875µs. This is mainly
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a long route containing 69 nodes with a maximum drift or a
large amount of lost beacons.
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Figure 11. Different evaluated topologies with 200 nodes each.
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Figure 13. Box-Wisker plot of the synchronisation precision of a 200 Node
circle topology.
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The circular topology was expected to show similar results
like the linear topology, but it performed a lot better, as
visible in Figure 13. The maximum hop count was 40 with
a typical synchronisation error of 150µs. Compared with the
linear topology, which provided a synchronisation error of
approximately 500µs, it outperformed the linear topology. This
is caused by the larger amount of routes that were possible to
connect two randomly selected nodes. A badly synchronized
node does not have so much influence anymore, since it is not
as likely a part of the random route. Additionally, collisions
of beacons are quite unlikely, because only a small number
of nodes are in the vicinity of each other. In this experiment
one route of 14 hops had a comparably large synchronisation
error of 175µs which was still smaller than the worst case
approximation of 2107µs.
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Figure 12. Box-Wisker plot of the synchronisation precision of a 200 Node
linear topology.

caused by the extremely long routes created by the evaluation.
The maximum hop count was 69 and for each pair of randomly
selected nodes there is only one possible route. Consequently,
a badly synchronized node will have a large influence on the
resulting precision. Considering our worst case analyses we
still performed far better than the worst case of 103.8ms. This
is caused by the very small possibility of randomly finding

The grid topologies (Figure 14) showed slightly worse
performance compared to the circle topology. This is caused by
the larger probability of beacon collisions caused by a higher
density of nodes. At the same time the maximum hop count
is only 25, which created a maximum synchronisation error
of approximately 150µs. The circle topology showed only a
synchronisation error of approximately 100µs for routes of the
same length.
In Figure 15, the performance of the random topology is
visible. It shows a large deviation of individual results, which
is caused by individual collisions of beacons. This problem
is very dependent on the local setup of nodes around a PAN.
Therefore, it is very hard to estimate and may only be observed
on runtime by an uncertainty evaluation. Such hot spots are
also quite likely to be contained in a randomly generated
route, since hot spots contain more nodes compared to the
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surrounding areas. These facts decrease the achievable mean
precision. In this experiment a route of length 12 showed a
large error of 161µs compared to the main quantile of the 12
hop long routes. The worst case analyses predicted a maximum
error of 1806µs.

200

●

TABLE II. Synchronisation error of the simulation of different topologies in
µs.
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Linear
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Mean
7.069008
5.067219
12.181786
3.327730
47.401797
26.574773
55.861373
21.579193
89.191069
57.463772
91.408097
45.693382
110.255113
80.882388
131.582874
73.628941

Standard Deviation
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13.489
31.209
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Figure 14. Box-Wisker plot of the synchronisation precision of a 200 Node
grid topology.
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Table II shows an overview of the results of our evaluation
of the different topologies. This table shows that the performance of the individual topologies towards the mean for each
hop is ±50%. However, the results for the standard deviation
of the tests for equally long routes show a larger difference between the individual topologies. Additionally, the value of the
standard deviation is for all single-hop routes approximately
the same as the mean error. This clearly indicates a need for a
runtime uncertainty estimation, as described in Section IV-E.
All topologies supported our mathematical analyses of the
worst case synchronisation error since no experiment exceeded
the worst case.
As expected, in all simulations the linear topologies have
the largest mean error, which is cause by the highest collision
probability of the beacons. The random topology performed
the second worst, which is caused by local hot spots in the
topology with a lot of nodes increasing the probability of
beacon losses. All topologies clearly showed a linear relation
between the mean error and the hop count. This is to be
expected, since the synchronisation error in the vicinity of
each PAN is statistically the same within each topology. The
summation of the uncertainties matches very well with the
increasing error in the simulation. The beacon loss probability
is network specific and does not only depend on the topology,
but also on the density of nodes. This probability together with
the mean length of routes in the network is the major influence
towards the synchronisation precision.
From these experiments, we concluded that the basic
assumptions were valid. Additionally, we observed that regular
non-linear topologies provide better synchronisation results.
As a next step, we want to evaluate the performance of the
approach on real hardware.

20

#Hops

Figure 15. Box-Wisker plot of the synchronisation precision of a 200 Node
random topology.

D. Small Scale Wireless Sensor Network Setup
To evaluate the correctness of our assumptions in the
simulation we choose a small wireless network of 6 nodes
to compare the results with the simulation and related work.
Our test network is composed of three PAN Coordinators, two
Slaves and a Raspberry Pi Model A [29]. The nodes are
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Cortex-M3 based devices from dresden elektronik [30] using
a 2.4 GHz 802.14.5 transceiver of Atmel [31]. They run with
an internal crystal oscillator and a PLL providing a clock speed
of 32 MHz, which is divided by 32 to provide an internal clock
with a granularity g = 1µs. The used 18.432M Hz oscillator
has a drift of ρ = 3·10−5 . We implemented our approach using
hardware timers of the Cortex-M3 microcontroller taking a
time stamp on each interrupt in hardware. Using this approach
the interrupt delay between reception of the packet and the
generation of the time stamp should be decreased below 1µs.
The propagation time of the wireless signal in the typical
range of the AT86RF232 is t ≤ 34ns. The time between the
reception of a packet and the generation of the interrupt by
the transceiver is given as tirq = 9µs. Because the interrupt
latency of the transceiver is the same for sender and receiver
and, according to data sheet, is constant, it may be omitted.
The resulting tightness of our beacon network can be assumed
to be τ ≈ 1µs.
The Raspberry Pi uses a Preempt-RT patched Linux kernel [32] with a real-time enabled listening program. The
coordinators and the slaves use the Atmel MAC stack [33] to
handle time stamp generation, association and beacon transmission.
Both slaves and the three coordinators are connected to the
Raspberry Pi through a GPIO cable as visible in Figure 16.
Additionally, each device is connected to an evaluation PC to
log the time stamps. Each coordinator establishes its own PAN,
but also receives the neighbouring PAN’s beacons.

time stamp following the sender to the evaluation PC and toggle their GPIO-Pin. The Raspberry Pi monitors continuously
the GPIO-Pins and takes a time stamp on each change. The
resulting pair of Raspberry Pi and Cortex-M3 time stamps are
correlated and analysed to provide an accurate offset estimation
of the virtual clocks against the internal clocks of the nodes.
Since beacons are transmitted unsynchronized on the different
coordinators, we use linear interpolation to compute time
stamps in between measured values.
The benefit of this setup is the minimal critical path, which
is established by the GPIO connection. The toggling of the pin
on the device is instantaneous. The available low-level access
library of the Raspberry Pi provides extremely small latencies
accessing the pins. Together with the used real-time program
the measurement error should be smaller than ≈ 1µs.
E. Single-Hop Synchronisation
This setup evaluated the single-hop synchronisation mechanism. It is used as a baseline to verify the correctness of the
parameters of the simulation. Therefore, the results should be
close to the one hop results of the simulation. All coordinators
were running and transmitting beacons, but only the two slaves
ran the virtual clock towards their PAN Coordinator. The
experiment was run for 5 minutes with a beacon interval
of 7.5s and 15s representing a BO value of 9 and 10,
respectively.

PAN 2

PAN 1

0

5

10
Error µs

15

20

Figure 17. Histogram of the achieved precision of the internal
synchronisation with a beacon interval of 7.5s.

PAN 0
Figure 16. Small scale Wireless Sensor Network composed of
dresden elektronik nodes [30] and a Raspberry Pi [29] used to evaluate the
hybrid synchronisation.

Whenever a PAN Coordinator transmits its beacon it also
logs its internal time to the evaluation PC and toggles its GPIO.
On reception of a beacon each node transmits its virtual clock

The mean precision of the internal synchronisation with a
beacon interval of 7.5s, as visible in Figure 17, was approximately 8µs, which fits very good to the simulated results.
The deviation was approximately ±1µs with the maximum
error being 13µs. This was less than the deviation measured
in the simulation. An explanation is the smaller network size
creating less beacon loss. The distribution of the values is
approximately normal distributed, fitting to our assumption
used in the uncertainty estimation.
Figure 18 shows the results of the experiment with a beacon
interval of 15s. As visible the mean precision was also 8µs
like in the previous experiment. The deviation of the precision
is bigger being approximately 2µs with the maximum being
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As visible the mean precision was 16µs with a large
deviation of ±5µs and a maximum offset of 20µs. This result
fits very well with the expected simulated and expected results.
The error is approximately doubled compared to the single-hop
scenario. Additionally, the deviation has increased by the same
margin.
The results of our small scale wireless sensor network
experiments fully support our simulated and expected performance of our approach. The baseline performance fitted very
well with the exception of the larger beacon interval, which
strangely showed nearly the same results.
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Error µs
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Figure 18. Plot of the achieved results of the single-hop synchronisation
with a beacon interval of 15s.

20µs. This is again better then then simulation results, possibly
because of less beacon loss and the crystal oscillator being
better than described in the data sheet.
F. Multi-Hop Synchronisation
The evaluation of our Inter Cluster Synchronisation used
only the three coordinators. All coordinators were broadcasting beacons in this setup and ran a virtual clock for each
neighbouring node. We evaluate the virtual clock values of
the different nodes and the time stamps of the internal clocks
of the nodes at periodic intervals. The evaluation interval is the
same as the beacon interval. No real event was routed through
the network, since the used MAC stack provides no means
of multi-hop communication. Therefore, we simply added the
estimated offsets of the virtual clocks of the two pairs of nodes
and compared them to the offsets of the internal clocks of the
first and the last coordinator. This scenario used a fixed beacon
interval of 7.5s.
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Figure 19. Plot of the achieved results of the inter cluster synchronisation
with a beacon interval of 7.5s.

G. Comparison with related protocols
Since the environments of the different described protocols differ, we compare our approach to protocols, with
available multi-hop synchronisation data. DMTS provided a
mean synchronisation error of 32µs for one hop and 46µs
for two hop communication. Our approach performed better
for single-hop (8µs) and two-hop synchronisation (16µs). In
comparison to DMTS we do not need a possibly incorrect
model of the latency induced by the interrupt handling of the
nodes. Additionally, the granularity of the internal clocks of
our nodes was far better (g = 1µs) than the ones used in
the experiments evaluating DMTS (g = 32µs). Therefore, the
results are not directly comparable. TSAN showed a mean
synchronisation error of 200µs for one hop and 1113µs for six
hop communication. Our approach performed better in both
cases (on average 8µs and 25 − 37µs worst case 27µs and
110µs). However, Römer et al. considered an unstructured
abstract network, whereas we exploited the structure and
the hardware of the network to increase the synchronisation
precision without message overhead. Especially, the periodicity
of the beacons enabled continuous synchronisation, which
was not available to Römer’s system. Mock et al. showed
a single-hop synchronisation of approximately 150µs, which
was mainly caused by the driver abstraction and the interrupt
handling of the used operating system, since they considered
an experimentally derived tightness of the network τ = 46µs.
Our performance stems from the bare-metal implementation
and the good local clock increasing the networks tightness to
τ ≈ 1µs.
VI. C ONCLUSION
This paper presents and evaluates a novel hybrid clock
synchronisation approach that provides tight synchronisation
for local clusters of nodes as well as looser synchronisation in
multi-hop scenarios. The message overhead is minimal since
existing periodic beacon messages of the 802.15.4 beaconenabled mode are used to transmit the synchronisation data.
To handle the different synchronisation precisions, uncertainty
awareness is added to enable applications to decide in the case
of ambiguity.
The evaluation is done using the well-established network
simulator Omnet++ and a small scale wireless sensor network
verifying the results and parameters of the simulation. The results of both experiments match very well with the theoretical
concepts and the expected performance of the system. The system provides a baseline performance of 8µs with a deviation
of ±2µs in a single-hop environment in simulation and real
test. In multi-hop scenarios a linearly decreasing precision can
be observed depending on the hop count. The results show
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the large difference between worst case approximation and
real performance together with the large deviation between
individual synchronisation results. This clearly indicates the
need for uncertainty awareness in the delivered time stamps.
In future work, we want to evaluate the clock synchronisation in a real scenario with more realistic wireless sensor
networks to evaluate the influence of unforeseen interference
especially in non-regular topologies. Additionally, we want
to investigate the effect of different MAC-Algorithms on the
synchronisation quality.
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Abstract—Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing system
provides a promising physical layer for 4G and 3GPP LTE
systems in terms of efficient use of bandwidth and high data
rates, this technology suffers from Inter Symbol Interference
and Inter Carrier Interference. On the other hand, multiple
input - multiple output system is deployed along with orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing in the new 802.11n standard,
which offers many advantages over conventional standards
such as 802.11g Wireless LAN. The main challenge of such
system is the synchronization between the transmitter and the
receiver [1]. A bad timing synchronization causes the loss of a lot
of information in a MIMO-OFDM system. In this paper, a robust
timing synchronization method is proposed for a MIMO-OFDM
systems up to 8 × 8 as well, where Nt is the transmit antennas
and Nr is the receive antennas. The proposed method is based
on transmit a mapped orthogonal constant amplitude zero
auto correlation sequences over different transmit antennas.
The simulations results show that the proposed method has
high performance to detect the timing synchronization even
at very low signal to noise ratio in additive white Gaussian
noise and multipath fading Rayleigh channels. Furthermore,
simulation results for our proposed method present a robust
timing synchronization against existing methods at a low SNR
and for MIMO-OFDM system up to 8 × 8, which the coarse and
fine timing synchronization are done at the same time at each
receive antenna due to the orthogonality of different training
sequences transmitted over different transmit antennas.
Keywords - MIMO-OFDM system; fine timing synchronization;
coarse timing synchronization; CAZAC sequences; compact preamble.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The
wireless-communications
revolution
grows
continuously in order to increase throughput, which can only
be achieved through the development of new communication
technologies. In this context, different wireless communication
technologies offer enormous increase of channel capacity
like Multiple Input Multiple Output - Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiplexing (MIMO-OFDM) systems. Therefore,
the combination between MIMO and OFDM systems is
proposed in 802.11n [2].
The OFDM [3] is a digital Multi-carrier modulation
technology in which a large number of closely spaced
orthogonal subcarriers are used to carry the data. OFDM

Ali Beydoun and Bilal Beydoun
GET/UL - Lebanese University
Hadath, Lebanon
bilbey@ul.edu.lb
beydoual@yahoo.fr

became a very popular multi-carrier modulation technique
for transmission of signals over wireless channels. OFDM
has been deployed in many applications like IEEE 802.11a,
HIPERLAN/2 wireless LANs, Digital Video Broadcasting,
and satellite radio.
It divides the data into several orthogonal and parallel
data streams (Nsc ) called sub-carrier or sub-channel. Each
sub-carrier is modulated with a conventional modulation
such as M-ary schemes like Phase Shift Keying (M-PSK)
or Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM), also, the total
data rate is maintained similar to those in a conventional
single-carrier modulation scheme in the same bandwidth.
To maintain the orthogonality, the space required between
two consecutive sub-carriers is ∆f = T1s , where Ts is the
duration of OFDM symbol.
The implementation of OFDM systems is very easy, on
the other hand, the OFDM modulator/demodulator can be
done by a simple Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) and
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm [4], respectively. The
main drawback of OFDM technology is high Peak-to-Average
Power ratio (PAPR), which means randomly sinusoidal leads
occurred during transmission of the OFDM signal.
Otherwise, OFDM technology suffers from Inter Symbol
Interference (ISI) and Inter Carrier Interference (ICI). OFDM
uses Cyclic Prefix (CP) or Guard Interval (GI) in order to
combat the ISI and ICI introduced by the multi-path channel
through, which the signal is propagated. The main idea is to
append the last part of the OFDM time-domain waveform
from the back to the front to create a guard period. The
duration of the guard period Tg should be longer than τmax ,
where τmax designed the Channel Impulse Response (CIR)
of the target multi-path environment. The total duration of
the OFDM symbol is Ttot = Ts + Tg .
Furthermore, Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO)
system is an array of Nt transmit antenna and Nr receive
antenna. Such systems are used to improve wireless systems
capacity, range and reliability. Several applications, based
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on MIMO technology, have been proposed in various
communication standards as Worldwide Interoperability
for Microwave Access (WiMax), evolved High-Speed
Packet Access (HSPA+), Wireless Fidelity (WiFi), 3rd
and 4th generation of mobile network and Long-Term
Evolution (LTE). MIMO system offers a way to increase data
throughput and link range without additional bandwidth or
increased transmit power. In order to achieve this goal, MIMO
system spread the same total transmit power over different
transmit antennas to improve the spectral efficiency (Spatial
Multiplexing (SM)). On the other hand, MIMO uses Space
Time Coding (STC) in order to improve the link reliability.
1) Spatial Multiplexing technique (SM): The Spatial multiplexing is a transmission technique in MIMO wireless
communication used to transmit independent and separately encoded data streams, from each of the multiple
transmit antennas. This technique is used in order to
increase the throughput of such wireless communication
system. Therefore, the space dimension is reused, or
multiplexed, more than one time. If the transmitter is
equipped with Nt antennas and the receiver has Nr antennas, Foshini et al. [5] and Telatar [6] have shown that
the theoretical capacity of the MIMO channel, with Nt
and Nr configuration, grows linearly with min(Nt , Nr )
rather than logarithmically. The channel capacity of a
MIMO system is defined by (1) [5] [6]:
 


ρ
†
HH
bps/Hz. (1)
C = log2 det INr +
Nt
with
• Nt
• Nr
• INr
†
• (.)
• H
•
•
•

:
:
:
:
:

Number of transmit antennas.
Number of receive antennas.
Identity matrix Nr × Nr .
Conjugate transpose.
MIMO channel matrix Nt × Nr .
P
: Signal to noise ratio (SNR).
ρ =
N o.B
P : Total transmitted power.
N0 : Power Spectral Density (PSD).

2) Spatial Diversity technique (SD): Spatial diversity technique rely on transmitting simultaneously, redundant
copies of data stream on different transmit antennas. The
receiver combines the multiple copies of data on each
of the received antennas, due to this combination, the
error rate of retrieved data will be pretty much less [7].
Space Time Code (STC) is the technique to exploit spatial
diversity, which may be split into two main types:
• Space-Time Trellis Codes (STTCs) [8]: This technique is used to distribute a trellis code over multiple
transmit antennas and multiple time-slots, furthermore, it provides both coding gain and diversity gain.
• Space-Time Block Codes (STBCs): The STBC is
a technique to transmit multiple copies of a data
stream across Nt transmit antennas in a MIMO

system. It exploits the spatial diversity and increases
the reliability of transmission. This type of code is
divided into three main approaches [9]: OSTBC (Orthogonal Space-Time Block Codes), NOSTBC (NonOrthogonal Space-Time Block Codes) and QSTBC
(Quasi-Orthogonal Space-Time Block Codes).
In this paper, we will focus on spatial diversity technique
using STBC (Space-Time Block Code) with Alamouti [10]
encoder.
The combination of MIMO-OFDM systems are used
to reach the higher data rate transmission or improve the
spectrum efficiency of wireless link reliability in wireless
communication systems. The main challenges of such
systems is the synchronization between transmitter and
receiver. Two main types of synchronization are necessary,
the frequency and the timing synchronization. The frequency
synchronization is to correct the phase error caused by the
mismatch of the local oscillator (LO) between transmitter
and receiver [11] or due to the Doppler effect. On the other
hand, Timing synchronization is divided into frame timing
synchronization (Coarse timing synchronization) and symbol
timing synchronization (Fine timing synchronization). Frame
timing synchronization used to detect the arrival of the
OFDM frame and symbol timing synchronization is needed
in order to detect the beginning of each OFDM symbols on
each frame. Here we focus on symbol timing synchronization
in MIMO-OFDM systems.
In the literature, several synchronization approaches have
been proposed for OFDM and MIMO-OFDM systems [1],
[12]–[20]. The main idea is to find a good synchronization
preamble, at the transmitter, in order to detect the packet
arrival, at the receiver.
In this paper, we propose a robust timing synchronization
preamble for MIMO-OFDM systems using orthogonal
CAZAC (Constant Amplitude Zero Auto-Correlation)
sequences. The CAZAC sequences [21] have constant
amplitude and zero autocorrelation for all non-zero shifts.
The main characteristics of CAZAC sequences are their
correlation functions. They have a good autocorrelation
function and their crosscorrelation function is near zero. Due
to their orthogonality, CAZAC sequences reduce inter-code
interference between multiple antennas and have a lower
PAPR. As a result, CAZAC sequences are regarded as
optimum preamble for timing synchronization in MIMOOFDM systems.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes
the MIMO-OFDM system based on STBC code. Existing
approaches and related work are presented in Section III.
Section IV presents the criteria for selecting a good synchronization sequences. The working principle of the proposed
method and the different preamble structure is presented in
Section V. Simulation results and conclusion are discussed in
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Fig. 1: Block diagram of MIMO-OFDM-STBC transmitter and receiver

Sections VI and VII, respectively.
II. MIMO-OFDM S YSTEM A RCHITECTURE
Basically, MIMO-OFDM radio communication system consists of a transmitter, a channel, and a receiver. In this section,
we present the different parts of MIMO-OFDM communications system. The transmitter generates OFDM symbols,
which are modulated using M-air modulation, then, they are
transmitted over multiple transmit antennas using STBC block
[9] [10]. Figure 1 presents a general MIMO-OFDM system
model with Nt transmit antennas, Nr receive antennas and
Nsc subcarriers per transmit antenna.
A. MIMO-OFDM transmitter
The first part of MIMO-OFDM system is the transmitter.
In a OFDM transmitter, information data are transmitted
blockwise. The first block is a data block where several
serial stream of data are generated. Then, a serial to parallel
block (S-to-P) converts the serial data stream to parallel data
stream. Subcarrier Mapping block is used in order to map
parallel data stream to complex symbols. This block uses
different constellation mapping either Phase Shift Keying
(PSK) or Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM). After
mapping, complex symbols are then introduced into a STBC
encoder (in this approach we use Alamouti Encoder). Then,
we use IFFT to modulate the parallel data stream in order to
generate the OFDM symbols over different transmit antennas.

After performing IFFT, the data is again converted into serial
stream. A cyclic prefix block named Add CP consists to
insert a Cyclic Prefix (CP) or Guard Interval (GI), which is
appended at the start of the serial stream. The cyclic Prefix
is actually an exact copy of the last part or TG samples
of the data. The purpose of CP is to remove the ISI and
channel effects. The synchronization block is used in order
to insert the synchronization preamble at the beginning of
each OFDM frame. Two different approaches are presented,
the synchronization preamble is appended in frequency
domain [16] [20] or in time domain [19]. In this paper, we
focus on the first approach.
The transmitted OFDM signal si on each transmit antenna
Ti is given by:
si (t) = p

1
Nsc

NX
sc −1


<e xk ej.2π.fk .t

(2)

k=0

where xk is the symbol on the frequency fk .
B. MIMO channel Model
The modelling of a practical MIMO channel includes the
transmit vector, receive vector, multi-path channel matrix
and Noise. The MIMO channel model between the transmit
antenna Ti and receive antenna Rj , where i ∈ {1, Nt } and
j ∈ {1, Nr }, is given by:
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H(t) =

L
X

Hl δ(t − τl )

(3)

l=1

where Hl are the matrix coefficients of the lth path. This
matrix is Nt × Nr . δ represents the pulse function and L is
the maximum number of multi-paths. Hl is given by:

 l
h1,1
hl1,2 . . . hl1,Nr
 hl2,1
hl2,2 . . . hl2,Nr 


(4)
Hl =  .
..
.. 
..
 ..
.
.
. 
hlNt ,1 hlNt ,2 . . . hlNt ,Nr

C. MIMO-OFDM Receiver
The second part of MIMO-OFDM system is the receiver.
The receiver is exactly the reverse of transmitter. The first
block after the analog to digital converter (ADC) is the timing
synchronization block. After a good timing synchronization,
the cyclic prefix of each OFDM symbol is removed. After
removing CP, we perform Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
to return the data back into frequency domain. The data is
then feds into the equalizer and channel estimator. After
equalization, the data are are decoded by STBC decoder.
Then, a Subcarrier De-mapping block is presented in order to
demodulate and recover the binary information. The parallel
to serial (P-to-S) converter allows to reformatting the binary
bit stream.
The received signal rj on each receive antenna Rj is given
by:
rj (t) =

Nt
X



hi,j (τ, t) ? xi (t) + nij (t)

i=1
Pij h
Nt X
1 X
=p
αp (t)e−j2πfk Tp (t) ∗
Nsc i=1 p=1

i
si τ − τp (t) ej2πfk (t)

+ nij (t)
where hij is the channel between the transmit antenna Ti and
the receive antenna Rj , τ is the propagation delay for the
different channels paths, αp is the attenuation for the pth path,
si (t) is the OFDM transmitted signal, Pij is the number of
path between Ti and Rj and nij is the Additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) noise between Ti and Rj .
III. R ELATED WORK
In the literature, several synchronization approaches have
been proposed for MIMO-OFDM, as shown in Section I. The
most of the synchronization methods are preamble based, that
means, the header of each OFDM frame contains a known
preamble structure. As in [22], authors provide a preamble
structure based on Loosely Synchronous (LS) codes for
timing and frequency synchronization for a MIMO-OFDM

system. This preamble is used in order to detect the beginning
of each received frame. The main characteristics of LS
codes is to have a good autocorrelation and cross-correlation
functions within certain vicinity of the zero shifts. In this
method, the synchronization process is divided into four
stages. The first and the second stage are used in order to
estimate the coarse timing synchronization and the coarse
frequency synchronization, respectively. The third stage is to
detect the beginning of each OFDM symbols in each frame
and estimate the channel parameters. the fourth step is used
for the fine frequency estimation. The main drawback of this
method is the structure of preambles, where it is relatively
complex. Another disadvantage of this method is the different
stage used in order to detect the beginning of frame.
Another approach proposed in [23] based on Orthogonal
Variable Spreading Factor (OVSF) for timing synchronization.
In this approach, a Multiple Input-Single Output (MISO)
systems 2×1 is considered. The length of each OFDM symbol
and their CP is 256 and 32, respectively. The synchronization
preamble has the same length as the CP is appended at the
beginning of each OFDM frame. As result, this approach
shows that for MISO-OFDM systems 2 × 1, the timing
acquisition probability is 1 for an SN R ≥ −5 dB. Here,
timing acquisition probability describes the probability to
detect the timing synchronization point. The main drawback of
this approach is that the synchronization preamble is appended
in the time domain. With such hardware implementation,
authors need an extra block to insert the preamble in time
domain, while, in frequency domain their is no need to this
block due to the IFFT.
Based on Schmidl and Cox’s approach [12], Farhan
proposed in [24] a modified approach that is not using the
training sequence and making cyclic prefix (CP) as the
reference in order to obtain efficiency in transmitting power.
This approach uses the sliding window technique to compute
the correlation of the received signal with the cyclic prefix.
The main drawback of this method is the correlation with
the CP in multipath fading channel. In such channel, when
the receiver receives several delayed path with CP, the timing
metric obtained by the correlation shows more correlation
peak, then the receiver would not able to detect the start of
OFDM frame.
A compact preamble design for synchronization in
distributed MIMO-OFDM systems has been proposed in [25].
In this approach, a preamble structure based on exclusive subband has been proposed. Adjacent sub-bands are spaced by
a guard bands to reduce the interference between sub-bands.
The total length of the proposed preamble based on CAZAC
sequences has the same length as an OFDM symbol. The
simulation results shown that for a MISO-OFDM (3 × 1), the
acquisition probability for timing synchronization is 70% for
an SN R = 5 dB. In this work, we compare the simulation
results of our proposed approach with those of the method
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proposed by Chin-Liang et al. [25].

Normalized correlation functions, Gold sequences LC=63
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The proposed method in [25] suffers from several disadvantages, mainly the complexity to generate the preamble
structure for a large number of transmit antennas. In [25],
when the number of transmit antennas increases, the size of
sub-bands should be reduced to take into account all transmit
antennas. Therefore, at the receiver, the acquisition probability
for timing synchronization decreases due to the length of
synchronization sequence.
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Timing synchronization methods are performed using training sequences at the beginning of each OFDM frame in
MIMO-OFDM systems. The main characteristic of training
sequences is to have good autocorrelation and cross-correlation
properties. At receiver, this characteristic provides a good
detection of a correlation peak as closed as possible to a Dirac
pulse. The main training sequences used in the state of art are
listed below.
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Gold sequences [26] of length N are constructed using a
preferred pair of Pseudorandom Noise (PN) sequences. Let a
and b are two preferred pair of m-sequences, those sequences
have a three valued correlation function:

Fig. 2: Autocorrelation and cross-correlation of Gold sequence, N = 63

Another generation of code called Walsh-Hadamard code.
Such codes are orthogonal and built from an initial
Hadamard’s matrix [27]. Hadamard’s matrices are given by:

H1 = [1], H2 =
θ(a,b) = −1, −t(m) or t(m) − 2


1
1

(5)



1
H2k−1
, . . . , H2k =
−1
H2k−1

= H2 ⊗ H2k−1 f or 2 ≤ k ∈ N

where


60

B. Walsh-Hadamard code

A. Gold sequences

t(m) =

40

1 + 2(m+2)/2
1 + 2(m+1)/2

if m is even
if m is odd

(6)

The set of Gold sequences includes the preferred pair of msequences a and b, and the mod 2 sums of a and cyclic shifts
of b represented by the operator T −p . The set Sgold of Gold
sequences is given by:
Sgold = {a, b, a ⊕ b, a ⊕ T −1 b, . . . , a ⊕ T −(N −1) b}

(7)

The maximum correlation value for any two Gold sequences
in the same set is equal to the constant t(m).
The main advantage of Gold sequence lies in sending
such sequences in periodic way to retain the good correlation properties. In synchronization, such sequences are used
aperiodically, on the other hand, Gold sequences loses their
good correlation properties. The autocorrelation and crosscorrelation functions of aperiodic Gold sequences are shown
in Figure 2, where index represents indices at which the
correlation was estimated.

H2k−1
−H2k−1



(8)

where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product. An Hadamard matrix
Hn satisfies the following property:
Hn .HnT = nIn
where HnT is the conjugate transpose of Hn and In is a n × n
identity matrix.
The main advantage of Hadamard code is the orthogonality
between the different code. On the other hand, the autocorrelation function for some code has secondary peak as shown
in Figure 3.
C. CAZAC sequences
A Constant Amplitude Zero Auto-Correlation (CAZAC)
sequence [28] c(m) is a complex sequence and has constant
magnitude, |c(m)| = 1 f or m ∈ [0, LC −1] where LC = 2n is
the finite length of c(m), n ∈ N, and has zero-autocorrelation
function with shifted version of the same sequence. The crosscorrelation function of CAZAC sequences has a value near to
zero.
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Normalized correlation functions, CAZAC sequences LC=64
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Fig. 3: Autocorrelation and cross-correlation of Hadamard
sequence, LC = 64
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Fig. 4: Autocorrelation and cross-correlation of CAZAC sequence, LC = 64

Let C(k), in frequency domain, be a CAZAC sequence of
length LC , C(k) is given by:
 


 j  πP k(k + 1) 



LC
 e
if k is odd
C(k) =
(9)



πP k 2



j



LC
e
if k is even

due to their orthogonality, while, for some sequences, the
autocorrelation has secondary correlation peaks. On the other
hand, CAZAC sequences show a good autocorrelation and
crosscorrelation functions due to their orthogonality and complex value. After a comparison between the characteristics
of different sequences, our work was focused on the use of
CAZAC sequence as training sequences for timing synchronization in MIMO-OFDM systems.

where P ∈ N is a prime number with LC and k ∈ {0, LC −1}
is the index of the sample.

V. P ROPOSED T IMING S YNCHRONIZATION P REAMBLE

After IFFT algorithm, the corresponding sequence of C(k)
in the time domain (c(m)), is given by:
2π
LC −1
j
1 X
L
C
c(m) =
C(k).e
LC

!
mk

, m ∈ [0, LC − 1] (10)

k=0

The normalized autocorrelation and cross-correlation
functions of CAZAC sequences of length LC = 64 are shown
in Figure 4.
D. Optimal sequence selection
In MIMO system, unlike Single Input Single Output (SISO)
system, we need to send several data at one time according
the number of transmit antennas. In this context, the optimal
training sequences should have a good autocorrelation and
crosscorrelation functions in order to distinguish the different
received signal at the receiver. Gold sequences have a good
autocorrelation function, on the other hand, they have a high
value for their cross-correlation function. Hadamard sequences
have a good autocorrelation and crosscorrelation functions

In this section, based on [1], we propose our robust timing
synchronization preamble in MIMO-OFDM systems based on
CAZAC sequence. Let C be a CAZAC sequence of length
LC , where LC represents the size of synchronization preamble
divided by 2, in other term LC = LF F T /2 where LF F T is
the size of the F F T , and C ∗ denotes the conjugate of C. We
propose in this section two different structures, as follows.
A. First preamble structure
The timing synchronization preamble is generated in
frequency domain, then it is added at the beginning of each
OFDM frame according to transmit antenna. Figure 5 shows
the structure of the first proposed preamble in frequency
domain over different transmit antennas.
The preamble structure in Figure 5 relies in sending a
CAZAC sequence (C) over the odd subcarrier, in frequency
domain, and C ∗ on the even subcarrier. The preamble ℘i
that transmitted on the ith transmit antenna is given by the
following equation:
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where k ∈ {0, LF F T − 1} and LF F T = 2.LC .
The term Cki is the sample of the CAZAC sequence carried
by the k th subcarrier and transmitted by the transmitting
antenna Ti . The proposed method can be applied regardless
of the number of transmit or receive antennas.
Figure 6 shows the real and imaginary parts of timing
synchronization preamble in time domain.
Antenna Nt

Antenna 1

The combination of a CAZAC sequence C with its conjugate C ∗ gives a time-domain complex envelope form that
have a good autocorrelation and cross-correlation functions.
This combination does not destroy the orthogonality between
subcarriers, and it retains the orthogonality between different
preambles over different transmit antennas.

Fig. 5: First preamble structure in frequency domain over
different transmit antennas
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Fig. 6: Real and imaginary parts of the first preamble structure
in time domain
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C i∗ k − 1
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Fig. 7: Autocorrelation and cross-correlation functions of the
first preamble structure (LF F T = 1024)
Figure 7 presents the autocorrelation (Figure 7a) and the
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Autocorrelation function, LFFT=1024

cross-correlation (Figure 7b) functions of the first preamble
structure. This preamble shows a good correlation functions
in order to detect the timing synchronization peak.

1
0.9

The second preamble structure consists of dividing the
preamble into two parts of length LC = LF F T /2 each one.
The first part contains an entire CAZAC sequence C of
length LC , while, the second part contains the conjugate of
C denoted C ∗ . Figure 8 presents the preamble structure over
different transmit antennas in frequency domain.
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Fig. 8: Second preamble structure in frequency domain over
different transmit antennas
Figure 9 presents the autocorrelation and cross-correlation
functions of the second preamble structure in time domain.
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Let ℘i be the preamble sent on the ith transmit antenna, the
equation of this preamble in frequency domain is given by:

℘i (k) =


C i (k)


if

C i∗ (k − LC ) if

0 ≤ k < LC
(12)
LC ≤ k < LF F T

Fig. 9: Autocorrelation and cross-correlation functions of the
second preamble structure (LF F T = 1024)
fading channel with 6 paths sample-spaced with Ts , where
Ts describes the sampling time; this channel is suggested
by the IEEE 802.11 Working Group [29]. Other simulation
parameters are summarized in Tables I and II.

VI. S IMULATIONS RESULTS
In this section, we present the simulation parameters and
simulation results for different preamble’s structure in AWGN
channel and multipaths fading channel, in order to evaluate
the performance of our proposed preambles against [25].
A. System specifications & simulation parameters
In order to improve the simulation results, we simulate
our preamble structures with different system specification
and simulation parameters. Simulations results are done with
SISO-OFDM and MIMO-OFDM systems up to 8 × 8. On
the other hand, the OFDM system consists of 512 and
1024 subcarriers, where LF F T = {512, 1024}, respectively.
The channel model was considered as Rayleigh multipath

TABLE I: System Specifications and Requirements

Parameters
System

Value
8×8

LF F T
LCP
Sequences
LC

1024 & 512
LF F T /4
CAZAC
LF F T /2

SN R in dB

0 to 25

Justification
Description
SISO and MIMO-OFDM system
up to 8 × 8
Length of IFFT/IFFT
Length of Cyclic Prefix
Type of synchronization sequences
Length
of
synchronization
sequences
SNR over all the OFDM Frame

B. Timing synchronization algorithm
The main drawback of the most of timing synchronization
algorithm is the complexity of frames and symbols detection.
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TABLE II: Power profile and channel model

Number of channel taps between different
antennas
Propagation delay between different multipath
The power of each multipath

Value
Multi-path Rayleigh and
AWGN channel
6

1
[0.Ts , 1.Ts , 2.Ts , 3.Ts ,
4.Ts , 5.Ts ]
[0.8111, 0.1532, 0.0289,
0.0055, 0.0010, 0.0002]

Our proposed method consists of detecting coarse and fine
timing synchronization in one operation, this is the main
advantage of our proposed method. We implement at each
receiver a correlation function Rrj ,seqj in order to detect the
timing synchronization peak between the received signal rj
and the local sequence seqj generated by the receive antenna
Rj . This correlation is done in time domain. Due to the
mapped CAZAC sequence (C and C ∗ ) in each preamble,
the correlation between received signal and local sequence
may give a high peak’s value, this function is calculated as
following:
Rrj ,seqj (n) =

Timing Synchronization, LFFT=1024

LFX
F T −1

[rj (n) ∗ seqj (n − τ )]

Acquisition Probability (PSYNC)

Simulation Parameters
Channel Type

PSY N C reaches 98% at an SN R = 10dB.
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Fig. 10: Timing synchronization performance of the first
proposed preamble with LF F T = 1024

(13)

n=0

ˆ n = argmax{kRr ,seq (n)k}
ind
j
j

(14)

n

where n is considered as the coarse timing synchronization
point. At the same time, and, by shifting the F F T window,
we can find the fine timing synchronization or the beginning
of each OFDM symbol on each frame. Let PSY N C describes
the timing synchronization acquisition probability. PSY N C
presents the probability of successful timing synchronization
at receiver.
C. Simulation results for the first preamble structure
Simulation results for all preamble structures, are done
using simulation parameters in Tables I and II. Figures 10
and 11 show the acquisition probability for different SISO
and MIMO-OFDM systems, where the length of preamble
are LF F T = 1024 and LF F T = 512.
Figure 10 presents a good timing synchronization for a
low SNR. For an SN R = −5dB, the PSY N C ≥ 90% for
all MIMO-OFDM system up to 8 × 8. Therefore, for an
SN R = 0dB, the proposed timing synchronization preamble
shows a perfect timing synchronization for SISO-OFDM
system. The PSY N C ≥ 97% for MIMO-OFDM system 2 × 2
for the same SNR. For a MIMO-OFDM system 4 × 4 the
PSY N C ≥ 96% at an SN R = 5dB. On the other hand,
for MIMO-OFDM system 8 × 8, the acquisition probability

Figure 11 presents the performance of our synchronization
preamble of length LF F T = 512. In this figure, the
acquisition probability PSY N C is greater than 97% for
both SISO-OFDM and MIMO-OFDM 2 × 2 systems at an
SN R = 0 dB. Therefore, PSY N C ≥ 90% for MIMO-OFDM
4 × 4 system at an SN R = 0dB. On the other hand, the
PSY N C reaches 80% at an SN R = 5 dB for MIMO-OFDM
system 8 × 8.

Timing Synchronization, LFFT=512
1

Acquisition Probability (PSYNC)

where n is the index of the sample. The correlation function
Rrj ,seqj feed into an estimator in order to detect the coarse
timing synchronisation. The timing synchronization estimate
is given by:

0.8
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Fig. 11: Timing synchronization performance of the first
proposed preamble with LF F T = 512
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Table III summarizes the simulation results of Figures 10
and 11. It can be shown that the performance of our timing
synchronization method increases with the length of LF F T .

MIMO-OFDM system

Acquisition probability
PSY N C
SNR (dB)

LF F T

MIMO-OFDM 2x2

≥97%
≥96%

>0 dB
>0 dB

1024
512

MIMO-OFDM 4x4

≥95%
≥93%

>0 dB
>0 dB

1024
512

MIMO-OFDM 8x8

≥94%
≥78%

>0 dB
>0 dB

1024
512

Acquisition Probability (PSYNC)

TABLE III: Comparison between the acquisition probability of different MIMO-OFDM
systems, in term of SNR and length of FFT

Timing Synchronization, LFFT=256
1

0.8

0.6

0.2

0
−5

Moreover, the results of Figure 10 (LF F T = 1024) show
a good performance against those presented in Figure 11
(LF F T = 512).
In order to evaluate the performance of our proposed
method, we conducted an extensive comparison of our
approach with the synchronization scheme of [25]. Hung
and Chin Wang [25] used a subband-based preamble based
on CAZAC sequences. The main drawback of this method
is the number of transmit antennas. As the number of
transmit antennas increases, the length of synchronization
sequence, on each transmit antenna, decreases. Therefore,
the value of the synchronization peak at the receiver decreases.

MIMO 2x2
MIMO 3x3
Hung−Chin−Wang 2x2
Hung−Chin−Wang 3x3
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10
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25

Fig. 12: Comparisons between the proposed approach and
subband-based preamble [25]
an SN R ≥ 5 dB. On the other hand, MIMO-OFDM 4 × 4
system has a PSY N C greater than 94% for a SN R ≥ 0 dB,
this system has a perfect PSY N C for a SN R ≥ 15 dB.
Therefore, the acquisition probability for MIMO-OFDM 8 × 8
system, reaches 90% for an SN R > 2 dB.
Timing synchronization, LFFT=1024

Simulation results of our proposed approach have a good
performance against [25] at a low SN R. The acquisition
probability PSY N C for our method is greater than 90% at
an SN R ≥ 5 dB for both MIMO-OFDM 2 × 2 and 3 × 3
system. Therefore, the proposed method in [25] shows that
the acquisition probability is between 0.5 and 0.75 at the same
value of SN R.
D. Simulation results for the second preamble structure
This section presents the simulation results for the
second preamble structure. Simulation results are done
performed using the simulation parameters in Tables I
and II. The acquisition probabilities (PSY N C ) for different
length of synchronization preamble (LF F T = 1024 and
LF F T = 512) are shown in Figures 13 and 14, respectively.
Figure 13 shows that for a LF F T = 1024 and a
SN R ≥ −5 dB, the acquisition probability PSY N C is greater
than 95% for both SISO-OFDM and MIMO-OFDM 2 × 2
systems. Otherwise, both systems have a perfect PSY N C for

Acquisition probability (PSYNC)

1

Figure 12 presents the performance between our proposed
approach and the synchronization scheme of [25]. Simulation
results in Figure 12 are done with the simulation parameters
of Tables I and II with a synchronization preamble of length
LF F T = 256, and MIMO-OFDM system 2 × 2 and 3 × 3.
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Fig. 13: Timing synchronization performance of the second
proposed approach (LF F T = 1024)

Figure 14 presents the performance of timing synchronization method for a LF F T = 512. As shown in this figure, at an
SN R = 0 dB, both SISO-OFDM and MIMO-OFDM 2 × 2
systems have the acquisition probability PSY N C > 95%, and
PSY N C > 90% for MIMO-OFDM 4×4 system. Furthermore,
for MIMO-OFDM 8 × 8 system the PSY N C reaches 70% for
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the same SN R.

VII. C ONCLUSION
Timing synchronization, LFFT=512

In the last year, the telecommunications have been growing
in order to present a good quality of services (QoS) and large
bandwidth. Furthermore, in order to increase the capacity of
channel, or to improve the quality of the link, MIMO-OFDM
system was presented. On the other hand, such system has a
big challenge, which is the timing synchronization. Timing
synchronization means how to detect the beginning of each
received frames ad each symbols in the frame. In order to
detect the timing frame synchronization, we proposed two
robust timing synchronization preamble. At the transmitter,
a synchronization preamble is appended at the beginning
of each OFDM frame. This preamble is based on CAZAC
sequences, where those sequences have a good autocorrelation
and cross-correlation functions.
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Fig. 14: Timing synchronization performance of the second
proposed approach (LF F T = 512)
In order to show the performance of our approach clearly,
simulation results of our approach are compared with the
method proposed in [25], using the same simulation parameters of Tables I and II. The comparison results are shown
in Figure 15, where the preamble size is LF F T = 256. As
shown in this figure, the timing synchronization acquisition
probability for our proposed approach is better than the
proposed method in [25] even for a low SNR.
Timing synchronization, LFFT=256
1

Acquisition probability

In this paper, we can find also a few degradation of
performance between our two approach. This degradation
is due to the mapped CAZAC sequence on each preamble
structure. Hence, as future work, it will be interesting to see the
performance of our approach for frequency synchronization.
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Abstract—Today’s smartphones are equipped with numerous
different sensors and are capable of providing a large number
of diverse services. But due to the high energy consumption of
built-in sensors, as well as because of the energy consumed while
analyzing gathered raw data, a bottleneck in resource supply
is likely to occur during a service provision. This bottleneck
leads to one of the biggest challenges regarding the developments on mobile devices: the trade-off between a high shortterm service performance and sustainable energy management.
Furthermore, despite of numerous hardware improvements (e.g.,
energy saving displays, batteries with bigger capacities, etc.)
this issue remains unsolved. Hence, software-based approaches
can be used to optimize the resource and energy management
on mobile devices according to the user’s preferences, existing
context information, and the current energetic state of a device.
Moreover, a holistic energy management enables the system to
provide context dependent services.
In this article, we present a concept for custom tailored service
provision on mobile devices in combination with EMMA (Energy
Management Middleware Architecture), a modular architechture
for managing a mobile device’s service infrastructure in relation
to its current resource state as well as to the user’s individual
preferences. Additionally, we give an insight into our prototypical
application, which demonstrates EMMA’s core concepts including
its featured approach of individual service provision.
Keywords–Mobile resource management; User-centric service
provision

I. I NTRODUCTION
Depending on the usage intensity, the batteries of today’s
smartphones do not often last longer than for one or two days.
Reasons for that are high performance hardware components
leading to high energy consumption, extensive sensor usage
for data acquisition, improperly developed applications, or
others. With this being a known problem, several hardwareand software-based approaches for optimizing the energy consumption on mobile devices have been developed. However,
typically, only single components of a mobile system are
subject of optimization, while there are no known approaches
covering all existing subdomains and the corresponding possibilites for saving energy. Furthermore, due to the fact that most
services on a mobile device can be provided by more than one
specific procedure, opportunities for using a granular performance and quality concept are facilitated. Disregarding known
hardware-based improvements, this leads to the necessity of

an integrated, software-based energy and service management
approach in order to protect the limited resources on a mobile
device.
But improving a device’s energy consumption is not only
about extending its batteries’ life span. Additional goals are
the increase of the user’s usage experience and the usability
of an energy management system by adjusting specific services to individual user needs and requirements. In order to
achieve these objectives, a user’s preferences, current context
information and the device’s energetic system state, as well as
currently active services must be considered [1]. Furthermore,
an energy management system must be able to identify and
prioritize services and functionalities which are important or
critical to the user. At its best, such a system is able to present
these services to the user with a dynamically tailored Quality of
Service (QoS) whenever they are requested. QoS is described
by individual parameters for each service, depending on its
specific output. E.g., the QoS of a data transfer service could
be described by its transfer speed and the amount of data to
be transferred, the one of a positioning service by its accuracy
and the time span needed for acquiring a location.
In order to describe the user’s context and to be able to
react to a present situation, context modeling is required first.
According to Dey, ”Context is any information, that can be
used to characterize the situation of an entity [2]. An entity
is a person, place or object that is considered relevant to the
interaction between a user and an application, including the
user and applications themselves.” Relying on this definition,
it is possible to identify the kind of raw data which is needed
for context modeling and to specify sources and procedures for
its acquirement. In the following, we present four categories
of sources for determining raw context data.
1) Conventional Sensors: Data about the users environment, specific activities or current whereabouts can
be acquired with built-in smartphone sensors such as
Global Positioning System (GPS), gyroscope or accelerometer.
2) Communication Interfaces: Network technologies like
Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM),
Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS)
or Long Term Evolution (LTE) plus Bluetooth and
Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) can also be
used for determining the user’s location in different
granularities [3][4].
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Media Data Analysis: Data like taken pictures or surrounding noises can also be analyzed in order to extract
information about the user’s situation, e.g., concerning
current moods or a visited location [5].
4) User Data Mining: Personal user data like emails,
played media files or calendar entries could be valuable
for the process of extracting context information. Its
analysis can provide knowledge about whereabouts, important dates like birthdays, or upcoming appointments.
However, using some of the presented approaches for the
acquisition of context information can be very costly. As
shown in Section II, all of them consume energy during the
process of raw data gathering, as well as for the procedure
of extracting information from it. Consequently, the energy
consumption caused by context acquisition always has to
be compared to the savings enabled through context-aware
energy allocation. Besides, there are also privacy issues to be
considered. Especially in 3) and 4), sensitive user data, which
may need additional protection by privacy policies, is used for
analysis.
We are not aware of any concept for an integrated energy
management system, which satisfies all of the aforementioned
needs. However, there are a lot of ideas for partial improvements of single components. In the following, we specify the
requirements for a holistic system and introduce EMMA, an
energy management middleware architecture which considers
the dynamic and modular integration of existing energy improvement concepts as well as controlling the device’s service
provision [1]. Furthermore, it monitors the system’s energy
status and adapts it according to the current context, active
services and the user preferences.
In this section, we presented an introduction to energy management matters on mobile devices as well as pointing out the
necessity of providing custom tailored and context-dependent
services to the user. In Section II, we provide a brief analysis
of a smartphone’s energy consumption in order to understand
which components are responsible for draining its battery and
where improvements can be achieved. Based on a literature
survey and existing approaches for energy management on
mobile devices, as well as on context-aware mechanisms for
optimizing energy consumption, we present the requirements
for an extensive context-aware and user-centric mobile energy
management architecture in Section III. Eventually, the concept
and implementation of this approach, coined Energy Management Middleware Architecture (EMMA), will be described in
Section IV. A particular emphasis is laid on the provision
of requested services in dependence of the system’s current
resource state as well as on the user’s personal preferences
and performance claims. After offering some insights into a
prototypical implementation in Section V, a conclusion and
future work are addressed in Section VI.
3)

II. R ELATED W ORK
In order to optimize the energy consumption on a mobile
device, as well as using information about its context and
energetic state for custom-tailored service provision, one first
needs to understand which of a device’s components or applications is draining most of its resources. Later on, it is

possible to contrive ideas and optimization concepts based on
this knowledge, as well as on already existing optimization
and provisioning approaches.
A. Individual measuring of energy consumption
There are two different techniques for measuring energy
consumption on smartphones. One relies on software based
functions provided by the operating system; the other one uses
an external power meter. Manweiler et al. describe the installation and usage of a Monsoon Power Monitor for external power
consumption measurement [6]. However, this approach does
not pay attention to the individual consumption of the device’s
components since it only identifies the overall consumption.
Examples for software based and combined measurement concepts are eProf [7], PowerTutor [8], and WattsOn [9]. They all
make use of predefined energy profiles describing the energy
consumption of specific device components and indicate, that
network and sensor usage, CPUs, displays and media playback
are the main consumers of energy. Additionally, Pathak et
al. [7] examined the energy consumption of different popular
applications like Facebook, Angry Birds and others and figured
out that 65-75% of the consumed energy is used by third-party
advertisement modules. Furthermore, they name typical bugs
in operation systems, which are responsible for the dissipation
of energy.
B. Optimization concepts
In the following, we review different optimization concepts
concerning sensors and data transfer. Furthermore, the usage
of prediction and data mining in order to prioritize, schedule
and optimize tasks on mobile devices is examined.
1) Sensing optimization: There are several approaches for
lowering the energy consumption of mobile devices based on
optimizing sensor usage. Adaptation of QoS parameters is one
attempt that can be used to achieve this goal. In particular,
the trade-off between service quality and consumed energy
is a relevant matter in this context. Besides the adaptation
of a service’s performance, there is also the possibility of
substituting sensors. In this case, specific sensors are substituted by other technologies which are capable of providing
a comparable service while lowering the energy consumption
[10][11]. If a complete substitution is not possible or needed,
there is also the way of combining sensors, e.g., by triggering
approaches [12]. Here, the acquisition of data from one sensor
is triggered only when a second sensor reaches some kind
of previously defined threshold. An example for this is the
combination of a smartphone’s accelerometer and its GPS
sensor in the SenseLess concept introduced by Abdesslem et
al. [13]. Their approach is to activate the GPS-Sensor only
if the accelerometer detects the user being in motion. For
evaluation, a user is equipped with two smartphones, one
running the standard iOS positioning methods in a 10 second
interval, the other one working with the SenseLess algorithm.
The results showed, that SenseLess needed 85.5% less energy
than the standard approach. The determined locations differed
from 0.4m to 41m with an average value of 8m. But because
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the energy consumption was determined on basis of the battery
level, there is cause for inaccuracies through wrong interpreted
up-and-down-movement, as well as due to the systems general
energy consumption. As shown by Priyanta et al. [14], the
combination of different sensors is to be used with caution
and after individual evaluation. In their case, the computing
of determined accelerometer data, which was gathered in a
10-minutes time interval with a frequency of 4Hz to 6Hz,
consumed more energy than the location determination via
GPS for 5 minutes, determining one location fix each minute.
Schirmer et al. compared conventional GPS positioning approaches to custom triggering and polling concepts on iOS
4.3.1 and furthermore rated them concerning their energy
consumption as well as their positioning accuracy [15]. With
the polling approach, the authors tried to lower the energy
consumption on a mobile device by the usage of a fixed sensor
data request frequency. Thus, unnecessary data acquisition
due to oversampling is about to be obviated. The triggering
approach facilitated the usage of a device’s built in GPS sensor
in combination with its accelerometer. Therewith, the GPS
usage was paused as long as no user movement was detected
in order to save the device’s resources during that time. For
evaluation, Schirmer et al. recorded positioning fixes for a
predefined route, including some predetermined movement
breaks, with all of the three positioning concepts. The analysis
of the result showed, that the performance of the polling was
comparable to the standard iOS procedure. With the help of
the triggering approach, the positioning procedure’s energy
consumption could be reduced, even though the positioning
fixes’ quality was significantly worse. Chon et al. introduce
SmartDC, which not only aims at lowering the energy consumption while determining the users location, but also tries to
predict the user’s future positions and important places [16]. In
order to accomplish that, the authors use unsupervised learning
techniques, mobility prediction, and prediction of system usage
based on Markov models. Using this approach, energy savings
up to 81% and a prediction accuracy up to 80% have been
reached. The maximum delay time was 160 seconds.
A complete substitution of sensors is used for AmbienceFingerprinting [17], a technique that is especially suitable for
indoor location determination, where no GPS signal can be
received. Therefore, raw data of different kind is checked for
specific attributes, so called fingerprints. An early concept of
Pirantha et al. enables the user to discover his position via
ultrasonic and radio fingerprints within a cm-accuracy [17].
Azizyan et al. present SurroundSense, a system for location
determination on basis of environmental fingerprints like the
spectral composition of noises or visual signatures [18]. The
authors also analyze the cumulation of existing fingerprinting
techniques, such as motion, noise, acceleration, brightness,
color, and spectral contents of WLAN signals. In an evaluation
with four users in predefined positioning clusters, 93% of
all positions could be determined correctly. However, the
consumed energy was not compared to the consumption of
standard Software Development Kit (SDK) methods.
2) Optimizing data transfer: Due to the extensive energy
consumption of data transfer and communication technologies,
this field provides a lot of possibilities for achieving energy

savings. 2G, 3G, and 4G networks each use a different amount
of energy for different tasks. Hence, already by choosing
the best suited technology for each task, the overall energy
consumption can be lowered. For example, 2G networks are
suited better for calls than 3G networks, but 3G networks
are much more efficient for data transfer [19]. Perucci et al.
conclude that – even though additional power is consumed
by the handover process needed for changing networks –
significant energy savings can be achieved by consistently
switching to a 2G connection for calls [20].
Furthermore, both Balasubramanian et al. [19] and Falaki et
al. [21] reveal that not only the overall size of the transferred
data is responsible for the consumed energy, but also the size of
single transferred packages: Especially, small packages cause
a transfer overhead up to 40%. Moreover, the Transmission
Control Protocol (TCP) requires multiple transfers of the same
packages due to package loss. To this end, Falaki et al. propose
a bigger server side buffer and an optimization of the usage
rules for the transfer networks in order to solve these problems,
predicting energy savings up to 35%.
Another transfer-related optimization approach is TailEnder,
provided by Balasubramanian et al. [19]. TailEnder divides
applications into two groups, i.e., applications that tolerate
delays in data transfer and those, which can profit from data
prefetching. Based on this classification, data is loaded in bundles to minimize the device’s staying in the high energy state
of the IEEE 802.11 standard. Additionally, TailEnder makes
usage of the advantages of the different transfer networks. In
comparison to other approaches, 60% more newsfeeds and
up to 50% more search results for web requests could be
processed while consuming the same amount of energy.
3) Using History and data-based prediction: The analysis
of user preferences and interaction patterns, as well as the
usage of data mining techniques on historic or context data
can reveal precious insights concerning the energetic regulation
of a mobile system. For example, calendar or appointment
specific data can be used to predict a user’s current and future
whereabouts. Predictions about the device’s future energy
level, combined with the information about upcoming tasks
can be used to adapt the energy balance oriented to tasks rated
critical by the user [22]. Oliver et al. succeeded in predicting
the energy level of mobile devices correctly for a time slot of
one hour with an error rate of only 7%. Within 24 hours the
error rate was 28%. In order to achieve that, they classified
the gathered data of more than 17,300 BlackBerry users and
clustered it afterwards [23][24].
Trestian et al. conducted a network-based study which
should reveal relations between the user, his movement patterns and used applications, in order to predict common
interaction patterns. Their results indicate that the usage of
specific applications is significantly related to the user’s current
movements or his location [25].
III.

R EQUIREMENTS

As shown in Section II-B, there are numerous approaches,
which address single optimizations for specific system components or services. None of them tries to wrap all existing
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concepts in one architecture, which organizes them in a modular way and provides requested services with an adequate
output quality. In order to create a holistic energy management
system which is capable of providing custom tailored services
to a user, the following requirements for such an architecture
can be identified:
1) Universal validity and responsibility: The energy
management system is solely responsible for managing
all resources of the system and the access to them. It
receives all service and resource requests and answers
them in an adequate and energy efficient way.
2) Context and user awareness: Typical context data
like the current time and location, upcoming tasks,
individual user preferences or social relations, as well as
the systems current energetic state are used to provide
services in a customized manner respecting the user’s
situation and whereabouts.
3) Modularity: A holistic energy management system is
comprised of a multitude of different components, each
responsible for different subtasks. In order to benefit
from existing and future ideas in each of these areas,
functionality is encapsulated in only loosely coupled
modules, which can be altered or replaced without
affecting the rest of the system.
4) Scalability and extensibility: New energy optimization
concepts or services can get installed in an easy way,
the user is able to use improved modules without nontrivial update processes.
5) Definition of generic interfaces: To make the integration of new modules possible, a definition of generic
interfaces oriented on the lowest common denominator
of installable modules is necessary.
6) Adaptive data collection: If data collection is required
(e.g., sensor data), the system selects a service that
acquires data adaptively to given preconditions. This
may be the system’s current energy state, the service quality as demanded by the service requester or
forecasts concerning needed energy for future tasks.
Furthermore, collected data needs to be cached for later
usage.
7) Task prioritization: In order to take the user’s preferences concerning critical tasks into account, the system
is able to adhere to task priorities and assign more
privileges to higher prioritized tasks.
8) Clarity and comprehensibility: The architecture must
be structured in a clear and comprehensible way. This
is essential to enable developers to integrate new optimization concepts or module packages into the existing
system.
IV.

EMMA - AN INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT APPROACH

Based on the requirements identified in Section III, we now
present a holistic approach for managing resources in a usercentric and context-aware way, coined EMMA (Energy Management Middleware Architecture) [1]. Furthermore, EMMA
allows an easy integration of existing and future energy optimization concepts. It provides its services in an adaptive,

context- and preferences-aware manner, controls service parameters and monitors the system’s energy state. EMMA runs
continuously in the background and is the exclusive interface
to the system’s resources (such as sensors) and services for
other applications. Thus, EMMA is able to coordinate resource
demands of all applications and to fulfill their requests in the
most energy-efficient way.
A. Main components
EMMA consists of two main components, namely, the
Control Unit and the Service Provider. These and their subcomponents are depicted in Figure 1. In the following, the
components are described.
1) Control Unit: The Control Unit is the central component
dedicated to respond to service requests, select appropriate
services based on context, preferences and demands, and
monitor services and the system’s energy state. If required,
it adapts service parameters to ensure execution of critical
tasks. In order to make intelligent decisions, the Control Unit
employs information obtained from sub-components such as
the Energy Manager, the Schedule Manager and the Service
Identificator. Service requests, responses, and communication
with the Service Provider, as well as among the subcomponents
themselves are handled by a dedicated Controller. The Energy
Manager analyzes the energy status of the whole system,
calculates energy consumption of individual tasks and tries
to predict future energy levels. These results can be combined
with information about charging opportunities in vicinity or in
near future, to reserve energy for future tasks or to preserve
execution of critical tasks by performance adaptation for the
longest time possible. The Service Identificator selects the
most appropriate service for any given service request from
the whole set of available services – as provided by the
Service Provider – based on service parameters and quality of
service characteristics. In general, service selection algorithms
are geared towards a specific subset of services, since service
parameters vary for different kinds of services. In order to
monitor active and upcoming services, the Schedule Manager
keeps track of currently running and future tasks, as well as
respectively associated information.
2) Service Provider: The Service Provider is a passive
component which does not contain any logic or executive
power. Its core task is the integration and administration of
service modules, as well as the provision of all requested
services, the registration of needed callbacks and the caching
of sensor data. To achieve that, the Registry Manager scans
the folders containing all installed modules and corresponding
manifest files, in order to identify added or removed modules
for installation or removal. Afterwards, the current system
state is saved in the Registry Cache, which provides these
information for module identification matters to the Control
Unit. As soon as a module was identified and released for
usage by the Control Unit, the Service Provider creates a new
service object and integrates the identified module in order
to use its unique functionalities. The service is accessible via
specific interface methods (see Section IV-D).
In order to avoid redundant acquisition of raw data, the Service Provider caches sensor data or other requested information
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and provides it, if needed. In case that granularity, accuracy,
and recency of cached data comply with the demanded QoSparameters contained by an incoming service request, it can
be answered by returning this data. The advantage of this
procedure is obvious: By responding to requests with cached
data, the instantiation of a new service object can be avoided
and existing resources can be preserved for upcoming tasks.

Application Layer
App1

App2

Communication Interface
Module Identificator

Controller

Energy Manager

Control
Unit

Schedule Manager

Service Administrator
Registry Manager

Registry Store

Cache Manager

Service
Provider

Data Cache

Middleware
Figure 1.

Overview of the EMMA concept and its components.

B. Modular service concept
A core feature of EMMA is its modular service concept.
A service is defined as any functionality, that a user or
an application might request, e.g., data transfer, acquisition
of sensors data or media playback (see Section IV-C). In
order to maximize the efficiency of providing these services,
EMMA uses a highly modular concept. To this end, for each
functionality a service class is defined in a formal way. Each
service class might use different technologies to provide a
requested service and the selection of a specific module might
depend on diverse request properties, e.g., on the demanded
service quality or the system’s currently available energy. The
internal logics of these different technologies are wrapped
completely transparent in a service module and it is neither
visible to requesting applications, nor the EMMA architecture

itself. The number of possible service modules per service
class is unlimited, and the logic that is wrapped inside the
module package is completly up to the module developer. The
only thing, which needs to comply with EMMA’s development
guidelines, is the proper implementation of the predefined
interfaces of the parent service class, as well as the delivery of
an associated manifest file. The manifest contains information
about the modules QoS parameters, as well as its parent service
class and must be transcripted in a standardized way.
Later on, after the best suited module for a specific use case
was identified (see Section IV-E), it is integrated into a service
object at runtime (see Section V-B). Apart from the growing
diversity of available technologies, this simple plug-and-play
integration is another advantage of EMMA’s modular concept.
It enables optimized logic and improved technologies being
integrated without the necessity for a complete system update
(see Section V).
C. Requesting services
In order to answer an incoming service request in an
adequate manner, several processes need to be executed. This
is due to the necessity of considering the user’s context and
preferences, as well as the most recent energetic system state.
Figure 2 illustrates the handling of a service request in context
of a positioning service. As soon as a new service request was
received at the communication interface, the parent class type
of the requested service is extracted from the request’s data
package. This information is necessary to check if another
instance of the requested service class is already active. If
so, the service quality provided by the already active service
object is checked and compared to the requested minimum
QoS (1). E.g., in context of a positioning system, the minimum
QoS-parameters would be matched if the delivered positioning
accuracy is the same or higher than the requested. Furthermore,
also the update frequency for new positioning fixes should
be equal or higher. If a service, which covers the demanded
quality requirements is active, it can be used for replying to
the request by registering a new callback and return it in a
response package (2). Thus, the request was answered and
the procedure terminates successfully. But sharing of services
is not possible for all kinds of requests, e.g., a data transfer
service cannot be shared due to individual parameters such as
its destination address or the data to transfer. In this case a
new private service object needs to be created and returned.
If there is no comparable service running, the system checks
if the demanded service is a single request or if it requires
periodic updates (3). As long as no periodic updates are
required, an inquiry for cached data is directed to the Service
Provider. Cached data is usable if a) it is output of the
requested service class, b) it is of the demanded recency, and
c) it is corresponding with the QoS-parameters described in
the requests data package. If there is cached data of this kind
(4), it can be packed into a response package and returned
to the requester (5). In this case, the procedure terminates
successfully.
Else, if the request was not of a single nature, or if there is no
data of sufficient quality in the cache, the system checks for the
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Handling of a service request with EMMA

request’s priority in order to rate it critical or not (6) compared
to other tasks. Critical tasks possess the highest priority in
the EMMA system (see Section IV-G); their priority is rated
critical by the user. Only special services, e.g., the device’s
emergency call function, are automatically classified as critical.

If a request is rated critical, all demanded procedures are
executed without further examination and disregarding any
relevant system states (7), e.g., the current battery level. The
response is returned by undertaking all needed actions (18)
and the procedure terminates successful.
Failing this, a system check regarding its current energetic
state is carried out (see Section IV-F), in order to discover
potential resources applicable for new tasks (8). In favor of
this goal, the energy consumption of currently active services is
considered as well as predicted consumption of services which
are scheduled for future usage. Additionally, information about
the current battery level or the user’s position (e.g., nearby
power supplies) is also respected. That is why even with a
drained battery the energetic system status of a device could be
rated as non-critical, because the user is able to easily charge
his phone.
If it turned out in step (8), that there is enough energy
for the new service, the identification of a suitable service
module is initiated (see Section IV-E). For this purpose, the
Control Unit’s Controller obtains a list containing all available
service modules of the requested service class and forwards it
to the Module Identificator. This unit tries to identify the best
suited module by processing the class specific identification
algorithm in combination with the QoS-parameters provided
by the requester (9). In case that there is no module belonging
to the desired service class, the procedure is terminated. If
there are modules of the desired service class, but none of
them matches the requested QoS in an exact way, a pointer
to the module with most similar features and performance
parameters is returned. In a worst case scenario, no module
can be identified. In an unfavorable scenario, a module with
a higher energy consumption than allowed or with a lower
service quality than demanded is identified. That is why the
performance and consumption parameters of a module again
are verified and compared to their counterparts given by the
system. Purpose of this check is to determine if the module’s
features are compatible to the system’s energy state (10),
before a new service object is instantiated combined with
the integration of the identified service module. If a service
creation is not possible, the system tries to schedule the task
(12) without the need to cancel it. This procedure provides
the feature of resuming to a task as soon as new resources
become available again. But due to individual peculiarities,
this is not possible for all services. Reasons for that may be
a high service urgency, because of the service’s individual
features or due to a user’s preferences; other services may
only be reasonable at a given time. E.g., a navigation service is
likely to be needed immediately, while a transfer service could
possibly get scheduled for a future point in time. The decision
of scheduling tasks or not is carried out by processing a given
flag in the requester’s package whether a task is schedulable
or not. If not, the system continues with the verification of the
request’s priority (13) (see Section IV-G). The priority flag is
also included in the request’s data package and was extracted
from the users preferences as well as by analyzing the devices
usage history. After its extraction, the priority can be compared
to priorities of other tasks. If the new task possesses the
highest priority (14), compared to the tasks that are responsible
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for scheduled or currently active services, the system tries
to free energy for the new task by throttling, canceling or
pausing active services. But the adjustment of active services
needs to be handled with care to avoid possible inefficiencies.
E.g., canceling a transfer service during a data transmission
process could force the new transfer of the whole amount
of data on resuming to a task. This would lead to a higher
energy consumption compared to just finishing an ongoing
transmission. If an upcoming task possesses the lowest priority
level, the procedure is canceled immediately and the request
gets marked as a failure (16). In other respects, if the task is
prioritized with an intermediate level, the system again tries
to adjust, pause or cancel services owned by lower prioritized
tasks. If that is not possible or the additional provided energy
is not sufficient, the user is invited to choose which services
are important to him and which are likely to be canceled. In
order to keep up the system’s usability, this approach is only
used in combination with higher prioritized tasks. Additionally,
all taken adjustment actions are logged to enable a later on
analysis of the systems behavior. In case that a service was
approved in (10) or (7), or if enough energy could be freed after
the prioritization procedure, a new service object, containing
the identified module, gets created, followed by the preparation
of a return package (18).
Generally, return packages can contain three different types
of data: 1) a callback registered with a running service instance
(2), 2) requested low level data sets provided by the cache (5)
or 3) a freshly created private service object. After service
usage, the service object is released by the requester and is
not available for usage any more.
D. Communication interfaces
The EMMA concept defines a fixed set of internal and
external interfaces used for communication. Internal interfaces
cover up all routing information and services, e.g., to realize a
working connection between a service object and its integrated
service module (see Section V). In contrast, external interfaces
are responsible for processing service requests and responding
to them. Therefore, data bundles are used to maintain the communication between EMMA and any applications requesting a
service. These bundles contain the ID of the requested service
class, as well as information about the requester’s service
priority, the expected service runtime and QoS-parameters.
The structure of corresponding response bundles is similar.
If a request is answered positively, the reply contains the
requested service, as well as information about its actual
instantiation, as the returned service may either be a callback
function the requester can use, a dedicated service object or
simply the requested data. The information about its actual
instantiation facilitates correct data unmarshalling.
E. Identification of suitable services
In order to be able to choose the most appropriate service
module, EMMA executes an individual identification algorithm
for each service class. This is necessary to ensure that the
performance of the chosen module matches both, the energy

deallocated by the system and the demands of the service
requester. Reasons for the necessity of having separate selection algorithms for each class are the different numbers of
parameters, which are necessary for an adequate description
of a service’s energy consumption and its QoS-characteristics.
The simplest case of describing a module’s characteristics is
by the usage of two different performance parameters, which
form a performance set. One parameter always represents
the module’s energy consumption, the other one describes a
corresponding QoS-specific feature. Each module can possess
any number of performance sets describing varying pairs of
consumption and service quality related to different modes of
operation. In this two dimensional space a target area can be
identified between the point-of-origin and the intersection of
the values of deallocated energy and requested service quality.
In the following, the identification algorithm iterates across all
existing modules of the requested service class and checks if
any set of their performance parameters is located within the
target area. If only one module can be found, this module will
be selected. If several modules match the given thresholds, the
one with the least energy consumption is selected. Otherwise,
if no module can be found, the target area is extended and the
same procedure is started again.
The complexity of the individual identification algorithms
depends on the number of features, which are necessary for
describing a module’s performance. According to the current
concept state, the mere provision of a service is regarded more
important than the meeting of given performance parameters
or the approved energy consumption. In case that no comparable module is offering the same service at a lower energy
consumption, even a module with a much higher consumption
than approved can be provided in order to meet the user’s
demands.
F. Continuous monitoring
In order to adapt the system’s performance and to keep
critical services running as long as possible, EMMA continuously monitors the system’s energy state. Therefore, not
only the current energy consumption but also the predicted
consumption for future tasks, which can be determined by
analyzing the active and upcoming tasks’ schedules, combined
with prediction techniques (see Section II-B3), is included.
Additionally, relevant context information is considered, e.g.,
loading stations near a user’s position (see Section IV-H).
Each monitoring cycle is triggered by new incoming low level
information concerning the system’s power supply, e.g., the
most recent battery level or changes in charging state. In
order to visualize the monitoring process, Figure 3 shows
each individual step which needs to be undertaken to control
and adapt the system’s resource usage. First, the system’s
current energetic state is determined by the Control Unit (1).
The Schedule Manager provides information about effectively
active services and the energy consumed by them. Together
with predictions concerning the amount of energy that is
needed for these and other upcoming tasks in the future, it
can be forecasted if the energy will last for these duties (2).
If there are no worries about the upcoming energy supply
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and if there is no need - or not enough resources left to upgrade the service quality of currently active tasks, the
monitoring procedure terminates without further actions (5).
Else, measures need to be initiated to adjust the system’s
energy balance (4). Generally, the system’s performance can
be adjusted into two directions: Given that either more energy
than expected is available and the system’s performance has
been throttled before or a request demands a higher service
quality than currently granted, the performance of a service as
well as its QoS can be increased. In contrast, if there is less
energy available than expected or a new high-priority service
is started, the performance of active services can be throttled
in order to free new resources. After undertaking demanded
performance adaptations, the monitoring process jumps back
to step (1) and the system’s energetic state is checked again.
If no further adaptations are necessary, the process terminates
in (4).
To adapt the performance of a service module, it can
be modified within its possible performance spectrum, e.g.,
throttle some or all of its individual performance attributes. If
there are more adaptations needed, e.g., because of a better
service quality or if even more energy is needed than the
adjustment of a specific module can provide, the whole module
can be replaced by another of the same service class but with
different performance parameters. The adaptation of service
performance commonly results in a change of service quality.

System
wake-up
1
Check energetical
system state
2

Check for active
services

4

3
isEnergyStateSufficient

Yes

Procedure
terminates
successful

4
Check energetical
system state

Figure 3.

General overview of the EMMA concept and its components.

G. Task prioritization
Prioritizing tasks is one of EMMA’s core concepts and not
replacable for two different reasons. On the one hand, in
order to make decisions concerning performance adaptations, a
comparison as well as an evaluation of the scheduled service’s
performances is needed (see Section IV-F). On the other hand,
there are services and applications with a critical priority,

which means their execution has to be enforced despite a lack
of energy or other resources.
Furthermore, as long as no user specific preferences
concerning a service’s priority exist, each service gets
assigned with the standard priority PRIORITY_MEDIUM.
In order to take account of the user’s personal preferences, EMMA provides a granular priority concept. The
priority levels, featured by the prototypical implementation are PRIORITY_CRITICAL, PRIORITY_HIGH and
PRIORITY_LOW. Afterwards, they can easily be extended
with custom priority levels. The declaration of a service as
critical is meant to ensure its execution, even under unfavorable
circumstances.
Moreover, the usage of priority tags enables the constitution
of hierarchical layers between all existing services, applications and tasks, which results in an order for sequential task
processing. The processing direction itself is determined by
the current use case. E.g., if new energy resources need to be
freed, services from the lowest hierarchical layer are adjusted,
paused or canceled in the first instance. Else, if there is an
existing energy surplus that allows a performance lift of before
throttled services, services in the highest hierarchical layer are
considered first.
H. Energetical relevant context
The usage of context with energetic relevance is also one of
EMMA’s key features. It is especially needed for making decisions concerning the usage of the mobile device’s resources.
The Energy Manager component, which is part of the Control
Unit, is responsible for that.
Concrete statements concerning the system’s current energy
state can be determined by appropriate Application Programming Interfaces (APIs), which are part of every recent smartphone operation system (e.g., the Android BatteryManager
[26] or the iOS UIDevice-object [27]). In contrast, the prediction of forecasts concerning upcoming tasks and related resource drain is much more difficult. To achieve this, logs about
application or service usage can be used as well as information
about calendar events, the user’s social environment or related
preferences (see Section II-B3). If it is obvious that there are
not enough resources available for future tasks, the QoS can be
adjusted. Alternatively, if a context information indicates that
at the time of an upcoming task a power supply is available,
possible resource shortages could be ignored.
Anyways, predictions are not only used for making decisions
towards resource management, they can also be used for periodical resource consumption monitoring. If it is obvious that
enough resources for the lift of a service’s performance quality
are available, some services can be selected for a performance
increase by using the before described prioritization system.
V.

I MPLEMENTATION

In the following, some technical details concerning the
general implementation of EMMA’s prototype as well the
construction of individual service objects are presented.
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A. Basic parameters
In order to assess the feasibility of our approach, we
developed a prototypical application of EMMA with the aid
of the Google Android API (target version 18). In its current
form, however, the prototype was not yet integrated as an
exclusive service manager into the operating system. Instead,
due to access and rights restrictions of the Android SDK it has
been implemented as part of the application layer. Our goal
in this first version was to evaluate the technical feasibility
of EMMA’s core concepts without analyzing any possible
increase in energetic efficiency in detail, yet.
In order to cope with EMMA’s claim for modularity, the
logic of service modules is capsuled in .dex-archive files,
whose content is described both machine- and human-readable
in corresponding XML manifest documents. The latter contain
all information about a module’s performance, nature, and
energy consumption and can hence be used to dynamically
identify any modules matching a service request. Our prototype
is able to respond to incoming requests for either a continuous
or a one-time positioning service by selecting the most appropriate service module, taking into account the current energy
state of the device, as well as context information and currently
active, or scheduled services.

service object. According to the current concept, the identified
module is not restricted in its energy consumption once it was
installed, but it can be replaced by a more economical one if
its consumption is extensive.
In order to be able to use the module’s functionalities after
its integration, a standard callback object provided by the
Android SDK is installed in the service object, serialized and
returned to the service requester. The latter is now able to listen
for positioning updates after rebuilding the callback from its
serialized version.
B. Constructing service objects
From a technical point of view, a service object consists of
several individual components, which are visualized in Figure
5. In case of our prototypical implementation, each individual
service object is derived from a basic service object and
expands it with individual functionalities. Generally, a service
object can be seen as an empty hull not realizing any kind of
own logic. It merely implements all predetermined integration
and communication gateways, in order to ensure a smooth
integration of external logic modules. For the most a basic
service object encapsulates all available information related to
the service class it represents as well as the service modules
which are allowed to become integrated. Moreover, it provides
a standardized interface and related functions for accessing the
service logic inside of the integrated module. On the upper left,
all registered callbacks, which are organized in a list are shown.
If a service is suitable for simultaneous usage by multiple
users, a new user callback is registered here. This approach
prevents the system from an unnecessary, parallel execution
of multiple instances of the same service. Additionally, each
registered callback contains a unique ID, which is returned to
a service requestor after its registration. The ID ensures, that
a callback can be identified and removed after service usage.

Basic Service Object
Access Interface
Registered Callbacks
Figure 4.

Screens of the EMMA prototype application.

To achieve this, the device’s current energy consumption
is determined at first. In order to keep the implementation
overhead for the energy measurements as low as possible,
the energy consumption is approximated by a simple model
based on test results obtained from a HTC Desire using the
PowerTutor application [8]. By combining these information
with knowledge about active and scheduled services as well
es their estimated runtime, it is now possible to calculate the
energy remaining for new services. In order to identify a suitable service module, the requested QoS parameter contained
in a request bundle and the amount of remaining energy are
considered for building a target area (see Section IV-E). After
identification, the chosen module is integrated into a singleton

startService()
stopService()
registerCallback()
etc.

System Callback
Module Container
Interface for integration of a service module

Figure 5.

Schematic representation of a service object.

Furthermore, each service object possesses an individual and
private system callback, which manages the internal communication to the service module. It enables the reception of
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messages directly from the service module and mirrors them
in a second step to each registered user callback.
On the upper right side of Figure 5, examples for possible
access procedures are shown. These are necessary for a direct
service or logic access, e.g., for delivering data sets or for
starting or stopping a service, etc. All required methods for
accessing a service class are defined in a unique way, which
needs to be implemented by each module of this specific
service class. Additionally, the module’s container implements
some further gateways for integrating the service module
into its service object. At runtime, all logic contained in the
module archive is loaded dynamically into the program code
by using the Android-specific, reflection-based DexFile [28]
and DexClassLoader-classes [29].
VI. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
By introducing EMMA, we provided a holistic, modular
concept for individual and context sensitive energy management, which meets the requirements stated in Section III. The
modular concept applies facilities for user-centric service provision and renders the usage of partial optimization concepts
as well as of their energetic savings potential. Furthermore,
the provided architecture makes the integration of third-party
logic a more trivial task for users and developers.
EMMA in its current state is to be considered a basic
architectural framework. Lots of details need an initial clarification or further composition, e.g., the specification of different
service classes and service modules. The process of identifying
and providing services needs further improvements, as well. In
its current state, tasks need a manual prioritization undertaken
by the user. In order to automate this process, the usage
of training or machine learning algorithms is conceivable.
Furthermore, a capable security concept must be provided due
to the possibility of including third-party code dynamically into
the system at runtime. This feature indicates that additional
security measures are inevitable in order to avoid the execution
of malware within EMMA and to avoid the system’s abuse.
In context of a following expert’s discussion consisting of 8
participants with IT background, which was aimed to evaluate
EMMA’s feasibility and utility, we found that the procedure of
integrating modules and the conventions for developing them,
as well as the interface descriptions for requesting services
need to become more facilitated. In their current state, they
seemed to be not as clear as needed for an unrestricted and
easy system usage. In a final step, a second implementation
of the EMMA concept with the goal of evaluating its actual
energy savings potential is to be carried out. Especially, the
integration of the architecture as part of the operational system
proves to be a challenge, since current platforms like iOS or
Android do not allow this without significant interventions in
their system’s core.
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Abstract — Media content streaming and delivery is
nowadays a high popularity service in Internet. Complex
architectures like Content Delivery Networks, Content
Aware/Oriented Networks have been proposed, where
information/content objects are treated as first-class
abstractions. As alternative, light architectures, are
investigated and implemented, working on top of the current
IP networking technologies. In both types of architectures,
appropriate content server and path selection constitute the
primary set of actions to be performed in the content delivery
systems. S uch a problem belongs to the general class of multicriteria optimization problem, having (in our case) as input,
some information on servers, network and user context. This
paper contains an extension of a preliminary work, focused on
algorithms and policies for optimized paths and server
selection. Simulation study results are presented here, to
illustrate the better performance of multi-criteria optimization
algorithms versus random path and/or server selection.
Flexibility of the solution is emphasized, including the
possibility to naturally add new criteria (business, policies) in
the selection process. This work is a part of a larger effort,
aiming to finally implement a subsystem in the framework of a
content delivery light architecture system.
Keywords — Content delivery; Server selection; Path
selection; Content-Aware Networking; Multi-criteria decision
algorithms; Dual adaptation; Future Internet.

I.

INT RODUCTION

The content orientation is an important trend recognized
in the current and Future Internet [1][2]. Consequently,
several solutions have been recently proposed, studied and
implemented, aiming to better support the content oriented
services. The Information/Content-Centric Networking
(ICN/ CCN) approach [3][4] revisits some main concepts of
the architectural TCP/IP stack; the novelty is that in
ICN/CCN the informat ion/content objects are treated as firstclass abstractions. In such architectures the intelligence and
complexity of the network nodes are higher; the routers can
perform content-based route computation (routing) and
forwarding, caching and other content-oriented processing,
leading to systems better adapted to the content requests and
delivery, in co mparison with traditional network. However,
the cost of such systems is rather high, both due to the
architectural changes and also due to the much higher
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Daniel Negru, LaBRI Lab, University of Bordeau x,
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processing performance required fro m routers. Therefore,
some more “light ICN” evolutionary solutions, preserves the
main TCP/IP concepts, but introduce a degree of ContentAwareness at Network layer (CAN) [5]. Seen partially as an
orthogonal solution, Content Delivery Networks (CDNs)
improve the content services [6] by distributing the content
replica to cache servers, located close to groups of users.
However, all the above solutions involve complex
management and control architectures, high CAPEX and
significant
modifications
to
be
introduced
by
Service/Content Providers and Network Providers/Operators.
As alternative, over-the-top (OTT) solutions are
investigated, where the high level services are delivered over
the connectivity offered in current Internet. Here, a Service
Provider (SP) is not (fully) responsible for the transmission
of the information flows to the end-user; users access is done
via the “public Internet”. An OTT-type SP could be an entity
separate from the traditional Internet Service Provider (ISP).
Also, combined solutions exist, with OTT Service Providers
using the CDN Providers infrastructure to improve the
quality of delivery.
A light architecture (OTT-like), for content streaming
systems over the current Internet is proposed by the
European DISEDAN Ch ist-Era project [7][8], (service and
user-based DIstributed SElection of content streaming
source and Dual AdaptatioN, 2014-2015). The business
actors involved are: Service Provider (SP), which is an
entity/actor that delivers the content services to the users and
possibly owns and manages the transportation network); End
Users (EU), which consumes the content; a Content Provider
could exist, which is the owner of some Content Servers.
However, DISEDAN does not deal with contractual
relationships between the CP and SP; one may therefore
assume, in a simplified model, that severs are also owned by
the SP.
A novel concept is introduced based on:
(1) a two-step server selection mechanism (at SP and at
EU) using algorithms that consider context- and contentawareness. An effective solution is constructed for the mu lticriteria hard problem of best content source (server)
selection, considering user context, servers’ availability and
requested content.
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(2) a dual adaptation mechanism consisting of Media
adaptation (also called media flow adaptation) and content
source adaptation (by switching the streaming server), when
the quality observed by the user suffers degradation during
the media session.
The proposed solution could be rapidly deployed in the
market since it does not require complex architecture like
CON/ICN, fu ll-CA N or CDN.
This paper is an extension of the work ([1], ICSNC 2014
conference paper) on paths and server combined selection
algorithms and policies applicable by SPs in a system having
light content delivery architecture. This contribution
additionally presents and analyzes a lot of experimental
results. The acquisition of the input informat ion for the
selection procedure is out of scope of this work; it is
supposed that such information is provided statically or
dynamically (by measurements performed by a monitoring
subsystem) and made availab le for the algorith m.
Section II is a short overview of related work, focused on
mu lti-criteria optimization algorithms and their adaptation to
our context. Section III describes at high level the overall
system and outlines the server-path selection problem.
Sections IV and V contain the main paper contributions,
focused on paths and content server selection combined
algorithm, simulation models and results. Section VI
proposes modifications of the MCDA algorithms to allow
introduction of SP policies, aiming to increase the system
flexibility. Section VII contains conclusions and future work
outline.
II.

RELAT ED WORK

A. Multi-criteria decision Algorithms
This section is a short overview on some previous work
related to path-server selection in content delivery systems,
based on Multi-Criteria Decision Algorithms (MCDA). The
problem belongs to the more general one, known as multiobjective optimization. This has been extensively studied in
various and large contexts of economics and engineering.
The paper will not detail this. Few references are given at the
end of the paper [9][10].
The general problem of mu lti-objective optimizat ion is to
minimize {f1 (x), f2 (x), . . . , fm(x)}, where x ∈ S (set of
feasible solutions), S ⊂ Rn .
A decision vector is defined as x = (x1 , x2 , . . . ,xn )T .
One might have (m ≥ 2) possibly conflicting objective
functions fi : Rn → R , i= 1, ..m and we would want to
minimize them simultaneously.
A set of Objective vectors is defined as images of
decision vectors, where objective (function) values are :
z = f (x) = (f1 (x), f2 (x), . . . , fm(x))T
It is called a feasible objective region W = f(S) the
image of S in the objective space.
Objective vectors are said to be optimal if none of their
components can be improved without deterioration to at
least one of the other components.

A decision vector x_ ∈ S is defined as Pareto optimal if
there does not exist another x ∈ S such that fi (x) ≤ fi (x_) for
all i = 1, . . . , k and fj (x) < fj (x_) for at least one index j.
Figure 1 shows an example for Pareto front, where x =
(server, path); n= 2, x ∈ Z2 (the paths and servers are
identified through some positive integer indexes). We have
f(x) = (f1 , f2 ) = (srv_load, 1/ path_avail_ bandwidth), m= 2.

f2 =1/Path_available_bandwidth

Pareto front

f1=srv_load
Figure 1. An example of objective space and Pareto front

Such optimization problems are in general NP co mplete,
so, different simplified heuristics have been searched. A
simple scalar approach maps the k-dimensional vector onto a
single scalar value w by using an appropriate cost function
c(), thus reducing the problem to a single-criterion one.
However, information about individual components is lost.
In the server-path selection problem several decision
parameters are important, such as: server load and proximity,
transport path (length, bandwidth, loss, and jitter).
Solutions have been searched, treating the decision
variables separately and considering them as independent.
Note that in our case this is only partially true, e.g., delay and
jitter are clearly not independent variables. Therefore,
modifications should be added to the basic algorithm to
capture such effects and this paper proposes a solution.
In the following, we will use a simplified notation:
- identify the solutions directly by their images in the
objectives space Rm ; in other words, we define as decision
parameters/variable the set v i , i = 1, ..m, with i, v i ≥ 0,
where they are actually the values of the objective functions;
- S is nu mber of candidate solutions; they are indexed
by s = 1, 2, ..S;
- the image of a candidate solution s is
Sls =(v s1 ,vs2 ,...,v sm) represented by a point in Rm .
Value ranges of decision variables may be bounded by
given constrains. The selection process means to select a
solution satisfying a given objective function conforming a
particular metric.
One approach to solve the optimizat ion problem is
reference level decision algorithms [11-13]. This will be
used in the paper. Considering the above notations, the basic
algorithm defines two reference parameters:
r =reservation level=the upper limit for a decision
variable wh ich should not be crossed by the selected
solution;
i
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-

a =aspiration level=the lower bound for a decision
variable, beyond which the solutions are seen as
similar.
Without loss of generality one may apply the definitions
of [14][15], where for each decision variable vi there are
defined ri and ai , by computing among all solutions s = 1, 2,
..S:
i

ri = max [v is ], s = 1, 2, ..S
ai = min [v is ], s = 1, 2, ..S

(1)

Figure 2 shows a simple example, where m= 2.

v2

m = 2 variables
S= 3+4 solutions

Forbidden
region

r2
S3

S2
S4

S1
a2
a1

v11 v31

v21

v41

r1

v1

Equivalent
solutions (for v1)

Figure 2. An example of reference level limits (aspiration and reservation)

In [13], modifications of the decision variables are
proposed: replace each variable with distance from it to the
reservation level: vi  ri -vi (so, increasing vi will decrease the
distance); normalization is also introduced to get nondimensional values, which can be numerically compared.
For each variable v si , a ratio is co mputed, for each solution s,
and each variable i:

v si' = (ri-v si)/(ri-ai)

(2)

The factor 1/(ri -ai ) - plays also the role of a weight. The
variable having high dispersion of values (max – min) will
have lower weights, and therefore greater chances to
determine the minimu m in the next relation (3). In other
words, less preference is given to those variables having
close values (reason: a given candidate selection among
them will not influence significantly the overall optimu m).
The algorithm steps are:
Step 0. Compute the matrix M{vsi '}, s=1…S, i=1…m
Step 1. Compute for each candidate solution s, the
minimu m among all its normalized variables v si ':
min s = min{vsi '}; i=1...m

(3)

Step 2. Make selection among solutions by computing:
vopt = max {min s }, s=1, ..S
(4)
This vopt is the optimu m solution, i.e it selects the best
value among those produced by the Step 1.
The reference level algorith m has been used in several
studies.

The work [15] proposes a decision process for networkaware applicat ions, based on reference level MCDA with
several metrics. The imp rovement (co mpared to the basic
algorith m) consists in considering not only the currently
selected server status, but also the system future state after
the selection. The simu lation results showed a slight gain
versus the basic algorith m, wh ile using the same
informat ion fro m the network level (server and link load).
The work [16] proposes and evaluates a multi-criteria
decision algorithm for efficient content delivery applicable to
CDN and/or ICN. It co mputes the best available source and
path based on information on content transfer requirements,
servers and users’ location, servers load and available paths.
It runs processes at two levels: 1. o ffline discovering multiple
paths, and gathering their transfer characteristics; 2. for each
content (online) request, finding the best combined server –
path (reference level model). The fo llowing “use cases” are
evaluated: random server and random path, combined with
shortest single path routing protocol (current Internet
solution); closest server and random path, (similar to the
current CDN); least loaded server and random path; best
server and the path with more available bandwidth in the
bottleneck link. Simu lation, using Internet large scale
network model, confirmed the effectiveness gain of a content
network architectures (i.e., having a degree of network
awareness) and efficiency of the combined path-server
selection.
The work [17] models and analyzes a simple paradig m
for client-side server selection. Each user independently
measures the performance of a set of candidate servers,
randomly chooses two or more candidate and selects the
server providing the best hit-rate. The algorithm converges
quickly to an optimal state where all users receive the best
hit-rate (respectively, bit rate), with high probability. It is
also shown that if each user chooses just one random server
instead of two, some users receive a hit-rate (respectively, bit
rate) that tends to zero. Simu lations have evaluated the
performance with varying choices of parameters, system
load, and content popularity.
The contributions of this paper w.r.t. prev ious work
mentioned are summarized as: two-phase flexib le selection
procedure based on MCDA reference level algorith m,
applicable with slight modifications for nine use cases (see
Section IV); addit ional policy supporting modificat ions
proposed for the basic algorithm, in order to capture
different Service Provider strategies.
Note that other algorith ms can be used to optimize the
selection belonging to a different class like Evolutionary
Multi-objective Optimization Algorithms (EMO) [18].
However, this approach is not in the scope of this study.
B. Dual Adaptation
The adaptation techniques of interest for DISEDAN have
been : in–session media flo w adaptation methods (Dynamic
Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH) [19-20]) and
complemented by the Content Servers (CS) switching (this is
partially similar to the first CS selection).
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The DISEDAN DASH subsystem details are not in the
scope of this paper. However, for the sake of completeness
we gave a short description of it. This technology has been
selected in DISEDAN for in-session media adaptation.
DASH was recently adopted as multimedia streaming
standard, to deliver high quality multimedia content over the
Internet, by using conventional HTTP Web servers [19-20].
It min imizes server processing power and is video codec
agnostic; it enables automatic switching of quality levels
according to network conditions, user requirements, and
expectations. The DASH offers important advantages (over
traditional push-based streaming) [21]. A DASH client
continuously selects the highest possible video representation
quality that ensures smooth play-out, in the current
downloading conditions. This selection is performed on-thefly, during video play-out, from a pre-defined discrete set of
available video rates and with a pre-defined granularity
(according to video segmentation).
III.

DISEDA N SYST EM SUMMARY

A. System Concept
The DISEDAN project proposes an evolutionary and
light architecture for content delivery via Internet, mu ltidomain compatible. It works in Over the Top (OTT) style,
involving more simp le management and control in
comparison to ICN/ CCN. DISEDAN defines a novel concept
having as main features, as mentioned in Introduction
section: a. two-step server selection mechanism (at Service
Provider (SP) and at End User) by using algorithms that
consider context- and content-awareness; b. dual adaptation
mechanism during the sessions, - which consists in media
flow adaptation (based on segmented video content delivery
by using Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH)
[19-20]) and/or content servers switching (handover).
Note that DASH details and design are out of scope of
this paper.
Figure 1 illustrates the system concept. The main
business entities/ actors are those mentioned above: SP, EU,
CS. The SP and possible Content Provider (CP) entities are
not seen as distinct. Also, the full CS management is out of
scope of this system. The connectivity between CSs and EU
Terminals (EUT) are assured by traditional Internet Services
Providers (ISP) / Network Providers (NP) - operators. The
ISP/NPs do not enter exp licitly neither in the business
relationships set considered by DISEDAN, nor in the
management architecture.
It is supposed that SP has knowledge on: Content servers
identities, their status - including their availability in terms of
content objects contained and their current available capacity
to serve new requests. Also, the SP may (optionally) have
some information about static and/or dynamic connectivity
resources (at overlay level) in the network, between different
servers and potential groups of users (the latter could be
placed everywhere in the network). Such information - if it
exists - co mes fro m external entities (e.g, network operators)
or even from the CSs, if they are capable to evaluate the
characteristics of some paths.

A simplified scenario is described below (see Figure 3).
The End User issues a Media description request (action
(1) in Figure 3) to SP. The SP analyses the requests; it
evaluates the CSs status and after applying an optimization
algorithms, returns to the user a Media Program Description
(MPD) file– containing, among others, the identity of a
selected server (or a ordered list of servers). The End User
performs the final selection based on SP-delivered
information and - possibly - based also on some local
measurements. Again, an optimization algorith m could be
used in this final selection. The End User selects Content
Source 1 and starts to ask (HTTP requests) video segments,
(2).
While receiv ing the segments, local quality
measurements (3) are performed at End User Terminal
(EUT) in order to guide the adaptation process. If, for some
reasons, the received quality was poor, then the EUT may
decide:
either to apply DASH adaptation, i.e., to determine
the rate for the next segment request and maybe ask
the next segment with a lower b it rate (5a) fro m the
same Content source, or
to switch to another CS. In this case, it may initiate
probing of other candidates (4) and finally switch the
Content source (in our case Content Source 2 is
selected as a new source).
Multimedia Description Server
(Service Provider Manager)
1

2

3

Content
source 1

Measurements

5a

Probing 4
5b

End User
Content
source 2

Figure 3. DISEDAN concept

B. System Architecture
Figure 4 shows a simplified high level view of the
general architecture.
The Service Provider includes in its Control Plane:
 MPD File generator – dynamically generates Media
Presentation Description (MPD) XM L file,
containing med ia segments info rmation (video
resolution, bit rates, etc.), ranked list of
recommended CSs and, optionally - current CSs state
informat ion and network state (if applicab le).
 Selection algorithm – runs Step 1 of server selection
process. It exploits Multi-Criteria Decision
Algorithms (MCDA) [9][15][16], modified to be
applied to DISEDAN context , or Evolutionary Multiobjective Optimization algorithm (EMO) [18], etc.,
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End UserTerminal
Media
Player

O3

DASH
appl.

Content Server 1

Data segment Request
O2

DASH
Access
client

O1

(5)

Streaming
Module

Data segment

DB
Media
adaptation

Content source
Selection and
Adaptation engine

MPD File
Request

(6)

(4)

Selection
Algorithm

Monitoring

Content Server
switching

.
.
.

Monitoring
Content Server n

MPD File
(1)

(3)

Monitoring
Service
Provider

MON
signaling

Media
Description
Generator
(2)

Selection Algorithm

DB

Control Plane
blocks

Figure 4. DISEDAN general architecture; DASH - Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP; MD – Media Description; DB – Data Base ; O1, O2, O3 –
DASH Observation Points [ ISO/IEC 23009-1]

to rank recommended CSs and media representations, aiming
to optimize servers load as well as to maximize system
utilization.

Monitoring module – collects monitoring
information from CSs and performs the processing required
to estimate the current state of each CS.
The End User Terminal entity includes the modules:
 Data Plane: DASH (access and application) –
parses the MD file received fro m SP and handles
the download of media segments fro m CS; Media
Player – playbacks the downloaded media
segments.
 Control Plane: Content Source Selection and
Adaptation engine – implements the dual
adaptation mechanism; Selection algorithm –
performs the Step 2 of server selection process. It
can also exploit MCDA, EM O, or other algorith ms
to select the best CS fro m the set of candidates
recommended by SP; It runs adaptation process;
Monitoring module – monitors changing (local)
network and server conditions.
The Content Server entity includes the modules:
 Data Plane: Streaming module – sends media
segments requested by End Users;
 Control Plane: Monitoring module – monitors CS
performance metrics (CPU utilization, network
interfaces utilization, etc.).
The following functional steps are performed :

(1) EUT issues to SP a media file request.
(2) SP analy zes the status of the CSs and runs the
selection algorithm (optionally the SP could make first, a
current probing of the CSs); For each user request the SP
could consider also the user profile, the policies of the SP for
this user’s class and other information at the SP side (e.g.,
states of the servers and possibly network-related
information).
(3) SP returns to EUT a ordered list of candidates CS (SP
proposal) embedded in a MD- xml) file.
(4) The EUT performs the final CS selection, by running
its own selection algorithm.
(5) EUT starts asking segments from the selected CS.
During media session, the EUT makes quality and context
measurements. Continuous media flow adaptation is applied
using DASH technology if necessary or (6) CS switching is
decided. From the EU point of view the steps 1-2-3
composed the so-called Phase 1 and steps 4-5-6 the Phase 2.
During the receipt of consecutive chunks, the user’s
application can automatically change the rate of the content
stream (internal DASH actions , - which are out of scope in
this paper) and/or also can switch to another CS.
IV. PATH AND SERVER SELECTION OPTIMIZATION ALGORIT HM
A two phase selection process is adopted here, similar to
[9][15]. The Phase 1 is executed offline and computes
candidate paths from servers to users. The Phase 2 applies a
MCDA (reference level variant) algorith m and computes the
best path-sever solution, based on multi-criteria and also
policies guidelines. Note that the multi-criteria algorithm is
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flexible: any number of decision variables can be used,
depending on their availability. For instance, in a mu ltidomain network environ ment it is possible that SP has not
relevant or complete knowledge about end to end (E2E)
transport paths. In such cases the list of available decision
variables can be as well used. Another additional
contribution here consists in modifying the reference
algorithm, to include different SP policies concerning the
importance of some decision variables with respect to others.
A. Network Environment
The content delivery might involve several network
domains independently managed [4][5]. In a combined
optimization procedure for path and server selection it is not
realistic, fro m the real systems management point of view, to
consider all details of the paths from the content servers to
the users. Therefore (supposed in this paper and also in
DISEDAN), the SP network awareness is limited, e.g., to
knowledge about the inter-domain context, i.e., the interdomain graph (where each network do main is abstracted as a
node) and inter-domain link capacities, while considering the
mu lti-tier organized Internet. The location (domains) of the
potential groups of users and server clusters are also
supposed to be known.
Figure 5 shows a generic examp le of a tiered structure
network, containing several domains D11, ...D33
interconnected via inter-domain links. At the edges of this
structure, groups of servers and users are connected to Tier 3
domains. In Figure 5, two possible paths from D33 to D32
are shown. The Phase 1 procedure will compute such similar
paths between two edge domains .

Tier3
Group of
Servers
SG1

Tier2

…

User
Group1
D23

D32

D31
D22
D12

D11

Tier1

D21

D13

P2
Group of
Servers
SG2

D24

D25
P1
D26
D33

Figure 5. Example of a sample tiered network. P1 and P2 – paths from
domain D33 to D32.

B.
Use cases for path-server selection procedure
based on MCDA algorithm
Several Use Cases can be defined for a combined
algorithm, by considering several criteria for the path and
server selection. Different metrics can be defined for paths
and servers status evaluation. The path metric can be the
simplest - nu mber of hops, or a more powerful one (enabling
better QoS assurance), e.g.: link cost=1/B, where B could be
the static link capacity or the available bandwidth
(dynamically measured). Also, constrained routing policies
can be applied (e.g., related to bandwidth, number of hops,
etc.). The bandwidth of the selected path should be the
maximu m one (among several paths having the same start
and end nodes) but evaluated at the bottleneck link of that
path. Additionally, the path might be constrained, e.g.: the
number of hops (i.e., do mains), should be lower than a
maximu m. For server status, one could consider the server
proximity to the user, or server load. The MCDA algorithm
has the quality that it can use several decision variables and
make a global optimization.
For the path selection one may apply: a. Single path
between server and user (usually provided by the current
Internet routing based on min imu m number of hops); b.
Random path selected among equal costs paths between
server and user, given that a multipath protocol is applied
(e.g., modified Dijkstra algorith m); c. best path among
several paths having similar costs in a defined range.
For server selection one may apply: 1. Random selection;
2. Closest server to the user (e.g., considering as metric the
number of hops, i.e., do mains - between server and user; 3.
Least loaded server (the load can be evaluated as the current
number of connections, or partially equivalent- as the total
bandwidth consumed at the server output).
Considering combinations of the above factors , nine Use
cases (and corresponding algorithms) can be defined: a.1,
a.2, ...c.3, if independent decisions are taken for path, and
respectively the server, with no MCDA algorithm. However,
we will consider a g lobal optimization M CDA algorithm
with several decision variables taken from the above.
C. Two phases path-server selection procedure
The following simp lifying assumptions are considered
valid for this first version of the selection procedure:
 All servers are managed by the unique module called
Resource Allocator (RA) belonging to SP Manager. The
RA knows each server status, including its current load
(number of active connections and bandwidth
consumed at the server output). A degree of contentawareness exists in RA; it knows the inter-do main
graph, and inter-domain link capacities.
 Each do main is considered as a node in the network
graph, i.e., the intra-domain transport is not visible.
This is a major realistic assumption in simplify ing the
amount of knowledge supposed to exist at SP level.
 All servers and users location are established offline,
and are fixed. However, the system can accommodate
the end user terminal mobility, given that in the content
delivery phase a content server switching is possible.
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The total number of content objects (Max_no_CO) are
distributed (offline mode, by an external caching
process, out of scope of this algorithm) to server groups
and between the servers of a given group, while the
number of COs in a server should be ≤
Max_no_CO_per_Server.
The content object instances replicated in surrogate
servers are known by the RA. A data structure CO_SRV
_map contains the mapping of CO replica on servers.
Each CO is stored in 1, 2…. K servers; K = maximu m
number of servers to replicate a content object.
The time-life of a CO instance in a server is unlimited.
All COs are delivered in unicast mode, so a
“connection” is 1-to-1 mapped to a content
consumption session. The COs have the same
popularity.
Each CO user request asks for a single CO; however,
the same CO can be consumed simultaneously by
several users, by using private connections.
RA treats the User requests in FIFO (queue named
COreq_Q) order.
RA accepts or rejects user requests. Rejection happens
if there are no servers, or no transport resources
available. No further negotiation between the User and
RA is assumed after a request transaction processing.
The bandwidth occupied by a connection is equal to
Bw_CO (in the first approach it can be considered
constant). More generally this bandwidth is random, in
a range Bw_ CO +/- Bw.
A connection load for the server and path will be
Bw_ CO, during Tcon interval measured from the
connection request arrival instant (we neglect the
processing time for content/connection requests ).
RA uses the most simple additive bandwidth
management (no statistical multip lexing is assumed).
The average duration of a connection (for content
consuming) is Tcon. The real duration could be in a
range TCon +/- Tcon.

The Phase 1 (offline) general objective is to compute, on
the inter-domain graph, (mu ltiple) paths fro m server domains
to user domains. No traffic load consideration is applied. The
input data are: topology, inter-domain link capacities,
location of servers, and users. Some constraints can be
applied, e.g., bottleneck bandwidth (BB) on any path ≥
Bmin; number of hops (domains) on any path ≤ NHmax. The
simplest metric is the classic one (number of hops).
More powerful approaches compute multiple paths: equal
cost paths, or sets of paths having costs in a given range.
Having more than one path would provide several MCDA
choices opportunity. The multip le paths can be computed, by
running a modified version of the classic Djikstra algorithm
[22]. A “better” (fro m QoS point of v iew) additive met ric is:
link_cost= 1/Blink, where Blink is the link bandwidth/capacity).
Given that routing process is a classic one, it will be not
detailed in this paper. The Phase 1 output is a set of subgraphs, each one containing the multi-paths from a given
group of servers to a given group of users . The Phase 1
algorithm is convergent. Its order of complexity is not higher
than for different variants of Dijkstra based algorithms [22].
Phase 2
The Phase 2 of decision process jointly selects (for each
user request arrived at RA), the best pair server-path (based
on dynamic conditions) from the available candidates
computed in the Phase 1. The signalling details user-RA are
out of scope of this paper. The RA applies an admission
control decision, followed/combined with an MCDA
algorithm. The Phase 2 dynamic ity means updating the paths
and server loads according to the new requests arrived. Also
considering the time-life of a connection, different server
status items are updated when the connections are terminated.
Note that there is no problem to downgrade the algorithm if
complete path information is missing. More generally, the
number of decision variables and the amount of information
existent on them (static and/or dynamic) are flexible items in
MCDA approach.
A description of Phase 2 is given below in a free-style
simplified pseudo-code format.

Description of Phase 2 in pseudo-code
Request analysis and resource allocation (pseudocode)
// It is assumed a time process , which triggers activation of the main procedure, at each generic time t ick instant Tk. This
approach can serve also for managing the time lives of connections. The algorithm description is given below.
Each Tk
{ While COreq_Q non-empty
{req = Extract_first_element_from COreq_Q( );
Process_request (req);//processes the first request fro m the request queue COreq_Q
Adjust_time_life_of_connections_in servers; }
}
Process_request(req) // description of a user request processing
{Identify_Server _groups_and_individual_servers_able_to_provide_CO ; // candidate servers for requested content
{//Search in the CO_SRV _ map, by using the CO index in the request}
Create _candidate_servers_vector; // containing one entry for each such server
Collect_status_of_each_server; //fro m a data structure Server_status, the status of each sever is loaded in the
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// vector; in the most simple variant the status is: the current number of active
// connections for that server
Determines_ sub-list_of _paths_for each candidate_server; // fro m the list of updated paths, by using information
// fro m the Phase 1
Create_candidate_list_of_path_server_solutions; //each solution is characterized by server load, bandwidth
// and number o f hops
Delete_full_loaded_servers; //optional; it can be included in M CDA algorith m
Delete_elements_ from_the_list_of_paths_associated_to_the_candidate_list:// optional; it can be done by MCDA
// those which have number of hops > NHop max
// those which have Available Bandwidth < Bmin
Run_the_MCDA reference_level_ algorithm ;// determine best path-server solution; policies can be included here
If successful
then
{Increase_success_list_statistics;
Update_the_allocated_server_load;
// Increase the number of act ive connections
// Load & start timer associated to the time-life o f this connection
Add_additional_bandwidth_consumed_to_ the_allocated_path_load on all links;}
else increase_the_reject_list_statistics;
}
Adjust_time_life_of_connections // delete the terminated connections from the server status
For each server //Sv1, …Svn
{ For each timer
{ If Active_flag=1 and Ti mer_value >0
then {Timer_value - -;
If Ti mer_value = 0 then {Active_flag=0; NCO_srv --; }}}
Generation_ Request_for_Content_object_
Initializat ion: TReq = random [1,…P*Tk];
Each Tk // equivalent with periodic interrupts at Tk seconds interval
{Treq = Treq - 1;
If Treq =0 then
{ k = random [1, …. Max_no_CO];
Put_CO_req (User_id, Tcon, COk,)_in_COreq_Q;//place a new request in the queue
TReq = random [1,…P*Tk]}; // restart timer and select a random interval until the
// next request generation}
V. SIMULATION SCENARIOS AND SAMPLES OF RESULT S
Considering the assumptions presented in the previous
section and optimization algorithm, several simulation
scenarios have been elaborated and experimented. This
section presents a summary of results obtained. The
objective is to determine the degree of effectiveness that an
algorithm as MCDA can have versus other more simple
selection decisions.
A. Simulation Framework
Figure 6 shows the multi-domain network model used in
simulations. The network topology is organized on three
tiers: Do mains 5 and 6 belong to Tier1; Do mains 3, 4, 8 and
9 belong to Tier2; Domains 1, 2, 7, and 10 belong to Tier3.
The general approach of the simulation framework is
described below.

A two phase selection process is adopted.
The
prerequisites are: topology, EUs, servers are fixed; content
object distribution is random but static;
Phase 1 executed offline, co mputes candidate paths from
servers to users. Phase 2 executed online, applies a selection
algorithm (M CDA, etc.) and allocates resources; statistics
are collected.
The EU requests are addressed to RA and are randomly
distributed (uniform) in t ime. The RA searches a solution:
runs a selection procedure ( MCDA, etc.) to assign a (server,
path) pair for this request; Updates the system status
(servers, paths); counts the success and reject events in
variable traffic load conditions
In order to compare MCDA results to other selection
procedures the simulation model also supports:
Best server (BS) (least loaded)- single criterion :
1. get Request (obj_id) from an EU
2. select the set of servers having obj_id
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3. select among them a BS ( no matter the path)
4. Final decision: fail if no_avail_ Srv or no_avail_path,
accept otherwise
5. If, accept, then update the system status
Closest server (CS) single criterion :
1., 2., same as before
3. Select CS (no matter the path)
4., 5. Same as before
Scalar metric(CO1) ( Minkowski- order 1)
1., 2., same as before
3. Co mpute metric, select the solution having M(1) = min
4., 5. Same as before
The Minkowski metric of order 1 [16] is computed as :
Cost = NH/NHmax + SL/SLmax + PL/PLmax, where
NH = number of hops on a path, SL= server load, PL= path
load.

Figures (7-10) show comparative results for different
algorithms: the success ratio versus request rate. One has
considered different replication factors, here samples are
shown for versus rf= 3, 8 replicas. The following co mments
on results can be stated:
 When the system is significantly non-saturated (low
request rate) different algorith ms produce similar
results. No significant gain is observed for MCDA.
 When the system saturation is very high, again the
algorithms results start to be similar. Therefore, for a
given network dimensioning one should evaluate the
region (versus traffic load), in wh ich more co mplex
algorithms such as MCDA may produce significantly
better results, versus trivial ones.
 When replication factor rf increases the MCDA
results are clearly better. One can observe an
improvement ratio of 40% in case of rf = 8.
 When replication factor rf increases the Minkowski-1
metric-based algorithm produces similar results as
MCDA.
Note: The follo wing diagrams (in Scenarios 1 and 2 of
results) have the “request rate” label on oX axis. Actually,
the values are the total request number per simu lation time.
However, the label was set with attribute
“rate” to
emphasize the fact that the request rate is increasing
proportionally as the total number of request is higher.

Figure 6. Network model used in simulations

B. Scenario 1 Results
Sample of the simulation results are pres ented below.
The simulation model parameters are:
int Smax = 50; //Max no. of servers deployed over the
whole network
int Cmax = 100; //Max no. of original content objects
int D = 10; //The number of network do mains within the
whole network
int Nmax = 300; //Max no. of user requests within the
simulation time interval
int T = 1000; //The simulation time interval
int M = 300; //The lifetime for a server-user mult imedia
streaming session
int CD = 15; //Max number of content object replica
within whole network
There are several streaming servers on each domain. The
users are requesting for different mu ltimedia contents. For
any accepted request, a new server-user session is opened.

Figure 7. Success ratio for CO replication = 3

Figure 8. MCDA gain for CO replication = 3
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Figure 12 serves to illustrate more the previous statement
associated to Figure 11; it shows the MCDA improvement
versus Best Server selection. It is again seen that MCDA can
offer significant gain only if the replication factor is higher
than 5 and for higher request rates.

Figure 9. Success ratio for CO replication = 8

Figure 12. Summary of MCDA success ratio versus request rate and
replication factor

Figure 10. MCDA gain for CO replication = 8

Figure 11 presents a summary of experiments showing
how MCDA success ratio varies when different replication
factor is applied and different request rates exist. The surface
is called “decision space”, because one can decide based on
such surfaces when it is worth to apply a MCDA algorith m,
and when other more simple approach could be used.

Figure 11. Summary of MCDA success ratio versus request rate and
replication factor

C. Scenario 2 Results
The same network has been used. Some specific
conditions of these experiments have been:
Simu lation Interval T=100
Max number of requests Nmax=variable = [100…5000];
Rate = Nmax/T
Multimedia session duration M=30
Link capacities: tier1=100, tier2=30, t ier3=10
Number of replicas for the content objects:4.
Note: The diagrams below have been extracted from
experiments where it is wanted to check the correctness of
rejection reasons due to different non-available resources
(either server saturation or link/network paths saturation). In
order to emphasize such effects, an increasing additional
load in the network has been generated. Instead of adding
background traffic the method to increase the network load
has been by not releasing in the network the paths occupied
by a session after its termination (however, the server is
freed). In this way, the network traffic is constantly
increasing during the simulat ion time. Consequently, it is
expected that a correct behavior of the algorithm will
determine more rejections due to network lin ks saturation.
Figure 13 shows in the above condition the performance
of the Best Server method selection, given that the total
traffic in the network is increasing (two reasons: request rate
increasing and, the percentage of rejections due to path load
is increasing). This shows that in real cases the network
connectivity capacities should be enough high, otherwise a
high number of servers does not help so much.
A simila r behavior is exposed when the selection is
performed based on Minkowski - order 1 metric - see Figure
14. Figure 15 shows that still M CDA has ~20% gain over
Best-server method even at high request rate. However, the
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gain is less between MCDA and CO-1 (Figure 16). The
exp lanation of this is that CO-1 includes several parameters
in its scalar formula.

Success Ratio (%)
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60.00
Rejected due SL

40.00
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0.00

80.00
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20.00

MCDA vs CO1

0.00

100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
1000

Requests Rate
Average Path
Length

Requests Rate

Figure 17. MCDA gain versus others

Figure 13. Best Server (BS)- performance
Success Ratio CO1
Content Object Replication=3
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Success Ratio (%)
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Success Ratio BS
Content Object Replication=3
80.00

Success Ratio MCDA vs others
Content Object Replication=3

70.00
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Accepted

50.00

Figure 17 shows an aggregated diagram: M CDA gain
versus other methods. It is seen the closest to MCDA is CO1.
Figure 18 contains four diagrams representing the
behavior of the system versus time. One can see that for a
high request rate the system becomes saturated sooner and
the MCDA does no more offer gain versus other selection
methods (e.g. rate = 7 versus rate = 20, or 50)
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Figure 14. CO-1 - performance
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Figure 15. MCDA gain versus BS
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Figure 16. MCDA gain versus CO-1
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Figure 19. MCDA behaviour at high request rate

D. Scenario 3 Results
The conditions of simulations are the same as in Scenario
2 except the fact that no other additional traffic is present in
the network but only the media session traffic. Each session
when terminated will determine release of the resources on
all network links previously used.
The simu lation time has been increased to allow the time
diagrams to show the region of some stable conditions of
load for servers and network paths.

Figure 18. System behavior versus time for different request rates, going
towards system saturation

At high request rate and rather equal session duration (T≈
30 sec.) a cyclic behavior is observed (Figure 19). When the
system is unloaded, a lot of requests are accepted in short
time. Then the servers become saturated (100% load). The
sessions terminate at t ≈ 30 sec., all rather in the same short
interval (compared to session duration) and Server load
decreases sharply. Meantime new requests arrive (however,
the network is partially loaded now) and the Server Load
increases again until t ≈ 60 sec, when a new decrease is
observed and so on.
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The step 2 compares values coming from different types
of parameters (e.g., 1/ Bwdth, delay, jitter, server load,
etc.) - independent or dependent on each other. The
normalization allows them to be co mpared in the
max{ } formula. However, the numbers co mpared are
fro m items having different nature. This is an inherent
weak property of the basic algorithm.
 More important is that the SP might want to apply
some policies when selecting the path-server pair for a
given user. Some decision variables could be more
important than others. For instance, the number of
crossed domains (no_of_hops in MCDA) can be the
most important parameter – given the transit cost. In
other cases, the server load could be more important,
etc.
A simple mod ification of the algorithm can support a
variety of SP policies. We propose here a modified formula :
(3’)

v si' = wi(ri-v si)/(ri-ai)

Figure 20. Comparison of MCDA behavior versus other algorithms versus
time

The results presented in Figure 20 show a better
performance of MCDA evaluated on long term, versus other
methods. The MCDA algorith m is compared to Best Server,
Closest Server and Minkowski 1- metric algorith m. The
main conclusion is that MCDA and CO1 expose very close
performances while BS and CS are weaker- due to either
server or path non availability.
VI.

where the factor wi  (0,1] represents a weight (priority) that
can be established from SP policy considerations, and can
significantly influence the final path-server selection. This
will solve the above mentioned issues.
A sample examp le below shows the optimization
obtained. Let us consider a selection scenario, in which the
decision variables are given in Table I, and six candidates in
Table II (entries are native not-yet normalized values)
Priorities are introduced in Table I, derived fro m SP
policy. Here, the server load and numbers of hops are
considered the most important.
One can define: a1= 0, r1=100; a2=0, r2=10; a3=110,
r3 = 10; a4=0, r4=50; a5=0, r5=100.
TABLE I.
Decision
variables
v1
v2
v3
v4
v5

POLICY GUIDING THE MCDA

Several remarks can be done related to the basic
reference level algorithm:
 The formu la min s =min{ vsi ' }; i= 1..m (3), selects as
representative of each candidate solution, the “worst
case” value, i.e., for all other variables/parameters, this
solution has “better” normalized values then this
representative. This is arithmetically correct, however,
in practice, this “worst” case parameter might be
actually less important than others, either fro m
technical or business (i.e., policies) point of view.
 In some particular cases with dependent variables (e.g.,
delay/jitter) the solution selected could be not the most
appropriate, from actual implementation point of view.

Semantics

Units

Priority

server load
number of hops
available bwdth on the path
jitter
E2E delay

( %)
Integer
Mbps
ms
ms

1- max
1
2
3
4- min

TABLE II.
vs1
vs2
vs3
vs4
vs5

DECISION VARIABLES EXAMP LE

s1
0
5
40
0
30

CANDIDATE SOLUTIONS EXAMPLE
s2
20
7
20
10
80

s3
40
6
50
30
70

s4
70
3
80
20
40

s5
80
4
50
10
30

s6
100
5
60
30
50

Applying the basic algorithm (i.e., with no priorities)
simple co mputation will show that formula (4) is max{0.3,
0.1, 0.3, 0.3, 0.2, 0}, showing that solutions s1, s3, s4 are
equivalent. However, examining the init ial input candidate
values, it is clear that s 1 is the best (server load=0, and
sufficient available bandwidth- compared to others).
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Now, we introduce policies, assuming the priorities
assigned in Table I. So me weights (acting as compression
factors) can be defined, e.g., w1 = 0.5, w2 = 0.5, w 3 = 0.7, w 4 =
0.8, w 5 = 1.0. Then applying the formula (3’), one gets a new
set of values for the formula in (4), i.e., max {0.21, 0.07, 0.2,
0.15, 0.1, 0}. It is seen that s1 solution is now selected as the
best, which corresponds to the intuitive selection of it.
Some other examp les have been checked to verify the
prioritized selection capability
of the modified MCDA.
Note that despite its simplicity the modification proposed
can have major impact on algorith m results, given that
different SP policies can be defined, depending on user
categories, content server explo itation needs, networking
environment, etc. Therefore, the weighting factors in
practice do not come fro m some formu las, but should be
chosen, based on the defined priorities of the SP. A natural
usage of the modified algorithm proposed here could be to
select several sets of best solutions, fit to the different
policies of the Service Provider.
VII.

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]
[9]

[10]

[11]

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE W ORK

This paper presented a study on multi-criteria decision
algorithms and procedures for best path-server selection in a
content delivery system.
While applying some previous ideas of two phases
procedure (offline and online) the solution adopted here is a
flexible (supporting many use cases) modified decision
procedure, which additionally can capture some policy
related priorities for decision variables. It was shown that
such modifications can enhance the added value of the
decision taken by the algorithm.
Future work will be done (in the DISEDAN project
effort) to simulate the system in a larger network
environment, and finally, to imp lement the described
procedures in the framework of a system dedicated to
content delivery based on a light architecture.
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Abstract—Today, little is known about how the various elements
involved in the presentation of mobile applications (apps) in app
stores influence the download or purchase decision of potential
users. Current publications primarily focus on the possibilities
and technical tools of app store marketing based on best practices or experience. However, research on customer preferences
with regards to the presentation of apps in app stores as well as
the impact of single app store elements on purchase or usage
decisions has yet to be addressed. In this context, the key research objectives of this paper are to not only analyze the impact
of individual app store elements on customer choice but also see
if the customers can be segmented into homogenous groups according to their preferences. Accordingly, this study will identify the relative importance of individual app store elements,
from both a general or mass market perspective as well as a user
segmentation perspective, and derive recommendations on how
to successfully present mobile applications in app stores. With
this objective in mind, a conjoint analysis of a fictitious mobile
messaging app in the Apple App Store was carried out for the
purpose of identifying the relative importance of app store elements in the mass market. It was followed by a Latent Class
Analysis, which looked at how those preferences differed among
different market segments.
Keywords-Mobile App Marketing; App Store Elements; App
Marketing; Consumer Preference; Conjoint Analysis; Market
Segmentation; Latent Class Analysis.

I.

INTRODUCTION

As discussed in [1], the number of mobile applications is
steadily growing. More than a million applications are now
available for Android and iOS in the respective app stores
(i.e., GooglePlay and Apple App Store). Accordingly, the
competition among individual app providers is constantly rising [2]. It has long since ceased to be enough to simply turn a
good idea into an app. More and more, the question has become, which factors trigger the user’s purchase decision. Numerous managers in the mobile phone business are now forced
to deal with this situation and to define mobile app marketing
strategies on how to achieve and defend a competitive position
for their apps in the market.
Marketing plans and strategies are usually created according to the concept of the marketing mix, which also plays a
key role in mobile app marketing [3]. The marketing mix
should be an optimal combination of marketing tools from the
areas of Product (product policy), Price (pricing policy), Pro-

motion (communication policy) and Place (distribution policy) [4]. These “4Ps” are also the components of the app store
marketing toolkit. Product policy starts at a very early stage
and deals with the app idea and with the subsequent design of
the application [3].
With regards to pricing policy both before and after the
launch of the mobile app, a wide range of decisions have to be
made. These decisions range from adequate price level to dynamic pricing strategies designed to systematically alter prices
over time in order to react to changes in actual demand and
current market conditions. However, pricing policy is limited
by the possibilities and restrictions of the app stores. For example, the app stores may specify certain price points to be
selected or not permit providers to offer trial versions for a
limited period of time [5].
Distribution policy generally deals with all the marketing
decisions and activities concerned with the delivery channel
from the producer to the customer and therefore from production to consumption [4]. As early on as the development stage
of an app, the distribution channel is determined, or at least
influenced, by the technical implementation. So-called web
applications, for example, can simply be made available for
download per link or published via any webserver. The distribution channel for so-called hybrid und native applications,
on the other hand, is the app store. Before use, they must be
completely downloaded and installed on the mobile device.
While native applications are created using the platform-specific development environment and programming language,
web technology is usually used with hybrid applications. Additional development frameworks and tools, however, allow
for further processing and compilation of this source code in
a way that enables its distribution via an app store in a similar
way to a native application.
Within the communication policy, we have to differentiate
between activities inside and outside the app store. This includes advertising and other activities, which provide and disseminate information aimed at familiarizing the potential customer with the app and its features. App stores are usually the
only official channel for users to buy and install new apps on
their mobile devices. Thus, the communication policy within
the app stores and the corresponding design of the various app
store elements are of particular importance [6]. Here, it must
be noted that each store has its own specific regulations and
guidelines on how to publish an app for distribution as well as
which elements can be used to present the app in the store.
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However, although the regulations vary in detail, the core concepts and the core elements for the app presentation are quite
similar.
All the aforementioned app marketing activities need to be
aligned with the intended target group of the app. Hamka et
al. argue that the mobile market is evolving at an ever increasing rate as is the behavior of mobile users. Accordingly, they
suggest that it is an imperative to segment the market “i.e. divide the addressable market into segments that have a consistent demographic, psychographic or usage pattern” [7].
However, the options for segment specific app marketing are
limited. Currently, when a mobile app is launched the app elements can be adapted to local markets by selecting national
stores and providing market specific app elements (e.g., app
descriptions in different languages). In addition, the app can
be placed in categories that represent the general usage concept of the app. These categories range from educational to
games to tools. That being said, while these groupings help
the potential user search of a specific type of application, they
do little to actively market to specific groups of potential users. This might be sufficient for standard applications targeting relatively homogenous user preferences found in mass
markets. In contrast, user groups with a differing preference
structure looking for non-standard apps would argue for a
more segment specific approach in app store marketing.
In this context, the objective of this study is to first develop
appropriate recommendations for the setup and design of important app store elements, to empirically validate common
app store marketing best practices and to determine potential
user groupings based upon preferences. For this reason, a conjoint approach was chosen to analyze user preferences and
characterize the relative importance of different app store elements. Then, using the data collected as part of the choice
based conjoint analysis, a latent class analysis was conducted.
This analysis was used to discover user groups with similar
preference structures according to the presentation of app
store elements.
With this in mind, Section II presents a short discussion on
related work and current best practices in app store marketing.
Section III describes important elements of the presentation
for mobile applications in app stores. The explanations refer
to the example of the Apple App Store; can, however, to a
great extent be generalized to include other app stores. In Section IV, the methodological approach of this study is then described. Significant results of the conjoint analysis and the
subsequent latent class analysis are presented in Section V,
before we finally discuss the central findings and recommendations for practical implementation in the concluding section.
II.

RELATED WORK

Mobile app marketing is still a relatively new marketing
topic. It was not until the first app stores emerged that the necessity for a market-oriented way of thinking when developing and marketing mobile apps started to become apparent [5].
In principle, we can say that many well established concepts
from general marketing practices are transferable to mobile
app marketing. Consequently mobile app store marketing

adopts standard marketing principles and tools and adapts
them to the needs of the app specific market.
Current literature on mobile app marketing predominantly
focuses on guidelines and recommendations for the successful
monetization of app concepts. For example, the topic of app
marketing can be found as part of the technical literature on
app development in which the monetization of the app in the
app store is seen as being the final step in the app development
process [5][8][9]. Additionally, more specialized publications
focusing on mobile app marketing are available as well
[2][6][10][11]. However, most of these publications comprise
structured guidelines and extended checklists on how to successfully monetize mobile applications based on the authors’
experience or the discussion of successful case studies. In contrast, scientific research on app stores and app (store) marketing is rather rare today. Only few publications have so far dealt
with individual aspects of app stores, mainly focusing on app
ranking mechanisms and fraud [12][13][14], pricing strategies
[15] or recommendations and user reviews [16][17].
Against this background, a significant research gap can be
observed with regard to the availability of empirically based
recommendations on the market-oriented configuration of app
store elements. The suggested research approach, a study
measuring customer preferences and segments based on a
conjoint analysis, has been applied to software selection processes and even to mobile application development [18][19],
but is rather new to the specific area of app store marketing.
Accordingly, this study will attempt to answer the following
two research questions:
 What are the most important app store elements from a
user perspective and how should those elements be presented (based on the example of a messenger app)?
 Do users of mobile messenger apps (in Germany) fall
into specific segments based on their preference structures for the presentation of app store elements?
Understanding the answer to these questions can help developers and marketers to more effectively reach the intended
end user and communicate the product benefits.
III.

APP STORE ELEMENTS

As stated above, the design of the various app store elements is one of the key instruments of mobile app marketing.
Potential users search for suitable mobile applications in the
app store and obtain information about their features and properties [3]. In order to acquire a common frame of reference for
this study, we focused solely on the Apple App Store. There
are various app stores for different mobile operating systems,
which are characterized by different appearances, but which
are fundamentally similar in terms of the possibilities to present mobile applications.
A fictitious messenger app was chosen to concentrate on
the importance of the app store elements and prevent participants from being biased by earlier purchase decisions,
knowledge of real-world app presentations or brand preferences. The Apple App Store can be accessed via several mobile devices. It is possible, for example, to open the app store
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via smartphones (iPhone) and tablets (iPad) to download applications. However, the number of elements is the same for
all devices and always identical in each case.
In total, based on an analysis of the Apple App Store and
best practices derived from the mobile app marketing literature in Section II, eight key app store elements were examined
for this study, which will be described in more detail below.
Moreover, the study also deals with variations of each of the
attributes, which were compared and examined with regard to
their influence on customer preference in terms of a purchase
or usage decision. The fictitious messenger app was presented
to the participants of the study based on the attributes and its
selected attribute levels only. There was no prototype or trialversion in an app store available in this study.
A. App Icon
The app icon is seen as being one of the most crucial elements, as it is generally the first visual element that a potential
user sees. The purely aesthetic design of the app icon can already have an effect on the development of user preference,
for example in the way that the icon makes an impression and
is taken as an indication of the quality of the app. The app icon
and the app name are central design elements in many app
stores, not least because they would be the first items that appear on the search results page [5][20]. In Figure 1, three icon
versions are shown that were developed for a fictitious messenger app in the study.

(1) Modern/Specific
„High quality“
version

(2) Balanced
„Medium quality“
version

(3) Abstract
„Low quality“
version

Figure 1. App Icons Variations

In the form of these icons, the intention is to refer to a particular messaging app, which is characterized by an especially
high level of security. Best practice guidelines have been used
to develop the design variations [21]. For example, the coloring and the legibility were varied in order to portray the spectrum from a representative “high” to a “low” quality design.
The same is also true for the clarity of the graphic elements to
visualize the messaging and security features of the app.
While icon (1) has easy to understand graphical representations of messaging, icon (3) uses a vague illustration and faint
writing. The consideration of the icon design as an attribute
will allow an empirical verification of the aforementioned existing best practices in the study.
B. App Name
As mentioned above, the name of the app is also a central
element with respect to the presentation of mobile applications
in app stores, as it is shown in the app store’s search and rank-

ing lists and may therefore influence the user’s purchase decision [5]. The app name should fulfil certain criteria in order to
be easy to remember on the one hand, and easy to find via the
app store’s search algorithms on the other. Ideally, solutions
to internationalize the name should also be available [3]. For
the test app in the conjoint analysis, the same name was used
for all three, but a claim was added for extra clarification. The
claim varied from a simple allusion to security to a technical
description, which is difficult for the average user to understand (high to low comprehensibility):
 „high“: SafeTalk – Your Safe Messenger
 „medium“: SafeTalk Secure Messenger
 „low“: Safetalk with AES-256 Encryption
C. Reviews („stars“) and the number of reviews
The reviews in the app store are assigned according to the
star principle (1–5 stars) and are – together with the number
of total reviews – an initial indicator for the user of how satisfied other users were with the app after downloading. A high
number of stars is perceived as being a positive purchase recommendation [6]. App providers should note that star reviews
are not immediately displayed for new apps but are only published once a meaningful average value can be calculated. In
the Apple App Store, this means a minimum of 5 reviews. Apple also differentiates according to countries. At present, it is
not possible for the user who is giving the review to interact
directly with the app provider [3]. The following analysis includes the review alternatives none, three and five stars.
D. Price
Pricing is another element that is immediately displayed
on the search result page and in all the app store’s lists (for
example in the „top charts“) and can therefore influence the
user’s purchase decision during the app selection process. For
the analysis in this study, a cost-free version and three price
points were chosen, which represented a low, a medium and a
high price segment, respectively, in comparison to actual mobile messaging applications (0.89 EUR, 1.79 EUR, 2.69
EUR).
E. Screenshots
Screenshots are usually only visible in the detail view of
an app, with the exception of the result page of the search feature. Here, the first of a total of five possible screenshots is
already shown in the preview. Screenshots have several tasks:
On the one hand, they should display the features of the mobile application and, on the other, communicate the app’s design [3]. Screenshots offer crucial support to the descriptive
text as many users do not read this or only read it in part and
therefore rely heavily on the screenshots for their purchase decision [20]. App store users draw conclusions from the screenshots as to the aesthetics and user friendliness of the mobile
application as a whole [6]. In this study, three different qualities of screenshots were created (high, medium, low), which
vary with regard to recognisability and clarity of the functional elements of the mobile messaging app. The functional
“low quality” screenshot, for example, displays purely func-
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tional content, whereas the notated “high quality” one highlights important core functions with accompanying explanations.
F. App Description
The descriptive text is the only element presented here,
which appears solely in the detail view of an app once it is
opened. The Apple App Store allows a descriptive text with a
maximal number of 4000 characters [6]. The descriptive text
is important for two reasons: Firstly, potential customers are
presented with a list of sales arguments and secondly, the
search algorithms of most app stores use the text to carry out
corresponding search requests. As the optimization for search
purposes was not the main focus here, the quality of the descriptive text was varied mostly in terms of comprehensibility.
Here again, three levels of quality were created (high, medium, low). Whereas the user oriented “high quality” description used simple language and comprehensible wording, the
complex “low quality” descriptive text was characterized by
technical terms, which the average user would find difficult to
understand. In addition, the text was automatically translated
as is often the case in app stores, which reduced the comprehensibility yet further.
G. Server Location (as an additional attribute)
As a messenger with special focus on secure communication had been chosen as a fictional product for analysis, an
additional attribute entitled “server location” was included in
the study for evaluation. This is not an element of an app store
in a narrow sense, but an important company related attribute
of the app provider that can be emphasized within the app description. While the aforementioned attribute is used to measure how the quality of language influences user preferences,
the server location is an example of how various app characteristics, even if just mentioned in the description, could have
an impact on customer choice. Due to current discussions
about data security in Germany [22], heightened customer
awareness was assumed to be a significant influencer on customer preference. The goal of including this attribute was to
test whether and to what extent such attributes contribute to
the user’s purchase decision in comparison to the other marketing-related app store elements. Server locations in the US,
in Germany and an unknown server location were included in
the study.
IV.

METHODOLOGY

In identifying the most appropriate methodology to analyze the app store elements and provide potential user segmentation, multiple methods were considered. Conjoint analysis
was identified as the most appropriate method to analyze the
user preferences for the various app store elements. Based
upon that decision, Latent Class analysis was selected to analyze the potential segmentation of users based on their preference structures. In the following, these methods and the reasoning for applying them in this study are discussed in detail.
A. Conjoint Analysis
The conjoint analysis is considered to be the standard
method when investigating customer preferences and buying

decisions. Traditional Conjoint Analysis (TCA) goes back to
the year 1964 and was developed by the psychologist Luce
and the statistician Tukey [23]. TCA, as well as all the subsequent versions of conjoint analysis, basically deals with the
measurement of preferences for product attributes. Instead of
asking the participants directly about the importance of attributes, conjoint analysis is based on the evaluation of product
profiles. Each product profile consists of several attributes describing the product characteristics (e.g., brand, price, design,
etc.). Different product profiles are derived by variation of attribute levels (e.g., high, medium, and low price). An analysis
is always carried out in such a way that each product profile
or “stimulus” has to be examined and assessed from a holistic
perspective or considered jointly) [24][25]. Instead of asking
directly about the importance of a product attribute, conjoint
analysis considers products as bundles of attributes, on which
the customer decides and makes trade-off decisions. The approach is better aligned to real-world purchasing decisions and
the part-worth utilities of the attributes can be decomposed by
using statistical methods like regression analysis.
For this reason, the conjoint method is well suited to analyze the impact of different app store elements on the customer
choice decision. As a result, the relevance of the key app store
elements, derived from the practical literature, can be empirically validated based on the example of fictitious messenger
app. The analysis also provides the relative importance of the
different app store elements for market success. From a more
practical perspective the results could be used by an app provider to determine the optimal app store configuration for the
analyzed secure messenger app or to conduct market simulations based on different configurations. However, the study at
hand focusses on the relative importance of the app store elements. The reference to a fictitious messenger app was required only because the conjoint analysis cannot be conducted
based on a non-specific and generic “mobile app”.
Since the mid-sixties, conjoint analysis research has
evolved and produced several variants that can be divided into
traditional and more recent approaches. Traditional Conjoint
Analysis (TCA) can be applied by using trade-off or full-profile approaches but its significance in research has been declining since its first appearance due to limitations on the number of attributes as well as other methodological and statistical
problems [26]. Of the more recent approaches, Choice Based
Conjoint Analysis (CBC) and its variant, the computer-aided
Adaptive Choice-Based Conjoint Analysis (ACBC) are taken
into consideration for this study.
CBC is the most popular conjoint analysis today. In CBC,
unlike TCA, discrete selection decisions are analyzed instead
of preference decisions [27]. During CBC, the subject is therefore not asked to make an order of precedence of all the product profiles, but must select the preferred product profile
within a set of alternatives or, if such an option is included,
reject the choice by deciding on a “none option” [24][25] as
shown in Figure 2. The ACBC is a computer-aided enhancement of classic CBC and includes an adaptive approach. This
means that every piece of information supplied by the test subject during the course of the interview gradually reveals the
formation of his/her preference structure so that the questions
posed to him/her can be successively adapted to the answers
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[28]. In this context, the first consideration for the study was
to determine, which kind of conjoint analysis should be applied. For best results, CBC is recommended if the product
bundle in question has around six attributes or less, however,
the method can be carried out with up to ten attributes. ACBC
has proved to be especially suitable if 5 to 15 attributes are to
be examined. However, it is characterized by a more complex
and time-consuming questioning process [29].

was already very high, we decided to present only two stimuli
at a time so as not to overstrain the test subjects with regard to
the information they had to evaluate. In order to create a selection situation as close as possible to a real-life purchase situation, a “none option” was also included.
Figure 2 shows a complete selection situation as an example of how it also appeared in the final survey. In addition to
the (randomly) created selection sets, so-called hold-out sets
were integrated into the survey. These special selection sets
serve to analyze the validity of the prognosis. They are not
integrated into the benefit evaluation and are used to evaluate
the quality of the prognosis of the preference rating. Two of
these sets were defined and included.
The conjoint analysis was carried out using the Sawtooth
SSI Web 7 software package [30]. The main objective of the
study was to measure the importance of the presented app
store elements for mobile application purchase decisions. The
study was conducted as an online survey. The website for the
online survey was generated by the SSI Web 7 software, based
on the aforementioned study design. The configuration of the
CBC analysis and selected configuration parameters are summarized in Table I.
TABLE I.

Figure 2. Example of a Choice Set in the Study

The number of attributes in this study was eight. Therefore, we had to determine the feasibility of using a CBC despite the large number of attributes, or if the larger effort of
drawing up an ACBC would be needed. The form of the attributes provided an important aspect in making this decision.
The amount of information that a test subject has to absorb
and process in connection with every single attribute is especially important when calculating the reasonable maximum
number of attributes. If the attributes being examined are
graphic elements (e.g., app icon) or information, which can be
quickly understood (e.g., price), then CBC could be a feasible
option to carry out this type of analysis with more than six
attributes [29].
Due to these criteria and considering the impact of an
ACBC on the interview duration, CBC appeared to be the
more suitable choice for the planned empirical survey. As far
as survey design was concerned, it was important to define the
form of the stimuli, specifically the question of which combination of attribute variations would constitute the stimuli and
how the stimuli should be presented to each test subject. Here,
the Full Profile Method was used, in which each product profile consists of all the attributes. As the number of attributes

CONFIGURATION OF THE CBC ANALYSIS

Parameter

Value

Number of Random Choice Tasks

12

Number of Fixed Choice Tasks

2

Number of Concepts per Choice
Task

2 (and an additional
“none option”)

Response Type

Discrete Choice (single
select radio button)

Advanced Design Module Settings

Traditional Full-Profile
CBC Design

Randomize Attribute Position
within Concepts

No Randomize of Attribute Order

B. Latent Class Analysis
The idea behind consumer market segmentation is to divide the market into smaller homogenous groups for the purpose of product placement and targeted marketing [31]. By
doing so, it becomes possible to better adjust the product and
marketing efforts to consumer preferences or user requirements. According to [32], two approaches to market segmentation are a priori, aka common sense, or post hoc (i.e., data
driven). A priori segmentation would define segments based
on obvious group characteristics such as age, gender, geographical region and other general demographic information
(e.g., men over 50 years living in a specific area). As a priori
segmentation needs no analysis, it is much easier to select homogenous groups. While this approach might already be more
effective than mass marketing, it relies on the discriminating
power of directly observable group characteristics and ignores
underlying variations of product needs and preferences of the
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individual user or consumer. Accordingly, post hoc segmentation tries to look at the results of studies specifically designed to understand the potential user’s needs and preferences.
Conjoint based preference data can be used for segmentation based on latent class analysis (LCA) [33][34]. Having
gained popularity in the 1990’s, the model “detects segments
of respondents having similar preferences based on their
choices in CBC questionnaires” [35]. Latent class analysis
takes CBC one step further in that it identifies groups of respondents that share specific preferences and estimates the average part-worth utility for each of the groups of respondents.
In other words, the approach can be used to “discover segments of respondents who tend to have similar preferences
manifest within the CBC (choice-based conjoint) data” [36].
In an LCA, the segmentation process is initiated by randomly selecting estimates of each group’s part-worth utility
values and then estimating the probability that a given respondent belongs to a specific group. Summing the logs of
those probabilities, for all respondents across all questions results in the log-likelihood. In an iterative approach those probabilities are used to recalculate the logit weights until a “convergence limit” is reached [37]. Solutions can be calculated
for a different numbers of groups. To determine the best number of groups, the log-likelihood cannot be used as it typically
moves closer to zero as the number of segments increases.
Thus, goodness-of-fit or Information Criterions (ICs) are used
to determine the number of segments.
Two of the most common ICs are Akaike's Information
Criterion (AIC) and the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)
[38]. Often these ICs are automatically calculated by statistical packages, e.g., the Sawtooth software used in this study,
with the expectation that they will provide some guidance
with regards to selecting the appropriate number of segments.
That being said, from a managerial perspective “the most important aspects to consider when choosing a solution for segmentation purposes are its interpretability and stability (reproducibility)” [36]. Once the group size has been determined,
the data can be interpreted using the segment specific attribute
importance as well as part-worth utilities rescaled for comparability.
V.

STUDY FINDINGS

Based on our methodical considerations an empirical
study was conducted. The study was based on the presentation
of the app store elements as discussed in the previous section
in an online questionnaire. The survey was online between
December 19, 2013 and January 10, 2014. Participants were
acquired by using social media and various other online and
offline channels of the RheinMain University of Applied Science in Wiesbaden, Germany. A total of 221 people participated in the conjoint analysis interview. Of these, 163 completed the interview in its entirety and are, therefore, included
in the subsequent evaluation. Selected demographic characteristics of the study participants are shown in Table II below.
The demographics show that the study might be biased by the
participating media and design students and due to the resulting high proportion of iOS users compared to the lower usage
rate in the total population in Germany of around 32 percent

at the end of 2013 [39] and the underrepresentation of older
user segments.
TABLE II.

DEMOGRAPHICS OF THE STUDY PARTICIPANTS

Characteristics
Mobile OS
Apple iOS
Android
Blackberry OS
Windows Phone/Mobile
Symbian
Purchased Apps
None
1–5
6–10
11–20
21+
Gender
Female
Male
Ages
18–24
25–34
35–44
45–54
55+

Absolute
Number

Percentage

78
78
1
5
1

47.9%
47.9%
0.6%
3.1%
0.6%

32
40
20
19
52

19.6%
24.5%
12.3%
11.7%
31.9%

70
93

42.9%
57.1%

66
70
21
5
1

40.5%
42.9%
12.9%
3.1%
0.6%

The evaluation of the collected data took place in two
steps: In the first phase, a counting analysis was conducted.
This analysis can be used to calculate an outline of so called
main effects. A main effect of an attribute level is calculated
here as a proportion and reveals how many times a specific
attribute level was chosen, divided by the number of times this
attribute level was available for choice in the testing. Counting
analysis is a simple way to get a first indication of the relevance of the attribute levels. As a second step, the part-worth
utilities of the attribute levels were estimated based on a logit
analysis to find the maximum likelihood solution for the data.
Based on the results of the part-worth utility estimation, the
relative importance of the individual app store elements were
finally determined.
A. Counting Analysis
A counting analysis and the proportions that are calculated
at this stage can be used to identify the “winner” of the different attribute levels. Table III shows the results of the counting
analysis for all attributes and attribute levels considered in this
study. The higher the proportion of an attribute level is, the
stronger this attribute level may have influenced the choice of
participants. For the app store element “Reviews (stars)” a
five-star rating was the “winner” – which is not surprising.
However, in comparison, choices with this attribute level were
selected more than twice as often (0.421/0.158) as choices
with no stars in the reviews.
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TABLE III.

SUMMARY OF STUDY RESULTS
Counts
(Proportions
of “Wins”)

Attributes and
Attribute Levels

PartWorth
Utilities

App Icon
High quality

0.312

0.22215

Medium quality

0.262

-0.01639

Low quality

0.234

-0.20575

App Name
SafeTalk – Your safe messenger

0.277

0.02744

SafeTalk Secure Messenger

0.247

-0.10392

Safetalk with AES-256 Encryption

0.283

0.07648

Reviews (stars)
5 stars

0.421

0.73209

3 stars

0.229

-0.13465

No stars

0.158

-0.59744

7.240 reviews

0.329

0.31666

310 reviews

0.320

0.26487

5 reviews

0.229

-0.19484

No reviews yet

0.198

-0.38669

Free of charge

0.385

0.60605

0.89 EUR

0.274

0.02966

1.79 EUR

0.238

-0.14028

2.69 EUR

0.180

-0.49543

High quality

0.262

-0.02198

Medium quality

0.274

0.01437

Low quality

0.271

0.00760

High quality

0.283

0.07434

Medium quality

0.269

0.01472

Low quality

0.256

-0.08906

Number of Reviews

Price

represent the relative desirability of an attribute level. The
higher the value of a part-worth, the greater the impact of the
corresponding attribute level on the buying decision. Part-values are automatically standardized, so that the result per attribute amounts to „0“. Reciprocally, this means that negative
values can also arise. Table III shows the estimated values for
all attribute levels. These should be interpreted to mean that a
higher number corresponds to a higher part-worth utility and
that this attribute variation therefore had a higher preference
among the test subjects. If we look again at the attribute “Reviews (stars)“, it becomes evident that the attribute level „5
stars“ has a very high part-worth value with a positive value
of 0.73209. The other two variations „3 stars“(-0.13465) and
„no stars“(-0.59744) were less important for the purchase decision of the test subjects due to smaller values of the corresponding part-worth utilities.
C. Calculation of the Attribute Importance
The defined objective of the empirical study was not only
to find out the utilities of the attribute variations but also to
analyze each individual app store element in terms of its relative importance for an app purchase decision. Therefore, we
must find a unit of measurement to express the relative importance of each attribute. The calculation is carried out by
dividing the range of the part-worth of each attribute by the
sum of the part-worth ranges of all the attributes. Hereby, the
range is defined as the difference between the highest and the
lowest part-value within the levels of an attribute [40]. The
results can be seen in Table IV.

Screenshots

TABLE IV.

App Description

Server Location
Germany

0.373

0.52316

USA

0.224

-0.20529

Unknown

0.212

-0.31788

However, as mentioned before, this analysis can give a
first indication of the relevance but does not provide measurements for the part-worth utilities of attribute levels and relative importance of the different attributes, i.e., app store elements.
B. Estimation of Part-worth Utilities
Part-worth utilities were calculated by using the multinomial logit estimation provided by the Sawtooth software for
the CBC analysis. For the model estimation, a Chi Square of
473.7 was reported. Considering 18 degrees of freedom (26
attribute levels and 8 attributes) the Chi Square is much larger
than the required 34.8 for a 0.01 level, which would mean that
the choices of the respondents are significantly affected by the
attribute composition [27]. The estimated part-worth utilities

Attribute

RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF ATTRIBUTES
Attribute Importance

Reviews (Stars)

27.8%

Price

23.2%

Server Location

17.6%

Number of Reviews

14.9%

App Icon

9.0%

App Name

3.6%

App Description

3.3%

Screenshots

0.6%

Total

100.0%

The values reveal that the reviews according to the star
principle have the largest influence on the purchase decision.
Almost 28% of the decisions are based on this criterion. The
highest part-worth utility and/or the most positive influence
was of course an app review with 5 stars. The distance to the
other attribute variations (3 stars, no stars) was the highest
with this app store element compared to the other elements.
This highlights the extremely high relevance of good reviews
and the importance of this attribute for the perceived total utility of the corresponding app presented in the app store. As was
to be expected, pricing has a high level of importance for the
purchase decision, too. The test subjects reacted in a very
price-sensitive way. It should also be noted that many apps are
now offered at the Apple App Store for free or at a greatly
reduced price at the beginning or at some stage of their life
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cycle for a certain period of time. A certain „freebie“ mentality is also reflected in the order of precedence in this study and
shows that price is one of the most important criteria for an
app. The app provider’s server location differs from the other
elements in as far as it is not a standardized app store element
but the app developer‘s company-related element. Therefore,
we can conclude that users not only include the app store’s
design elements into their purchase decisions, but also consider and evaluate outstanding and specific properties of the
app. In this case, there was a particularly positive effect on the
purchase decision if the messenger provider was located in
Germany. The number of reviews relates to the reviews according to the star principle. Here, we see the tendency that
the part-worth utility is perceived as higher, the more reviews
an app has. An interesting aspect here is that the part-worth of
the extreme scenario considered in the survey with 7,240 reviews did not substantially differ from the next level with 310
reviews. The distance to the next two steps (5 reviews, no reviews) is considerably larger, however. This means that an optimal number of reviews – which can be attained with a reasonable amount of effort on the part of the app provider – can
be assumed to be more than 5, but not significantly higher than
310 reviews. The app icon is considerably less important than
expected. Besides the screenshots and the star reviews, it is
the third graphic element and easy for the potential buyer to
understand. Nevertheless, the test subjects apparently did not
assess the quality of the app on the basis of the icon but stuck
to the very much more rational criterion of the reviews when
making their purchase decision. The app name is of very low
significance. Many users see it as a “frill” within the overall
impression of the app store and it is therefore of little interest.
The study results even show that the name “Safetalk with
AES-256 Encryption,” which was previously defined as the
worst variation, actually had the highest partial benefit value.
However, this could be a result of the specific setup and the
sensitivity of the app users towards data security in Germany.
The complicated name – even if not understood by the customers – may be associated with a highly sophisticated technological solution to protect the user from the danger of interception. The app’s descriptive text is also of little importance
in terms of decision making. This suggests that potential buyers do not take the time to read it or may be very familiar with
the type of apps that have been tested here. It should be noted
at this point that the descriptive texts used in the survey were
relatively short. In real life, an app is mostly described in much
more detail and using many more characters – the attention
span could, therefore, be even shorter than for the texts used
in the survey.
With a relative importance of 0.6 percent, the screenshots
had the lowest influence on the purchase decision. Here, too,
it was striking that the part-worth of the medium quality
screenshots was the highest, followed by those of the worst
quality. The highest quality level had the lowest part-worth
value for the test subjects. Here we should note, however, that
the differences recorded were marginal and the general result,
i.e., that screenshots hardly influence purchase decisions, is
predominant. This may also be due to the fact that the subject
of the study, messaging app functions, is relatively well-

known and simple and that therefore screenshots have only
minor informational value as far as the app is concerned.
D. Group Segmentation
In order to better understand if these preferences are universal or if the user preferences fall into different groupings
according to common preferences, a LCA was conducted as
discussed in Section IV. Solutions were computed with the
Sawtooth software package for a minimum of two and a maximum of seven groups considering typical ranges used in LCA
studies [41][42]. As shown in Table V, the log-likelihood
moves closer to zero as more segments are included in the solution. To determine the number of groups, the ICs mentioned
in the methodology needed to be analyzed. The most common
used ICs in LCA studies are Akaike’s Information Criterion
(AIC) and Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) as mentioned
before. Both criteria are based on the likelihood function but
incorporate penalties to control for over fitting (to derive a
parsimonious solution). The goal is to minimize the value of
the IC where the lowest value indicates the best fitting model.
TABLE V.

INVORMATION CRITERIA OF THE LCA

Group

Log-likelihood

AIC

BIC

2

-1637

3351

3569

3

-1562

3243

3572

4

-1497

3152

3593

5

-1437

3071

3624

6

-1409

3056

3720

7

-1373

3023

3799

However, as shown in the Table V, the two IC produce
contrary results by supporting the two (BIC) or the seven
(AIC) group solution. Such ambiguous results are not unusual
in LCA and so [38] suggest that the choice of an IC has to
consider the goal of the study. In this context, the BICpreferred size can be interpreted as the minimum size for a
parsimonious model and the AIC-pref erred size as a maximum when the exploration of population heterogeneity is in
focus. The choice then has to be made “based on other kinds
of fit criteria, on theory, or on subjective inspection of results”
[38]. As the aim of the study at hand was to explore the population heterogeneity, a subjective inspection of the two-group
solution offered only limited insights into potential market
segments. On the other hand, the seven-group solution was
selected for further interpretation and provided clear groupings with distinct preferences.
As discussed before in the methodology section, the relative importance of the attributes and the preferred attribute
levels can be used to interpret the preference structures of the
computed user segments. In a first step, the group specific relative importance of the attributes was inspected. Considering
an equal relative importance of each of the eight attributes for
the group members, a relative importance of 12.5 percent
could be expected. Accordingly, those attributes with a relative importance greater than 12.5 percent could be interpreted
as truly impacting the purchase decision. In Tables VI through
XII, those attributes with a relative importance greater than
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12.5 percent were highlighted in grey. Once the attributes of
importance were identified, the preferred attribute level was
determined based on the group specific estimation of the rescaled part-worth utilities. At the attribute level, the (rescaled)
part-worth utilities for each of the three versions of the app
element were compared. Accordingly, the version with the
highest part-worth utility represented the preferred configuration of that app store element. The information about the
group specific importance of the attributes and the preferred
group levels where then used to define an appropriate characterization of preference structure for the presentation for app
store elements.
The first group shown in Table VI was focused on quality
as indicated by the high preference for 5 stare ratings. They
were also very interested in the server location being in Germany. Price was not as important and the group members
would prefer to pay a moderate price (1.79 EUR) for an app
with the appropriate quality features. From this perspective
the mindset of this group can be characterized as “Quality for
Money”. More than 13 percent of the sample (N=23) have
been assigned to this segment.
TABLE VI.
Groups and
Attributes

Groups and
Attributes

LCA MARKET SEGMENTATION: GROUP 3
Relative
Importance

Preferred Attribute Level
(Part-worth Utilities)

Group 3 (“Premium”, N=14)
Reviews (stars)

22%

5 stars

Price

20%

2.69 EUR

App Icon

14%

High quality (Modern/Specific)

Server Location

11%

Germany

App Name

11%

Safetalk w. AES-256 Encryption

App Description

10%

Medium quality (Tech Savvy)

Number of Reviews

9%

310 reviews

Relative
Importance

Screenshots

3%

Med. quality (Design-focused)

Preferred Attribute Level
(Part-worth Utilities)

Server Location

44%

Germany

Reviews (stars)

16%

5 stars

App Description

12%

High quality (User-oriented)

App Icon

11%

Medium quality (Balanced)

App Name

6%

Safetalk w. AES-256 Encryption

Number of Reviews

6%

7.240 reviews

Screenshots

3%

High quality (Notated)

Price

2%

1.79 EUR

Similar to the “Quality for Money” group, the preferences
in the next group, presented in Table VII, were heavily influenced by quality as indicated by the importance of 5 star ratings, the server location in Germany, and the preferred high
number of user reviews.

Groups and
Attributes

TABLE VIII.

LCA MARKET SEGMENTATION: GROUP 1

Group 1 (“Quality for Money”, N=23)

TABLE VII.

The main differentiating factor being that they did not
want to pay for it. Given that they expect high quality for free,
this segment was characterized as the “Free Rider” segment.
More than 18 percent (N=30) of the respondents are classified
in this group.
Just the opposite can be seen in group three. As seen in
Table VIII, this group is actually willing to pay “top dollar”
for high quality apps. Accordingly, this group has been described as the “Premium” group.

LCA MARKET SEGMENTATION: GROUP 2
Relative
Importance

Preferred Attribute Level
(Part-worth Utilities)

Group 2 (“Free Rider”, N=30)
Reviews (stars)

23%

5 stars

Server Location

20%

Germany

Price

19%

Free of charge

Number of Reviews

18%

7.240 reviews

App Description

7%

Medium quality (Tech Savvy)

App Name

5%

SafeTalk – Your safe messenger

App Icon

5%

High quality (Modern/Specific)

Screenshots

5%

Med. quality (Design-focused)

In this case, quality is seen as 5 star ratings and usage of
the modern/specific design icon. This segment is on the
smaller side, accounting for only 9 percent (N=15) of the respondents, but their willingness to pay a high price for an application make them a relevant segment.
Similar in size is the “free at all costs” group seen in Table
IX. This group has been deemed so as price is the only attribute that matters to them.
TABLE IX.
Groups and
Attributes

LCA MARKET SEGMENTATION: GROUP 4
Relative
Importance

Preferred Attribute Level
(Part-worth Utilities)

Group 4 (“Free at all Costs”, N=15)
Price

67%

Free of charge

Reviews (stars)

8%

5 stars

Screenshots

7%

Low quality (Functional)

App Name

5%

Safetalk w. AES-256 Encryption

Number of Reviews

4%

310 reviews

Server Location

3%

USA

App Description

3%

Medium quality (Tech Savvy)

App Icon

3%

Medium quality (Balanced)

This group also accounts for about 9 percent (N=15) of the
respondents but unlike the premium group, if the app is not
free, this group will most likely not consider it. Similarly, the
largest segment, accounting for 33 percent (N=54) of respondents, also prefers apps that are free of charge, however, that is
less important than high ratings and reviews. This group has
been labeled the “Socially Motivated Majority” group.
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TABLE X.
Groups and
Attributes

LCA MARKET SEGMENTATION: GROUP 5
Relative
Importance

Preferred Attribute Level
(Part-worth Utilities)

Group 5 (“Socially Motivated Majority”, N=54)
Reviews (stars)
30%
5 stars
Number of Reviews
25%
7.240 reviews
Price
20%
Free of charge
App Icon
8%
High quality (Modern/Specific)
Server Location
7%
Germany
App Description
6%
High quality (User-oriented)
App Name
4%
SafeTalk – Your safe messenger
Screenshots
1%
Low quality (Functional)

As seen in Table X, the members of this group are heavily
influenced by the experiences and ratings of other users and
thus might be inclined to follow "word-of-mouth". Confirming what was assumed during the design of the app elements,
group 6 is a perfect example of the German customer’s heightened awareness about data security, accounts for 13% of the
respondents this group is very concerned with security and has
thus received the title “privacy concerned”
TABLE XI.
Groups and
Attributes

LCA MARKET SEGMENTATION: GROUP 6
Relative
Importance

Preferred Attribute Level
(Part-worth Utilities)

Group 6 (“Privacy Concerned”, N=22)
Server Location
52%
Germany
App Icon
12%
High quality (Modern/Specific)
Number of Reviews
10%
310 reviews
Reviews (stars)
9%
5 stars
App Description
8%
Low quality (Complex)
Price
6%
Free of charge
App Name
2%
SafeTalk Secure Messenger
Screenshots
2%
Low quality (Functional)

As seen in Table XI, server location is of utmost importance, so much so that it is the only attribute influencing
their purchase decision. Most likely due to the recent NSA
disclosures [22], they have a strong preference for a server location in Germany. However, their willingness to pay for this
is questionable. Table XII shows the outlier group. Accounting for only 3% of the respondents, this group is not only
small, their preferences did not conform to any expectations.
TABLE XII.
Groups and
Attributes

LCA MARKET SEGMENTATION: GROUP 7
Relative
Importance

Preferred Attribute Level
(Part-worth Utilities)

Group 7 (Outliers/Not Considered, N=5)
Price
34%
Free of charge
Number of Reviews
20%
No reviews yet
Reviews (stars)
12%
5 stars
App Name
8%
SafeTalk – Your safe messenger
Screenshots
7%
Low quality (Functional)
App Description
7%
Low quality (Complex)
App Icon
6%
Medium quality (Balanced)
Server Location
6%
Unknown

Accordingly, this group has not been analyzed to any further
extent. However, the existence of such a group indicates that
the decision to use a maximum of 7 groups the LCA was a
good estimate.
VI.

IMPLICATIONS

This study confirms the observation from best practices,
that reviews have a major influence on the user’s purchase decision. Not only from a mass market perspective, but also
among the majority of the market segments. Average ratings
according to the star principle as well as the number of reviews given determine the buying decision of an app to a very
large degree. These two criteria, however, cannot be directly
influenced by the app provider – reviews are made by the app
user and are published by the app store with no prior screening. Nevertheless, there are numerous possibilities for the provider to influence the reviews, at least to some extent. Active
review management should therefore be conducted. Review
reminders within the app can for example help to continuously
increase the number of reviews. It is advisable to wait for a
certain period of time before displaying review reminders as
the probability of receiving a positive review is higher when
the app has been used for a period of time. Reviews can also
be stimulated by actively reacting to user feedback, i.e., by responding to reported software bugs or considering suggestions
for improvements in upcoming updates.
The possibilities for the provider to influence the price are
often strongly determined by the costs. In addition, the price
decision can depend on the app’s life cycle or even some important seasonal factors (special offers on public holidays for
example). Thus, a low price level may not be an option and
the findings of the conjoint analysis cannot be transferred to a
general recommendation on an adequate pricing strategy.
However, if it makes sense for the type of app in question, a
free version can be offered, which can be supplemented by
additional content per in-app-purchase. This “freemium
model” takes the user’s initial price-sensitivity into account.
Revenue generation is then postponed to a later phase of usage. Alternatively, the results of the Latent Class analysis suggest that there are certain groups willing to pay a premium for
quality applications. Accordingly, while mass marketing may
be less effective for higher priced apps, effectively targeting
the appropriate market segment can be another solution in
such situations.
Another important finding is that particular attention
should be drawn to app-specific properties if these could positively influence sales. From a mass market perspective, this
applied to the server location of the company providing the
app and the corresponding messenger service. In this particular case, it appears to have addressed a basic need for security
among the test subjects. This may not be directly transferable
to other apps. However, such “unique selling prepositions”
should be particularly highlighted and communicated via the
other elements. This is especially important from a market
segmentation perspective because for one of the groups, the
location of the server was the main influencer in the ultimate
purchase decision.
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The elements not yet mentioned at this point (app icon, app
name, descriptive text, screenshots) should by no means be
neglected during the course of marketing activities. From a
mass market perspective these have a smaller overall influence on the customer’s purchase decision and only have a limited ability to set the product apart from the competition. That
being said, the segmented markets show that these elements
have a greater influence over some of the groups. Accordingly, such elements must indeed be well designed, in order to
convince a customer to purchase or to use the app. This is especially true when marketing to desired market segments. The
descriptive text and the app name, for example, are nevertheless crucial for the app store’s search algorithms to enable the
mobile application to be found at all. Whether the app name
is easy to remember is another factor that plays an important
role in the selection process and in word-of-mouth propaganda.
Furthermore, it can be expected that in a perfect world, a
killer app would be created and launched in the app store. As
soon as it is launched, all potential users would be exposed to
it and have the opportunity to download it and thus provide
ratings which will promote further usage. However, generally
speaking the app market is not a “field of dreams” and just
because an app is built it does not mean “they” will come. As
originally expected, there are different homogenous segments
with very specific preferences with regards to the various app
elements. Accordingly, effectively targeting the appropriate
market segment can not only increase awareness and potential
downloads, but also increase the chance that the app meets the
user’s needs and interests, which will result in higher ratings.
As discussed earlier, outside of placing an app in the appropriate category, app stores do not offer the ability, via their
platform, actively market to specific market segments. Thus,
this study shows the need for such a tool as developers and
marketers looking to reach these segments are currently
forced to use external channels.

elements of the Apple App Store. More detailed studies in different application domains and with regard to different app
stores will be necessary in order to verify the validity of the
findings derived in this study.
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Abstract—A “network-disaster recovery system” using
multiple-backup operation planes is proposed. Under this
system, a whole network is separated into multiple areas.
Before starting network operations, a network-management
server calculates recovery paths for every possible failure in
network area and distributes them with a recovery identifier
(ID) for each network-area-failure pattern (on the backup
operation plane). Network nodes receive and store the recovery
IDs and recovery configurations. The network-management
server determines a failure pattern after detecting the
network-area failures and distributes the recovery ID to
related network nodes. The network nodes that received the
recovery ID start data transmission according to the path
configurations specified by the recovery ID. After the
completion of these procedures, the network-area failures are
swiftly recovered. A prototype system (composed of a networkmanagement server and 96 simulated packet-transport nodes)
with a graphical viewer was implemented, and its performance
was evaluated. According to the results of the evaluation, all
recovery-path configurations for 1000 pseudo-wires (PWs)
(namely, transmitting the recovery ID to the related network
nodes and using a recovery-path database specified by the ID)
were done within 100 milliseconds after the network-area
failures were detected. On the condition that the configuration
time depends on the size of the recovery-path database, the
proposed system takes about one minute and 40 seconds in the
case of 1,000,000 PWs. On the other hand, a restoration
scheme under the same evaluation conditions used for the
proposed system takes over 10 minutes to recalculate recovery
paths from detection of the first area-based network failure.
That is, the proposed recovery scheme can recover networkarea failures faster than the conventional restoration scheme
can.
Keywords - network management; disaster recovery; packet
transport; reliable network

I.

INTRODUCTION

Lately, as reflected in the rising number of Internet users
and the popularity of cloud services, applications and
services provided by way of networks have become
indispensable in daily life. Network services must, therefore,
be highly reliable and “always available”. When extensive
disasters occur, network services could be out of service for a
long time. Consequently, networks must be robust enough so
that they can continue to provide services even if their
facilities are extensively damaged. In our previous study,
presented at INNOV 2014 [1], entire system architecture was

focused on. In this extended work, a prototype system was
implemented, and its performance was evaluated in
comparison with a conventional system.
As recovery procedures for network failures, two major
techniques [2] are applied: “protection,” by which recovery
paths are physically prepared in advance of network failures
by allocating extra network resources; and “restoration,” by
which recovery paths are “calculated” after network failures
are detected.
Protection is easily applied to multi-layer networks, and
recovery is immediate because recovery paths are prepared
in advance (that is, before network operations are started).
However, if the prepared recovery paths are not available
when network failures occur, network-connection services
will become out of service. On the other hand, if restoration
is applied, network connections can be recovered if recovery
paths are recalculated after network failures are detected.
However, it takes more time to recalculate the recovery paths
if the operated networks are huge and have many network
nodes. Therefore, if huge quantities of paths are used to
transmit data packets, much time is needed to recalculate all
recovery paths, and the network will not recover from a
disaster expeditiously. In addition, even if network
connections are recovered, all network flows will try to use
the same recovery path. As a result, the network will easily
become congested, making it difficult to guarantee networktransmission quality.
In light of the above-described issues, a robust networkmanagement scheme is required. Specifically, it must control
multi-layer-network resources so as to provide and maintain
network-connection services at times of a “network disaster”
(namely, a catastrophic failure of a network). To achieve that
control, a network-management system has to monitor and
control the multi-layer-network resources.
The overall aim of the present study is to develop a
network-management scheme for monitoring and controlling
multi-layer network resources so as to provide robust
networks that can swiftly recover from a network disaster.
To swiftly recovery from a network disaster, three steps
should be followed: the first step is to find network failures
in a short time; the second is to promptly determine how to
recover the network; and the third is to immediately
configure recovery paths. In the present study, the second
step is focused on, and a “network-disaster recovery system”
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using an area-based network-management scheme, which
controls networks composed of IP networks and packettransport networks, such as the Multi Protocol Label
Switching - Transport Profile (MPLS-TP) network, is
proposed.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
describes related work. Section III explains the requirements
concerning a network-disaster recovery system. Section IV
proposes a network-disaster recovery system that meets
those requirements. Sections V and VI respectively describe
an implementation of a prototype system and present some
results of evaluations of the system’s performance. Section
VII concludes the paper.
II.

RELATED WORK

Regarding highly available and reliable network
management, several standardization activities have been
ongoing. For example, MPLS-TP-related operation,
administration, and maintenance (OAM) functions have been
standardized. In the first stage of that standardization, the
International
Telecommunication
Union
Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T) [3]
discussed specifications such as Transport – Multi Protocol
Label Switching (T-MPLS). In the next stage, the ITU-T
jointly standardized MPLS-TP specifications with the
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) [4]. A request for
comments (RFC) on requirements of MPLS-TP [5] was
issued as the first step. A framework of MPLS-TP was
documented as RFC 5921 [6]. Using MPLS-TP OAM [7]
functions makes it easier to detect failures in transport
networks. In addition, an RFC on a framework for MPLS-TP
survivability [8] was issued. In relation to the proposed
system, it is useful to detect network failures promptly in
order to determine areas that are out-of-service.
With regards to failure recovery, two major techniques,
namely, “protection” and “restoration,” have been proposed.
By means of protection, a standby path is preliminarily
calculated and established by using extra physical resources.
When network failures are detected, an active path is
promptly changed from the current path to the standby path.
One of major recovery schemes, called “fast reroute” [9],
prepares a back-up path. In addition, a recovery scheme
combining an IP layer and an optical layer was proposed [10].
A scheme for preparing multiple backup paths to tackle
multiple failures was presented [11]. A recovery procedure
for multiple levels [12], such as global, segment, and local
protection, was studied. A network-protection scheme for
guaranteeing recovery time [13] was also proposed. In
addition, a protection mechanism using fewer network
resources by sharing wavelength-division-multiplexing
(WDM) resources [14] was issued. By means of this
protection mechanism, in the case of multiple network
failures, a large number of standby paths are prepared, so a
huge volume of physical resources might be needed. It is
therefore only useful for limited network failures, such as
failures of a few links or nodes.

On the other hand, by means of restoration, recovery
paths are calculated one by one after network failures are
detected. Restoration schemes for handling multiple failures
[15], considering global and local wavelength availability
[16], and for virtual networks [17] have also been proposed.
In addition, a fast connection-recovery scheme that reduces
the search range by using special nodes as a landmark [18]
was proposed. This scheme is useful for catastrophic
network failures, since all reroutes are basically calculated
after the failures are detected. However, if there are a large
number of current paths, it might take much time to calculate
all recovery paths to the current paths.
III.

REQUIREMENTS CONCERNING A NETWORK-DISASTER
RECOVERY SYSTEM

The target network structure is shown conceptually in
Figure 1. It is composed of an IP network layer and a packettransport-node (PTN) network layer, such as an MPLS-TP
network, controlled by a network-management server
(assumed to be connected to all PTNs). The core network is
composed of PTNs, while the access network is composed of
IP network nodes. In this study, recovery from multiple
network failures on the IP and PTN networks (for example,
the two network failures shown in the figure) is focused on
in this study. One of the critical issues concerning network
recovery in the case of a network disaster is the time taken to
recover numerous established paths of a packet network. At
that time, each path is configured by a label-switched path
(LSP) [19] and a pseudo-wire (PW) [20]. Specifically, the
main issue is the time taken to recalculate numerous
recovery paths one by one after disconnected paths are
detected by monitoring network conditions.
In the case of a packet-transport network, the bandwidth
of a network path is guaranteed. Therefore, ensuring the
quality of a recovery path, such as bandwidth and/or end-toend delays before (as well as after) a network failure is also
an issue.
To tackle the above-mentioned issues, the proposed
network-disaster recovery system should satisfy the
following four requirements.
①
Manage multi-layer networks
②
Recover from multiple network failures
③
Rapidly establish recovery paths
④
Guarantee quality of recovery paths after network
failures are recovered
To meet these requirements, the network-disaster
recovery system is designed on the basis of the following
policy: If plenty of paths are set up, recovery paths should
not be recalculated after multiple network failures are
detected (since it takes considerable time to recalculate them).
On the other hand, recovery paths that guarantee bandwidths
and delays for each possible network failure should be
calculated preliminarily, and paths should be promptly
recovered by using the prepared paths after the network
failures are detected.
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IV.

PROPOSED NETWORK-DISASTER RECOVERY SYSTEM

As for the proposed network-disaster recovery system, a
network-management server centrally manages an entire
network. In the target network, a core-network segment is
composed of PTNs, and an access-network segment is
composed of IP network nodes. In addition, the networkmanagement server manages the entire network by dividing
it into multiple network areas and controlling each of them
by using the area-based network-management scheme.
A. Structure of proposed system
The structure of the proposed network-disaster recovery
system is shown in Figure 2. As an example of area-based
management, the network-management server divides the
whole PTN network into eight areas by using a conventional
scheme, such as cluster analysis, and manages them by using
an area-based management scheme. The eight areas are
shown as network (NW) areas (1) to (8) in the figure. In
addition, the network-management server is assumed to be
connected to all PTNs, a user terminal, and servers in a
datacenter (DC) by another management network (not shown
in the figure). The network-management server monitors all
PTNs, manages available network resources, and keeps them
as topology-related data. It also executes swift networkdisaster recoveries after detecting catastrophic network
failures.
Network management
server
PTN
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PTN
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PTN

PTN
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application services from the server. To provide the user
terminal with robust network access, it is connected to at
least two “PTN network areas”. In addition, the DC is
connected to at least two other “PTN network areas”.
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(1) PTN

PTN

PTN
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PTN
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The two main procedures used by the proposed networkdisaster recovery system are overviewed in Figure 3.
Following the first procedure, the network-management
server divides an entire PTN network into eight network
(NW) areas, labelled (1) to (8) in the figure, and controls
them by using the area-based network-management scheme.
In addition, it configures the path shown as the solid red lines
in the figure as the current path so that the user can access
the server in the DC and use application services.
Following the second procedure, the networkmanagement server preliminarily calculates all recovery
paths by considering all possible area-based failures.
Specifically, the number of possible area-based failure
patterns is 255 (since there are eight areas, and each area
could be independently active or non-active), namely, 256
(i.e., 28) patterns minus a “no network area failure” pattern
that is the current network operation. The networkmanagement server assigns a recovery ID for each areabased network failure pattern and stores each recovery ID
with information about the recovery paths. It then
preliminarily distributes all recovery IDs and the recoverypath information to all PTNs. As stated in Figure 3, it is
assumed that network areas (1), (3), and (6) fail. In the case
of these failures, the path depicted by a dashed line is
prepared as a recovery path, and the recovery-path
information is distributed to PTNs related to that recovery
path before network operations are started.
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Figure 3. Proposed procedures for network-disaster recovery
IP network

User

DC

Figure 2. Proposed network-disaster recovery system

As for the proposed disaster-recovery system, the user
terminal is connected to a server in the DC via the IP
network and PTN networks, and it can get various

During network operations, the network-management
server monitors area-based network failures. When it detects
an area-based network failure, it determines a failure pattern
and a recovery ID. It then distributes the recovery ID to
related PTNs, the user terminal, and the server in the DC.
The PTNs that receive the recovery ID start to promptly
recover and transmit packet data according to the recoverypath information specified by the ID. In addition, the
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network-management server configures IP networks to
transmit packet data from the user terminal to network area
(2). Alternately, if necessary, it transmits a request that asks
the user terminal to change the output port so as to transmit
packet data to another active network area. Besides, the
network-management server configures IP networks to
transmit packet data from network area (4) to the server in
the DC.
C. Sequence of network-disaster recovery
The proposed network-disaster recovery follows the
sequence shown in Figure 4. First, the network-management
server divides the entire PTN network into multiple network
areas and manages each area by using the area-based
network-management scheme, labeled “area mgmt” in
Figure 4. Specifically, the PTN networks are divided into
eight areas and managed as shown in Figure 3. Subsequently,
the network-management server calculates and configures a
path as the current path (which is composed of a LSP and a
PW) for transmitting packet data from the user terminal to
the server in the DC, shown as “current-path configuration”
in Figure 4. It starts network operations after configuring the
calculated path to related PTNs. As for calculating a path, a
route that can provide required bandwidths and transmit
packet data within allowed delays is selected as the current
path.
The network-management server then calculates and
configures all recovery paths, shown as “recovery-path
configuration” in Figure 4, by considering all possible areabased network failures. The recovery paths are calculated by
a conventional scheme, such as Dijkstra’s algorithm,
considering remaining network resources as a backup
operation plane for each possible area-based network failure,
as shown in Table I. The “recovery-path configuration”
shown in the table provides a list of nodes through which
data transit. Available network resources are managed by
excluding resources belonging to an assumed failure area.
Specifically, each recovery path (labeled “P1” in the table) is
identified by a recovery ID from “0” to “255.” The top row
of the table, containing recovery ID “0”, indicates currentrecovery-path configurations for no area-based network
failures.
The next row in the table, containing recovery ID “1”,
indicates recovery-path configurations for recovering a
failure of network area (1). In this case, it is assumed that the
network failure occurs in area (1). The recovery path “P1” is
calculated on the basis of available network resources. In
other words, network resources in area (1) are excluded from
the available resources, and the recovery path is calculated.
The next row in the table, containing recovery ID “2”,
indicates the recovery-path configurations for recovering a
failure of network area (2). The row containing recovery ID
“38” indicates the recovery-path configurations in the case of
failures of network areas (1), (3), and (6). As an example
recovery path, the dashed line in Figure 3 is that for the
current path depicted by the solid line. In Figure 3 and Table

I, only the recovery-path information for path “P1” is shown
as an example. However, the proposed system can manage
multiple paths.
As the next step of a recovery, the network-management
server calculates recovery-path configurations for each node
in each area-based network-failure pattern according to the
recovery-path information shown in Table I. As examples,
the recovery-path configurations for PTN 53 and 54 are
listed in Table II. The information in Table II is obtained by
restructuring the node lists of the recovery-path
configuration shown in Table I. For example, if PTN 53 is
focused in, nodes that are connected to PTN 53 are gathered
from Table I and sorted as shown in Table II.
The top row of the table, containing recovery ID “0” on
PTN 53, shows the current configuration (i.e., “connection 1”
and “connection 2”). With regard to PTN 53, the path P1
(composed of an LSP and a PW) is not configured, since it
does not transmit the related packet data. The next row of the
table, containing recovery ID “1”, indicates the configuration
for recovery path P1 in the case of a failure of network area
(1). Specifically, it is shown that PTN 53 transmits packet
data of P1 from PTN 21 to PTN 54 and from PTN 54 to PTN
21. In addition, the row of the table containing recovery ID
“2” indicates the recovery-path configurations in the case of
a failure of network area (2). In this case, the recovery-path
configurations for P1 are not included, since PTN 53 does
not transmit data for P1. On the other hand, the row of the
table containing recovery ID “38” indicates the
configurations of recovery path P1 in the case of failures of
network areas (1), (3), and (6). Specifically, it is shown that
PTN 53 transmits packet data of path P1 from PTN 21 to
PTN 52 and from PTN 52 to PTN 21.
In the lower half of the table, recovery-path
configurations for PTN 54 are indicated. The row of the table
containing recovery ID “0” shows the current configuration.
As shown in the table, PTN 54 transmits packet data of path
P1 from PTN 11 to PTN 51 and from PTN 51 to PTN 11.
The row of the table containing recovery ID “2” indicates the
recovery-path configurations in the case of a failure of
network area (2). PTN 54 transmits packet data of path 1
from PTN 11 to PTN 51 and from PTN 51 to PTN 11. In
addition, the row of the table containing recovery ID “38”
indicates the recovery-path configuration in the case of
failures of network areas (1), (3), and (6). However, recovery
path 1 is not configured, since PTN 54 does not transmit
path-1-related packet data. After the network-management
server calculates all recovery-path configurations shown in
Table II, it distributes them to all PTNs. When each PTN
receives the configurations, it stores them with each recovery
ID.
In the next step of the recovery sequence, the networkmanagement server monitors operations of all PTNs and
area-based network failures, shown as “monitoring” in
Figure 4. For example, the network-management server
detects the failures of network areas (1), (3), and (6) shown
in Figure 3. In this case, the network-management server
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selects recovery ID 38 to recover the configured path, shown
as “recovery decision”. The PTNs receive recovery ID 38
and configure a data-transmission function to transmit packet
data according to the recovery-path information specified by
recovery ID 38, shown as “recovery ID distribution”.
In the next step, the network-management server
configures IP networks to transmit packet data from the user
terminal to PTN 24. In addition, it configures IP networks to
transmit packet data from PTN 44 to the server in the DC,
shown as “recovery configuration”. In summary, executing
the above-described recovery procedures makes it possible to
recover failures of network areas (1), (3), and (6).
Management
server

User
terminal

NW
area (1)

NW
area (3)
NW
area (2)

NW
area (5)

NW
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NW
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D. Calculation of recovery paths for possible failure
patterns
The flow for calculating a recovery path for an areabased network failure is shown in Figure 5. After the
recovery-path calculation starts, delays and available
bandwidths between PTNs are calculated from a database
that includes topology information and available resources,
such as link bandwidths. Next, a possible area-based network
failure, for example, a failure of network area (1), is assumed.
After that, the PTNs belonging to the assumed network-area
failure are excluded from the available resources for
calculating recovery paths. After available resources, such as
PTNs and bandwidth, are fixed, one of the established PWs
is selected to prepare a recovery path. Then, the minimumdelay path that has the same starting and ending points is
selected as the recovery path (which is calculated in
consideration of available bandwidth and delay). If a
recovery path is not found, because of problems like link
disconnection, a message indicating “lack of resources” for
finding the recovery path is displayed, and the recovery-path
calculation process moves on to the next step, namely,
selection of another PW. If a recovery path is found, whether
it meets the allowed delay time or not is checked. If the path
does not meet the allowed delay time, a “lack of available
resources” message is displayed, and the calculation process
moves on to the next step, namely, finding a recovery path
for another PW. If the path meets the allowed delay time, it
is determined as the proper recovery path.

Figure 4. Sequence of network-disaster recovery
Start

TABLE I.

RECOVERY-PATH CONFIGURATIONS

Calculate delays and
bandwidths between nodes

Recovery ID
(operation plane)

Path

No failure

0

P1

14, 11, 54, 51, 61, 62, 71, 74, 31, 34

Area (1) failure

1

P1

24, 21, 53, 54, 51, 61, 62, 71, 74, 31, 34

Area (2) failure

2

P1

14, 11, 54, 51, 61, 62, 71, 74, 31, 34

---

---

---

---

Areas (1), (3), (6)
failures

38

P1

24, 21, 53, 52, 81, 82, 83, 42, 41, 44

---

---

---

255

P1

No recovery

Failure pattern

--All-area failures

TABLE II.

Recovery path configuration

Exclude nodes in the failure areas
from search ranges
Select one PW

RECOVERY-PATH CONFIGURATIONS FOR EACH PTN

PTN

Recovery ID

Path (LSP/PW)

Connection 1

Connection 2

53

0

-- -

-- -

-- -

1

P1

21

54

2

-- -

-- -

-- -

-- -

-- -

-- -

-- -

38

P1

21

52

-- -

-- -

-- -

-- -

0

P1

11

51

1

-- -

-- -

-- -

2

P1

11

51

-- -

-- -

-- -

-- -

38

-- -

-- -

-- -

-- -

-- -

-- -

-- -

54

Assume failure areas

Calculate minimum delay path
YES
Is the path under allowed delay?
YES
Select the path as a recovery path

No path found
NO
NO

Reduce bandwidth consumed
by the recovery path
Is the path the same as the previous LSP?
YES
Are all paths of PWs calculated?
YES
Are all possible patterns of
area failures calculated?
YES
End

NO Path is stored in the DB
NO
NO

Figure 5. Calculation of recovery paths

After the recovery path is confirmed, available bandwidth
is decreased by the amount of bandwidth consumed by the
recovery path itself. Subsequently, if the route of the LSP
path is not the same as the previously calculated route, it is
stored as a new LSP route. Then, whether all recovery paths
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for a selected area-based network-failure pattern have been
calculated is checked. If all recovery paths are not calculated,
the process moves on to the next step, that is, selection of
another PW. If all the recovery paths for one area-based
network-failure pattern have been calculated, whether all
recovery paths for all possible area-based network-failure
patterns have been calculated is checked. When all the
recovery paths for all possible area-based network failure
patterns are calculated, the recovery-path calculation process
stops. All recovery paths are calculated, and the recoverypath information is distributed to all network nodes, before
network operations are started. Therefore, the nodes can
select an appropriate recovery path swiftly when a network
fails.
V.

IMPLEMENTATION

A prototype system based on the above-described
architecture was implemented by using three servers. The
configuration of the prototype system—consisting of an
application server, a control server, and MPLS-TP simulator
server—is shown in Figure 6. Only the structure of the
implemented software components is shown in the figure.

Operator
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Control server

GUI

Messaging

Configuration
Policy
management management
Failure scenario management

Path
management

Messaging

Failure
monitoring

Configuration
change

Path
change

Failure injection

SNMP / Messaging

Socket communication

the application server. The MPLS-TP simulator server
simulates certain parts of the MPLS-TP node functions, such
as changing the network configuration and setting the LSP
and PW paths for data transmission. (Note that it does not
simulate real data transmission.) It also detects network
failures and transmits alerts to the application server.
A. Recovery procedures executed by the prototype system
The recovery procedures, starting with detecting alerts
and finishing with recovering paths, are shown in Figure 7.
First, the application server monitors network conditions.
When it receives alerts of network-area failures, it analyzes
them and updates the network-condition tables. In addition, it
updates an alert-history table and indicates the alert on a
viewer. It also analyzes the areas in which the failures
occurred. The application server then determines whether a
network-area failure has occurred. In the prototype system,
when all PTNs in an area that receives and transmits data to
other areas are damaged, the area is regarded as a being in a
state of “area failure.” When the application server
recognizes several area failures, it determines an area-failure
pattern. It then evaluates whether recovery procedures are
needed. If no LSP or PW paths are damaged, even if there
are area failures, recovery procedures are not taken. If there
are damaged paths, recovery procedures are taken. After
determining the area-failure pattern, the application server
identifies a recovery ID for executing recovery procedures
and transmits it to related PTNs. The PTNs change LSP and
PW paths according to the path configurations specified by
the recovery ID. The records of the LSP and PW paths are
updated, and network-area failures are indicated on the
viewer.

Communication
Data Base (DB)
Configuration DB
Route DB
Failure DB
Policy DB
Failure scenario DB

SNMP

Start

MPLS-TP Virtual Node

Receive alerts

Failure Configuration Path
change
alert
change

Analyze alerts and update condition table

PTN simulator

Update alert history

Socket communication

MPLS-TP simulator server

Figure 6. Structure of prototype system

The application server is in charge of overall network
management.
Specifically,
it
manages
network
configurations and policies so that it can select a datatransmission route. That is, it calculates the best datatransmission path for each application. In addition, it
manages scenarios that would trigger network failures. The
control server receives a command message from the
application server and transmits it to multiple MPLS-TP
virtual nodes. Specifically, it controls the network
configuration and data-transmission paths. In addition, it
injects network failures according to a failure request from

Indicate alerts on viewer
Determine failure situation
NO

Is there an area failure?
YES
Determine area-failure pattern
Need to recover from area failures?
YES
Select recovery ID
Transmit recovery ID to simulator
Update current LSP and PW path records
Indicate area failures on viewer
End

Figure 7. Recovery procedures
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B. Implementation of viewer
Viewer functions that enable a user to easily understand
operating conditions of the implemented network-disaster
recovery system are described in this section.
1) Structure of primary screen
The structure of the primary screen of the prototype
system’s viewer is shown in Figure 8. The header panel
includes a function menu, a user name, a logout button, and
so forth. The condition panel displays the current situation
regarding networks in certain areas. The topology tree shows
a list of connected network nodes in a tree structure. The
alert panel indicates up-to-date alerts, showing the level of
severity in different colors. The map panel shows the
position of the displayed network on the condition panel in
relation to the entire network. A network operator can select
one of the network-management functions, namely,
monitoring network failures, displaying LSP and PW lists,
displaying log data of failure histories, setting configurations,
and setting failure scenarios, from the pull-down function
menu. The “user name” tag shows the name of the current
login user. The “logout” button is used to logout of a
network-management function.
Function menu

Header panel

User name

Condition
panel

Map panel

Scroll button

Zoom bar

Number of
failure nodes

Automatic size
control button

Number of
nodes

Area enlarge
button

Link object

Figure 9. Large-scale area view

3) View of user-connected topology
A view of a user-connected topology is shown in Figure
10. The “list of users” tag shows users connected to the
network. The “user object” tag shows an individual user. It
includes a “user name” tag showing the name of the current
user and a “service name” tag showing the name of the
service selected by the user. The “current path highlight” tag
indicates the current LSP and PW paths used for
communication between users by showing multiple colordotted lines. When the “user object” button is clicked, the
current path is highlighted for a few seconds.
Current path highlight

Figure 8. View of primary-screen layout

2) Large-scale-area view
A view of a large-scale area is shown in Figure 9. The
“area object” tag shows an area that includes multiple PTNs.
In addition, the condition of the PTNs in that area is depicted
in different colors. If an area failure has not occurred, the
area object is depicted in green. If several PTNs fail, they are
depicted in yellow. When an area failure occurs, it is
depicted in red. The “area name” tag means the name of the
area. The “number of failure nodes” tag means the number of
failure PTNs and is written in four digits. On the other hand,
the “the number of nodes” tag means the number of all PTNs
and is written in four digits. The “area enlarge” button
provides a function to show the network topology of the area
by a single click. The “link object” tag shows the existence

Zoom palette

Area name

Area object

Logout button

Topology
tree

Alert panel

of a link between areas or between an area and a user. The
color of the link is depicted according to one of the following
conditions: no failure, partial failure, and full failure. The
“zoom palette” button provides various magnifications for
viewing the displayed network area. The “scroll” button
changes the displayed network area in the direction of a
selected button. The “zoom bar” button rescales the
displayed network area. The “automatic size control” button
resizes the displayed area to its original position.

List of users

User object

User name

Service name

Figure 10. View of user-connected topology
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4) Relation between PW and LSP
The relation between a PW and a LSP is shown in the
screen view shown in Figure 11. The “user object” tag shows
a connection between a user terminal and a PW path. The
“PW path” tag shows relations between the user terminal and
the LSP path. Each PW path has a unique name. The “edge
node” tag indicates a PW edge and is connected to the user
and the LSP path edge. On the other hand, the “LSP path”
tag shows how the path is structured. Specifically, all PTNs
that construct the LSP path are listed. Each PTN object has
its own name, and the name of the area that the PTN belongs
to is shown in the object. The LSP path also has a unique
name, such as its number. The LSP layer is closed by
pushing the “close” button.
User object

PW path

Edge node

application servers in DCs. An entire PTN network is
divided into eight network areas. Each network area is
composed of 12 PTNs, as shown in NW area (7), which is an
example network composed of about 100 network nodes.
These PTNs are connected in a reticular pattern of 96 PTNs
in total. In addition, each user terminal is directly connected
to PTN-network areas (1) and (2) by the IP network, and
each application server is also connected to PTN-network
areas (3) and (4) directly by the IP network.
Note that the PTN networks (composed of 96 PTNs) are
simulated by a physical server. In addition, the user terminal
and application servers in the DCs are simulated by the same
physical server. The specification of the physical server that
simulates the PTN networks, user terminals, and application
servers is listed in Table III. In addition, another physical
server executes the network-management function, but it has
the same specifications as the simulator server. In this
evaluation, a system composed of eight areas and 96 PTNs is
selected since it is large enough to establish a transport core
network if ten small packet-transmission nodes, such as an IP
node, are connected to each PTN.
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Network management
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PTN
12 PTN
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Figure 11. Relation between PW and LSP
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VI.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND RESULTS

The above-described recovery procedures were evaluated
in the case of multiple area-based network failures in
networks composed of IP and PTN networks. First, current
paths composed of LSPs and PWs were configured to allow
users to access application servers in the DCs and use
applications provided by the servers. In the evaluation, the
procedure for recovering from multiple area-based network
failures by using recovery paths was evaluated in terms of
whether users can access the application servers. In addition,
the time for calculating the current recovery paths and
distributing the information concerning the calculated paths
to all PTNs was evaluated by changing the numbers of LSPs
and PWs used to construct the current paths. Specifically, the
case of one user was evaluated in a previous work [1]. In this
work, the case of two users was evaluated. In addition, the
number of times taken in configuring a recovery path after
detecting an area-base network failure was evaluated.
A. Evaluation system
The system used for evaluating the proposed recovery
procedures is depicted in Figure 12. It is composed of a
network-management server, PTNs, user terminals, and

User-1

User-2

DC-1

DC-2

Figure 12. Evaluation system

TABLE III.
#

SPECIFICATIONS OF SERVER

Item

Specifications

1

CPU

1.8 GHz, 4 cores

2

Memory

16 GB

3

Storage

600 GB

B. Evaluation condition
The time taken to calculate PWs by using two routes
between the users and the application servers in the DCs was
evaluated. As an evaluation condition, multiple LSPs
between the users and the application servers were
established. Each LSP includes 10 PWs (since it usually
includes multiple PWs). The evaluations were executed
according to the patterns listed in Table IV. Specifically, the
time required to calculate current paths and recovery paths
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for 255 area-based network-failure patterns was evaluated by
changing the number of PWs (namely, 50+50, 250+250, and
500+500) requested by the two users. The time required to
distribute all calculated recovery-path configurations and
recovery IDs was also evaluated.
TABLE IV.

EVALUATION ITEMS

#

Item

1

Current-path
calculation time

Time taken to calculate 50+50, 250+250, and
500+500 PWs

Recovery-path
calculation time

Time taken to calculate recovery 50+50, 250+250,
and 500+500 PWs for 255 possible area-failure
patterns

2

Specifications

3

Distribution time Time taken to distribute all calculated recovery PWs
and LSPs for 255 possible area-failure patterns

4

Recovery-ID
distribution time

Time taken to distribute a recovery ID after detecting
a first area failure

C. Evaluation results
The prototype system was evaluated according to the
conditions described by the previous section.
1) Current-path calculation time
The times taken to calculate current PWs requested by
the two users are plotted in Figure 13. The evaluation
condition is that 10 PWs are included in one LSP. As shown
in the figure, the times taken to calculate 100 (50+50) current
PWs, 500 (250+250) current PWs, and 1000 (500+500)
current PWs were about 64, 326, and 710 milliseconds,
respectively.
2) Recovery-path calculation time
The times taken to calculate all recovery PWs for 255
possible area-based network-failure patterns by using one
route are plotted in Figure 14. The evaluation condition is
that 10 PWs are included in one LSP. As shown in the figure,
the time taken to calculate all recovery PWs for 255 areabased network-failure patterns and 100 (50+50) current PWs,
500 (250+250) current PWs, and 1000 (500+500) current
PWs are about 5.0, 31.2, and 91.1 seconds, respectively.
3) Distribution time for recovery paths
The times taken to distribute all configurations of
calculated recovery PWs to all PTNs are plotted in Figure 15.
The evaluation condition is that 10 PWs are included in one
LSP. As shown in the figure, the times taken to distribute all
configurations of recovery PWs for 255 area-based networkfailure patterns and the 100 (50+50) current PWs, 500
(250+250) current PWs, and 1000 (500+500) current PWs
are about 239, 315, and 427 milliseconds, respectively.
4) Recovery time from first area-based-network failure
The times taken to distribute the recovery ID to related
PTNs and recover from the first area-based network failure
for 100 (50+50) current PWs, 500 (250+250) current PWs,
and 1000 (500+500) current PWs are plotted in Figure 16.
The evaluation condition is that 10 PWs are included in one
LSP. Two area-based network-failure patterns, namely,
failures of network areas (1), (4), and (6) and failures of
network areas (2), (5) and (8), were evaluated since they

include other types of one or two area-based network-failure
patterns. As shown in the figure, in the case of failures of
network areas (1), (4), and (6), the times taken to recover
from the first failure for 100 (50+50) current PWs, 500
(250+250) current PWs, and 1000 (500+500) current PWs
are about 596, 1625, and 3332 milliseconds, respectively. On
the other hand, in the case of the failures of network areas (2),
(5), and (8), the times taken to recover for 100 (50+50)
current PWs, 500 (250+250) current PWs, and 1000
(500+500) current PWs are about 649, 1913, and 3513
milliseconds, respectively. As shown in the figure, even if
1000 PWs are setup, the system could recover from the three
area failures within four seconds. However, the time taken to
recover from the first detected area failure depends on the
number of setup PWs. The reason for that dependence seems
to be that it takes some time to detect another area failure
because the recovery procedures are begun after the first
failure is detected. Consequently, the more area-based
network failures occur, the longer the time taken to recover
from them.
5) Time for recovery-path configuration when number
of PWs is changed
The times taken to distribute the recovery ID to related
PTNs and setup recovery paths (such as PWs and LSPs) after
detecting the first area-based network failure (“configuration
time” hereafter) were evaluated (see Figure 17). The
evaluation condition is that 10 PWs are included in one LSP.
As shown in the figure, the configuration time for 100
recovery PWs, 500 recovery PWs, and 1000 recovery PWs
requested by a user are about 70, 94, and 74 milliseconds,
respectively. In any case, the configuration time is under
100 milliseconds, even in the case of 1000 PWs. This
evaluated time is regarded as the “pure” configuration time
for recovery (namely, the time needed for distributing
recovery ID and setting up recovery paths, excluding the
time taken to detect network failures). In the figure, for a
comparison with the proposed method, the time taken to
calculate 1000 PWs by a conventional restoration method is
also depicted. With the conventional method, calculation of
1000 PWs takes 769 milliseconds. As shown the figure,
compared to the proposed method, the conventional method
takes much more time to prepare recovery paths.
6) Time for configuring recovery paths when number of
LSPs is changed
In the previous experimental evaluation, configuration
times for various numbers of setup PWs were evaluated. In
this evaluation, the configuration times for various numbers
of setup LSPs were evaluated (see Figure 18). Three cases
were evaluated. In the first case, namely, 1000 LSPs, a PW is
accommodated in each LSP. In the second case, namely, 100
LSPs, 10 PWs are accommodated in a LSP. In the third case,
namely, 10 LSPs, 100 PWs are accommodated in a LSP. In
all cases, 1000 PWs are setup as recovery paths. As shown in
the figure, the configuration times for 1000 current LSPs,
100 current LSPs, and 10 current LSPs requested by a user
are about 90, 64, and 64 milliseconds, respectively. In all
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cases, the configuration time is under 100 milliseconds, even
in the case of 1000 PWs.
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D. Comparison of proposed system and conventional
system
A restoration scheme [2] is basically used when
catastrophic network failures occur. In other words, a large
number of setup paths are recalculated after network failures
are found. According to Figure 13, it takes about 710
milliseconds to calculate paths for 1000 (500+500) PWs. If
1,000,000 PWs exist, it may take 11 minutes and 50 seconds
to calculate all the paths. That is, over 10 minutes are needed
to calculate recovery paths for the 1,000,000 PWs setup after
the network failures were found. On the other hand, in the
case of the proposed system, information needed for
recovering all the setup paths is distributed to all the network
nodes (such as PTNs). According to Figures 17 and 18, the
recovery-path configuration time after the network failures
are found is less than 100 milliseconds in all cases, since the
configuration time is basically independent of the number of
setup PWs. Therefore, even if 1,000,000 PWs exist, the
proposed system can start recovery within 100 milliseconds
after network failures are found.
On the condition that the configuration time depends on
the size of the recovery-path database, it takes about 1
minute and 40 seconds to configure 1,000,000 PWs, since
1000 PWs are configured within 100 milliseconds by the
proposed system under the conditions specified in Figure 12.
Even if the database is very large, recovery-path
configurations for all setup paths are selected only once.
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Namely, it is enough to select one backup operation plane
specified by the recovery ID from the prepared multiplebackup operation planes. It is therefore supposed that the
relation between recovery-path configuration time and
number of setup paths is almost linear. If 100,000 PWs exist,
the proposed system can start to recover paths within 10
seconds. On the other hand, a conventional system based on
a restoration scheme takes 1 minute and 12 seconds.
With regard to cost, compared to conventional systems
(which use a restoration scheme), the proposed system needs
more memory (storage) capacity to keep the recovery paths.
As a rough estimation, if the size of the path-configuration
data is 1 Kbyte and one-million paths and 1000 backup
operation planes exist, each node in the proposed system
needs 1 Tbyte of storage (depending on the established
paths). However, memory and/or storage costs have been
gradually decreasing, so the proposed system is promising
for application in the near future.
VII. CONCLUSION
A “network-disaster recovery system” using area-based
network management is proposed. As for this system, a
whole network is separated into multiple areas. Each area is
composed of multiple network nodes, such as MPLS-TP
nodes. The system is managed by a network-management
server that monitors the condition of every network node and
manages the network by detecting area-based failures.
Before starting network operations, it calculates recovery
paths for every possible area-based failure and distributes
them with a recovery ID for each area-failure pattern. The
network nodes receive and store the recovery-path
configuration and recovery ID. The network-management
server detects the network-area failures during network
operations and determines a pattern of area failures.
Specifically, it determines the numbers and positions of area
failures. After determining the pattern of area failures, the
network-management server selects an appropriate recovery
ID for that pattern and distributes the ID to recovery-related
network nodes. The network nodes receive the recovery ID
and start data transmission based on the path configuration
specified by the distributed ID. After these procedures are
completed, the area failures are swiftly recovered.
A prototype system, composed of a network-management
server and 96 simulated packet-transport nodes, with a
graphical viewer was implemented, and its performance was
evaluated. According to the results of the evaluation, all
recovery-path configurations for 1000 PWs, namely,
transmitting the recovery ID to the related network nodes
and using a recovery-path database specified by the ID, are
done within 100 milliseconds after network-area failures are
detected. On the condition that the configuration time
depends on the size of the recovery-path database, the
proposed system takes about one minute and 40 seconds in
the case of 1,000,000 PWs. On the other hand, it takes a
conventional restoration scheme over 10 minutes to calculate

recovery paths under the same evaluation conditions used for
the proposed system.
As for the prototype system, the whole network is
divided into eight areas as one example of dividing the whole
network into multiple area networks. However, the
scalability of this approach is an issue. For example, an
extended recovery scheme is needed when only one link or
node failure occurs, since the proposed system is useful for a
large-scale network and multiple failures. The system should
be useful for both small failures and large failures. In
addition, a consistency of database between a node and a
management-server is a future issue. Besides, a recovery
procedure is needed in case of a failure of a management
server. Therefore, the recovery scheme will be further
developed.
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